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Preface
I had the great fortune of being moulded m my student-

hood by three gi eat acaryas, amongst several others,—Prof-

El D Velankar, M. A , the late Prof A B Gajendragadkar,
M. A

, and Prof S S Sukthankar, M A All these gurus are

well-known authorities on Kavyaprakas'a, and what is pre-

sented in the next few pages is the essence of the teaching of
these three great Acaryas, barnng the mistakes which are
wholly mine I can very well say, adapting the mangala to

the Siddhantikaumudl by Bhattoji Dlksda

I learnt Kavyaprakas'a, at the College, at the feet of Prof-

A. B. Gajendragadkar; and it in a privilege to be cherished

life-long—as all students of that great Professor would ever

admit with reverence and delight Naturally his teaching and
notes have left a deep impression on me and my book as well;

aad I take pride in it Actually T have printed the text straight

fiom his famous edition of Kavyaprakas'a I-II-III-X, and in the

translation, notes and also Introduction I have much basked,

intentio,really as also unintentionally, in the reflected glory from
my Guru So also the edition of Ki.vyaprakas'a I-II by Prof.

Ve'ankar and of Kavyaprakas^a I-II-III-X by Prof- Sukthankar
have their own impression indelibly left on my work- Besides

I take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to all the

Purvasuns in the field

This edition is not intended to supplant the three masterly

works of my gurus; it is because these have gone out of print

that I felt justified in venturing with my humble effort at editing

Kavyaprakas'a I-II III-X with translation, notes, Introduction.*

& c. I had already brought out an edition of Kavyaprakas'a-

I-II-III in 1955, when the Kavyaprakas^a editions by my Gurus

went out of print ( except for Ullasa X by Prof Sukthankar )-

That edition is already sold out, and by now even Ullasa X by

Prof Sukthankar has became unavailable So I decided to

bring out an edition of these four Ullasas { I-II-III-X ) revising

and enlarging my edition of Ullasas I-II-III and adding Ullasa

X for the first time I have tried my best to keep up the

standards which I have inherited, as also those which I have
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already established in my earlier editions of various- texts.

Though I have spared no pains to make the editions as useful

for students as possible in every respect, still I would
recommend to them to go to the works by my Professors and
by other Purvasuns in the original and reap the advantage of

their vast erudition.

I may humbly claim that I have tried to give m this edition

a beautifully and correctly printed text of the four Ullasas, an
accurate English translation, and Introduction and notes

exhaustive enough for the University students, but avoiding

cumbrous details The critical study of the subject-matter covered
by Mammata in these Ullasas (see notes ) is a special feature

of this edition and would be of immense help to students.

I end with sincere gratitude and thanks to Professors and
Students of Sanskrit, who have given uniformly a very kind
patronage to the various editions of texts published by me as

yet; and I confidently hope that I can ever rely on the same,

—

now and always.

Lastly but not least I thank my friend Shri T A Kulkarm
B Sc (Hons ),B Ed , Proprietor of Nutan Printing Press and Nutan
Prakashan, for enthusiastically taking up the printing and
publication of the edition and doing the work with great drive,

devotion and despatch and bring out the book with such a nice
get-up. I thank his entire staff also for the quick and excellen
printing of the book as also for their uniform courtesy, kind-
ness and helpfulness I crave the the readers’ indulgence for
occasional printing mistakes, which were inevitable m view of
the great pace at which we completed our job Important
mispnnts are noted in the Errata So also for want of degree
type in Devnnagarl in notes, the Sanskrit orthography has
taken some modernised appearance therein.

T%

96, Satyabhama Nivas,

Tilakwadi, Belgaum
19-2-1959

s. V. DIXIT.
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INTRODUCTION
1 A Biographical Sketch of Mammata:-

It is a usual complaint about the chronology of Sanskrit

LitHTature, that it is marked by a paucity of definite historical

information about Sansknt authors Even what little is available

is generally mixed with fancy to a great extent, and it is only

after a caieful sifting and evaluation of the internal and exter-

nal data about an author, that we can build a sort of a

biographical sketch about him. Even the few authors like

Ba^a or Bhavabhuti who give some information about themsel-

ves are not always very methodical, exhaustive and strictly

historical; while the vast majonty of Sanskrit authors prefer

almost a complete silence about themselves. Due to the lack

of exact historical chronology we have to speak in terms of

decades and centunes when fixing the dates of Sansknt authors*

Not much IS known about Mammata’s life either from his

pen or from any contemporary evidence. But some of the

several commentaries on the iCavyaprakas'a throw some light

on his personal history. Bhimasena, the author of the commen.
tary Sudhasagara gives some details about Mammata Bhlma*
sena himself flourished in the i8th century and wrote his

commentary in 1723 A. D. He gives the following information

about Mammata:—

who composed

at

Benaras

^3^ or

commentator on

and on

of

4^
well known com-

mentator on
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Evidence from the works of and supports Bhlma

sena's information [see footnotes]. We find that K|^yata clearly

gives his father's name as Jaiyata, while Uvata gives it as

Vajrata or Jaiyata Vajrata and Jaiyata may have been

the names of the same individual; or the variant Vajrata might

have been a mistake But as matters stand, there seems to be

no reason tor doubting the veracity of the information supplied

by Bhimasena It is quite on the cards that Mammata, Uvata
.and Kaiyata were brothers

Ananda, the native place of Mammata is supposed by some
to be a town in Gujerat But we think it to be in Kashmir.

There are good reasons to believe that Mammata was a Kasml-
nan. The following are the more important among these —

(i) The very name of Mammata has a Kashmin ring about
itj it has many analogous Kashmiri names like Allata, Bhallata,

Lollata and the like

(ii) Mammata possessed the title which is Kashmi-

tian in origin and which many Brahmins possess to this day.

(in) The illustration of obscene sense from consequent
letters which he cites in his Kavyaprakas'a smacks of Kas'mir.

He refers to the word ^fxT ^^5 in this connection. The word
has a bad sense in Kashmir as Vis'vanatha tells us

^ cp. ‘
I

2 cp ‘
I

Tvszr ii

311 H-'tjH;-=i d I

sr^rRrfgr it
"

(another ms. reads
t ^?r

qeEcj'w II

)

— (^I’s on ^%rT)
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(iv) Tradition makes Allata, Ala^a or Alaka a joint author
of Kavyaprakas'a along with Mammata (which theory is

implausible as we shall see later). But the so-called joint author
also seems to be a Kashmirian, suggesting Mamraa^a's Kashmi-
ri domicile

A commentary called by refers to

as a S'aiva

Tradition has preserved an anecdote about Mammata and
S'rlharsa ( the author of Naisadha ) Mammata, according t o

tradition, was the maternal uncle of S'rlharsa When S'rlhar^a

showed his Naisadha to him, Mammata read it and said . “It

would have been so well, if you could have shown me this

kavya earlier ” The nephew, expecting some plaudits, was
highly pleased, only to rue on hearing the further remark of

Mammata, who placidlg" continued “That would have saved

me the trouble of searching instances of ‘Kavyadosas’ desenbed
in the seventh ullasa of my Kavyaprakas'a. For I could have
got all such instances in your single work ’’ Of course the
ancedote is historically unsound; for rrrF? and sft^^are chrono-
logically separated by a century at least.

Mammata’s Learning .— Bhimasena calls Mammata ani

avatara of Sarasvati more than once. Thus he refers to him*
as ‘ erf^ i’

'

& c ’ This idea must have
airsen from Mammata’s vast learning and scholarship. Vamana*
carya has specially emphasized his knowledge of Vyakara^ja
when he says '

#?ri^'<u| i” The following details about Mammata’s proficiency

in various branches of learning would bear ample testimony to

Mammata’s erudition and scholarship-

—

(a) Maminata a grammarian —^First we have to note that

Mammata was a grammarian and as such a follower of the

grammarian’s point of view in rhetorical matters. This is known
from the following —

(i) In commenting on Karika No 4 Mammata uses the

expression * Though is not intended
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here to be a paraphrase of ‘^W.’ there is a covert compliment to

the grammarians in the expression all the same.

(ii) In disscussing the topic of 'Samketa’ or the conventio-

nal meaning of words, Mammata first mentions and apparently
aeccfpts the STT^iTTf^ view of the grammarians. In his

Mammata argues at some lenght for the view of

the grammanans andr^utes the view of uTT^r^.

(ill) Mammata's treatment of the figure Upama reveals him
to be a grammarian, for most of the divisions of this figure as
given by him are based on grammar.

(iv) So also m giving the ten divisions of the figure ftxlrar

Mammata bases them on the fourfold convention of words This
once more confirms Mammata’s partiality towords grammanans.

(v) According to grammarians single words as well as
compounds made of more than one word constitute a Paaa.
Mammata accepts this view. Thus when he wants to illustrate

a qR he quotes a big compound. Then again in illustra-

ting he once quotes a compound. It may be
remembered by the way that according to the jfqrfq^s, <??

means a single word only qf^rr) . Naiyayikas do not admit
(power) as belonging to compounds, which according to

them are not qr?s technically so called

(vi) According ,to grammarians a cause is everywhere an
actnn To them or I5 and are synonymous In

definining as “ ftiinuT
I

”

Mammata uses the word fjpiTT as a synonym of

(vii) Mammata often quotes as authority
‘(cp p il) and (cp p. Ii). Grammatical topics
and maxmis are also used to illustrate his point in some cases e g

5rfcr<TT^3T!=^’ 01
I

’

(b) Mammata's knowledge of other Sastras

(i) Mimamsa -Besides grammar Mammata shows acquain-
tance with other S'astras as well Thus his knowledge of Mima.
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msa is shown by his reference to the 3rf^%rF?r5r^Tf^. &
^rnr^rfer > the view about the convention of words^
3nfT% with its two vaneties and Sf^ScfT as the fruit of know-
ledge He also quotes Kuraanla’s in support of his

view(p 17).

(11) Nyaya- Fazs'esjfca Mammata also knew the Nyaya and
the Vais'tsika systems Thus he refers to the atomic theory
of creation ( p* I & 1

1

), the nyaya theory about convention

<p 12), and the nyaya view about being the fruit of

knowledge ( p 23 ) Under the figure snrJtR he defines certain

terms of ^xrrrr, and seems to allude to the threefold division of
causes admitted by the at the very commencement of
the on the first Karika In K. P. X he refers to &

sroT'Sr as well

(ill) Samkhya & Bvddhism —Mammata seems to be familiar

with the Samkhya theory of creation ( p- 1

)

and the Buddhistic

doctrine about convention ( p 12

)

(iv) Alamkaras'astra ( Rhetoric or PoHics

)

—^Mammata
had of course deeply studied all the Alamkara literature that

preceded him. His Kavayaprakas'a contains ample evidence to

show his close familiarity with the works of Bharata, Bhamaha,
Udbhata> Anandavardhana, Rudrata and Abhinavagupta. His
treatement of the various alamkara topics is generally based on
the works of these great authorities. He, however, holds,

independent views m some matters and ciSbcises the opinions of

his predecessors, notably Udbhata, Vamana, Anandavardhana

and Rudrata.

(v) Kavya Liteiature —Mammata was evidently at home in

all the Kavya Literature that was extant in his time. He has
quoted more than 600 stanzas from dramas, kavyas and such
other works to illustrate the various topics in his work. These
books cover a very wide field and point to the extent of his

reading

It would be thus seen that Mammata was a learned man
acquainted with almost all the s'astras, though he [had made
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alamkaras^stra the field of his special study. It is therefore no

wonder if an admirer of him like Bhimasena should have
regarded him as an avatara of Sarasvatl.

Mammata's Works -Besides the Kavyaprakas'a, Mammata
is known to have written a small treatise called

which deals with the three powers of words. It is of the same

form as the Kavyaprakas'a and contains no Mangala. It

-was written after Kavyaprakas'a for at its end Mammata says t

* aT?ipr
’ where by

he evidently refers to his Kavyaprakas'a. Besides these

two? Aufrecht mentions as a third work of

Mammata It is quite possible also that he might have compo-
sed some of the illustrations cited in the Kavyaprakas'a, which
are untranced elsewhere

Mammata Date —There is not much difficulty m determi-

rdng the date of Mammata The following few facts must be
remembered in this connection —

(i) Abhinavagupta the author of the famous commen-
tary on is quoted by Mammata in the 4th

Ullasa of his Kavyaprakas'a arfVr^T^Ccr’s literary activities fall

between 990*1020 D
(n) Mammata also quotes from the Navasahasankacanta

which was composed about 1020 A D,

(ill) Mammata also refers to Bhoja’s liberality towards

literary men. Bhoja’s date is known to be 1005-1054 A D It is

likely that like was a contemporary of Bhoja. In

that case his date is the first half of the lith century.

This evidence places Mammata m the first half of ilth
cent. A D approximately. Another line of inquiry confirms
this date. The following data gives the other limit of the date

(1) Manikyacandra wroto his commentary called Samketa
on the Kavyaprakas'a in Sarfivat 1216 i. e. 1259-60 A. D.

(n) A manuscript of the Kavyaprakas^a in dated Samvat
12151 e 1158-1159 A D

(111) The of refers to the Kavyaprakas'a.
This work was composed somewhere between I135-I155A
So it IS certain that Mammata lived before 1155 A. D
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Thus Mammata seems to have flounshed in the fir^ half

of nth century A. D.

2 The Authorship of KavyaprakSs'a :

—

There is a controversy raised by some about the authorship

of the Kavyaprakas'a. Before we discuss it, we should ascertain

its exact nature

The Kavyaprakas^a consists of three constituent parts (i)the

splf^^Ts ( 142 m all ) (ii) the & (lii) or Illustrative

verses The illustrative verses are borrowed mainly from
various Sanskrit works, and Mammata might have composed a
few himself There is no controversy about the authorship of

these verses anyhow.

It IS about the & the wfe that the controversy exists.

And there are in the mam three mews about the authorship of

these (1) Bharata is the author of the Karikas and Mammata
only wrote the Vytti thereon (11) Mammata wrote both the

•^Flf^rs & the upto 4r<=t>l<iyiS;+K m X and then

or completed the work, left unfinished for some reason,

"by Mammata. (in) Mammata wrote all the & the

( though here and there he might have borrowed some ^Plfr^Ts

from his predecessors ). We shall now discuss these different

views :

—

(1) First View •“*"Two comparatively late commentators

^jrPTT^fnT ( 17th cent. A. D.) and ( £8th

cent, A. D. ) are responsible for this view They put forth

three arguments • (l) At the commencement of his Mamm-
ata refers to the m the 3rd person; had he composed
the ^nfwrs himself, he would have used the first person {2) Six

from V (IV 29-34) (3) In defining

, the uses the word sirHw m the

s 5(g'c|-4<T^f%wf?RrT « If Mammata were the

TlfVPFFTT he would not have used in the

Refutation —(l) Reference ts the in the third

person is no proof of ^"^’s authorship of the Sanskrit

authors often refer to themselves in the 3rd person. (2) Only

plural. But sayi
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six of are found m sFisq-xr^T^ And he might
have borrowed these These ^rPt^rs deal with and Mamm-
ata agrees with Bharata on the point and hence he might have-

borrowed these from Bharata, just as he has borrowed
or adapted from other predecessors too (3) The remark
*

’ in an afterthought of Mammata Mammata
often supplies new points m

,
at times amends his own

view-point ( cp 3T^?5i;|p^ 5?r thereon ).

Mammata, that way, is not a very systematic author.

(11) Second View —The idea that two authors Mammata
and Allata (or Alaka) were responsible for the composition of
the seems to have been prevalent among commenta-
tors from very early times Arguments for this view can be
marshalled as follows -(i) srrfj^ ( 1665 ), a commentator
of the ^oq-srsFT^ was responsible for starting the theory that

:

“ IRT trf^^TRfsT I 5T3F^5r ijrTT fw^TTni?^-

^’JTT It

’*
(11) other commentators like rnf'n'fiT^^FS' refer to this

view in general terms. (111) A sprsgsr^iT^ manu&cript of 12th
century has the colophon " ” (iv) In a
manuscript of Ruyyaka’s ^PT5irw[^^%cr the colophons to the
1st and loth ullasas ascribe the composition of the ^rrsq-sicpT^ to
Mammata and Allata (v) Arjunavarmadeva ( 13th cent ) also
refers to this jmnt-authorship theory, calling Mammata and
Alaka as j'oinf authors of 7 and spfoirsr^r^ generally

Befutetion This theory of co-authorship of Mammata
and Allata ( or Alaka ) also does not hold much water. For (l y

or 3X55^^ this supposed joint author of the ^PTojjsr^^ has
written a commentary on of Ruyyaka ( 1150 A D.).
So he must have lived circa 1 200 A. D So chronologically it
is not possible for him to have collaborated with Mammata. of
about 1050 A. D. Nor can we imagine that the unfinished

was completed by 3^55?, 150 years subsequently,
because commentaries on spissrsr^TJa' by who
preceded Allata, comment on the full text of the (2)*
No unanimity of opinion exists as to which portion was comple-
ted by either author. (3) There is no material difference in the
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style and treatmem from end to end of (4) There is

no reason why Allata should not announce his joint authorship
if it were to be a fact (5) The colophons to manuscripts of
either Kavyaprakas'a or its commentaries are not absolutely
trustworthy (6) Sanskrit commentators have often a habit of

repeating what their predecessors said As such too much
emphasis cannot be laid on their evidence.

(ill) Third View —There are enough grounds to prove
with reasonable certainty that Mammata is the author of the

as well as the and the author of the work as a
whole -(1 ) No indication IS given anywhere in that

was the and the only ( 11 ) There
IS only one for the work It Mammata was only ^1%rfrn:

he would probably have given a separate for the ^1%,
(ill) According to there are eight T?rs, according to trir
nine ^TcT knows of 4 figures of speech

( 8 3T2rfe§;^T+ 1 ^55T-
Mammata deals with 62 and six

(iv) In explaining the ^iTpt^s on the nature of w m his

Mammata quotes in support, this would have been impo_
ssible if '¥r^ were the ^Tfr^T^TR ( v ) The passage ' TTr^yr %

’ m the definition of gives a deathblow to the

—authorship theory, by proving the identity of the

& ^%^R- For here the sFif^fSiR is clearly aware
of a passage which precedes it ( vi ) In Ullasa II

‘ '

in 14 seems to refer to two couplets from 'Jfr'Rr

could never have made this reference. ( vii ) Mahes'vara and
Vidyabhusana say that Bharata composed the Kankas of the

by drawing upon This is absurd, for it has
been shown that portions in the dealing with

belong to the 9th or lOth cent A D
,
while iflR^’s

IS the oldest work on Sanskrit Poetics and belongs to the

beginning of the Chnstain era (viii) Early commentators of

the like Triforw^sr, or as also

well-known authors like |iRP5r, and
make no distinction between the and ^%^fr. (ix)

Only two works of one by and the other

by Vamana—are at present available, while that? attributed to
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Bharata, is not extant at present Bharatamum is known to

have written only the ^TTStr^s” (Prof Velankar) (x) As
regards the theory of ?n:frH--3rc5?a: combine, it seems to have been,

the result of a misunderstanding of the concluding verse of the-

^rroiTST^PT^r
—

‘ TTFft ird; i ?r

I5 . ll
’ Ostensibly Mammata

was claiming his work to be a grand synthesis ot all the kavya

theories before him, but a misunderstanding of the wording led

to the unfortunate theory of composite authorship

3 Mammata & his Kavyaprakas'a An Esiimate

When Mammata winds up his Kavy aprakas'a with the

words ' iTinf ir?r i

Ig id he states correctly

what task he had set before himself and achieved successfully.

Mammata essentially was a syncretist.piepaiedto pmk the good

points from his different predecessors’ works His study of

and Sanskrit Literature was vast and accurate He
was highly respected among Rhetoricians and the fact that

eminent rhetoricians like Ruyyaka and Vis'vanatha have written

commentaries on is a high compliment to Mammata
and his Kavyaprakas'a. Even the volatile and brilliant

Jagannatha holds Mammata as great and refers to him as
'

5ii3:q ’ (the ancients) His admirer naturally remarks:

1% I

Mammata has a unique importance in the field of Alamka-
ras'astra The alamkaras'astra had developed for about a

thousand years before him and many famous rhetoru lans had
made varied contributions to Poetics Mammata epitomises the

achievements of Poetics upto his time and inspires later develop-
ments Kavyprakas'a has remained the most popular work m
Sanskrit Poetics, almost from the time it was composed Numer-
ous commentaries have been written thereon Vamanacarya
mentions 46 ,

Mm Kane’s enumeration makes the number 71,
while refers to a thousand commentaries ( cp.
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Introductory St 3 of his comm ) Pandits is^Western India
believe that only after composing a commentary on the
Kavyaprakas'a one can be called a Bhatta Vamanacarya has
styled himself as Bhatta accordingly.

The causes of the great populanty of the Kavyaprakas'a are
mainly fourfold (l) Firsty it epitomises all the important theo-
ries and doctrines before him He has taken all that he thought
to be good from the four Schools of Poetu s prevalent then viz

and schools (11) Secondly he
gave a systematic and pithy survey of the entire field of Poetics
(barring dramaturgy) He has all through remained concise-

and workmanlike and has generally eschewed over- elaboration
(ill) Mammata’s vast erudition was also a great cause of the
popularity of the Kavyaprakas'a (iv) His emphasis on
Dhvani and Rasa, which were the most popular schools of the
day, and deservedly so, also added to the popularity of his
work

In composing Kavyaprakas'a Mammata draws upon several
predecessors like Bharata, Bhamaha.Dandin, Udbhata, Vamana
Rudrata, Anandavaidhana, Mukulabhatta and Abhinavagupta_
He borrows not only some words and expressions but also
illustrations at times from his predecessors But he is no slavish

borrower or follower He criticises and controverts the views
of his predecessors where necessary and shows his independent
judgmei^t ( numerous such instances would be found in the
notes

) i Mammata’s greatest debt is due to Rudrata and
Anandavardhana

Mammata has greatly influenced later authors Vis'vanatha
the author of the Sahityadarpana was practically bent on
emulating and excelling the master. He, therefore,padded
dramaturgy in his book, which Mammata had left out. His
Sahityadarpana thus has become an exhaustive manual on

At times as m Kavyalakgana, Vis'vanatha severely

criticises Mammata, yet on the whole Ksvyaprakas'a seems to

be his model. “Though the Sahityadarpatja is really superior

to the EZavyaprakas'a because of its treatment of the science of
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rhetonc in all its branches, its systematic exposition of topics,

its clear and precise definitions and its easy and flowing style^

it did not succeed in supplanting the Kavyaprakas'a Mammata
apparently had taxen a firm hold on the mind of the students

of the Alamkaras'astra. ” (Prin. Gajendragadkar)

Mammata has his defects too Firstly he gives the

impression of being a slovenly writer and is not always

happy in the choice of his words His treatment of topics at

places IS very unmethodical as in case of seT^^IFT,

etc. and meagre as in the case of lEfiimTftQr etc Some
of his are clumsy, involved and lacking perspicuity

His definitions of figures do not compare favourably with those,

by Visvanatha In dealing with the figures of speech he does

not seem to have followed any specific scheme of classification.

He has more than once to amend in what he says in

^rf^rs.

But not withstanding these blemishes the Kapvyaprakas'a

has always remained a very popular Alamkara work Its

greatest achievement as already noted above is the synthesis

it brings about among the various theories and doctrines in the

field m his days. It was commented upon by eminent scholars

almost from within a score of years from its composition, down
through the centuries,and there are about seventy commentaries
available on the^ainT^^r Rhetoricians like

like fTTTfrsflvrj, like and Tftrrr^s like

qrwTfcr and fctir^s like f^rarr^'sr’ur, ^mf^s like

and Jamas like thought it to be an honour to

comment upon the Kavyaprakas'^a All this shows the immense
popularity of the work Mammata has tried to present therein

a concise treatment of the various alamkara topics, avoiding

pedantry, and keeping practical considerations before him.
Mammata’s influence on later almkaras'astra was great

4 The Five Schools of Poetics •

—

The subject of Poetry is a subject of discussion from times
immemorial. In all countries and m all ages the subject has
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evoked great discussion. Particularly the problem as to what
constitutes the essence of Poetry has always been the problem
of problems,which, sphmx-like, has defied any final answer St.

Augustine is said to have said about Poetry ‘If asked, I know
not, if not asked, I know’, and he has summed up the position

pretty well, though a bit in an eccentric way But human mind is

not generally satisfied with such answers, and tries to find a

concrete answer to such questions And Sanskrit Rhetoricians

have tried to analyse and determine its essence in the last

number of centuries, e\ er since had its birth

One cannot say exactly when Poetry was born, but it must
have been born very soon after human beings developed a

language The human being, to whom the urge of self-expressi-

on i e conveying ones thonghts and to feelings to others must
have come instinctively, must have started this communication
with gestures and gradually progressed to monosyllables, words,

phrases, sentences and thus to language The normal vehicle

of expression of thoughts of course must have been prose, but

the early hunin being must have realised soon that a person
occasionally got an inspiration to write something which was
different from prose, which had a swing,music and rythm about

it, The word comes from the root^ to sing or hum.

Kavya was primarily therefore a composition to be sung

and which had a peculiar indirect, suggestive and attractive

way of conveying things. This was the birth of poetry

Instead of reporting m prose how he saw a number of doffodils

waving in breeze, Wordsworth says “Ten thousand saw I at a

glance, tossing their heads in spnghtly dance”. And we say

this is poetic If a sailor says that he was all alone on the vast

sea, it looks prose It he says “Alone, alone, all, all alone,

alone on a wide, wide sea" we feel that it is poetry Byron has

summed up one whole Biblical tale in one line of poetry ‘The

water saw its Lord and blushed into wine.’ Western scholars

have defined poetry variously as “a spontaneous oveflow of

powerful feeling”, “emotion recollected in tranquility’, “an

expression of imagination” or “frozen music”. An easy and

haniy definition of poetry may be “beautiful expression of
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beautiful thoughts” It seems that or suggstion and

a striking expression are the real essentials of poetry They
together make it a beautiful expression of beautiful thought.

Vis'vanatha nicely puts it as i

The Rgvedic seer also was conscious of the birth of poetry

from an inspiration or upsurge of the heart The Vedic seers

likened the poet’s craft to ?he carpenter’s craft cp

q5T=qTfiT
’ A poet chiselled by his heart a fine poetic

composition,, like a carpenter making a beautiful chariot The
nomal word for a poem was ‘manisa’, ‘manma’, or ‘mati’

The birth of our Adikavya Ramayana also emphasizes
how poetry is a spontaneous overflow of a powerful feeling

The cruel killing of a Krauhca from a couple, convulsed the
compassionate heart of Valmiki and his emotion gushed out in

poetry 'in ftrrq: srf^G^T w i

Bhavabhuti calls this

while Kalidasa describes the happening in the words

How the different schools arose — consists of and
srn But and arq which go to make qrT^ are different

from the !iT5^ and srq which we use in prose or in everyday
parlance. As Prof Gajendragadkar has aptly observed,
expressions like ' iftT ’ ' nsqfr ^ ’

look prosaic;

while ‘qJTftrift 5irr5Tfn’''or ’ look more
charming and poetical Kavya thus has to be striking and
charming It is an expression of beautiful thoughts in beautiful
words.

Some critics give greater importance to the beauty of
thought They say that the soul of Poetry is JRasa or the
-sentiment which it conv eys- And hei e arose the Rasa school.
Then some critics, agreeing with the view that this Rasa is the
-essence of poetry, argued that this Rasa is never bluntly expre-
ssed but It is conveyed by the charming process of Dhvani or
suggestion. So this sqrfq- or suggestion rather should be called
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the essence of Poetry Thus arose the Dhvani school, which
held that Dhvam or the suggested sense or sentiment con-
stituted the essence of Poetry.

As against these two schools giving prominence to beauti-

ful thought, some other critics gave more importance to the

beautiful expression of it The beauty of expression can be
heightened by different figures of speech

( ^
or

adoption of particular poetical styles
^ ), or by using

striking expiession generally This gave rise to

the theories of tV%s, or constituting the

essnece of Poetry and so three more schools arose vis. the

school, the school and the school

These five schools viz ( i ) the Rasa school, ( ii ) the Dhvani
school, ( 111 ) the Alamkara school, ( iv

)

the RIti school and (v)

the Vakrokti school are associated with the names of five

great rhetoricians, who are said to have been their founders or

chief promulgators These names are—Bharata (Rasa)
Anandavardhana ( Dhvani), Bhamaha (Alamkara), Vamana
( RIti ) and Kuntala (Vakrokti) Now a brief survey of these

( I ) The Rasa School of Bharata —The Rasa school is

said to have been founded by Bharata (circa beginning of

Christian era ), who recognised the supreme place of ^ m i

kavya and has mentioned eight Rasas. Vs'vanatha, the author

of the Sahityadarpana is one of the principal followers of

Bharata who emphasizes in his famous

VETT^

( II

)

The Dhvani School of Anandavai dhana —The Dhavni
school was started by Anandavardhana ( circa 850 AD) who
has called Dhvani or suggestion as Rasa in a

poem IS suggested or conveyed, and while the Rasa school gave

the palm to Rasa as the essence of Poetry, Dhavani school

gave the palm to suggestion by which is conveyed, as con-

stituting the differentia cf poetry. Thus school is a sort

of extension of the Rasa school. One of his famous followers

in Ruyyaka or Rucaka, author of
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(ill) The Adamkara School of Bharnaha — Bhamaha,

the author of ( circa soo-600 A D ) lo said to be the

founder of the school of Poetics, who emphasized

as an essential aspect of Poetry. He was followed by

Udbhata, Rudrata and to a certain extent by Dandm as well,

in his views

( IV ) The RHi School of Votmono, —Vamana (circa 800

A D,) proclaimed \ tTcT I

Actually Dandm, a predecessor of Vamana
had partly anticipated Vamana in the emphasis on Riti The
Poetical Style is the essence of Poetry according to this school.

( V ) The Vakrokti School of Bfuntala ,—Kuntala ( circa

1000 A D ), the famous author of started the

school According to him stnkingness of expressions

was the criterion of Poetry Mammata also has referred to this

criterion, when he says with approbation #f%5ir I

Mammita, a Syncretist —^We cannot assign Mammata to

any specific school For he is a syncretist, who is attempting

to take up the good points of all the schools. His definition of

kavya suggests his affinity to the Alamkara, RIti and Vakrokti
schools, as Prof Gajendragadkar has observed. His thieefold

division of ^|oir and the best ^loir being called s^fTf^rsq- show
him as a supporter of Dhvam School While his references

elsewhere show that he IS a believer in Rasa as constituting

the essence of Poetry cp. ‘

& c ’ and w§;’T\^5irrqrR5r^w?rin'

& c. “ It will thus be seen from this that Mammata is not

the follower of any school to the exclusion of others, but that
he depends upon them all in the treatment of the different

opics in his book” We can aptly conclude this discussion by
Mammata ’s own words in support

qrtff fi'fiT^sciTnTw^F- sr%?rriEr^ irer i
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5 Sanskrit Poetics : Its Origin, Growth, Achievements and

Shortcomings

Sanskrit Poetry is as old as the Rgveda which is entirely

poetical and does contain a lot of excellent poetry. But the

earliest references to something akin to Poetics are the reference

to Purija and Lupta varieties of Upama in Nirukta ( circa 6th or

7th cent B C ) and the reference to different varieties of Upamas
in Maitryupanisad In Nigha^tu the like etc

are brought under the vague term ^q’lTT and while explaining

the term Yaska cites a definition of Upama given by Gargya,

one of his predecessor This shows that even before Yaska

some elements of Poetics were already extant Panini ( 5tk

cent B C ) uses technical terms like ^vn, ^qfira,

which seem to be then in vogue already and Kautilya (4th cent

B C ) in nis Arthas^astra mentions what constitute excellences

of composition The Junagadh Rock Inscription ( 150 A. D )

refers to some qtloirq^s and refers to the division of Poetry into

& q?r.
“ All these are no more than indications of the

growth of Sanskrit Poetics And for the first systematic treatment

of the scince-at least an appreciable portion, of it-one must go

down to Bharata’s Natyas^astra We shall now survey very

briefly the Rollcall of Honour m the field of Sanskrit Poetics of

the authors who have shed their lustre on the fiela of Poetics.

Iniv 07 tant Autho7 s in Alamkaras'astra - (a) Predecessors

of Mammata - The following are the noteworthy predecessors

of Mammata with a mention of their date, works and special

features if any - (l) Bharata, the author of Natyas'Sstra ( circa

beginning of the Christian Era ) The Natyas'astra is the oldest

available work on Alamkaras'astra. Bharata is the founder of

the Rasa school (2) Bhamaha, author of Kavyalamkara

{ between 500 A D -600 AD) He is oldest exponent of the

alamkara school of Poetics (3) Daijdin author of Kavyadars'a

( 7th cent A. D ) He is partly an exponent of the RIti school

and partly of the alamkara school (4) Udbhata author of

Kavyalamkarasamgraha ( circa 800 A. D. ) He is a great

exponent of the alamkara school (5) Vamana, author of

Kavyalamkarasrutaijii ( about 800 A. D ). (6) Rudrata, author
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of Kavyalamkara ( bet 8oo A D- 850 AD) He belongs to
the Alamkara and Rasa schools (7) Anandavaidhana, the
authoi of Dhvanyaloka ( about 800 AD) founder of DhvanI
school, he is a very famed Rhetorician. (8) Mukulabhatta
author of Abhidhavrttimatrka ( 925 AD.) He discus-^es the
mukhya and laksamka meanings. (9) Kuntala author of
Vakroktijlvita ( bet 925 A- D 1025 AD) He is the founder
ot the Vakrokti school. (10) Bhoja, author of Sarasvatlkantha."
bharana ( 1005 A. D -1054 AD) His work is more a compi-
lation than an original work.

(b) Successor s of Mammata - (ii)Ruy>aka of Rucaka,.
author of Alamkarasaivasva (aboutllSOA D, ) He is an
exponent of Dhvani school (12) Vidyadhara» author of Ekavalt
(about 1300 A D ) (13) Vidyanantha, author of Prataparudra-
yas'obhuaana ( about 1325 A, D ) (14) Vis'vanatha, author of
Sahityadarpana (about 1350 A D ). Next in popularity to-

KSvyaprakas'a, Vis''vanatha’s Sahityadarpana is the most
exhaustive work on Alamkaras'astra and includes dramaturgy,
(15) Appaya Dlksita, author of Vrtnvaxtika, Kuvalayananda
and Citramimamsa (bet 1550 A D -1665 AD) Kuvalayananda
treats of 124 figures of speech. (16) Jagannatha, author of
Rasagangadhara and Citramlmamsakhandana ( bet 1650 A D.-
1660 AD.) The last great alamkarikas, he is one of theimost
leading rhetorician beside Anandavardhana, Mammata and
Vis'vanatha.

The Sahilyas'mtra its achievements and Shortcomings .

This topic has been dealt with, with such a charm and finesse
by Prof Sukthankar, tha^ I cannot resist the temptation of
quoting my guru in extenso on this point “ In its rich varie-
ty and profusion, Sanskrit Poetics has but few rivals. Its
richness could be imagined if only we knew that the five schools
with their many adherents have been responsible for innumera-
ble works, which, in their turn, have been commented upoa
by scholars of great profundity The works and the commen-
taries are both learned in the highest degree

Generally speaking, writers on sahityas'astra have attempted
to analyse the basic grounds of Poetry and set forth its purpose.
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Each one has m his own way attempted a definition of Poetry^

from which it was a natural transition to investigate the differ*

ent powers (^1%) of word to convey different senses A.a

equiry into what constitutes a poetical excellence or a poetical

flaw IS then undertaken by these writers Add to these the

precise definitions and divisions of the different figures of sound

and sense, and we get an idea of the questions that the

set about tackling.

All 3rT^^f^!=Fs have invariably admitted 3TPT? or to

be the principal aim of Poetry endorsing the generally accepted

view that art is invariably a source of delight They again

assume all ait to be didactic in purpose. Joy and advice, side

by side, constitute according to them, the principal purposes

of Poetry Writers on Sanskrit Poetics did not fail to recognise

-that even Pathos contributes to the joy of the though

their attempts to explain this j'-'y could not be regarded as

successful

In giving the basic grounds of Poetry, they are alive to

the fact that poetic genius is the prime necessity of a Poet.

But they do not ignoie the value of training and study A minute

observation of the world too is regarded as necessary,

whir h implies a recognition of the element of realism in art.

But too much realism is perilous to art and hence our writers

on P letics have described the poet as A happy

blending of the realistic and the ideal leads to art in the real

sense of the term

The definitions of spTsrr are varied some more scientific than,

others The admission of and was indeed a great

•contribution The Sanskrit writers never mistook verse for

Poetry and were ready to recognise Poetry in prose But it

seems more than likely that our STT^^rfy^s failed to pay atten-

tion to the subjective aspect of Poetry. Their attention was

•centred more on the narrative aspect than the lyrical. The

principle of division of Poetry into lyric, narrative and dramatic

by Western criticism has not anything corresponding to it in

Sanskrit Again the psycho-analytical explanation that Poetry
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is emotion that has passed through the medium of imagination

has very little corresponding to it in Sanskrit, though a ‘ sembla-

nce of it is found in a very faint form in their explanation of

We find that Sanskrit Sahityas^astra is prone to elaoration

and at places overelaboration of things Its exhaustiveness and
precision in its treatment ot the three powers of words, of

Rasas and their ancillanes.of the Kavyagup.a.s andKavyadogas,
and of s'abalamkaras and arthalamkaras, is a matter of which
one can be proud. The Sanskrit Rhetoricians have a definite

perchant for nuances or finer shades of sound and sense And
no literature has made such rich and varied contribution to the
science of Poetics in these aspects The wealth and variety
of different figures of speech, of word or sense, and the subtle
differnces in various figures within a common group ( say

or and the like ) is admirable But we
have to admit that hair-splitting and an overdose of grammati-
cal technicalities (eg. division of ^qr*fT by ttpiih or of or

or tpfff by other like and others) are a
drawback 'that often peeps up in our Ou^

should have confined themselves to matters poetical
and artistic “ These failings and drawbacks apart, Sanskrit
Poetics has enriched, for all time to come, the field
of letters and thoughts with its theories about

and not to mention several others. They bear
the hallmak, of scholalry erudition and precision ’’ They have
worthily investigated the ‘Realms of gold’ in the field of
Poetry

!

6 Origin and Growrth of AImkaras—
The develooment of Rhetoric as a literary science comes at

a later period in the history of Sanskrit Literature, but that
does not mean that literary and rhetorical devices were a
suiden growth of that time They were present in a more or
le>s developed form—at times in a very nascent from,—in the
literature that preceded that period The Epics and Puranas
are very rich in these devices But even Vedic literature is not
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lacking m them And even the Rgveda presents a considerable

variety of literary devices. And there is nothing unnatural in

this, for man has attempted to develop the literary style in his

own way from times immemorial

!

The foremost among such literary devices, almost unscon-
sciously used, in the oldest days, is the Upama Upama is

broadcast through the length and breadth of Sanskrit literature.

If one remembers that an Upama is an expression of the well-

known psychological process of analogy—a process so patent

to the human mind,-one can understand how Upama is almost
inetivable is one’s speech and language. ‘ Example is better

than precept ’ runs an old adage and Upama does that very
work of exemplifying an object or idea or sentence by a
suitable similar illustration It was but natural to compare a

face to moon, lustre to sun, teeth to buds or eyes to blue

lotuses A data to us is'like Kama and a strongman like Bhima,
an ideal man is symbolised by Rama and and ideal lady by
Sita. Upama originally must have come to illustrate with

appropriate instances our everyday exchange of thought.
' ’ of Tarkikas is a good illustration of a matter- a-

fact illustrative simile Gradually, however? the poets and the

eltile tried to make this illustrative simile to be more refined

artistic and beautiful. The simple prosaic expression of

similarity between object and object and idea and idea gave

place to a more imaginative conception of similarity between

things or concepts. The poets exercised their imagination to

find out subtle and poetic similarities and developed the
‘ decorative use ’ of the illustrative Upama. It was decorative

Upama—typified by the hackneyed ijg- ^ and the

liker-;whj£h was later classified and assorted by Alamkarikas

' Just as analogy gave rise to Upama and gradually to other

samy^n3«|hf;_5lamk^^ Rupaka, Utpreksa, Atis'ayokti

and the like,i process of contrast also*fcmd its own influence Tn

lAppaya Diksita in his citramimamsa has very nicely

explained how Upama is a basis of many other figures cp.
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the development of figures Perhaps it started with the
" ”

like ‘ Himalayas are as high as the Pacific is

deep or the statement of the Vidusaka in Vlkramorvasdya
' cT^ra-^ srfg-cftirr srfftrsr fq-^qra'qr l ' And gradually

figures based on some aspect of contradiction or other, like

f^WT^T, and the like must have come
into vogue Other figures based on various other principles

-must have come into existence gradually m course of time. ’

It would be 'worthwhile to examine at some length the

rich variety of alamkaras ( particularly Upamas ) which we get

in Rgveda, the earliest literary monument of the Vedic Aryans
and probably of the world The praises of sages going to-

wards gods are compared to bird flying towards their nests.

I gr^JT ff I

‘

o o '
'va "N

<^ f I

' '^5=5' ’ ¥TTT I

* mi f% qfTiirTTr i

' ^
I

‘
\

‘

,
TcrTyFprfcr T^irf^cr ’ iffr i

‘ q-

q WT ’ ffq->Tiq I
' ^ I

*
I

=q?5'^q% ’ ^fgr I
' f?r% ^ '

%T^ l
‘ trq ffcT srfcT-

I
‘ fqfq' i

'
=q?sr«rJT fq'q‘1%

’

I

‘

=5F^R%rT=5q^ '
i ^qiTltT

fsq% ’ ffgr I
* JTW

I
‘ 3T3^q

1 <
1 XTqTTq=qRTT^?3;TT‘?:-

1 cffqq w^?iTfTrf^qrrrT?rTqT?r i

qrii-fq^ifViTT^r p 5 So
Appaya compares Upama to an actress assuming many roles

and gladdening the hearts of many people cp ^qifqrr

^^snrFq- qrroir^^
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( TTT ^r ^?r?ft'5'T-Rv 1 25 4);.

These are also likened to cows going to pastures (’T'^T ^
^cTift qr l-Rv I 25 16) The stars disappear,

like robbers, at the end of night
( arq ?af JTTT

I 50 2) The rays ot the rising sun are like blazing

fires ( 3T^!$rflr?ir %crTl' ^sfit sr^ 1
^rsrr 11—

Rv I 50 3 ) The Usas appears before men like a bathing

beauty
(
irqT TtS SR^n^-Rv V 10 S)'

Usas displays her fair from to men ( 'I’l

f?r ll-Rv V 806). Parjanya drives the

clouds with lighting like a charioteer driving horses with a

whip (Tsft^ 3Tf^%q^r4^gpr frcj^ ^cErt?T ar^ i-Rv V 83 3 )•

Vrtra daring to fight with Indra, like a castrated bull with an

uncastrated one, met his doom (^cwt ^51 irfw^ 5^
i-Rv I 32 7 ) Vala was divested of his loot of

cows by Brhaspati like a forest divested of leaves by winter

(ff^ q-qf irfq-^r q'5Tif?r i-Rv X 68 lo ) |lv X
78 IS a hymn having a chain of 27 Upamas in 8 Rks We find

there Maruts described as fqsrrat ff , TTSTRt ^ fW
,
srf^ IT TTT^ir?rT

, sn^fl^rr ^ f^ir ^

Trq? ^cT^Wt, IT ^o53T- etc. We get also some

stnking rupakas in Rv eg the Night comes looking on all

sides with her star- eyes (
I- Rv X

1271). Frogs are identified with BrahmaTjias officiating
^

at

sacrifices or reciting Vedas ^^vTTTft 3T%tT^ ^ Tft5r ’T ^<3FiT-

f^cft Rv VII 103 7. ^^TTflT WTfrTT

q-sRrfsrf^qcTT 5r —Ibid 103 I. A good chain of

drstantas is tTR^ tT TT^T ^ *

srqJTlfTq^ ?T TTF H-Rv X II7 9-

A verse midway between utpreksa and bhrantiman is Rv X
146 3 ( ^cT *11^ ^ SRvqrfd': 5ErrT

sfrqjStfriq' TT'd'fd' II
)

The Gambler’s Hymn (Rv X 34) ts a

gem of poetic beauty There is such a fine virodhabhasa

therein—5fr=4T I f^rsqrr

3P?TTTI ifVT TnrT: U-Rk 9* C The dice-

lie below ( on board ) but have their influence is felt above ( in

heart ). Handless, they overpower a handed person. The
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divine burning charcoals thrown on the board, though cool,

burn the heart ' ] In this very sukta we get the very exquisite

simile of the gift of the dice being like the gift of child

( ) ,
only to be taken back ! Even a s'abdalankara is

seen at limes m Rv cp the following anuprasa :

- IRTT »-Rv X 14 7 )

In post Rgvedic literature the alamkaras naturally went on

getting a greater vaiiety and currency And by epic period the

kavya style was practically established It was left to the

Court Epics to develop the moie ornate brand of the various

alamkaras and multiply their number and subvarieties too-

There is no necessity to go on illustrating figures from all these

branches in detail, for the rasikas and the elite know them too

well I may only give a random sample survey In Mu^ida-

kopanisad we get a chain of upamas as follows q'2fr'>fq'Tf^

rpsTT qt^sqTrrTqsrq 1

II “In S'vetas'vatara we get "

crqiErT I

”
In sutra texts we‘'>get upamas like '

' or tqifqqqfq l and a S'ankaracarya gives casu-

ally a gem of an upama f^qy^g qq^qq^<^cq' 1 In epics we get

such beautiful similes as follows ‘qqy qrpss q qii’^S qr q^TcTiq

qflqqt i =q sq^qr qs^^qqqiqq* 1 1 or “ q qqr ^qf-
^qr 4>^qfqqT I qrqqq q^r^iRr qq^=^>qfq qtqq n “ The •^rq-

gives us the beautiful ^qqr Tiq^I^fq q^TT-

^Rq \ STR-^ ^fqqrqriqT qRTflf^pqrrfwq W While Ana^tapan-
dita in Bharatacampu fancies the series of white garments
supplied by Krsna to Draupadi as qrqrPtqil'qriqqq.qiflq

qi%q l^Fjqq^jqq 1

' Illustrating from Classical literature at
•w cs

large is not necessary here As said above the q^^qqs are

well aware of these illustrations and Kavyaprakas'a itself

abounds in them.

[ A figure of speech is defined as follows

(I) qqfqfR q qqr ( ^q ) qs§;qg:T^ i ^fqqqcTs^^r-
qF^sqqrqtqqrqq ii—KP VIII2 (2)q>ToqqtqT4>'TFr qqfq^ ^-t^'RTq
srq^^ii —qtfsqrqqlii (3) q5qrqq>TrRrvj q qqf: '^Tfqqr^ ?
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n -grflcJT^T'^ X l. Poets have ',

always attempted to decorate their Poetry by Alamkaras the

ai^^rcs are to*Poetry what ornaments are to one’s body And
though Poets have said that real beauty needs no ornament; it

is the ornament of ornament (3n^'?y]^gfT;pr^TjnT)
^
and anything .

beautifies beauty irarmT qT^cft^TPr). Yet
Poets have not ceased to employ like ladies the orna-

ments. Both are only to keen to use them. ]

7 Classification of Figures :

The various figures of speech are so many different modes
of expressing thought. The mind of a human being is very
complex and tha mental processes are varied. A particular

mould of thought is presented by a poet on the spur of that

particular moment. These different moulds can be broadly

sorted out, labelled and classified in the light of the psychologi-

cal patterns at work behind them. But psychology has not

been a very strong point of Indian philosophical investigation

and it is one of the relatively neglected fields. Curiously

enough our seei s had great insight in the human mind and had
unravelled problems of the ultimate Reality in the laboratones

of their minds. But they did not carry much analytical investi-

gations in the field of psychology for its own'sake. And though

Vedanta, Nyayavais'esika and the Rasa theory in Poetics have

some deep psychological investigation to their credit, we can-

not claim a thorough investigation of the science of Psychology

as our heritage. This lack of psychological bias is seen also

in the field of the Figures of Speech, and we generally find no

attempt made to classify the different figures of speech through

psychological" principles.

Some broad classifications are attempted,-the most promi-

nent being the threefold classification, accepted by most, into

and Prof. Gajendragad-

kar has reviewed in detail the problem about the number of

alamkaras and their classification as attempted by Indian

Rhetoricians, and we sum up briefly the facts which he men-

tions : Bharata knows four figures of speech ( one
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"vtz. and three viz. ^WT, and ). Bha-

maha enumerate^. 89 figures ( two of word viz. 3?^^ and

and 37 of oense ) Dandin enumerates 38 figures ( three of

word-iTiT^, and and 35 of sense) Udbhata mentions

41 figures (4 ^3^^,^RS+37 The first Rhetori-

cian to use the words and 3n8ff?5s;^TT, however, is

Vamana who gives 33 figures (2 ^5gfT555:^TTS and 31 .

Rudrata classifies Alamkaras in some details He gives five

q-rr^, 55%^ and Then the

he divided m four broad classes based on

( 23 varieties ), sftqrq- ( 21 varieties ), (or stnkingness) ( 12

varieties) and ( 10 varieties), the total srsrfwSl^Rs being 68r
and with =1 the grand total comes to 73 But of

the^e 3r^§;5pTvs ( ^iT=5^q‘, fwiT, I5, srfsr^

and
)

are included in two classes So actually the

number of alamkaras comes to 62 He also mentions two kinds

of '^Rudrata is the first to classify alamkaras on some
principle Agnipurana ( erica 900 A D,) divides the 3ri*'s;4ilTS

into 3rq-f^33^TTs and ^r^qf^stspT^s for the first time.

Bhoja in Sarasvatikanthabharana gives 24 varieties each of

?rs^o, 3T«lfo and is^iTTo to make the total of alamkaras 72,

jMammata in his Kavyaprakas'a ennumerates six

land 62 aisTf^s^EpRS He also admits the category of

iBut beyond the admission of this threefold division, he does

not follow any other principle of dividing alamkaras

Among post-Mammata rhetoricians Vidyanatha is the only

one to attempt a scientific division, (cp SRnr'T^S'q’^ItTW’ir pp.

PP 337-339 from which read sr^’^T

^l^^JRTVTFr I aTsrfesSfiRriiTT =^5fwtinT I ar^ftqrtTFTWlFg^: I %fw
jr^iTT^T>RqT: 1 5r^in'?Rg'4T4T^ I %f%^H:sra^ir4T?nr 1'

The other nine groups of are ( I ) ^srnriT^ (2) SRir-

(3) (4) qm^rrririT^W (5) (6) cT^FilT-

3T1TW (7) (8) and (9) f%^'srvr#f%^ir55
’

Thus on the whole we find that Sanskrit Rhetoricians, by
and large, have not attempted any psychological approach to



the classification of figures. Only Rudrata and Vidyanatha

partly make such an attempt How the gifted and versatile

Jagannatha was not attracted by this problem is indeed

surprising.

Now we may make an attempt at classifying the figures-

occunng in Kavyaprakas'a X on a scientific basis as far as
possible. We have already observed earlier that our mind has
some well-defined processes of its working. One psvcbologi

cal process of a very common occurrence is ‘ analogy Human
mind always tries to compare things which have some simila-

nty. And the statement of similarity between things can be
varied; giving nse to various figures of speech based on simi-

larity or analogy. Another proceas of great recurrence is the

process of contrast or contradiction. Like similarities dissimi-

larities too engage our attention in life and a varied expression

of these gives rise to varied figures based on the principle of

contrast, dissimilarity or contradiction. A third well-defined

process is contiguity or association of ideas.

Under the group of figures based on similarity or Analogy^

we have the following twentytwo (i) (2) (3)

im(4) ^^^(5) (6) (7) (8) ^rtrra^^(9)

(10) srsT^sr^ir^ ( 5th variety ) ( 1

1

) srflRPTtf^ ( i st& 3 rd variety)

(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) sqfgr^

(17) (18) (19) TTrff^R (20) (21) RiTRr

(22)

Under the group of figures based on contrast we get the

following nine : (l) f^T^r (2) (3) {4)

(5) (6) (7) (8) STcT^ijTJr (9) siTTsrT^.

Under the group of figures based on contiguity or associa-

tion of ideas can be put the following (i) arsr^^^^r (2) 5§[?iT

(3) and (4) ?=rJTT?ftf^ The last two have also been put

under group

Now we can put the remaining figures under some conve-

nient groupings. The following six have an ‘ indirectness ’ in
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their import (l) (2) (3) o^TT^ftf^ (4) *TfeT^

<5) (6) STc^nft^.

Figures based on relation are the following eight

(l) 3r5r^5?rsr^?rr ( 2 varieties, ) (2) ( 4th variety ),

(3) f^T^, (4) f^Trfwa', (5) ^rsirr^^-, (6) (7)

2nd variety ), (8) wP?

The following seven have a chain-device (l)

<2) JTsrre^ir, (3) (4) (5) ( 2nd variety ),

(6) (7) arnrVir.

The following two have (l)

< 2nd varieties ), (2) 3Tq’‘Fg‘X?4T?T

The following three have a connetion of ‘ one and many '

(i) (2) ^cir^ti^crr, (3) Tik.

The following thirteen are practically miscellaneous, with

some forming a group (l) (2) ( 2nd variety ),

(3) 3Trfrqrsr>f^ , ( 3rd variety ), (4) spTXTfp^PT, (5) aiT^X, (6-7)

and (8) (9) (10) ^^Txr, (ii) ^tr,

(12-13) and

There are TrT?yr varieties possible ir many figures, x^PTS
occasionally; mixtures are two (1) & (11) three

are some i3XfiiT?y3:qiixs like fxx5iScrq‘X5='Tf^¥'T^ and there are two
3T55S4irxs VIZ. and 3r«j*RryrqT?r which occur beside

their usual ' *'

The above represents in a rough way a somewhat scienti-

fic classification of alamkaras which Mammata could have
-easilv applied. But he follows no principles That to a great
extent detracts from the value of his work as a scientific

treatise.

Another fact we deserve to note m this connection is that
•certain figures which really deserve to be classified as separate
are included under one general name Thus the varieties of

f^r^sr, ^rTX, and 15^ may be quoted
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as illustrations Similarly and should be
taken to be two vaneties of one figure.

As a writer on a scientific subject, the least that we expect
of Mammata is the use of precise language, which should lead
to no ambiguity whatsoever to the reader, regarding his

meaning But Mammata has not succeeded in this His
terminology is many a times loose and meaning not clear.

Besides, many times we find that he has not exactly said m so

many words what he perhaps wanted to say or has said some-
thing that he did not mean to say. This can be easily seen,

from the fact that his commentators often say that what
Mammata states is merely an or that it is 3rf%f

These are serious drawbacks in a scientific work and to that

extent they certainly lower its value.

8 Contents of the Kavyaprakas'a

The Kavyaprakas'a consists of three constituents • (l)

Kankas ( 142 m number ). (11) Vrtti (which is a prose gloss )

(ni) Illustrations (603 verses) The whole book is divided

into ten chapters called Uilasas, and it covers the entire fieM

of Poetics bairing dramaturgy. The subjects discussed,

Ullasa-wise, are as follows

Ulla.sa /—After the customary Mangala which by the

way emphasizes the superiority of Kavisrsti to Brahroasrsti, the

Ullasa deals with (1) ^rsrrsrifrsrfrift' (ii) (ill) W5ir??^q-iT

(iv) the three divisions of Poetry viz and

Ullasa II—Discussion of three kinds of words *

&5zr3=Wf^-The cTRq^ and TriT^rf^T sq'5:3r^cW
— Theory of and

sixfold and threefold divisions of - 5ii5=3Rr

and 3?T3:3r?iT ^fvT-necessity of admitting srr3:3r;TT^%-refutation

Ullasa 111—arpff
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mZasa JF—Two kinds ofDhvamkavy a or the best Poetry*^

Their subdivisions-Rasa theory-eight Rasas- eight

thirtytbree szrpT=^t\^T^S-ninth Rasa-Rasabhasa and Bhava’'

bhasa-further sudivisions of Dhvani.

Ullasa F—The medium Poetry or its-

eight varieties,

Ullasa VI—The lowest or or and its two

varieties viz. and

TJllnsa F-ZT—Kavyadosas—sixteen defects of words- de-
fects of sentence—twenty-three defects of sense—occasionally
a defect becoming an excellence—thirteen defects of Rasa

Ullasa VllI—Gur^ias or Excellences defined—-figure de-
fined—three gunas, not ten—combination of letters which reveal
excellences

Ullasa in—Six figures of word and three vrttis or styles.

Ullasa n—Sixty-two figures of sense— include
themselves in the Kavyadosas treated in Ullasa VIL
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fjRcTw,

5ST, 5r ^ h,

RITtTM^nW^, 1 I 3fcr ^
— — —r

Light of Poetry,

FIRST FLASH
At the beginning of the work, the author pays homage

to the appropriate and favourite deity (in the following

mangala verse ) to ward off obstacles •

—

Victorious IS the Poet’s Speech which unfolds a creation,

which IS unfettered by the rules Providence ( or Nature ),

which consists of )oy alone, which is not dependent on anything

else, and which is charming on account nine ( oi new

)

sentiments. 1

The creation (that is) the production of Brahman is

regulated by the power of Destiny ( or the laws of Nature ),

characterised by pleasure, pain and delusion, dependent on

matenal causes like atoms etc and ancillary causes like

karman etc., possessed of six flavours, and not uniformly

agreeable by these ( flavours ) The creation or Poet’s Speech

( on the other hand ) is different from this. And hence it is



^ 11^ ?!t Sl% aif^

Sfom fit I

^TSJTSRt^Sf^fT

?PTssr 3ET5r%s5t^^35GR^^f^% f5T%ciRe^^ i

q^OrwcW ^Fm?rf*Tcm^tq^5rw »Rn

gn%^Rnfr5nT%5r ^rfSTiWornrsm'^ Krsnr-
_ ^ ^ ^ rv «iv rvjpiv.

^r^q#5RT^»J^ ^HSFcTC^^r jET ^%?T-

( called ) victorious. The sense of ‘ jayati ( = is victorious )
’

implies salutation, and the resultant meaning is I salute that

( Poet’s Speech ).

( Next the author in the next verse ) says that the subject-

matter herein is purposive.

Poetry leads to fame, acquisition of wealth, knowledge of the

ways of the world, averting or destruction of the inauspicious,

instantaneous and supreme bliss, and imparting of advice in the

(charming) way of the beloved 2

Poetry, which is the composition of a poet skilled m
extraordinary (i e. staking) descriptions, leads to fame as in the

case of Kalidasa and others,—leads to wealth as in the case of

Sana and others from S'riharsa and others,—leads to thorough
knowledge about appropriate etiquettes about kings and others,*

-leado to destruction of evil as in the case of Mayura and others

from the Sun and others:-leads to the supreme purpose of pur-
poses viz. bliss (or joy) which is instantaneous, which arises

from the relishing of the sentiments and wherein all other'

cognitions fall off;—(and) leads to advice in the form of, one

«?TSt STFT;



spqmr

^^rcCRTcr?3TT0TTfrTcT^ra«T^ ^rws«n^r%5T T^ni^-

cT3[ tSlT^ef

fTSr I

^uTrifw^crs?! 5f

mwm R^rasTSSfc^TT —
5if^f5=f5^crr ^^5rT^^5m?i%^’Rr \

^T=5r5tr?T^T>T:im I'^h

should act like Ran i and otoers and not like Ravagia and
others, by miking us prone (abhimukhikrtya) (for receiving

such advice) by creating (in us) an appreciative mood in the
minner of a beloved, (•which purpose it achieves) being diffe-

rent from the scriptures like the Vedas etc
,
which give proni—

nence to (enjoining) word and which are like a master, as also
from historical and legendary works etc., which stress the
sense as their purport and which resemble a friend, on acdount
of the word and sense (therein) playing a subsidiary role (to

Rasa) and being helpful to the process of the production of
sentiment [Poetry leads to these (varied) purposes] for the
benefit of the Poet or the Appreciative reader,
as the case may be Therefore by all means we should strive

for (the production and appreciation of Poetry).

Having thus stated its purposes, now (the author) discusses

the cause (of Poetry).

Poetic genius, proficiency arising fiom a close study of the

wot Id, sciiptuies (or saences),poettccd compositions and soon*
and repeated practice under the guidance of knowers of Poetry
are (together) the cause in the production of that {i. e. Poetry) $



f:T5tm^T5T

^r%: ^f fir^rr q^rs# ?r

ETT Wc3[ \ ^'rq^^q 552|R^^f3TrrJTfI^qifTT^y

^roTT g^?if5^Trqj^aTrf%qT?f^f^^^r=^3q^yr 5rg?:3T(qf5TrT?i^~

^arjT^«rr5if»^, qjroqTSTf ^ arrf?

fereT^^rr ^ s^rqf^: i qsTs^ ^ %
srrq-i^ cTfq??^?r ^ qf^:3?^?r qf%Rr%

3t s 3?T^srx:/ cT^ qrrssT^sfr^^ ^515r% ^

q^Tsq^^’q^T-

tcqjR^ qjT^^S^qT —
cr'?^jsf| 5T55:t€t 51̂ : ^^xrqr \

h

Poetic genius (s'^kti) is that particular inborn mental
impression, serving as the germ of the Poet’s craft (or Poetic

faculty ), without which Poetry would not arise, and if at all it

were (made) to arise would be ridiculous Proficiencjr

(vyutpattih) arises from the close study (vimars'ana) of the

world 1. e the ways of the world consisting of the immovable
and movable, of the sciences i e works dealing with (laksana)-

metres, grammar, collections of words, arts, the four (aims of
human existence), elephants, horses, swords and the like, of
poetical works which are the composition of great poets, and
of history etc (as implied by) the use of the word ‘adi’ {

m

ioks^astrakavyali) And repeated practice which means repeated

attempts in composing and appreciating poetry under the
guidance of those who know how to compose and criticize ( i e»

appreciate) poetry These three coujointly, and not separately

are the cause and not the causes in the production and
excellence of poetry

Having thus stated the cause of Poetry, the author now
-defines its nature

That ( VIZ Poett y ) consists of word and sense, which are
free ft oni blemishes, possessed of excellences, and at a few places,

lacking in figures of speech



5 ^Sg^T^^RT^^Sf? ^ ^c?TreS^%: I
—

^ tI ^tsr^qr-,

^ ^?jfi%criTr^T^K’tA; m^j: ^?¥5?n%^r: i

RF ^F^rifq grsr

^cT^igr'^cl# «tu

cf^Ts^: —
?;^rq-q'^fTTJ?^=^Tr^T5JT^^aT;T

SET?^ WT^2TT5, ^jf^: \mt

The defects, excellences and figures of speech would be

explained later on By the word ‘kvapi ( = in few cases )’ the

author means this — though (generally) always (word and
sense forming poetry are) possessed of figures cf speech, still

there is no loss of poetical nature at a few places even in the

absense of distinct figures of speech. As for example (in the

following example).

The bndegroom is the same who depnved me of my
vlrginhood; the nights of Caitra are the same, the luxuriant

breezes from Kadamba (groves) made fragrant by blooming’

jasmine flowers are the same, & so am I the same; still my mind

yearns for the graceful sport of dalliance, there, under the

cane-arbour, on the bank of river Narmada. I

Here there is no,distinct figure of speech. The sentiment (of

S'rngara) being pnncipal, cannot constitute the figure(Rasavat)^

Now (the author) enumerates in order the divisions of

Poetry.

This (Poetry) is best, when (therein) the suggested sense ts-

more charming than the expressed sense, it is called ‘Dhvani by

the wise 4-



^T5*Tsr^T5r

I sr^rafa^TWS^qS^Tf^IS^^-

^cn%r%% o^ict^k: ^ct: \ aTci^cT^iTm^HTro^^-

^N 5:2T«‘¥rrr^cT^T^5rs^l"^s^^5T^jr5^^ i
—

Wtrqx^cT^JT ^cTffcTH FT^S^T^nS^T

,

^ 3^%ciT ^5?t ^g: >

grqf sirTgmcft ^mira st ssr^^^rm^r^Tf^^g i»^ii

3T5r ?TcrrafT% simR^STT^T?^ »

3Tcn?f5T"^'Ji>¥rcrsiT§:?zr ^ <C O C\
J

O »%

‘This’ means Poetry The wise grammarians designated as
‘Dhvani’ the ( non-eternal physical form of ) word which is

suggestive of the suggested entity in the form of Sphota
(=eternal ideal form of word) which is the principal one Hence
by others (like Rhetoricians) who follow their vi^w, (the desi-

gnation ‘Dhvani’ was given) to the pair of word and sense
which is capable of suggesting a suggested sense which excels

the expressed sense As for example (in the following instance)

The slopes of (your) breasts have the sandal-paste comple-
tely washed off, the lo-vsei lip has its red colour rubbed off, the
eyes are lacking coliyrium at the far ends (corners), and this

your slender form is hornpilated O you messengei, who are
telling a lie and who are not aware of the' agony suffered by
your friend (viz myself), you had gone (indeed) to the well to
have a bath, and not in the vincinity of that wretch ' 2

Here by the word ‘adhama (=wretch)’ is principally
suggested the sense viz you had gone there only to dally
with him

When the suggested sense ?s not like that (i e is not
pi incipal), then the poetry ts mediocre (and is designated as
Gufilbhwavyangya i e. wheiein the suggested sen-^e is subordinate



5i«rfr

q^?i?c3Tr «Tcff^ siT%?:r *{t%5tt h^h

3m ?^^^grT 5TFr^T^ 5FT»i?W \

.

rTf ’gTrr^TT%5ng: \

3Tm37grq?C^TJi ^Tsrq-^Tsq’^J^oFT

??TS5^ ^^ni {\\\\

f^srfrrm soTT^^rT^TfrH i sTssr^^mf^ ^^^q^r^irr^rr^-

’cfl^wi am^iT —
cT^l^sJST-

ig^g»Tr^tT^f^milrr^n%^r^m >

‘not like that’ means ‘not excelling the expressed sense/

As for example m
The complexion of the young girl becomes extremely

darkened as she repeatedly looks at the village youth, having

a cluster of fresh As'oka blossoms in his hand. 3

Here the suggested sense viz ‘(the girl) who had given an

appointment (to the youth) in the bower of As^oka did not

come’ IS subordinate For the expressed sense itself is more

striking as compared with it

That Poetry is lowest which is striking in word or striking

in expressed sense and is void of suggested sense 5

The word ‘citra (=striking)’ means possessed of poetical

excellences and figures of speech ‘Avyangya’ means bereft of

any clearly suggested sense ‘Avara’ means lowest For

example

May Mandakini (Ganges) quickly remove your dullness

(Mandakini) wherein bath and daily rites are performed with

delight by great sages whose infatuation is being destroyed by

the masses of waters, which surge up at will, which are clear



^nsnsr^T^T:€,

TF?rf%# nan

firT%5^cr TiT!!!T?irrcJTJTRf^T^

TfTsr^qrs^ 3|g=5U2nfq^

»

T¥RnTT?:TWcfr uhu

1T3 5^10^1 ^3q^qRfr^5TgjT^^5r^<Tfw^r%af2fi- stpt

'si«m tjrip^^r; I

^nd which are swift (chatetara) in the ctevices of the banks,

—

' (Mandakml) which has valleys containing large jumping
frogs,—and (Mandakinl) which has a great pride on account
of its lofty waves that use high on account of the falling in

(droha) of tall and richly laden trees 4

Having heard about whom (King Hayagriva), the cutter of

pnde of enemies, as having gone out of his palace even casually
Amaravati (the city of gods) as though closes her eyes through
fear, with the bolts of the city gates being quickly made to fall

by Indra in a fluriy 5

Thus ends the first flash in the Kavyaprakas'a, which is

named as 'Determination of the particular Purpose, Cause &
Nature of Poetry’



^?TR 5rs5>s5r sirs^sr^jf^sTT \

^i{Wm ^Ts% I tpif \

o

cTTc^mMsfq %crf^fr

«

srraiff^r^rrq^r-^firf^-^rf ^-^iJrnir^^qroTf qfr«jfirf

cTTrw«rf f%^^grsKq?T«i?sf^

SECOND FLASH

( Now the author ) states in order the nature of word and

sense

Word here is of three hinds—expressive, indicative and
suggestive

‘atra ( here) ’ means in poetry The nature of these ( three

Mnds of word) would he explained later.

The expressed sense and others are their senses

( Vacyadayah mean ) the expressed sense, the indicated

sense and the suggested sense.

According to some, there is also the purport-sense belong-

ing to words, 1

When through the force of expectancy, compatibility and
juxtaposition there is a correlation of the senses of words, whose
nature would be explained later, there springs up the Purport-

sense which possesses a special form and which though not the

sense of individual words, is the sense of sentence as a whole



WPSniffT5I*

W?*TJ I

5ZTs=3r«PT:

srT*i?ifts«Tf5n \

H?r grr©*i^ ^i«n

—

wc ^rd^anTir arsr % ^rfriaT i

?n^ 1% ^3T or groft 3Tf ul»

[JTm^tnifj^oiiTsr^ sn^ef^ ^nf^ csnn i

^ fi[ 5T ’^T^: ^«rniT « ]

aiRT ^^5^incn%fi% iw

—

^3(f ?gur ^srrra i

^sqrcpi^^^sr^rTwaf^ f^fsf w^w

such IS the view of the abhihitanvayavadins [ i e those who
hold that there is a correlation of senses (of words) after these
senses are expressed (individually by the various words)].While-

the anvitabhidhanavadins [those who hold that (words) express
a connected meaning] hold that the sense of the sentence is

just the expressed sense (of various words therein).

All senses are generally admitted to he possessed of sugge-
sUveness

There, ( the suggestiveness ) of the expressed sense ( is
illustrated ) in the following :

—

O Mother, you have told that there are no provisions in.
the house to-day; so tell what should be done. For the day
certainly would not stand thus 1

Here (the girl who speaks this ) is desirous of wanton
enjoyment or sport—this is suggested ( by the expressed sense
of the stanza).

( The suggestiveness ) of the indicated sense ( is illustra-
ted ) in the following —

Going to that fortunate one every moment, ( you ) have
taken ( a lot of ) trouble for my sake; you indeed have done,

- just what is m keeping with the action appropriate for such
good feeling and friendship ( that you have towards me ) 1 2.



^ggTff.

[^^isni5=cfr ^1% ^ ^if% \

cfl^ f^f^ c^T U ]

3T5r TTR^ WT^r r^r ^frHRT^f^cn^lt ^•^ni.l ^
__ rs. »

wrcnifc«r4«RT^*T ssr^rijpq^ i

^**iT— I

^3T ^ g^aiiT i

mwi^iT^annsnrqfw^ ^i^T% ^ n\\\

f^^TRqicf^iTirarqf^^cTT «)

ajw STP^cT?^ I ^5T ^TOfcTcqw I aicT:

m i aTjqsrr, fir^qr

q cqq5nq^S»jf^ sq^qq i

r\ ^
.

qrqrqnqrqT spqq ^q^qqri

—

Here fhe indicated sense is
—

‘you^ have acted enmically by
-dallying with my lover’ And the sense suggested thereby is

the disclosure of the guilt of the lover

( The suggestiveness ) of the suggested sense (is illustra-

ted ) in the following : --

See, how motionless and throbless shines the female crane

-on the lotus-leaf, ( appearing ) like a conch-shell placed on a
-spotless emerald plate. 3

Here by the throblessness is suggested the sense of confi-

dence ( on the part of the crane ). By that ( sense of confiden—

ace ) is (further suggested) the secluded nature ( of the place ).

Hence this is a place of appointment—this is said by some

•{lady) to some ( man); or, ‘you are telling a lie; you never

‘.cams here at all’-this is suggested (by some lady to some man).

Now the author enunciates the nature of the expressive

word etc. in order

—
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That IS Expressive Word, which expresses the dnectly

conventional meaning {attached to it). 2
In this world, there is absense of cognition of sense from a

word whose convention is not grasped, and so a word conveya

a. particular meaning only when aided by the ( relevent ) con-
vention, hence that word is expressive of that meaning for
which it is apprenended to have a direct convention.

The conventional meaning is fourfold viz generality and
others or (^pne viz ) generality pnly

Even though an individual alone is the appropriate

(^object ) for the activity or passivity ( of ours ), on account of

its capacity of performing purposive action, still the conventioa
cannot be made there ( i e. in an individual ) on account of

i the faults of ) endlessness and violation; so also { by making:
convention refer to individual ) a differentiation in the province
would not be possible for words like ‘a bull’ ‘white’, ‘moving”
and ‘Littha’; for these reasons convention is made in case of
the attnbute only ( of an individual ).

? • 5i5^fifsii6isifcrvwxw^?T’ qis. i
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And attribute is two-fold—the { inherent) property of a
thing and (an attribute) superimposed (on an individual) by the

sweet will of the speaker The { inherent ) property of a thing

IS also twofold that which is accomplished and that which is

in the process of accomplishment The accomplished (property

of a thing) is also two-fold one that gives the very life to an
entity ( i e the differentia ) and that which (only) endows a
thing with a speciality (i e inseperable acci^ens) Out of these

the former is generality For it has indeed been said in the

Vakyapadiya “ A bull, by its form, is not a bull or a non-bull;

it is a bull on account of its connection with bull-ness.” The
second is a quality By a quality like white-ness etc is speci-

fied a thing which has attained existence. The (property which,

isl in the process of accomplishment is of the nature of action,,

possessed of prior and posterior parts And that attribute which

is known as the proper name is dependent on the speaker’s

sweet will, in as much as therein, by the speaker the (ideal)*

form of words like Dittha which is grasped by the apprehension,

of the last latter ( of these words) and which is divested of the

idea of sequence, is imposed as an attribute on the entities like-

Dittha according to his sweet will. The author of the Maha-
bhasya has ( also ) said “ There is a four-fold currency of

words as exemplified in ( words like )
‘ A white moving bulF

named Dittha. ’
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The characteristic of being a quality of the atoms etc is

technical and due to their enumeration in the midst of qualities.

The qualities, actions and proper names, though in reality of a

-unitary nature, present ( an appearance of ) difference on
account of the difference in the substrata, just as one and the

same face ( appears to be diverse ) due to the difference of the

substrata (of reflection) like a sword, a mirror, oil and the like.

That IS the generality of white- ness etc whereby there is

'the creation of an indentical designation and cognition like
'*( This IS ) white, ( that is ) white’ etc in case of white and the

like which are really different in case of the various substrata

like snow, milk, a conch-shell and the like. Similarly is the

generality of cookingness etc. found to be residing m the cook-
ing and the like of jaggery, rice and the like So also there is

( the generality of ) Ditthatva in the words Dittha and others as
uttered by a child, an old man, a parrot and the like or in the

* objects, Dittha and others, which are really undergoing a
change every moment Hence some hold that generality only
IS the cause of the currency of all words Some have ( also

)

said that the meaning of a word is ( an individual ) possessed of
that attribute, or the distinction ( of an inividual from aught
that IS different from it

)—but those viewpoints are not treated
here through fear of increasing the bulk of the work { unnece-
ssaiily ) and (further because that discussion) is not useful
for the matter in hand
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That IS the principal sense And the primary activity of
this ( expressive word ) there ( i e.in conveying that sense

)

is called Expression. 3
‘ That ’ means the directly conventional ( meamng ). *Of

this’, means of the word.

Indication is that power superimposed ( on a woi d ) whereby
another sense is conveyed when there is the incompatibility of
the principal sense, when there is a connection ( of the primary
sense with that ( i e indicated sense ), and when there is either

a usage or a motive ( to justify such indication of a secondary
sense'^ 4

i(JIndication is that process supenmposed on a word,) which
depends on the intermediate sense ( viz expressed sense), and
wherein the principal sense conveys a secondary sense, when^
there is an incompatibility of the principal sense since there is

no ( actual ) grasping of darbha grass and the like in case of

expressions like ' skilled in work ’ and the there is an impossi-

bility of Ganga and the like being the site of a hamlet and the
like in expressions like ‘ A hamlet on the Ganga,' -when there
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is a connection ( between the expressed sense and indicated

sense ) in the form of discrimination and the like and proximity

( respectively in the above cases ),—and when there is usage

1 e. well-known currency (in the one case) and a purpose m
the form of asserting with that intensity the qualities of cool-

ness and holiness ( associated with the hamlet ), as cannot be

conveyed by the use of an expression like ‘ a hamlet on the

blank of the Ganga’ (in case of the other).

Implication of another ( secondary ) sense to establish itself

( VIZ primary sense ) and surrendering oneself { viz primary

sense ) for the sake of another ( r?* secondary sense ) is respe-

ctively called as Inclusive It^dicah on and Exclusive Indication,

. and if IS Pure (Indication) in both cases 5

In expressions like “ The Lances enter, ” “the Staffs enter”

and the like ( the words ') lances and others imply persons

connected with themselves in order to make possible their own
entry and so this Indication is charactensed by Inclusion ( of

"the expressed sense in the indicated sense)

In expression like “A bull should be immolated” and the

like, one should not argue for these being instances of Inclusive
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indication on the plea Herein the generality ( the Vacyartha
-of gauh ) implies (i e indicates) an individual (bull), thinking

how can the immolation enjoined by Vedas be possible in my
case?, (but) ( the individual bull ) is not expressed ( directly by
expressed sense ) by the word (gauh) on account of the maxim*
Expression cannot express the qualified ( viz. individual bull )

when Its ( expresive ) power is exhausted in conveying the
qualification ( viz generality ) For there is no purpose here
( to justify laksana ), nor is it a ( case supported by ) conven-
tional usage ( Herein ) the individual is implied by generality

as for example ‘an agent’ is implied by the expression “ Let it

be done ”, or an object is implied by the expression ‘Do’, and
in case of words like ‘ enter ’;

‘ sweet-ball ’ etc. ( appropriate
words ) like ‘ a house ‘ eat ’ ( are implied ).

( So also ) in the sentence ‘ Fat Devadatta does not eat by
day ' the nocturnal meal ( by him ) is not indicated; for that

expression forms the province of Verbal Presumption or
(Factual ) Presumption.

In instances like “A hamlet on the ‘ Ganga ’ the word
‘Ganga’ surrenders its own meaning ( viz gangapravaha ) in

order to establish the bank as the abode of the hamlet, as such
it is Indication by Exclusion. And this indication of both
types (viz. Inclusive Indication and Exclusive Indication) is

pure, as it is not mixed with a metaphorical use of words based
on similanty (upacara).
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In these two divisions the indicated sense and the indicative

sense are not characterised by aloofness amounting to distin-

ction. For It is only when the words like ‘ Ganga ’ etc. convey

the sense of ‘bank’ etc, with a sense of identity ( between the

indicated and indicative sense ), that the cognition of the pur-

pose mtented to be conveyed can be had. If ( in such usage )

only a relation ( of the bank etc ) with Ganga ( -pravaha ) etc.

were to be conveyed ( without a sense of identity between the

two), then what difference would be there of the Indication

(employed in ‘ gangayam ghosab’) and an expression by
primary sense (in the form of) ‘ gangatate ghosah ( i e. a ham-
let on the bank of Ganga

And another (variety) is the Supeiimponent Indication

wherein are mentioned the thing superimposed [ vi^ay'i ] as also

the object [jon which it is superimposed} {viqaya}

That Indication is called Supenmponent Indication wherein

( both ) the thing superimposed as also the object whereon it is

superimposed are stated with their distinction non-concealed.

and in grammatical co- ordination.

While that Indication would he Introsusceptive Indication

wherein the other {viz- object of superimposition) is swallowed

by the object superimposed. 6-
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And that Indication would be Introsusceptive wherein the

other VIZ the object of superimposition is put within L e.

swallowed by the supenmposed thing i. e the object which is

superimposed ( on the visaya).

These two varieties ( of Indication ) ( viz. Supenmponent

Indication and Introsusceptive Indication ) should be known to

he Qualitative or Pure according to similarity or any other

relation, respectively ( being the basis of these )

These two divisions characterised by Superimposition

and Introsusception, and caused by similarity are exemplified

^respectively) in “ The labourer is a Bull ” and “He is a Bull”.

Herein (i e in these instances of Gau^i Laksana ) the

•<iualities of dullness and stupidity associated with the primary

sense (of gauh ), though (themselves) indicated, become the
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cause of the word ‘gauh’ expressing the other meaning ( viz.

Vahika ) this is the view of some. Others again hold • the

qualities in the other sense ( viz Vahika ) are indicated through

their relation of identity with qualities associated with the

primary sense ( viz gauh ), but is not the other sense (viz.

Vahika ) that is expressed Others hold that it is the other

sense (viz. Vahika) which is indicated on account of possession

of common qualities (i. e qualities common to the primary and
the secondary sense).

And It IS said elsewhere • “ Indication is said to be the
apprehension of a thing, associated with ( avinabhuta ) the
expressed sense (abhidheya) The process, however, is appro-
pnately called Qualitative on account of the relation ( of the
expressed sense viz gauh ) with the qualities of the indicated

object ( VIZ. Vahika ).

Association ( avinabhava ) here ( in the above verse

)

means relation ooly, not an invariable relation or association.

Were it to be so, there would be no Indication in expressions

like “ the cradles weep. ” And further if invariable relation

•were to exist ( between the expressed sense and the indicated

sense then the indicated sense) would be established by
inference alone and ( a resort to ) indication would be of no use.

In expressions like “ Ghee is life ”, “ This is life ” and the

like the relation ( between the expressed sense and indicated
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sense ) is something different from similarity, like the relation

of effect and cause etc And in such instances the Supenmposi-
tion and Introsusception are caused by relations like that

between the effect and cause and the like.

Here in the two divisions of Qualitative ( Indication ) the
purpose ( respectively ) is an apprehension of identity (between _

the thing superimposed and the object of superimposition),

though there is a distinction between them ( of which we are
conscious ), and the apprehension of complete identity. In case
of the two divisions of Pure ( Indication ) ( the purpose respe-
ctively IS ) the accomplishment of the objective in a way distinct

from all else, and accomplishment without fail.

At places metaphorical ( Indicative ) use of words (arises)

from subserviency ( of one thing to another ); as for example a
sacnficial post dedicated to Indra is called ‘ Indra ’. At places

( indicative use of words arises from ) the relation of the servant
and the master, as for example an officer of a king is called
‘ king At places indicative use of words arises from ) the
relation of the part and the whole, as for example, in “ fore-

most hand (i. e palm),” the word ‘hand’ stands for the its

foremost part only. At places ( indicative use of words arises

from ) ‘doing the work of him’; as for example a non-carpenter

is called a ‘ carpenter ’ ( if he does the work of a carpenter

)
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Indication, therefore, is six-fold. 7

Along with the first two divisions (it is six-fold) And that

(Indicatiojj )

—

Is without any suggested sense when it is based on usage,

' and IS possessed of a suggested sense when it is based on a motive.

The motive ( of Indication ) can be understood by the

process of suggestion only.

And that ( suggested sense ) may be either concealed or

non concealed

* That ’ means the suggested sense. It is concealed as in

the following .

—

The face has a blooming smile; the glances have mastered
•crookedness, the gait displays sportive movements; the mind
has lost stability, the bosom has budding breasts, and the hips

are ready ( for enioyment ) on account of well-developed parts;

indeed, in the form of this girl with a moon like face thfe advent
•of youth IS rejoicing. ' 4
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And non-concealed ( suggested sense is exemplified ) in*

the following .

—

By an acquaitance with wealth even dullards become
learned in the ways of the wise, intoxication of youth teaches

graces to young ladies 5

Herein from the word ‘ teaches ’ an effortless instruction

( of young ladies in graces ) is clearly understood, as if it were
expressly stated

Thus it IS ( also ) stated to he three-fold 8

( Three-fold means ) without any suggested sense, with a

concealed suggested sense and with a non'concealed suggested

sense.

The Indicative ‘ word ’ is the abode of that ( Indication ).

The word "word ’ is ( understood and ) connected ( with the

word ‘ Indicative ' ). The abode of that means the support of

that.

And there ( in the indicative word ) is a process of the

nature of suggestion.
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Whence so ? (to this the author ) replies

There ts no other process except suggestion (to apprehend)

the fruit which ts understood from the ( indicative ) word alone

and for understanding which the Indication is resorted to 9

When an expression is used indicatively with the intention

of conveying a certain purpose, then its cognition cannot be
from anything else but that expression And there is no other

process except suggestion (that can convey the purpose
behind the indicative expression ).

To explain .

It cannot be ( the process of ) Expression on account of an
absense of convention ( of that indicative word for the motive )

The words Ganga and the like have no convention with

reference to those properties like holiness etc. which are under-
stood as belonging to the bank etc m the ( indicative expre-

ssions like )
‘A hamlet on the Ganga ’ and the like.

It cannot he ( the process of ) Indication, because its {three-

fold ) cause IS absent. 10
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The cau'se meaas the three ( requirements of lakgana) like

incoaipatibihty of primary sense and others.

The indicated sense is not the primary one, nor is there any
incompatibility ( thereof ), nor has it any connection with the

fruit, and further there is no pwpose herein ( to justify a
second laksana ), and it is not that the word ( Ganga) fails io

convey t the motive ) 11

Just as the word Ganga, indicates the ( sense of ) bank,
"because it is incompatible ( in the present context ) in the
(primary) sense ‘ stream ’, so also if it were incompatible with
Teference to the ‘ bank ’ as well, it might have indicated the
purpose ( pavanatvadi ). But ‘ the bank ’ is not the primary-

sense ( of the word Ganga ), nor is there any incompatibility.

Nor has the ‘ bank ’ which is the (indicated ) sense of ‘ Ganga*
any connection with ‘ holiness and the like ’ which are to be
J further ) indicated, Nor is there any purpose to justify the
purpose ( of the first indication ) being indicated. Nor is the
word Ganga unable to convey the purpose (pavanatvadi) as (it

was to convey the sense of) bank ( in the absense of the three

conditions )

And even in this way {i e by admitting a second indication^

to convey the motive of the first ) there would result a regressus

ad infinitum, which would put the basic indication too in

jeopardy
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* la this way too’ tneaas if the motive (of the first

indication), was indicated (by a second indication), then that

motive (would be indicated) by (positing) another motive, and
thau motive by yet another motive, and thus would result a
regressus ad infinitum which would cause a non-apprehension
of the matter in hand ( viz the basic or the first indication ).

Here one may say ‘ the bank as possessed of the qualities

of holiness and the like’ is itself indicated (by the word Ganga);
and the purpose can be the cognition of an additional meaning
than can be obtained by an expression like ‘ a hamlet on the
bank of the Ganga thus let there be Qualified Indication.

Then what is the need of suggestion (to be admitted as a sepa-
rate power) ? To this ( the author) replies

The indicated sense, accompanied or qualified hy the motivg

IS inappropriate 12
Whence so ? The reply is

Th => object of knoivledge is diffei ent and the fruit of know--

ledq^ IS different

In case of direct cognitions and the like the object is ‘a blue
object and the like’, the fruit, however, is ‘ known-ness ’ or
** cognition
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There connot he an indication with reference to a qualified

object.

The passage is self-explanatory

But there can he qualities in the indicated object 13

The qualities like holiness etc. which are there in a bank
•etc are understood by some other process except
expression, purport or indication And that process which is

designated by the words Suggestion, Reverberation, Illumina-

tion and the like has to be admitted Thus has been explained

Suggestiveness based on Indication

Now ( the author ) states (the suggestiveness) based on
Expression,

If

, Whe u. the expressive power of a word, having more than

one ( primary ) senses, is restricted ( to one sense) by means of

conjunction and the like, then that process, which causes a
cognition of a sense which is not expressed, is suggestion 14

'Conjunction, disjunction, association, antagonism, purpose,

context, charasteristic, proximity of another word, power.
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appropriateness, place, time, gender, accent and the like are

the causes of the recollection i. e. apprehension of a particular

meaning, when the meaning of a word is not specifically

determined ( i e has more than one meaning )

According to the direction thus stated (above),—m phrases.

* Han with the conch and discus ’ ‘ Han without tne conch and
discus '( the meaning of the word ‘Han,’ which has several

meanings, is restricted ) to Acyuta (by means of conjunction

and disjunction respectively), the expression ‘Rama and
Laksmap.a ’ refers to the two sons of Das'aratha ( on account of

association ) In ‘ their relation is like that between Rama and
Arjuna,(the words Rama and Arjuna have their meaning restri-

cted to ) the son of Bhrgu and the son of Krtavirya (on account

of anta gonism ); m ‘Propitiate Sthanu for the destruction of the

wordly existence’ (the meaning of ‘Stha5.u’ is restricted) to Hara
(by means of purpose),m ‘the Deva knows all’ (the sense of the

word‘Deva’ is restricted) to ‘you’ (by context), in ‘the

shark-bannered one is angry ’ ( the sense of ‘ makaradhvaja ’ is

restricted ) to the God of Lt /e ( on account of charactenstiS );.

in ‘ of Deva the enemy of the i itieb ’ ( the sense of ‘ Deva ’ is

restricted ) to S'ambhu (through proximity of another word );m
* the cuckoos intoxicated by madhu ’, ( the sense of ‘ maahu ’ is

restricted ) to spnng ( on account of power ), in ‘ may the face

of the beloved protect you ’
[ the sense of ‘mukha’ ( or patu? ) is

restricted] to ‘favourableness (through appropriateness ), in
* Here shines the Pararaes'vara ’

f the sense of ‘ Parames'vara '

is restncted ) to ‘ king ’ on account of the place in the form of

the capital; ‘ in Citrabhanu shines ’, ( the sense of ‘ Citrabhanu *
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is restncted ) to sun by day and to fire by night. In ' Mitraro-

shines’ (the sense of ‘ Mitram ’ is restricted) to a fnend
{ through gender ) while in ‘mitiah bhati’ { the sense of ‘niitra(;i*

IS restricted ) to sun ( also by gender ) In ‘ Indras'atruh ’ the

accent leads to the apprehension of a particular meaning, m
Vedas only and not in poetry

By the mention of ‘ adi ’ (in the above couplets ) gestures

and the like ( are understood to be included in the list ) as m
the following —

“ The girl possessed of breasts of this much size, and
petal-like eyes of this much measure, has been reduced to this

particular condition in so many days. ” 6
When by conjunction etc. capability (of a word or

expression) to coui ay another sense has been obstructed, and
when still from a multi-meaninged word there is a conveying of

another sense, there it cannot be Expression ( which achieved

the same ) because Expression is already restncted ( to one
meaning only ) Nor is it Indication, because of the absense of

the ( causes of laksana like ) absence of the incompatibility of

the primary sense and the like. But it is ASjana or VyaSjana
(

1

e. suggestion ) which is the process ( which is operativer

here ); as in the following :

—
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The hand ( punmngly the trunk ) of whom, who
possessed a magnanimous soul ( pun who belongs to the

Bhadra species ), whose form was unassailable (pun whose
body IS difficult to mount upon ), the eminence of whose family

IS great (pun who is as tall as a lofty bamboo ), who has
made a store of arrows ( pun who has attracted a host of

bees ) who is of unimpeded march or knowledge ( pun • whose
gait IS majestic ) and who wards off enemies ( pun who is a

lordly elephant ), always became lovely by the sprinkling of

water of gifts ( pun emitting ichor ). 7
A Smgpstic word is that which is possessed of that ( viz

suggestion )

‘ Possessed of that ’ means ‘ possessed of suggestion. ’

Since, that ( word

)

is so ( i, e. Suggestive ) when it is

possessed of another sense (viz expressed sense), hence even

that ( other ) sense is there considered to be Suggestive, in

cooperation vnth that ( word ) 15
‘ So ’ means ‘ suggestive ’

Thus ends the Second Flash in the Light of Poetry which
13 designated the Determination of the Nature of word and
sense.
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THIRD FLASH

The senses of those (words) have been already stated before.

The senses are the expressed, the indicated and the

suggested sense ‘Of those’ means of the Expressive, Indicative

and Suggestive words

Now IS explained the suggestiveness of senses

Of what nature is it ? To this ( the author ) replies .

—

When on account of a speciality of the speaker, or the

person addressed, a modulation of voice the sentence, the

expressed sense, presence of another person near about, occa-

sion, place, time and the like, an operation of ( the three-fold )

sense, becomes the cause of the comprehension of another sense

by persons of poetic genius, that opeiation ts suggestion only

1-2
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The person addressed means a person who is to be told

something Modulation means a modification of voice Occasion

means context Of the sense means of the expressed, indicated

and suggested sense ( Now ) instances ( are given ) in order —
O friend I have come, in haste, fetching a very big pitcher

‘Of water, I would rest for a moment, being overcome by
perspiration and breathlessness due to exertion I

Here concealment of secret dalliance is suggested

Alas, o friend, for the sake of my unfortunate self, you are

also tormented by sleeplessness, weakness, anxiety, languidness
and heavy sighs I 2

Here the enjoyment ot the messenger by her lover is

suggested.

Having seen the daughter of the Paficala king reduced to
that condition in the royal assembly, we donning bark-garments
'dwelt for long in forest in company of hunters, we dwelt (then)
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in the abode of Virata, concealed and doing unworthy profe-

ssions Does my elder brother still get angry with me who am
angry, and not with the Kurus ? 3

Here by a modulation of voice is revealed the sense *

* Anger is not proper towards me, it is proper towards the

Kurus. ’ One should not suspect this verse to be an instance of

medium poetry ( guijibhutavyangya ) with the kaku ( modula-
tion of voice ) being subservient to the establishment of the

expressed sense. For the modulation can rest even after merely
( suggesting ) a querry.

Then you did not move elsewhere your gaze fixed on my
cheeks, ( but ) now I am the same, my cheeks are the same but
your gaze is not the same. 4

Here the suggestion is When you were seeing ray friend

reflected in my cheek, your gaze was a different one, but when
she went away your gaze became altogether a different one;

O what a stealthy lover ( of hers ) you are.
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This region ( on the bank) of the Narmada is exceedingly

iieautiful with rows of juicy plantain trees and arouses mental

perturbation in ladies on account of the excellence of its bow-
ers, and further, O slender one, therein are blowing these winds,

which are friends of dalliance and ahead of whom runs cupid,

displaying a sudden anger, 5

Here the suggestion is ;
‘ enter here for dalliance.’

The hard-hearted mother-in-law drives me to do all the

household chores, I may get a moment of rest in the evening

perhaps or may not 6

Here by some lady it is suggested to an ( apparently

)

indifferent (lover) that evening should be the time of

appointment.

It is heard that your lover shall be coming today within

three hours, why IS It that you are so idling? Keep ready the

appropriate things. 7
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Herein some ( lady ) who was about to go to meet her
paramour is being warded off by some (lady Jfnend of hers]^

saying that it is improper

O friends, you collect flowers elsewhere; I shall collect

them here, I am not able to wander far away, be gracious, here
I fold my hands to you S

Here some ( lady ) is telling a confidante of hers that . this

region is secluded, so the secret lover should be sent here.

O you who are dependent on the elders, what shall I,

unfortunate as I am, say to you ? Are you going on a journey-

today ? You may go, you shall hear yourself what I shall be
doing. 9

Here the suggestion is . If in this springtime you are going,

I shall cease to be any more; but I do not know what would
happen to you. By including ‘ adi ’ is included ‘ gestures ’ and
the like. An instance of gestures is as follows :

—
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When I was close to the region of the door, she, who
shone with the essence of beauty, made her pair of thighs to

‘•extend first and then made them touch each other She drew

over the veil, cast down her tremulous eyes, stopped the flow

of speech and folded up her creeperdike arms 10

Here by the particular gestures is suggested a special
•emotion for the secret lover

To satisfy the expectancy ( of students ) and because

-occasion arose, examples are given ( here ) again and again

^ 1 e separately for each circumstance ) When combinations

«of the speaker and the like are considered, ( illustrations can
be given ) by group of two and so on And in the same way
isuggestiveness of the indicated and the suggested sense should

be illustrated

Since a sens’, which is understood by the cmthoiity of word,
suggests another sense, therefore in the suggestiveness of sense

there is a co operative effort of the word as well 3
The expression ‘ S'abdaprama9.avedyah arthah ’ means . a

sense understood by some other means is not suggestive.

Thus ends the Third Flash m the Light of Poetry
idesignated suggestiveness of the sense
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TENTH FLASH
(Now the author) discusses the Figures of sense •

Simile {consists in) co-attiihuteness {between tioo things),

when distinction ( between them ) is made
Co-attnbuteness exists between a standard of corapanson

and an object of comparison only, and not between a cause and

effect, and the like; hence a co-relation, with a common attn-

bute, of these two ( upamana and upmeya ) only gofes to make
a Simile : The mention of the word ‘ bheda ’ ( distinction ) ( in the

definition) is meant for the exclusion of (the figure) self-

comparison

( And Simile is of two mam varieties viz ) Complete and

Elliptical

A simile is complete when the standard of comparison,

object of comparison, the common attribute and the word con-

veying the simile are all mentioned; it is Elliptical if any one

two or three of these are omitted.

That former {viz Complete Simile) can be Direct or

Indirect, and could occur either in a sentence, or in a compound

or in a nominal affix 1
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The former ( means ) Complete

That word only after which the words like ‘ yatha,’ ‘ iva,

va ’ and the like occur is understood to be an upamana ( stan-

dard of comparison ), and hence these words are the attributes

( or adjuncts ) of an upamana only, still by the greatness of

their connotative power, they convey even as they are heard,

the relation ( of co-attnbuteness between an upamana and
upameya ), like the genitive case Hence when such words
occur ( in an uparaa ), the upama is direct So also (it is direct)

when the termination ‘ vat ’ enjoined in the sense of ‘ iva ’ as

per the rule ‘ tatra tasyeva ’ is used.

The words like ‘ tulya ’
( similar ) and the like rest ( i. e.

have their power exhausted ) in the object of comparison alone

in ( sentences ) like ‘ Face is similar to that; ’ they rest m the

standard of comparison alone in { sentences ) like ‘ That is

similar to this, ’ and they rest in both ( the upameya and
upamana ) in sentences like ‘ this and that are similar Hence
(mall such cases) the cognition of similitude (tulyata=
sadharmya) arises after reflection over the similanty ( existing

between the two things ) Thus ‘ co-attributeness ’ is implied

and so when words like ‘ tulya ’ and the like are used, the

simile IS indirect. So also it is indirect when there occurs a
* vat ’ prescribed as per the rule ‘ tena tulyam krlya ced vati^j,”
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When the word ‘ iva ’ is used in a necessary compound

according to the rule “ A necessary compound is formed with

' iva ’
, there is no loss of the case-termination ( of the purva-

pada ) and the natural accent of the purvapada ( pnor word of

the compound ) (is retained), ” the upama is Samasaga (i e.

occurnng in a compound).

Now instances in order :

,
4

The Glory of Victory does not leave you ,
who are a

fountain-head of valour, in battles even in a dream, just as a

lady who has her husband in her power, does not leave, even

in dreams, her lover, who is a source of ( exciting ) strong

affection in her )
I

He exults in his mind thinking that this ( red) lotus, which

has a bnlliant and attracbve lustre like young dawn, and the

face in anger of that (girl), who has eyes unsteady like those

of a frightened deer and which ( also ) possesses a brilliant and

attractive lustre like the young aawn, are similar. X

( The king ) who ever su^orted the universe by the four

expedients, which were far-reaching, chastisers of the arrogant,

divine, shining (prabhabhih), unfailing and abodes of graces

of royalty, like Krst)ia suporting the universe by his four arms;
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which were long ( i e reaching up to knees ), chastisers of the

arrogant, divine, lustrous, eternal and abodes of the graces of

goddess Laksmi 3

By whom are ‘you not longed for, O lord of earth, you
whose glory is sung on account of your extreme greatness in

extending the paths of fruitful desires ( of the needy ), and
who resemble the desire-yieldmg tree which also has its glory

sung on account of its extreme potency in extending the paths

of fruitful desiies ( of needy people ) 4

The greatness of his depth ( of character ) is indeed like

that of the ocean ( lit lover of Ganga ); in battles he is difficult

to be looked at like the jewel of sky (

1

e sun ) in summer 5

“ Just as a lady who has a control over her husband and is

( yet ) devoted to her lover arouses an extraordinary wonder,
so also the Glory of Victory by resorting to you ’—although
without some such suggested sense, the expression does not

have strikingness, and though strikingness is ( the essence of )

a figure of speech, still one should not designate ( this stanza )

as Dhvamkavya or Gunibhutavyangyakavya For here the

apprehension of charm does not arise due to a reflection over the

touch of suggested sense*( therein), but by the understanding

of the strikingness of the expressed sense only. Sentiment and
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the like, •which constitute the suggested sense ( of a passage )

and some other figure ( or figures ) of speech are invariably

present everywhere, so figures of speech have been illusfraledr

without taking into account these If the figures are illustrated

without these ( viz sentiments and other figures ) they would
become insipid So a contradiction between our prior and
posterior statements should not be alleged ( on that score ).

When the ( common ) property ts omitted, ( the Elliptical

Simile) would be like that ( i. e sixfold like the Complete Simile, }

but there would not be ( therein ) the Direct variety reading in a
nominal affix

Property means common property. In case of nominal
affixes like ‘ kalpa ’ and the like, the Upama is indirect only.

Hence five (varieties) only (in the dharmalupta upama).

For Example •

The actions, words and mind ( thoughts ) of him, who is

blessed and who is possessed of an extia-ordinary excellence of

goodness, are indeed like nectar 6
That king, moving about on the battle-field with a drawn

sword, appeared like the God of Deat]^ to the nval army. 7
6
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If, you know, O friend, that his actions are swordlike, his

speech nectarhke and his mind poison-like, then only will you
live. 8

When the standard of comparison is not mentioned, then

( the Elliptical Simile is of two kinds viz. ) that occunng in a
sentence and that occunng in a compound^ 2

There is nothing seen or heard that is similar even in a
small fraction to excellent poetry (lit poetry rich in sentiment),

in giving an abundance of great relief to all senses. 9

This very (upama) can be an example of ‘Samasaga*
when we have a reading ‘ kavvasamam ’ for ‘ kavvassa ’ and
nuram’ for ‘ sarisam’.

When ( the word expressive of comparison like ) va and the

like IS dropped, ( the Elliptical Simile occurs J in a*compound

^

in a kyac affix ( applied to a word ) signifying an object or a

support, in a kyan affix, ( and ) in a namul ( applied to a word }

^gnifying an object or an agent.
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The woad ‘ va ’ is expressive of comparison Hence when
* va ’ and the like, which are words expressive of companson
are dropped, there are six ( varieties ) ( oftElhptical Upama )

—(i) by means of a compound, (ii-in) by means of a Kyac
termination arising from an object or location, (iv) by
means of a Kyan. affix ( enjoined ) for the agent and ( v-vi ) by
means of a namul ( applied ) to preceding words signifying an
object or an agent.

Examples ( can be given as follows :

)

Then the direction belonging to Mahendra (i e. the

Eastern direction ) was adorned by the moon, the lord of night-

lotuses, white like the cheek of a woman and a delight to the

eyes 10

So also-*"

On seeing the valour of enemy warriors, this ( warrior

)

became possessed of a sword terrible like a black serpent,

characterised by a quick gait with his mind full of restlessness,

possessed of a hornpilated form, with the lustre of cheeks

flushed 11

He ( king ) who is well-known for his extraordinary

exploits, treats his citizens like his sons and moves about in the

battlefield as if ( he were moving ) in his harem. On seeing the
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deeds of him, 'who wields his swords in his hand, m the battle-

field (lit at the border of battlefield) the army of the enemy
acts like a woman I2

In the battle enemies see him as they would see the

summer sun. The king again moves about as Arjuna would
move. 13

When these two are omitted, ( the Elliptical Simile occurs )

in a kvip (—affix ) and in a corhpound, 3
* Of these two ’ means ‘ of the common attribute, and the

word expressive of comparison ’ Illustrations ( are as follows )

The sun acts like the moon and the moon like the sun, so

also nights act like days and days like nights when the mind
is overpowered ( respectively ) by happiness or grief 14

That elephent-like king who is difficult to be assailed even
by hundreds of day-dreams of enemies shines, as he gets ready
for battle. 15

When there is omissio*i of the common attribute and the

standard of comparison ( the Elliptical Simile occurs ) in a
compound and in a sentence
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Jumping over Ketaki forests, 'filled with thorns, you will

die, o bee ( but ) you would not obtain ( any flower ) similar to

the Malatl flower. 16 >

If we read ‘ kusumeija samam’ (for kusumasanccham),
(the same Elliptical upama becomes one) occuring in a sentence.

When the words expressive of comparison and object of
comparison are dropped. { the Elliptical comparison ) occurs

in a kyac ( -affix )

' ase ’ means ' in case of the omission of ’.

He, whose eyes dilate on seeing the valour of enemies and
whose massive arm is fearful with a sword, conducts ( himself )

like Sahasrayudha 17

Here ‘ self ’ is the object of comparison

And when three are omitted, ( an Elliptical Comparison

)

occurs in a compound 4
‘ Of the three ” means of the word expressive of compa-

rison, the common attribute and the standard of comparison*

Illustration ( can be cited as follows )•
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The fawn-eyed (girl), who has (just) cast a glance at

youth, who has granted her body (for sway) to amorous sports,

and whose mind has been pierced by a volley of arrows of

cupid, attracts the mind of the sage l8

Here when a compound ana elision (of the word ‘ nayana ’)

take place according to ( the rule ) ‘saptamyupamana etc.’ then
this becomes an instance ( of trilopa upama).

As cruel conduct is understood to be identical with an iron

lance, hence the word ‘ ayabs'ulikah ’ which means ‘ one who
rules with an iron rod ( i e. is cruel in his conduct ) is an exam-
ple of Atis-ayokti ( i e Hyperbole ) and it is not ( to be taken
as ) an example of tnlopa upama, with the omission of the
object of comparison viz. cruel conduct, the common attribute

VIZ harshness and the word expressive of comparison.

Thus there are nineteen Elliptical Upamas With ( the six

varieties of ) Pur^ia Upamas, there are twentyfive ( varieties in

all ).

She withered by dejection like royal glory by bad policy,

like highmindedness by adversity and like lotusplant by water
' of frost. 19
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Here the common attribute ( between the one upameya
and many upamanas ) being common—

The beautiful lady ( lit lady of attractive buttocks ) is a

delight to the eye like moonlight, is a cause of intoxication

like wine and is an attraction to all people like sovereignty. 20

Here the common attribute ( between the one upameya
and the many upamanas ) being different—

When one and the same object of comparison f upameya

)

has many standards of comparison ( upamanas ) employed, we
then get a Garland of Compansons.

So also whenver each object of companson ( m a preceding

sentence ) becomes a standard of companson (in the following

sentence ) successively, with the common attributes ( in these

different upamas being) identical or different as in the previous

case, then we get Girdle-Companson, as in the following-

Of him, in whose hand full of particles of water through
a continuous bestowal of ( gifts of ) gold, float like waves the

rows of needy persons, the mind is like the word, the acbon is

like mfnd, and the fame is like action, ( all) extremely bright. 21

The form of that king is sweet like his mind, Ms assembly

is endowed with valour like his form; and his glory of victory is

impossible to be conquered by the enemies, like his assembly.22
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( These two vaneties viz. Garland comparison and Girdle-

' comparison ) are not defined Because there is a possibility of

a thousand such modes of stnkingness. And ( after all ) these

do not go beyond the divisions already mentioned.

Non-connection ( or self-compauson or uniqueness ) arises

•when one and the same thing becomes ( both ) a standard of
comparison and an object of comparison, in the one and same
sentence

Non-connection consists in the absence of a relation ( of an
' upameya ) with any other standard of comparison ( than the
upameya itself ).

An instance ( can be cited as follows ) Not only that

beautiful one of exceeding beauty appears like that very

beautiful one ( herself ), but even her graces, which are the

abode of the delicate dance of cupid are like hergrr c only 23

Reciprocal Comparison consists of the exchange of the tuo
i VIZ upameya. and upamana ) f in two sentences ) 5
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An exchange of these two viz the standard of comparison
and the object of companson, of course in two different senten-

ces, constitutes a Reciprocal Comparison, being a comparison
(of upamana) with an object of comparison ( upameya), and
aiming at the exclusion of any other standard of comparison.

An illustration ( as follows * )

Whose intellect shines like his wealth and wealth*like

intellect; whose splendour shines like his body and body like

splendour; and whose courage shines like earth and his earth
like courage. 24

Poetical Favcy is the imagining of an object under
description (prakrta—upameya) being identical as if with similar

object (sama—upamana)
With a * similar ( object )

’ means with a standard of
companson

Illustration ( can be given as follows : )

O ( girl ) of beautiful body, I think the beauty of a lotus
has clung to your feet, with delight, thinking • the pnde of
beauty of that moon, who being a natural foe of mine does not
tolerate my blooming during night-time, has been forcibly
allayed by the beauty of the face by this girl, whose eyes
resemble petals of a blue lotus. 25
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The darkness as though besmears the hmbs, the sky as

though showers collynum, the eyesight has become futile

like service rendered to a bad man. 26

In cases like these * pervasion and the like ’ are imagined

to be identical as if with ‘ besmeanng and the like.
’

The Dubious ts a doubt, when the difference ( between the

prakrta or upameya and a similar aprakrta or upamana ) ts

stated and is not stated 6

The following (is an illustration) when the difference is

atated

Is this the sun ? (But ) he verily is drawn by seven steeds.

Is he then Fire ? But this ( fire ) does not spread in all direc-

tions. ( Then ) is he the god of Death ? But he ( god of death)

ndes a male buffalo. Thus, looking at you in a battle, the rival

warriors raised such alternatives ( or doubts ) for a long time. 2/

When the word ‘bhedoktau’ (=when the difference is

expressed ) is used ( by the author, above ), he admits ( under
that category ) not only such a doubt with the decision implicit

( nis'cayagarbha ) but even a doubt with the decision explicit

( nis'cayanta ) The following ( is such an instance of ‘ nisca-

yante ’ variety ).
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Is ( this ) the moon ? But where is the spot ? Is it then a
lotus ? But where has water gone then ? But due to your charm-
ing and sportive words, ( I ) subsequently decided this to be

( your ) face, o fawn-eyed girl.

But this ( variety ) has been neglected by Bhatta Udfaha^a,

because the determination here is not suggested, as in the case

of the ( vanety ) where the determination is implicit. 28^

Without the mention of (difference), (the Dubious ). occurs

as in the following .

—

Was it that the moon was the bestower of beauty in the

process of her creation ? Or was it Cupid himself, whose sole

sentiment is that of Love ? Or was it the month which is a

store of flowers ( 1. e Caitra )? How can the ancient sage
(ls,arayap.a ) who is dulled by the Vedic Study and 'whose
interest in objects of senses is lost, ccn be able to create this

charming beauty ? 29
That IS Metaphor, where there is an identification of the

standard of comparison and object of comparison

Identification (between the upamana and upmeya) ( refered

to above is identification ) without the concealment of distin-

ction, ( audit ) results from extreme similarity (between them).
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( Metaphor\) IS all~'pei aUning (lit having all entities as its

pjomnce) when (all) superimposed entities are d-rectly

expressed^ 7

When all the supenmposed entities, just like all the objects-

of supenmposition, are mentioned in so many words, then ( the

Metaphor becomes ) all-pertaining, because it has for its

province all the entities The plural in the world ‘ aropitah ’ is

unintended

An example (of samastavastuvisaya rupaka) is as follows -

This kapalikl in the form of Night, who is whitened by
the besmearing of the holy ashes of moonlight, who puts on
bones in the form of stars and who is interested in the sport of
d'sappearance, roams about from one continent to another,
carrying in a consecrated skull-vessel in the form of the moon
a magic fragrant ointment under the pretext of the spot ( on
the moon ). 30

Herein ‘^the interest in the sport of disappearance ’ is an
attribute of the supenmposed entity ( 1. e upamana ), and it is a
favourable means for understanding a metaphor in the ( first

)

three quarters of the stanza. As such there should be no
apprehension of a commixture of that ( viz. Rupaka ) ( with
vp^ima ).
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And that ( Metaphor ) is Partial ( lit residing in a portion )

wherein those (viz entities superimposed) are some expressed and

some implied

(When ) some supenmposed entities are directly mentioned

'

by words, while some have to be understood by the power of

the sense ( i. e. by implication), ( then ) a metaphor is called

Partial because it resides only in a portion.

An example can be the following —
When (he) holds by the hand his creeperlike sword in the

harem in the form of the battlefield, the army of the enemy,

though prone to the sentiment ( of love or heroism ) suddenly

turns her face away, 3i

Herein, the harem-ness supenmposed on the battle-field is

expressed in words, while the character of heroine ( superimpo-

sed) on the creeperlike sword and character of a nval heroine

( superimposed ) on the army of the enemy are understood by
implication Hence ( as the metaphor is ) residing only in a

part, it is called ars Partial ( lit. residing in one portion ).

This ( Metaphor) is called Partite ( i. e possessed of Parts),
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(This 1 e the metaphor) of the two above-mentioned

varieties is partite ( i e. possessed of parts ).

And ( the Metaphor which is ) pure (i e, having no svbports)

ts called partless

As for example .

In as much as she stiffens her limbs like a female deer on
tearing notes of music, asks to her friend again about news
of her lover, though already heard, and sleeps sleeplessly wi-

thin ( her ) house, therefore, oh, Ido guess that the mmdborn
has started to spnnkle the new sapling of love in her heart. 32c

And a Ga7 land ( of Metaphors ) occurs as before ( i e as in

the case of Garland of upamas ) 8
( When ) many ( upamanas ) are superimposed on one and

the same ( upameya ), as in the case of Garland- simile, ( many
npamanas are connected with a common upameya ).

As for example

.

That beloved (is) a river of beauty, the nse of the exulta-

tion of the prime of youth, the winning magic of beauty, the
^dwelling place of the manifestation of sportive dalliance, the
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science of witty words, the visible proof of the boundless skill

of the creator, the arrows of the ( five-arrowed ) god and the

crestjewel of womanhood 33
And that ts Consequential Metaphor which ( consists in ) the

snpei imposition of the other thing being the means of the relevant

(or principal) superimposition,—and if occurs when the expre-

ssive word is paronomastic ov'possessed of distinction 9
e g. * O swan in the Manasa lake in the form of the mind of

the wise, O brightrayed ( Sun ) who bring about the blooming of

lotuses ( kamala-asankoca ) in the form of the contraction of

the glory ( kamala-sankoca ) of the enemies, O S'lva in quest of

Durga ( Parvatl ) ( Durga-margana ) in the form of non-quest of

^orts ( durga-amargaija ), O Fire in accepting fuel in the form
of acceptance of battles, O Dak§a in causing displeasure to Sail

( Satl-aprltl-vidhana-daksa ) in the form of affection for truth,

O Bhima in prior birth to Arjuna in the form of earlier conque-
sts, O great hero, enjoy supreme sovereignty for a hundred
years of Brahma. 34

Herein the Manasa lake is ( identified with ) the mind,

the blooming of lotuses is ( identified with ) the contractioa

•of wealth, the search for Parvatl is ( identified with ) the non-

quest of forts, the acceptance of fuels is (identified with ) the

acceptance of battles, the disaffection towards Satl is (identified
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•with) devotion to truth, and Vijaya ( =Ar]una ) is ( identified

)

with Vijaya ( =defeat of enemies ), and in this way through

these ( subsidiary y identifications, there is made the (mam)
superimposition of swan and the like (on the king).

Although it has been said that this is an alamkara of word
and sense and we would be saying so again, still it has been
mentioned here in consonance with well-known usage. It has

been ( indeed ) called by others as a Partial metaphor

When ( the words expressive of the subsidiary superimpo-

sition ) are possessed of distinction (i e. are distinctly stated),

the following can be an illustration
—

O King, your arm, which causes widowhood to the wives

of enemy-warriors is shining—( your arm ) which is a tying

post to the elephant of victory, which is a stone-bridge across

the ocean of misery, which is the Eastern mountain to the Sun
of the sword, which is the graceful pillow of royalty, and which
is Mandara mountain in the sport of churning the nectar-ocean

in the form of battle. 35
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Herein when there is a superimposition of elephantness

and the like on victory and the like which are expressed la

seperate words, then ( another) superimposition of the nature

of typing-post and the like on the arm becomes plausible.

By whom, O king, your majesty is not praised,—( your
majesty) who has illumined the three worlds by your extraordi-

nary lustre, and who are an excellent pearl, in the

excellent bamboo in the form of your noble family. 36

First of all are victorious in this world you who have taken
the form of a tortoise,—(you) whose position is endless and
supportless and is yet having manifold curiosity about it un-
abated, and ( you

)

who are the root of the creeper in the form
of the fourteen worlds 37

Even a non-garland metaphor like this ( i e. as in the two
preceding verses ) should be regarded as a consequential

metaphor.

Cupid conquers the mind of lovers by the sprout-hands of

creepers, hand-lotuses ( of women ), lotus-faces of -lotus-plants

and_face-moons ( of ladies ). 38

A girdle-metaphor in instances like the above has not
been discussed because it does not have any special

stnkingness.
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That ts Concealment wherein there le a denial of some
relevant ( upameya ) and establishment of some other (upamana)
in its place

When an object of comparison is denied validity and a
standard of comparison is established as true ( in its place )

that constitutes (the figure) Concealment.

An instance

O daughter of the mountain, it is not at all a prominently-

placed spot that IS shining on the body of the moon which has
a fully-developed splendour. I think she is Lady Night, fati-

gued through dalliance, who is soundly asleep on the chest of

the moon, which is cool with the oozing of nectar. 39-

Or it can be as follows —
O friend, see, indeed, how much is the animosity of Cupid

towards lovers who are ( already ) emaciated through separa-

tion from their loved ones ' For, under the pretext of bees

shining on the mango-blossoms in the park, Kalakuta poison

lias been besmeared by him on each of his arrow. 4®*
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Herein the ( resultant ) cognition is that ( these are ) not

mango-blossoms with bees, but ( these are ) arrows ( of cupid)
poisoned by kalakuta.

Or It can be as follows

:

Indeed Cupid, burnt by S'lva, fell in the lake of nectar of

the beauty in the form of the expansive hips of this fawn-eyed
girl; and this line of smoke suggesting the extinction of the

embers of whose body reaches the cave of her navel, in the

form of a line of hair. 41

Herein the cognition is • this is not a line or hair, but a

line of smoke. In this way ( the figure Concealment ) can be

understood in various other modes as well.

“ That IS Paranomasia where tn one sentence there are mare
than one ( expressed ) senses. ” 10

When words which ( primarily ) convey one meaning only

covey more than one sense, then there is Paranomasia.

An instance

:
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Indeed the mine of bnlhance [ ( i ) the sun, ( ii ) a lustrous

king ] IS shining with his refulgent mass of lustre,—(he) who
rises, completely removes’' the darkness from the quarters,

destroys the seal of sleep, inspires activities and completely
bnngs about the destruction of wanton movements ( of people

)

42

Here due to the non-restricton of Expressive power of

words, both the Sun and the king are expressed.

" J Speech of Brevity ts the conveying of another ( viz,

'upamanx ) by means of paronomastic adjectives.
”

When by a sentence which conveys a relevent matter in

hand, is conveyed some other matter that is not in hand, by the

power of paronomastic adjectives and not by the power of the

substantive also, then we get a Speech of Brevity, because
therein two meanings are conveyed by means of brevity. An
instance ( can be given ) as follows

:
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The Glory of victory, who gets an extraordinary delight

by attaining a touch of your hand, is not shining in your
separation; indeed she has grown weak. 43

Here the word ‘ jayalaksmi ’
( Glory of victory ) by itself

has no expressive power to connote ‘ a beloved ’.

Ulustration ts an impossible relation between things practi-

cally amounting to a comparison 11
Illustration means citing an instance. An example can

be as follows —
Where the family arising from the Sun, and where my

intellect with a limited range? Through infatuation, I am
aspiring to cross the ocean by a small raft ( when attempting to

sing in poetry of the solar dynasty ). 44
Here the idea practically results in a comparison viz.

describing the solar race by my intellect is just like crossing

of an ocean by a small raft.

Or ( an example can be cited) as follows

:
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—
When the hot-rayed one ( 1. e the Sun) is rising with his

rope-like rays extended upwards, and the coohrayed one ( 1 e.

the moon ) is setting, ( with her rays extending downwards )

this mountain assumes the beauty of a lordly elephant spanned

by two hanging bells. 45

Here the problem arises •* how can one assume the beauty

of another So the resulting (solution is) (it assumes a

beauty ) similar to that ( of another ), which amounts to a

comparison.

He who tries to sing of your virtues, tries to cross the

ocean ( lit. paramour of rivers ) by his arms, wishes to hold by
hand the orb of the moon and indeed wishes to cross the Meru
mountain. 46

In such instances a Garland-Illustration should be

understood.

And that is Another Illustration whereby an action only is

expressed a relation hetiueen itself and its cause.

That IS another illustration wherein by an action itself we
understand a relation between its own nature and its cause.

( It can be illustrated ) as follows :
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A particle of stone, at the top of a mountain, falls down,

being shaken by a gentle breeze, announcing that one who

remains light (

1

e. small, worthless ) even on attaining a high

position, shall easily fall down 47

Herein the action of falling, conveys the relation between

(the action of ) falling and (its cause) in the form of attain-

ment of a high place.

And that is Indirect Description, which is the description of

the irrelevent, leading to the relevent 12

Indirect Description consists of the implication of a relevent

thing by the expression of something irrelevent.

And ( this Indirect Description ) is fivefold viz ( i-iv ) when

an effect, cause, a general statement or a particular statement

being relevent, we get a description of something other than

that and ( v J when one similar is relevent there is a. description

of another similar thing 13
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‘ of other than that ’ means ‘ of a cause and the like
’

The following are instances ( in order

)

“ O Beautiful one, do not people who have gone ( on
journey ) meet again ? You should not have any anxiety for me.

You are extremely emaciated”— while I tearfully spoke to her

thus, she looked at me with eyes which had the pupils moving
languidly through bashfulness and which were drinking off

( i. e. checking ) the tears as they were about to fall, and by a

smile suggested her enthusiasm for the coming death. 48
“ Have you dropped your planned journey ”—when such

a question about a result ( viz abandonment of j'ourney ) is

asked the cause ( thereof ) is described in the present passage

( atra ).

“ O king, the princess does not teach me, the queens also

are silent; O hump-backed maid, feed me; why are the pnnees

and ministers not taking food yet ? ”-*-in this way, O lord, in

the abode of your enemy a parrot, relased from (its) cage by
some travellers, speakes to each after seeing ( them ) painted

in portraits on the deserted terrace. 49
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Herein, an effect is descnbed, when what is relevant is the

cause VIZ on heanng you ready for march, your enemies

immediately took to their heels

What IS this from his mouth if that fool thought a drop of

water on a lotus-leaf to be a pearl ? Just listen to another

thing. When (that drop) disappeared by the slight action of

the fingers as it was being gently picked up, since then he

is getting no sleep day after day with the internal anguish :

Where has my excellent ( pearl ) flown away ? ” 50

Herein while the relevant is a general statement .
“ dull

persons entertain attachment for wrong things, ” we have the

description of a particular ( instance ).

He alone is adorable, he a man, he a politician, he lives a

worthy life and he is the abode of glory,-who by avenging the

enemies (lit. enmity) washes off the tears of the wives of his

friends. 51
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Herein, while a relevant thing was a particular’ ’statement

viz ‘ If killing Krsna you were to allay the gnef of the wives

of Narkasura, then you alone would be praiseworthy ’, a

general statement has been made.

When one similar is relevant and another similar is

mentioned, there are three modes (of aprastutaprag''am&a )—for

either paronomasia or speech of brevity or mere similarity can

be the cause of implication of one similar from another

similar Instances ( are now given ) in order

He would swerve from even manhood, he may even go

down and down; he may even become low in supplication; yet

he still would save or prop up this world—such a mode of

conduct IS revealed by an indescribable great man ( pun by
fLord Visnu ). 52

O moon, it would be worth your while to retaliate against

the sun by whose rising you have been turned pale, it does not

behove you to hold his feet ( take in his rays ) If this be done

by you through weakness, then why are you not even a little

ashamed? Well, let all this be, it is sheerly your foolishness

{ wateriness ) that you shine refulgently in the sky ! 53
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What has indeed been achieved by the wicked ocean after

taking in water from the mouths of rivers ? It is ( just ) made
saline, sacnfied m the submanne fire and deposited in the

cavern of the belly of the nether world 54

This figure ( Aprastutapras^amsa ) at times occurs without

the superimposition of the suggested ( relevant ) on the

expressed ( irrelevant ), As m the following case

There are several sea-traders who are capable of crossing

the ocean which has filled in a (vast ) expanse of the earth and

the belly of the nether world by water But if, oh, perchance,

the ocean were to dry up ( lit become empty ), then who indeed

shall even dare to look at the cavity of the abyss thereof ? 55

But at times it is by a supenmposition ( of the relevant over

the irrelevant ) only ( that Aprastutapras'amsa occurs), e. g m

:

‘ Oh, who are you ‘Well, I shall tell you: know that

I am a luckless haunted tree ’ ‘You are speaking as

though through dejection f
’ ‘ You have well understood the

fact’. ‘Whence so?’ ‘Here I tell you. To the left side.
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here, is a banyan tree All the travellers, with all eager-
ness, resort to that tree. And, even when I am right on the
road Itself my shade cannot oblige others ( by sheltering

them ) ’ 56
At places ( Aprastutapras'amsa works by ) partial super-

imposition ( of the relevant over the irrelevant ) As for

example ( in the following verse ).

“That extraordinary process of turning the tongue (pun the
habit of inconsistent speech), that quick movement of ears (pun
gullibility), that gaze in whicn one’s own as also other’s dire-

ction IS forgotten though intoxication ( pun pride ),—why say
more ^ All this you have forgotten, O bee, in as much as you
are still resorting to the elephant having a hollow trunk ( pun •

an empty-handed repulsive master)’ O brother, what persistence

indeed IS this ’ 57
Herein the turning of the tongue and the hollowness of the

trunk are no causes for non-resorting ( of the elephant ) by the

bee, the unsteadiness is a cause for this, while intoxication’lls a

( positive ) cause for the resorting ( to the elephant by the bee).

That should be known to he Hyperbole ( t ) when there ts an
identificat ion through swallowing of the relevant by the non-
yelevjnt (it) when a relevant thing is said to be another ( i e.
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uinque ot extraordinary ) ( iii ) when there is an imaginative

statement with the sense of ’ if ' and ( iv ) when there is an invet-

sion of the prioiity and posteriority of cause and effect.

14-15 abc
The first ( sub-variety of Hyperbole ) is when there is an

apprehension of identity ( adhyavasana ) (with an upamana) of

an upameya which is swallowed up by the upamana. ( An
example can be ) as follows :

—

( There is) a lotus, not in water; in that lotus are two blue
lotuses, ond ( all ) these lotuses are on a golden creeper, and
that creeper is delicate and lovely - what a senes of calami-

ties is this
! 58

Herein face and the like are identified with lotus and the
like

When any particular thing, being what it is, is understood
as being identical with something else, we get another ( kind
of Hyperbole ) As for example

—

Another indeed is ( her ) beauty, and another verily her
indescrible splendour of movement. This lovely lady is not at

all a creation ( lit line ) of the ordinary creator. 59
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The third variety ( of Hyperbole ) is that wherein there is

an imagining of the sense of ‘ if ’ by the word ' if ’
( yadi) or

‘provided (cet)’-ani imaguiation of an impossible thing at

that. As in the following

If on a fullmoon day, the orb of the nectar-rayed (moon)
were to be spotless, then her face may attain a defeat of

resemblance 6o

When to show quick working of cause, the effect is stated

to be preceding the cause, than we get the fourth ( variety of

Hyperbole ). As for example in

The heart of Malati was first occupied by the god of

flowery bow and arrows ( i e cupid) and then by you coming
within her ken, O darling of ladies. 6l

And that %t Parallel Simile, where one common ( atfi ibnte )

0CCU1 s twice in two sentences 15-16-ab

When a common attribute occurs in one sentence ( expres-

sing) on object of comparison and another sentence (expressing)

a standard of comparison, indifferent words, because a repeated
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word constitutes d poetic fault, that makes a Parallel simile,

because therein an entity in the form of a sentence-sense forms

the standard of campanson As for example in

How should she, who has ( already ) been made a queen,

occupy the position of an attendant ? A jewel marked with an
image of a deity should indeed not be used for ( ordinary deco-

rative ) use. 62

If fire burns, what wonder is there ? If there is heaviness

in mountains, what of that ? The water of the great ocean is

always saline It is the (very ) nature of the good to be non-
despondent 63

In such cases ( as above ) one can see a Garland of

Parallel Similes Similarly elsewhere also one should under-
stand ( the possibility of Garland-form of figures)

Examphfication is the reflection of all these. 16
‘ Of these ’ means of the common attribute and others.

Where an end ( 1 e determination ) ( of a rejfiective resem-
blance of an upameya-vakya and upamana-vakya ) is seen,

that IS Exemplification. As in the following —
Immediately on seeing you, her mind, ablaze with love, is

extinguished. The flower of the night-lotus-plant blooms as
soon as the cool-rayed one is visible, 64
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This IS ( exemplification ) through similarity ( Exempli-
fication ) through dis-similarity can be as in the following

—

When you, who take pleasure in daring deeds wish to

bring your hand near your sword, the enemy-warriors take to

their heels, it is only in the absence of Wind that dust-partibles

remain firm. 65

An occur rev.ce once of a ( common ) attribute of things

relevant and non-r elevant, and the same ( single occurrence )

of one case-relation in many actions constitutes an Illuminator.

17

When a ( common ) attribute, like some action and the like,

of some things relevant and non- relevant 1. e. of upameyas and

upamanas is mentioned once only, then we get an Illuminator,

because of the illumination of the entire sentence by that

( attribute ) residing at one place As in the following .

—

The wealth of misers, the crest-jewel of serpents, the

mane of lions and the breast of girls of ( noble ) families—how
can

( any of these ) be touched as long as (they viz misers etc.)

are not dead ? ( or without the aspirants to touch these courting

death ? )
66
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So also when one case-relation has an occurrence in

relation to several actions we have the Illuminator. As for

example in

A newly-wed bride, in ( her ) bed, perspires, shrinks ( from
embrace), trembles, moves, winks, looks obliquely, is delighted

within and wishes to kiss. 67

And that is Serial Illuminator wherein ( each ) preceding

object IS a qualifying adjunct of ( each ) subsequent thing

If each pnor thing qualifies each succeeding one, that is

senal Illuminator, as in the following

Your majesty, please listen what attained what, when you

strung your bow, on coming to battle-field the arrows were

attained by the bow, the head of enemies was attained by the

arrows, the earth was attained by the head, you were attained

by earth, matchless fame was attained by you, and the three

worlds were attained by fame 68

10
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When theye is an attribute ( mentioned ) once, as connected

with definite f type of objects, which are all relevant or all

irrelevant J then that constitutes Equal Paring 18
‘ Of definite ’ means of ( all ) relavant objects or all non-

.relevant objects Instances m order

Pale and emaciated face, heart full of sentiment, and
languid form,—these definitely announce an incurable disease

in the heart, O fiiend. 69

What IS a row of night-lotuses, day- lotuses, or blue lotuses
before your eye^ which are possessed of graceful movements ?

(So also) nectar, moon and a lotus are at once thrown back
( in front of ) your face 70

That IS Special Excellence when there is an excellence of the

other ( VIZ upameya) over the standard of comparison

‘ of the other ’ means ‘ of the object of comparison, ’

* excellence ’ means supenonty

The moon though repeatedly waning always waxes forth

again and again Desist ( from pride ) and be gracious, O
beaut'f ul one, for youth, returns not, when it ( once ) goes. 71
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Someone ha? said that in such an example ( as above )

there is an excellence of upamana over upameya This is not

proper For here -what is desired to be conveyed is the greater

instability of youth (and hence its greater preciousness)

Special Excellence occurs when both the causes are

mentioned, oi the thuee modes of non-mention aie utilised, so

also if OCCU7S uhen the similarity is expressed by word or

conveiicd ( indir.'Cth/ ) by sense or is implied (t e suggested):

and all ( these am sums ocnn ) like ibis with paranomasta ( as

without it ). Thus iheie are thrice-eiqht (i e ticehty four

)

( vaiieties of) that( viz Specud Excellence ) 19-20 al>

The cause of 'Special Excellence is some cause of (special)

excellence in an object of companson and some cause of inferio-

rity in a standard of comparison. Both these may be stated Or
there can be the nonstatement of one or the other or of both,

thus resulting in three varieties of non-statement. These four

varieties ( in all ) can cccur when the relation of upamana is

directly conveyed. The same four varieties can be there, when
the said relation is indirectly conveyed. And four varieties

\ ns: I
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also when the similitude is suggested. Thus in all twelve

( varieties are possible ) And these vaneties can be with

paranomasia ( as without it ) And thus there are twenty-four

subdivisions in all.

Now instances ( are cited ) in order

This greatly valorous king has no pride like some other

ordinary preson, even when he defeats many enemies, with his

sword as his only aid 72

Just m the above instance, if we drop the words ‘ tuccha ’

and ‘ mahadhiteh ’ alternately or simultaneously, we get the

other three varieties. In other instances also this ( possibility

)

should be seen. Here the simititude is directly conveyed on

account of the presence of the word ‘ iva ’

This highly courageous king is not elated with pride like

some mean person, though he defeats many enemies with the

help of only his sword 73

Here ‘ vat ’ being in the sense of ‘ tulya the similitude is

indirectly conveyed

This beautiful-eyed ( girl ) conquers the spotted moon with

her spotless face which has subjugated the beauty of lotus 74
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Here m the absence of any words like ‘iva ’ and the like

or ‘ tulya ’ and the like, the Simile is suggested only.

The virtues of this (king), who being possessed of

sense-control, serves well the learned and who has very deeply-
rooted virtues, are not fragile like ( the fibres ) of a lotus. 75

Here ‘ vat ’ is in the sense of ‘ iva the word ‘ guija ’ is;

paronomastic, and the similude is directty conveyed.

See, this glorious lord of earth is possessed of a full circle

i of feudatories ), he does not suffer from ‘ kalavaikalya *

•(deficiency m arts) like the moon ( suffenng from deficiency ia

digits ) 7&
Here ' vat ’ is in the sense of ‘ tulya ’ the word ‘ kala ’ is:

paranomastic, and the similitude is indirectly conveyed.

A Garland of Special Excellences is also possible like a
Carland-comparison. Its varieties also can be similarly under-

stood. Hero IS demonstrated only just a direction (i. e. stray

samples ) ( thereof ) For example :

O king, you are never partial in outlook like Kara who
has an odd number of eyes; you never ^et aside the all-extend”

ing Bull (Dharma) like Hari who destroyed the big bull-demon;

and you never trouble the earth by extremely unbearable taxes:^
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like the Sun, heatinsj the eirth by e\tiemely unbearable rays.

77

Here ‘ vat ’ is in the sense of ‘ ulya ’, the words ‘ visama *

and others are paranomastic, and the simintude is indirectly

conveyed

By this lustrous king, whose valour is ever-shining, is

conquered this sun, -whose lustre is contracted during night 78

Here the simile IS suggCbtea unlj lli'^ word ‘bhasvata*

is paranomastic Or (such an instance can be) as m the

following —
Where, in case of young men drinking profusely during

nights, it was wine which quenched their thust,—(wine) which

reflected the orb of the moon through its quality of clarity,

which had the lustre of a bimba-fruit, and which had a natural

and charming fragrance; and not the face of ladies, which
reflected the oib of the moon through its lustrousness, which

had bimba-like lower hp and. which possessed a natural and

charming fragrance. 79

Here in spite of the absense of any words like ‘ iva ’ and

the like or ‘ tulya ’ and fhe like, a suggested upama Is under-

stood thiough poronomastic adjectives. Such other varieties
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also are possible where words capable of being used paronom-
asticallv are used sepal ately These also should be understood

in the same way.

When o,omething which is desired to he said is halted, with

a desi7e to convey some special me<ininq that is Parabpsts.

And it is two-told ( i ) lefening to ( a halting of ) something

intended to he said and (u) referring to ( a halting off
something already said 20-21 al>

That is Paralipsis. which is a hailing, amounting to aa
apparent halting only, of a thing desired to be said, which
"being relevant should not be subordmaled, with a view to.

convey its being beyond description or its being too well-known.

And this Paralipsis is twofold concerning something desired

to be said and concerning something already said. (Now^
instances ( are given ) m order

:

O come, I shall speak something on behalf of some lady,

O cruel one. Or enough of it May she who commenced an
undertaking thoughtlessly, die, I would not say anything. So#
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With you wa\ing strong m her mind, ah, ( all things like )

moonlight, a pearl -necklace, sandle-paste, the oozing of moon
stones, camphor, plaintain-trees, coils of lotus-fibers, and lotus-

leaves act like a heap of sparks Alas, what is the use of

saying this We rather would not speak (about this). 8l

When there is a mamfestation of fiuit even with the denial

of action ( i e cause ) that constitutes Peculiar Causation 21

When an action which is of the nature of a cause is denied

and still its effect is manifested, that is Peculiar Causation. For
example

Though not struck by creepers in bloom, she was pained;

though not stung by hosts of bees, she turned aside, and though

not swayed by the waves of a lotus pond, she rolled about 82

^hat IS Peculiar Assertion when a i esult is stated to he non-

existent, ( even ) ‘when all causes (thereof) are intact (and
operative )

When all the causes ( of a particular effect ) are all

together present and the effect is not stated (to arise from
them ) that IS Peculiar Assertion It is (threefold ) (i) when
the cause (for this phenomenon) is not stated (u) when that
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cause IS stated and ( 111 ) when that cause is unthinkable (i e.

incomprehensible ) Instances in order

When sleep had ended, the sun had risen, the lady-friends

had come to the door region, and when the paramour had lost

the intensity of embrace, that lady (still) did not move out
from embrace 85

Salutations to that shark-bannered (cupid) of invincible

valour, "who, though burnt like camphor, is powerful in case

of each and every person 84
The one flowery-arrowed god conquers the three worlds"*”

( the god m whose case ) strength was not robbed by S'ambhu,
who robbed his form 85

Respective Order ts a con elation of some things having a
specitic Older with a similiai older ( existing in another set

of things } 22
As for example in

It is wondefrul indeed, O lord, that you, though one, reside

in a triple way in the hearts of enemies, wise men and ladies,

arousing (respectively) their agitation, delight and love, through

( respectively) heat of valour, modesty and grace 86
11
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Thai ts Carroboratwn wheiem a general statement ora
particular statement ts supported by its counterpar t It can
he based on similaiity or dtstmilartiy, 23

W^hen a general statement is supported by a particular

statement through similarity or dissimilarity, or when a parti-

cular statement is ( likewise ) supported by a general state-

ment, then we get Corroboration (Now) instances in order ,

In case of persons whose minds are clouded by some
personal defects, even the most beautiful things appear other-

wise. A person, suffering from bile, sees even the moon-white
conch to be yellow. 87

Once when a beautiful- eyed lady, donning very white
garments and ornaments, was going at ease in the light of moon-
light, the moon (suddenly ) set Just then your fame was sung
by some one, £0 that she reached tne abode of her lover

without any fear Where indeed are you not bestower of

bliss? 88

It is due to the wickedness ot virtues ( or qualities ) that a
trained bull is yoked to the yoke A strong untrained bull,
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•without a scar on its neck, sleeps at ease. 89

My life IS indeed very much at fault, that it has fallen to
my lot to peak these unpalatable -words. Blessed indeed are
these, who perish before seeing the defeat of their fnends in
this world 90

And that ts Contradiction, which is a statement about
opposing nature ( of two things ) when there ts ( really ) no
contradiction at nil ( between them ).

That IS contradiction where there is a statement of two
things as opposed ( mutually ) when, as a matter of fact, there

is no contradiction ( between them )

A generality can be opposed to four viz. generality and
others, a gualtty can be opposed to three, an action to two;

and a propei name to a proper name only. Thus in all

there are ten ( subvarieties of contradiction ). 24 cd-25*ab

Now instances in order .

O blessed one, when in case of this fawn-eyed lady there

IS a bolt from the blue in the form of separation from you^
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through power of fate, then fresh lotus-leaves and coils of

lotus- fibres and the the like become a heap of forest-fire. 91

O lord of men, m your presence, even the mountains

become dwarfed, even the wind becomes motionless, even the

oceans become shallow (lit non-deep) and even the earth

' becomes vey small 92

It IS indeed a wonder that, O king, by you is effected the

act of decoration, with heaps of dust, of those kings, whose

minds are attached to battle ( with you ) and obtaining a loving

embrace round whose neck your sharp sword also gets

affectionate (pun becomes red with blood) and attains an
- indescribable love ( pun gieasiness) 93

It IS indeed a wonder that Janardana even, who creates,

protects and withdraws this world effortlessly, tbecomes a fish

when occasion demands 94

The hands of wives of Brahmanas which are always busy

with the pestle and which become hard while performing varied

househld chores become as delicate as lotuses, when you are

. there ( as a liberal donor ) 95
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The words of the wicked, though sweet, greatly afEkct the

mind of the knowers of truth. ( While ) words of good men,
e;ven if harsh, delight ( it

)

like sandle juice g6

The son of Bbrgu is indeed an extraordinary creation, in

as much as, at the unimpeded sharp fall of his arrows, the

Kraunca mountain, hard due to huge rocks, became as soft as

a petal of a fresh lotus. 97
Some indescribable emotion, within, soothes and also

agitates ( me ) (an emotion ) which is beyond definilion, which
is beyond all words, which again has never been experienced

in this life and which is impenetrable due to great infatuation

caused by a complete destruction of discrimination 98-

The ocean was resorted to by us, with our minds over-

powered by thirst, thinking ‘ this is the one reservoir of water,

this is a mine of jewels ’ Who would know that the sage

i Agastya ) would drink off this ( ocean ) in a moment, putting

it in the hollow of his palms, and causing distress to fish and
alligators therein 99

X
^ gcTrito ' mst i
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O crest-jewel of the earth, when you are on the banks,
the river Ganga becomes Yamuna, on account of its mixing
with a river of the flow of ichor of intoxicated elephants ( in

your army ). 100

Natural Description is the ( graphic ) description of the

peculiar action or appearance of a child and the like. 25

‘ Of its own ’ means residing only m that particular thing.

The ‘ form ’ means appearance ( lit colour ) and stature ( or

figure ). An instance

Having stretched the (hinder) legs behind, having
elongated the body fully

( uccaih ) with the spine bent and
extended, having placed the mouth against the chest with a

•bend of the neck and having shaken the mane dusky with dust,

the horse rising from its sleep and with its face having the

nostril continuously throbbing through a desire for fodder, is

scratching the earth by its hoof, neighing gently. lOI

Artful Praise consists of outward censure or praise with

the real intention ( rudhlh ) being the opposite thereof
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( Artful Praise is ) either praise in disguise ( of an apparent
censure ) or a praise which is a hoax ( i. e. really censure ).

Instances in order

—

I think there is no greater leader of persons unmindful to

devotion than yourself, and abandonment of shame is not seen

anywhere except in Rama ( goddess of wealth ), in as much as

you repeatedly abandon S'rl ( wealth ) coming to you through a

hundred ways and she also persists in remaining with you,

even after experiencing the insult done by ( repeated

)

abandonment. 102

O ocean, who have easily conquered Bodhisattva, why
waste many words ? ( Suf&ce to say that ) there is none like

you, who has taken a vow of doing good to others. For out of

pity, you help the desert-land in shouldering the burden of in-

famy obtained by its averseness in obliging thirsty travellers.

105

That IS Speech vnth ‘With* where one word through the

force of a word meaning ' with ’ ( saha ), becomes expressive of

two ( senses ) 26

\
‘ ciTT^^qr sinwq STT ' ffa snq awa i
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When (a word), though expressive of one sense, becomes
expressive of two ( senses ) by the power of meaning of ‘ with ’,

then we get Speech with ‘ With '. As for example •

When, O blessed one, she becomes disconsolate through

your seperation, her protracted sighs become long with days
and nights, streams of tears fall down along with her jewelled

bracelets and hope for life becomes weak with her creeper-like

form. 104.

Here the length and the like, found in protracted sighs and
the like is directly expressed; while ( length and the like ) as

found in days and nights and the like is understood through

the power of the meaning of ‘ with ’

That IS speech with ' Without ’ where on^ thing is not good
or IS not had, in the absence of some other thing

At places (a thing is) not good (in the absence of another),

at places ( a thing is ) good { in the absence of another ).

nstances in order

.
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The^ moon is non-beautiful without the night; and the

night too IS just pitchy darkness without the moon And in the

absence of both these (viz moon and night) the activity of

Cupid in a pair of loving persons does not shine at all lOS

This prince IS prominent with the lustre of his genius in

varied spheres of activities, in the absense of the fawn-eyed one;

and he IS possessed of a moon-hke mind (disposition) in the

absence of that friend. I06

Barter ts exchange of things for equals and unequals. 27
‘

Barter ' ( in the above definition ) is ( the name of ) the

figure of speech. For example •

Giving a charming dance to these creepers blooming with

flowers, this wind takes profusely ( their) matchless fragrance.

But these creepers, alas, having taken in (=attracted) the

eyes (=attention) of travellers, give to them a mixture of

mental worry, disease, delusion, weeping and swoon. I07

Here, in the first half ( there is an exchange) of an equal
with an equal, and m the second ( there is an exchange of ) an
inferior with a superior.

12
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0 King, having accepted, in battle loud resounding blows
with varied weapons ( from you ), this earth was given ( to you )

for an unseparable embrace, by the host of proud enemy-
warriors io8-

Herein, there is an exchange of a superior with an
inferior.

When things of the past or future are as though made
directly visible that is Vision-

The words ‘ bhutah ’ and ‘ bhavinah ’ form a dvanda
compound (viz bhutabhavinah ) The figure ‘ Bhavika ’ is so
called because therein we see the bhava i, e poet’s intention.

An instance •

1 see your eyes ( visualising ) how collynum used to be
therein And so also visualise your figure with a paraphernalia
of ornaments ( that you are destined to wear in future ) lOI

Herein in the first ( half ) there was a visualisation of the
past and in the second ( half ) of the future,

Foetd muse is expression or ( poetical ) cause through the

import of a sentence or a word 28'
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(The Poetic Cause) being the import of a sentence is

<( illustrated ) in the following —
From the attainment of a body ( in this birth ), it is inferred

by me that in previous births I probably have never saltuted

you, O enemy of cities ( i e. S'lva ). And saluting you now
I would be released ( forthwith ) and so bodiless and as such ia

future also I shall not be able to salute you. O lord Mahe^a,
please pardon me for both these faults of mine. 110

( The Poetic Cause ) being the purport of several words is

( illustrated ) in the following —
May this arm ( of mine ) fall, like a suddenly-descending

rod of Yama, on the head of you, who are hurling your weapon
for killing, at that form, which is afflicted even by gentle blows

of S'lrisa, flowers, which are jocularly given lightly by loving

friends. Ill

( The Poetic Cause ) being the meaning of one word is

{ illustrated ) in the following —
O smearing with ashes, may you fare well; O rosary, may

bliss be yours; alas for the flight of steps adormng the temple

of the lord of Parvatl Today we are being placed in a gater
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coma, named moksa (salvation), •which removes the light in

the form of the pleasure of serving you, by the Lord, -who has
ticen pleased^by (my) propitiation. 1 12

In the above (three) instances, the (poetic) cause as

described above,[is respectively ( represented by ) ( 1 ) the non-

salutation in the prior or posterior births being the cause of

the two faults (11) the*hurling of weapon being the cause for

the fall of hand and (111) the characteristic of removing the

light of pleasure being the cause for the great swoon.

Periphrasis ( or Circumlocution ) is a stateme^d ( of some

fact ) without a relation of the expressed and expre^ser

( hetwsen that fact and the words conveying it )

When something is conveyed by the process of suggestion,

which Is different from the relation of the expressed and the

expresser, that is called ‘ Paryayokta ’ (Pariphrasis), because

it is a statement^ indirectly 1. e by a different mode of speech

( than expression ), For example :

On seeing whom, a long-standing love of residence was
abandoned by ichor for the face of-Airavaija and by pride for

the heart of Indra. 113
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Here, the meaning • ‘ Airava^a and Indra became respe-

ctively free from ichor and pride, ’’ though suggested, is (as

good as) expressed by words. So what is expressed is the

same as what is suggested. But it is not expressed in the exact

form as it is suggested. Just as, for exartiple, when one sees a

moving, white bull, one gets a determinate cognition (vikalpah)

in the form of :
‘ A white bull moves This cognition conveys

specifically what is seen, but not exactly as it is seen ( in the

first moment ) For what was cognised as non-distinct and
non-connected, is characterised by distinction and connection.

The Exalted ts prosperity of a thing, and a subordination

of the great, 29
‘ Prosperity ’ means ‘ possession of abundance ’. e. g.

That was the natural chanty of King Bhoja, that in the

abodes of the learned ( of his court ) the sport-parrots pecked

at, ( coming ) from a distance, the pearls, which fell down as

necklaces snapped during sports, which were collected with

broom in the morning at a corner of the courtyard, and which
were reddish due to red Jac dye from the feet of young girls

who moved about, suspecting (these pearls) to be seeds of

pomegranates. II4
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Subordination means, subs<=‘rvicnce, of course to some
pncipal object ( upalaksaniya artha ). As for example

This IS that forest, wherein, Rama effected destruction of

demons, while dwelling there, aided by his arms only, being

keen to carry out the words of Das'aratha

Here there is no heroic sentiment ( as the principal one),
f because it is subordinate here

That IS Conjunction, wherein, while ah eady one thinq leading

to the realisation of some ( paiticular ) thing is there, there is

present some < ther thing also ( which would lead to the some
remit

}

When any particular effect, which is under description,

has already one means exsisting, of attaining it, and yet other

means (of attaing that very effect) are manifesting themselves,

then we get Conjunction An example (can be the following) —
The arrows of Cupid are difficult to ward off; that lover is

away, the mind is extremely lovesick; the love is deep, the age

is young, life IS very hard (to bear); the family is spotless;

owmans' nature is opposed to courage; the time is a friend
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of Cupid, death is unable ( to remove my agonies by taking life

away ), the friends are not clever; how indeed can such a
wicked separation be endured ? Il6

Here the arrows of Cupid themselves bring about an
unbearableness of the separation. And to add to that there

arise ( other circumstances like) the presence of the lover at a
distance andt^e like

This very conjunction resalia in a combination of good
things, or of bad things, or of good things and bad things. So
no different discussion is made (about these possibilities).

To explain •

A spotless family, a beautiful form, an erudite intellect,

abundant stength of arms, rich prosperity, unchallenged sover-

eignty,—all these things are naturally charming; and by these
an ( ordinary) person becomes extremely proud. But O king,

there very things become goads to you. 117
'

Here there is a conjunction of good things. In the instance

given ( earlier ) there was a conjunction of bad things.

The moon pale by daytime, a pasionate lady whose
youth has gone, a lake bereft of lotuses, a face of a beautiful
form with no education, a master only interested in wealth.
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a good man always in adverse conditions and a wicked person

in a king’s courtyard—these seven are darts in my mind. Il8

Here already pale moon being one dart, there are other

‘ darts too; and there is a conjuctlon of good and bad things.

And ihat ts another ( conjuction ) wherein there are simul-

taneous qualities or actions 30

'Actions’ ‘qualities’ and 'actions and qualities' are

• connoted by the word ‘ gu5.akriyah ’ Now instances in order *

This army of yours, which had defeated the entire enemy
force, became immediately bright ( flushed with victory ), And
the faces of the wicked, O lord of men, became dark. I19

This unbearable separation form her, my beloved, has
befallen all of a sudden, and the days also would be cool and
charming due to the advent of new clouds 120

Suddenly your eyes having the beauty of a white lotus
‘ became turbid towards the enemies, and O lord of kings,glances

of miseries clearly fell on their bodies. I2 I

It should not be argued that the ( figure conjunction
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occurs ) with reference to ‘ aifferent abodes ’ only or ‘ in one
abode only ’, because we find instances ( of both types as in )

a jiassage like ‘ he flounshes the sword and spreads (his) fame *

and a passage like ‘ you take your sword in your hand in the
hattlefield, and the gods sing encomia of praise in the
heaven

’

Succession ts that when one thing is serially found in many
places

( When ) one and the same thing successively occupies or
is made to occupy several places, that is Succession

( Now ) instances ( are given ) in order :

O Kalakuta, by whom indeed this particular state of abode
was taught to you, ( a state ) in which each subsequent abode
excels the previous one? For formerly you dwelt in the heart
of the ocean, then in the throat of Shva and now you dwell in

the words of the wicked. 122
Or as follows

O slender one, formerly ‘ raga ’ ( redness ) was seen only

in your bimba-like lip; but now, O fawn- eyed girl ‘ raga ’ (love)

is seen even in your heart. 123,
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Though ‘ raga ’ in either case is actually different, it is

understood (poetically) to be identical and so its identity

4! reguired for the figure ) is uncontradicted.

That heart of theirs which was solely devoted to ( Visnu)
"bedecked by the jewel (Kaustubha) which is born together

with S^rl (Laksmi ), was made by Cupid to be fixed on the

bi nba-like lower lip of beloveds 1 24

Anothor Succession is the other way round

Another type of Succession occurs when several things

occupy or are made to occupy one and ^the same place.

Instances ( are given ) in order

Oh, the words of the wicked, charming with sweetness,

first display ample nectar. (But) later on those very words
display Halahala poison, which is the internal cause of

infatuation 125

(Formerly) it was a house with bent walls,* now it is a

mansion which gets room from sky. ( Formerly ) there was
an old cow, now are grunting hosts of elephants looking like

clouds. (Formerly) there was the wretched sound of the
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pestle, now there is sweet music of ladies Oh wonder, that

the brahmin has been raised to such a position just in a

few days 126

This IS not Barter, because there is no intention to convey
the giving and taking as being connected with one and the same
object ( or one and the same person ).

Inference is said to he that which is a statement of a conclu-

s on and its reason 31

A reason ( hetuh ) which has three charactenstics viz,

presence as a characteristic in the subject of inference ( paksa-
dharma ), existence in a similar instance ( anvaya ) and absence

in a dissimilar instance ( vyatireka), is a means ( of inference ),

And concomittanee ( ayogavyavaccheda ) of the more extensive

with the subject of inference (dharmin) is the thing to be proved.

As for example in

:

Wherever these (ladies) having eyes extremely restless like

waves, direct their eyebrows, there only fall continuously these

arrows, (of Cupid) which touch the vitals. So it appears

that angry Cupid always runs indeed in front of them, with his

hand restlessly moving at the arrows placed on the bow drawn

in a circle, ready to obey their command 12?
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There is no stnkingness in the inversion of the order of

priority and posteriority of ths means and end, so this type is

not discussed,

TTiat IS Significant, which consists of a description brj

means of significant adjectives

Of course the descnption is of a thing qualified For

'«xample

( Warriors ) who are very lustrous, treasuring their pride,

honoured with wealth, bow-wielders, who have won fame in

battles, who are neither allied (for selfish purpose) nor tending

towards dissension, are always desirous to achieve his
(
Duryo-

dhana’s ) desired objectives, at the cost of their own lives laS

Though non-nourishment of sense is already called as a

blemish ( of Poetry ) and (thus) nourished sense has been

accepted ( as a sine qua non of poetic language ), still when
many adjectives are thus (1. e significantly ) used in relation to

•one ( substantive ) they give rise to a strikingness and so this

has been included in the midst of Figures of Speech
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Speech of Pretext ts a concealment under some pretext of
the nature of something, which ( nature ) ts already ( somehow }

'

divulged 32
When the nature of something which is really concealed

but IS somehow divulged, is ( again ) concealed under some
pretext, then we get the Speech of Pretext. This ( figure ) is

not concealment, because there is no posibility of a similanty

between the relevant and non-relevani herein An instance

{ can be given as follows ).

May S'lva protect us, ( Shva ) who was seen at with a smile

by the wives of the mountain ( Himalaya ), tne circle of Mothers-

and by his own followers, when he said ‘ Oh, the coolness of

the snowny mountain’, while he was perturbed (actually) by
the break in his attention towards the (marital) rituals, being

overcome by horripilations and the like which arose through >

a close clasping of the hand of Parvati that was bestowed ( on
him ) by the Lord of Mountains (i e Himalaya) 129

Here horripilation and tremor which have arisen as mani-
festions cf internal emotion, are announced to be caused by
coolness, and thus have their real nature concealed; and
therefore, they give rise to Speech of Pretext.
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When sojneth?ng, which is stated either asked or unasked,

leads to the exclusion of something else similai to that, that is

Exclusion 33

Whea something is asserted by words even though it is

understood by other means of knowledge, and which, therefore,

leads to the exclusion of some other similar thing, in the

absence of any specific purpose (for its own assertion), that

would be a case of Exclusion Here the assertion is seen to be

either preceded by a question or otherwise So also in each of

these two cases, the thing to be excluded may be suggested or

stated and thus there are four varieties ( of the figure

Exclusion ).

Instances in order :

What should men resort to ? The blameless precincts of

the heavenly river (Ganga) What should be meaitated in

solitude? The pair of feet of the wielder of Kaustubha (i e.

Visnu). What should be propitiated Merit What should

be longed for ? Compassion. By devotion to which ( i e all

the entities mention m various replies ) the mind is enabled to

be worthy of eternal beatitude. 130
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What IS the lasting ornament here (in this world ) ? Fame

and not jewel What should be done ^ Good deeds which

noble persons do, not bad deeds. What is unimpeded vision?

Intelligence, not physical eyes, Who, other than you, knows

the distinction between good and bad? I3I

Crookedness exists in your luxiriant tresses, redness resides

in your hands, feet and petal-like lower lipi hardness is in your

two breasts; ( and ) unsteadiness resides in your eyes 132

In case of great men we generally find that their devotion

is towards S'lva, not towards wealth, their attachment is towa-

rds S'astras not towards women who are Cupid’s missiles, their

anxiety is for fame and not for body. 133

If each preceding thing is the cause of each succeeding

thing, then ive get a Garland of causes
‘ Yathottaram ’ means ‘ to each succeeding object. ’

( Here
is ) an instance.

Sense-control is the cause of modesty; pre-eminence in

virtues is obtained by modesty. By pre-eminence in virtues

one wins over people and through affection of people arises

prosperity. 134
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The Alamkara Hetu, which is defined as ‘ that is the figure

Cause whereia there is statement of the identity of the cause
with the effect ’ is not discussed here Because it is of the

nature of a statement like ‘ Ghee is Life ’ and does not deserve

to be a figure because of absence of strikingness.

Here comes now the pleasant time (which is) the full

bloom ol thickly growing lotuses, the intoxication of all bees,

the delight of cuckoos, and creator of lovesickness amongst
people. 135

Herein (appreciative people) have announced the poetic
quality on account of power of the sweet alliteration and not
by imagining a figure of speech ‘ Hetu So the Poetic Cause,
discussed already, is itself the figure ‘ Hetu ’

When by a ( common ) action two th'ngs create each other,

that ts the figure Reciprocal 34-35 a
When through a common action two things mutually cause

each other, that IS the figure of speech Reciprocal, For example:
The beauty of swans is enhanced by lakes and that of

lakes by swans They, ( therefore ), mutually make them-
selves only, great, 136
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Here both are mutually productive,because they create the-

enhancement of mutual glory.

That IS ( the figure ) Beply (i) wherein on merely listening

to a reply the question can he guessed or (it

)

where more

than one questions are there with impossible answers 35-36ab

That is one variety of Reply wherein the previous state-

ment ( viz a question ) can be guessed by knowing a reply

only. For example :

O merchant, whence can we have tusks of elephants and

skins of tigers as long as the daughter-in-law having a face

adorned by curly locks is moving about in the house? 137

“ I wish to have elephant-tusks and tigerskins. Give me
those for a price ”—these words of the purchaser are inferred

14
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by this sentence.

This is not Poetic Cause Because the reply does not

have that nature ( of a Poetic Cause ) For the reply is not the
productive cause of the question. Nor i, this Inference, since

the purpose and the means are not stated of reside in the same
subject of inference So it is better to take this as a different

figure of speech altogether viz Reply

When a reply is imposible after a question ( being posed )

through Its being beyond the reach of ordinary people, that is

another variety of reply If these viz a quastion and a reply
are stated only once they do not have strikingness, so it is said
that these (viz. questions and replies) should occur ‘more
then once ’. For example

What is uneven^ The course of destiny What is rare?
An appreciative person. What is happiness ? A good wife.
What IS misery ? Wicked people.

In ‘ Exclusion with questions ' the purport is to rule out
the ether things. But here it is to restnet it to the expressed
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meaning only This is the distinction ( between these two

figures ).

When some subtle thtrig somehow observed ( by one

)

zs

divulged to anothei by some ( indicatory ) characteristic, that

( they ) declare to be the ( figure ) Subtle. 36~37 ab

‘ Somehow ’ means by some gesture or indication. * Subtle’

means which can be understood by a person of sharp intellect.

For example

Seeing the saffron-paste disfigured on the region of the

neck by streams of drops of perspiration, some lady-fnend

smiled and drew the figure (Jit line ) of a sword on her palm,

suggesting the masculine posture ( in lovesport ) by the slender

one. ^39

Here the masculine posture (adopted by a lady in dalliance) *

was guessed by someone on seeing the lady’s figure, and it

was divuged skilfully by drawing the figure of the sword.

Carrying a sword in hand is only in case of men, because of

appropriateness Or as in the following :

—
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On seeing that the paramour wants to know the time of

appointment, the lotus taken for sport was closed by a clever

lady, with a significant glance from her blooming eyes- 140

Herein, the time of appointment, desired to be known ( by
the paramour ) was understood ( by some lady ) by mere gestu-
res and was gracefully conveyed by the closing of a lotus,

which indicates the mght-time-

Climax ts the successively mcreasmg superiority, 1 caching
the acme with the last stage. 37

ParSvadhi means that which has for its end the Para ( 1 e.

last stage). Because the supenonty reaches its final point
there only after rising m an ascending series. An instance •

The earth is the essence in sovereignty, the city ( is the
essence ) in earth, a mansion ( is the essence ) in city

j a bed-
stead (is the essence ) in a mansion; and a beautiful laay, all-

in-all of Cupid, (is the essence ) on bed. 141
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When two entities, which are related as cause and effect are

said to be simultaneously present at totally different places,

that IS the figure Incongruity 38

In this world, effect is seen to be produced at that very

place where the cause is situated, as for example smoke

and the like ( aie found only where we have fire and the like).

But when, two entities, even though related as cause and effect,

are, through some special reason, found at different places at

one and the same time, that is Incongruity, resulting through

the abandonment of their natural concomittance. An instance

( can be as follows )
—

It IS wrong for people to say • pain is experienced by one

who suffers a wound ’ ( For ) the tooth-mark is on the cheek

of a lady but the pangs are felt by co-wives 142

This ( Asamgati ) contradicts a contradiction and is not

contradiction (itself). Because here the contradiction arises

ecause of two things ( normally residing together ), residing sz
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-different places. But in Contradiction, the contradictior*

;(betvreen two incongruent things) is residing in one place,which
fact, though unsaid, is a desideratum. Because a general rule

-operates, allowing for the exclusion of exceptional matters

{ from Its scope ). And so the illustrations are accordingly

cited (for the figure Virodha ).

Facihtation ts the easier accomplishment of an effect by the'

operation of some other cause

That IS Facilitation, wherein a work undertaken by an
agent is accomplished without any trouble, because of the help»

of some other cause helping him. An instance .

While lam about to fall at her feet to allay her pride,

luckily has arisen this rumbling of clouds for my benefit. 145

If there ts an association ( of things) considered to be
appropriate, that is the figure Equal 39’
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If there is a definite ascertainment about some specific

objects that ‘ this their { union ) is praiseworthy, ’ then we get

the figure Equal. It occurs when either there is an association

of the good or association of the bad For example

:

This fawn- eyed lady is the touchstone of the great art of

Creator, and his majesty also, m point of beauty, can issue a
certificate ( of beauty ) to Cupid Now that through good luck
the union of these two has been realised, there is now effective

unrivalled sove*eignty of the sentiment of love. 144
Or as for example in

Wonder f Wonder i Indeed, really it is a great wonder, it is

indeed on extraordinary wonder I The creator has luckily

become an ordainer ojt. worthy association For it is the

abundance of ripe fruit 6f Nimba trees that is to be relished

and that the master-craftsmen in tasting, the community of

crows are the relishers thereof. 145
That IS the figure UnequaX wherein (ij there would not be a

union ( of two things ) on account of extremely disparate

natures, (11} there wou'd bs no accruing of the fruit to an agent
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but on the oth‘>r hand there would be a calamity, ( in tv ) uhert

the quality and action of a cause would he respectively contra^

dietary to the qualihj and action of the effect 40~4l
(i) When in case of two things, an association is realisisdE

to be impossible only, due to extreme disparateness, (ii) whei*

<an agent, starting some activity, not only fails to realise his

objective due to failure of his activity, but courts some-

calamity not bargained for, (iu-iv)even when ( normally) an
effect follows the nature of its cause, we find the qualities or

actions of a cause and effect at loggerheads,—there results-

the twofold Unequal, which is an opposite of the Equal.

Now instances in order

.

Where this big-eyed one, having limbs more delicate than

even S'irlsa flower and where the fire of Love which is as harsh

.as the fire of chaff " ^46
The hare, being afraid of a cub of a lioness, resorted to the

moon; and there another son of a simhika { Rahu ) swallowed it

with its resort 147
'

Obtaining the touch of his hand in each and every battle,

jhis (lit whose) long sword, which is dark hka Tamala,.
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produces, wonderfully ’enough, fame which is white like

autumnal moon, which ( fame ) is a decoration of the three
worlds. 148

O lady with eyes resembling petals of blue lotus, you give
this intense delight But the separation, created by you only,
torments my body. 14^

Herein the giving of delight is opposed to anguish of the
body. So also--

He, by an extensive side of whom, lying in the ocean, were
drunk the worlds at the time of universal destruction, was
himself again drunk up by one eye, slightly opened through
intoxication, by a certain city-damsel. ISO'

In such instances also the figure Unequal should be
appropnately understood.

That ts the figure Exceeding wherein a support and a
supported, though small, are respectively stated to he greater

than the supported and the support which are great 42
The ‘ as'rlta ’ is that which is to be placed ( somewhere )..

And ' as'raya ’ is the support thereof When in case of these

two which are great, comparatively smaller support and
15
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supported also are respectively shown to be greater than
{these two) with a view to enhance the importance of a thing

in hand, then we get the two-fold figure Exceeding. Instances

in order—
How extensive, O king, is the interior of the three worlds,

that the mass of your fame, though uncontainable, is yet

contained therein. 15

1

In that very body of the enemy of Kaitabha ( viz ViBp.u ),

wherein the worlds could remain conveniently, when he with-

drew within himself all his cosmic self, raptures at the arrival

of the sage ( viz. Narada ) could not be contained. 152

That ts called Btvalry, which is an affront given to his

( enemy's ) sympathiser, by one who ts incapable of taking any
revenge on the enemy ( himself ). such ( act ) ultimately leading

to the glorification of him f t e enemy ) 43

When by someone, who is directly unable to retaliate even
an offending enemy, is done some harm to one resorting to

that enemy, resulting only in glorifying the enemy himself is

called ‘ Rivalry % because therein ( the harmed party ) is just
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like a repre'S^KQtdtive (of the army which itself cannot be

harmed). Just as when an army is to be attacked someone

should foolishly attack someone else which is a ^representative,

so also here when a rival is to be conquered someone else

belonging to his party Is conquered. For example :

You are one who has conquered the mindborn (Cupid) m
beauty; and she, O handsome one, is attached to you; so the

god of love is as though troubling her with his fair arrows

simultaneously, through rancour. 153

Or as in the following :—

The clever Rahu, who entertains hostility ( towards Visnu )

for having cut up his body, and who is unable to harm him
any way, still troubles the moon, even to this day, because the

moon has a form similar to the beautiful face (of Visnu ). 154

Here the moOn belongs to his (Visnu’s) side, because the

moon has a relation ( of similarity ) with the face which belongs

to ( Vi^nu).

That ts known to be the Merger, wherein one thing ts

concealed by another, on account of a similar charasteristic

mark eithei natuial oi adventitious 44
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When something is concealed by something else, owing to

its greater power, by the very nature of things, through some
common characteristic mark which is either natural or adven-

titious, that IS known to be the twofold Merger. Now instances

in order

:

The eyes tremulous at the corners, words which are sweet
and indirect, gait which is slow through sportiveness, and face

•extremely charming,-all this has manifested itself easily and
naturally in the delicate body of the deer eyed ladies. And

-therefore, the rise of intoxication, though existing, is not
observed. 155

Here the charactenstics like unsteadiness of eyes and the
like are natural to the body, and are common to the phenomenon
•of rising of intoxication, for these are observed therein too.

Those enemies of yours, who always helplessly dwell in
the caves of the snow-mountain, being apprehensive of an
attack by you,-in their case, even though they possess a hom-
pilated and trembling form, their fear, oh wonder, is not under-
stood even by intelligent persons. 156
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Herein the coolness, which is understood by the power (of

the stanza ) is adventitious and so the tremor and horripilation

arising from it are also of the same nature (i. e are adventitious)

And they are common being noticed to exist even case of fears

also.

When each succeeding thing is affirmed or even denied as an
<ittribute of each preceding thing, that )s the twofold Necklace 45

When there is an assertion or deni al of each succeeding

thing as being an attribute of each preceding thing, that the

wise declare to be the twofold Necklace. Now instances in

order
In which ( city ) mansions ( pura^i ) are possessed of

excellent damsels, the excellent damsels have their bodies ado-
rned with beauty, the beauty has sportive movements displayed

therein and the sportive movements are the missiles of the
flowery-arrowed god. 157

"

That is no water which does not possess beautiful
charming lotuses; that is no lotus which does not have bees
settled on it, that is no bee which does not hum sweetly; and
that is no humming which does not captivate the mind. is8
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In the former instance excellent damsels ( qualify ) man-
sions, beauty (qualifies) them (damsels) by qualifying their

limbs; sportive movements qualify that (beauty), and thcr

missile of Cupid (qualifies) those sportive movements; thus in-

this order qualification is affirmed. In the latter instance, we
should similarly interpret the denial ( of qualification ).

Remintscence is the t emembrance of a thing as it loas directly

seen earlier, on seeing some similar thing.

When any object, which has been directly cognised in n
particular form at some time, is remembered exactly in that

form, on seeing some similar object arousing such a remem-
brance, that IS the figure Reminiscence For example

When water was flooded by the waves in the deep hollowis;-

o£,navels ot ( damsels ) of unsteidy eyes, the celestial ladies

were reminded of the sound of their throats m dalliance, by the
gurgling sound caused by them. 159*

Or as in the following --

Salute the horripilation of Krstja, who as he placed his
lips at the nipple of the breasts of Yas'oda held with botb
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hands, remembered his PaScajanya conch. l6o

The Delusion ts the cognition of another object, on seeing

( an object ) similar to that. 46

Here the word 'tad ’ refers to another non-relevant object.

So ‘similar to chat’ obviously refers to the ‘relevant matter*.

When such a relevant object is seen and it is cognised as the

non-relevant one, that is Delusion.

This IS not Metaphor; nor is it Hyperbole of the first type.

Because in those figures there is actually no erroneous cognition.

Here on the other hand an erroneous cognition is obviously

seen because the name is used in consonance with the sense.

For example :

A cat licks the rays of the moon in a potsherd thinking

them to be milk. The elephant grasps them as they trickle

down the interstices of trees, thinking them to be lotus-stalks.
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A lady collects them at the end of lovesport thinking them to

be her silken garment. Oh, how the moon intoxicated by
lustre deludes the world ! l6l

If there is a condemnation of a standard of comparison, or-

tf it IS fancied to be an object of comparison resulting in its

censure, that is the fiquie Conveise 47

When a standard of companson is condemned by announ-
cing its futility ( kaimarthya ) in the form ‘ The object of

-comparison itself is able to shoulder the burden of this (standard

of comparison); and also when that object, famous as a standard

of comparison, is imagined to be an object of companson for
censuring it by imagining some other standard of comparison,

that IS the twofold converse which puts the object of comparisoat*

in antagonism with the standard of companson. Now instances

in order

•

When^ O lord^youjwho are the abode of beauty? possessed

of greatness of valour? the foremost of the liberal and capabl e-

of shouldering the burden of the earth were created by creators
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why was the moon created by Him^why the sun was fashioned^

why the desire-yielding stone produced and why the Kula-

parvatas brought into being? all for nothing? l62

O beautiful one? come and listen with attentive words the

scandalous remark ( of people ). The moon is being compared

with your face by people? O lady of slender waist 163

Herein? as the moon? which is being-compared with the

face? has very few qualities? the simile is not established and

the word ' scand il ’ suggests censure ( of the moon ).

But at places an act of comparison when duly effected?-

results in a censure (of the normal upamana) As for

example in

:

O innocent one? why do you bear this un-bearable pnde

for your pair of eyes ? There are indeed such blue lotuses in

lacs in all directions.
* 164

Here there is a censure of lotuses by reducing them to the

state of upameya.
Similarly if a thing which on account of extraordinary

qualities has never experienced the condition of being even a

16
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standard of comparison, is imagined to be a standard of com-
parison, then also we vShould understand 'Converse’ to be there.

As for example in :

O Halahala, do not have a pride that you alone are the

foremost amongst dreadful things. Indeed there are in this

world words of the wicked in plenty, which are like you. 165

Herein the characteristic of being an upamana which is

impossible in case of Halahala, is yet asserted to be there.

That IS known to he Common, wherein an identity of a
relevant thing with something else it established on account of
their association ( or connection ), with the intention of convey-

ing their similarity of qualities 48

When a thing, connected with some non-relevant thing,

is identified with that (non-relevant) thing, without loss of

its individual quaIities,for the purpose of declanng it to be like

that, though it is not like that? that is Common, because it is

liased on common attributes An example :
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The ladies going to keep their appointments, having their

bodies besmeared with sandiepaste,decorated by new necklaces,

having faces shining with the very white ivory ear-pendants

and donning beautiful white silken garments proceed happily

without fear, to the abodes of their lovers, being made invisible

( in moonlight ) as the moon whitens the earth by extending

her light. l66

Here the whiteness of the relevant ( abhisankas ) and non-

relevant ( moonlight), which is represented as neither lessor

more, is the cause of their identity. Hence the two are not

observed distinctly.

Or as for example in :

Who would have noticed the fresh champaka blossoms,

which, from the tips of the ears hung down to the cheeks of

ladies* whose complexion was like the colour of cane, if bees

would not have sportively hovered round them? 167

Here the cognition of distinction, though caused by another

cause* cannot throw out the identity, earlier perceived, because

that identity has been actually apprehended. And what is

actually apprehended cannot be sublated.
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(ij The existence of the supported without its well-known

support, { ti ) The simidtaneous existence of the same thing tn

the same form at many places and ( in ) The accomplishment of
some impossible thipg in that very process ( tathaiva ) whereby
some thing else is being accomplished —tn this way arises the

three-fold Special, 49-50

That IS the first vanety of the Special wherein there is a
peculiar existence of a supported without its well-known
•support. For example

.

How should not the poets be adorable? whose words
abounding in poetic exc ellences regale the world till the end
>of creation? even when these poets are dead. I68

When one and the same thing is simultaneously present?

in the same form? at more than one place? that is the second

variety of the Special. For example*

She alone resides in your heart? she in your eyes and she

in your words O beautiful one? where 'is the place for

wretched ( women ) like us ? 169
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When some onC) rashly undertaking to do something,

accomplishes some other impossible task by that very efforts

that IS yet another variety of the Special For example

:

By creating you? who have a shining» wonderful beauty»
who are blazing with valour and who are possessed of flawless

learning? the creator has indeed created a new Cupid, a new
sun and and new Brhaspati in this world. 170

Or as for example ( the following )

.

A wife, a counsellor? a friend in private? and a dear disciple

•in the graceful practice of arts,—say, what indeed has merciless

Death not robbed me of when he snatched you away ? 171

Everywhere, in such instances ( of various figures )? it is

Hyperbole which exists as the very life (of the figure concerned).

Without that ( Hyperbole ) practically no figure would be
^possible. So indeed it has been said

This ( Hyyerbole ) is at all places the striking speech,

-fin alrhkaras). By it only is the sense made specially attractive.

Poets should ( always ) try to cultivate this ( figure ). What
.figure of speech can be there without this ( Hyperbole )?
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That ts said to be the Borrower, wherein a thing, through

association with something having some very powerful quality,

abandons its own quality and assumes the quality of ( that

othor thing ). 51
When something, 'which has its own nature concealed and

is coloured by some other neighbouring thing by its own
qualities which are more powerful and takes up an appearance

of that ( neighbouring ) thing, that is the figure Borrower, for

herein there is a quality of that viz- non-relevant (assumed by
fhe relevant)

For example :

Where the horses of the sun which had their colou^
changed by the elder brother of Garuda (i. e. Aruna) were
brought back to their natural colour by jewels, green like
sprouts of bamboos, by their lustre, which was spreading on all

sides. 172:

Herein Aruna is said to have a more dominating colour
than that of sun’s horses and the green jewels are said to have
a colour dominating than that too.

That IS Non-Borrowei , tf this thing does not assume the

appearance of the other thing
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If this thing, which is of inferior quality, does not assume
the appearance of the other thing, even when that capacity
{ to do so ) is there, that is the figure Non-Borrower. For
example.:

Even though you are fair, still you havejreddened ( filled

with love ) my heart Though placed, O fortunate one, in the
heart full of redness ( love ) you do not become"red ( attached >
yourself.

Here the person, though associated with the-extremely red
{ loving ) mind, dos not assume redness (love), and hence the
figure Non-Borrower.

Moreover, by the word ‘ tad’ (in the definition) the non-
relevant is referred to and by the word ‘ asya ’ -the relevant is
referred to. So if for whatever reason the form of the non-rele-
vant is not assumed by the relevant, that should be understood
to be ( an instance of ) the Non-Borrower

The water of the Ganga is white and that'of Yamuna is

collynum-like. But as you swim in both, your whiteness, O
swan, remains the same If neither increases not decreases 174
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That IS known as Frustration wherein what is achieved hy

someone in some •particular way, is wndone by someone else its-

0iat very manner
If, whatever achieved by one by some particular means^

is made otherwise by another by that very means with a desire

to conquer, then that gives nse to Frustration because it is the

cause of destruction of an accomplished object For example :

I praise those beautifi 1-eyed ladie=, the conquerors of S'lva,.

who revive by their eyes only, the mind-boin (Cupid) who was
burnt by ( his) eye ( by S'lva ). I7S

This, then, is called Collection wherein (several) figuies-

reside distincily ( i e independently } ( together

}

53

When there is an existence together without mutual

interdependence of various figures of speech already discussed

above, as can be possible (in individual cases ), either in the

aspect of word only or in the aspect of sense only or in both,

aspects, that is the Collection, which has the nature of the

relation ( of many figures ) with one object ( serving as their

abode

)
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Now, therein, the Collection of figures of word can be
illustrated as follows

By some other lady was made a sweet jingling sound of

her girdle as she moved, (a lady) whose beauty was enhanced
by the agitation of bees moving about ( her face ) through
greed for the fragrance of her face, and whose eyes were un-
steady with the tresses hovering about (the face) 176

A Collection of figures of sense ( is exemplified in the

following )

;

The darkness as though besmears the limbs, the sky as

though showers collyrium, the eyesight has become futile like

service rendered to a bad man. I7f
In the former instance Rhyme and Alliteration, naturally

independent? give rise to the Collection. In the latter instance

Simile and Poetical Fancy of that very (independent ) nature

( give rise to Collection ).

A collection of figures Of word and sense ( can be as.

follows )

There is no man in this village, who can ward off this

robber of the hearts of youth, of exhilarating beauty, as she
moves about. 178^

17
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Here Alliteration and Metaphor are mutually independent*
And their associacion is caused by their being contained in the
same sentence or stanza.

And that is Commixture where figures not resting in them-
selves ( i. e not indep»ndently complete hy themselves } occur as

principal and subordinate

When these very ( figures of speech ), not having inde-
pendent nature, are mutually possessed of a relation of principal

and subordinate, that is called Commixture, because of their

inter-mixed nature

For example

When the crest-jewel made of emerald is siezed, the
golden ear-rings are snatched away, the girdle is suddenly
taken away, and the pair of jewelled anklets is ( also ) pulled
out, the S'abaras, still, do not snatcK away the necklaces
red due to the lustre of the bimbalike lips.belonging to fawn-eyed
wives of your enemies, wandenng in the forest, thinking these
to be garlands of the gufijE-bernes. 179
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Herein the figure ‘ Bhrantitnan ’ arises, depending on the

figure ‘ Tadgu^a ’ ( as its basis ). And by supporting that

( Bhrantiman ) the figure ‘ Tadguna ’ creates ample charm la
the hearts of the appreciative persons, thus there is the relation

of the principal and subordinate between these two figures of

speech Or as in the following .

The moon, white like ashes, moves in the cemetery-like
sky, which has its surface marked by skulls in the form of the

clusters of twinkling stars,—( the moon ) who is charcterised by
lustres resembling matted hair, who has held by hands the

rosary in the form of the spot held by rays, and who is pale

( pun pure ) due to absenca of reduess ( pun passionlessness )

assumed through the destruction of separated lovers ( pun : the

destruction of perishable mundane matters ). 180

Herein Simile, Metaphor, Poetical Fancy and Paranomasia

—these four figures are cognised, with a ralation of pnncipaL

and subordinate, as before.

In the rosary in the form of spot the quality af ‘ being

held by hand ’ is a ground for understanding a metaphor.

When this is taken as a metaphor, it is the rosary only which
IS prominently rcognised, throwing into background the form of

the spot. For it is known on all hands, that only that (rosary) can

.
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be held by hand The holding of the spot by the rays, though

non existent is metaphorically implied through the influence

of paranomasia, because of the proximity (of the rays and the

spot ) For ( actually ) the spot is held by the moon by her

orb only If on the other hand an upama was understood as

* the spot like the rosary ’ the spot would be prominently

understood. A.nd because .it does not intrinsically possess

the quality of ‘ being held by rays ’ we shall have to resort ;to

metaphorical usage even in the principal connotation only

Such a Commixture is seen in case of two figures of words

as well For example *

Here shines this mountain-slopej which has disturbed the

dance of demons, which has a swiftly-flowing, roaring river-

current, and the elephants protect well the herd,—( elephants)

which are excellent owing to unceasing rut, which are mighty

and which pull down trees l8l

Here the figure Rhyme and the figure Anuloma-pratiloma

which IS a variety of Citra, are occunng in two quarters and are

mutually interdependent

( A. second variety of Commixture occurs ) when there is

non~determination { of a particular figure ) there being no
ground for {nyaya) or ground against ( do^a ) for determining

xmy one particular figure. 45
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When two or more figures though found at one place can-

not co-exist simultaneously because of mutual contradiction

and when there is no favourable reason for accepting the one

or unfavourable reason for rejecting the other? so that either of

those could be accepted ( definitely ) that is th e second vanety
of Commixture characterised by non- determination. For the

word ca (samuccaya), implies Commixture only. For example:

Why IS it that the ocean was not made to have sweet

water by the creator, in the same way in which he made it

deep, full of jewels and of pure colour? 182

Here there arises a doubt viz. Is this Speech of Brevity

because there is an apprehension of an irrelevent matter, on
account of common adjectives, when the sea is relevant; or is

this Indirect Description because there is the apprehension of

someone relevant through the medium of the nonrelevant

ocean, on account of similar qualities ? Or as in the following

:

Here shines the orb of the moon, which gives delight to

the eyes and still even now, this darkness, enveloping the

quarters is undispelled. • 183
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Herein there occurs this very variety of Commixture due
to the doubt about the occurrence of many figures thus Is this

Periphrasis because here is told indirectly the fact viz this time

is an excitant of cupid ? Or is it Hyperbole because that face

is identified with the orb of the moon? Or is it a Metaphor,
based on superimposition of that (moon) on the face after

pointing to the face with the word *
this ’? Or is it Illuminator

arising from a desire to convey the conjuction of the two ? Or
is it Equal Paring ? Or is it Speech of Brevity where one
undrstands the face -due to the similarity of adjectives, the

time being evening ? Or is it Indirect Description because of

the revelance of clanty of face ?

Where either a favourable or an unfavourable reason is

present ( to decide a particular figure ) there no doubt anses

because one ( of the different possible figures) is determined

( specifically to be existing in that particular instance) The
word ‘ nyaya ’ ( here), connotes the property of being a ground
for, or favourableness And the world * dosa ’ means the

property of being opposed to or unfavourableness. Apropos
this

The beauty of smile like moonlight enhances the charm
of the moon-like face. 184
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Herein the ‘ beauty of smile ’ which is principally appre-
hended is favourable to ( the relevancy of ) the face only, so
this IS a ground favourable for ( understanding ) a simile. But
it IS not exactly unfavourable to the moon and hence not

( necessanly ) an unfavourable ground apropos mataphor.

When your face-moon is already there, since this another
moon has arisen— 185

Here ‘ anotherness* is a means helpful to ( the prominence
of ) moon; but if is not unfavourable as such to the face. So it

is a ground positive for (understanding a) mataphor but not a
ground negative for a ^mile.

LaksmI closely embraces you, who are Narayaijta in the
form of king. 186

Here again the * embrace ’ rules out simile. For it would
be impossible for an embrace to be given by a beloved of

some person to one who is similiar to him.

May the lotus-like feet of Ambika, charming with sweet
Jingling of anklets be for your victory. 187

Here the ‘ jingling of anklets ’ is opposed to a lotus;

because of inpossibility (of its being associated therewith ). So
it IS a ground against methaphor (being understood here).
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But it cannot be said to be favourable for simile because it is

favourable to a foot. For an unfavourable ground which rules

out an assertion of figures is more prominently'apprehended

than such a ground ( favourable to the establishment of some
figure ), The wise should decide about such problems
similarly

( And that is a thttd variety of Commixture ) when in one
and the same place are clearly situated two figures of speech^

tone of word and one of seme.

And that is yet another ( variety of) Commixture where in

one and the same word, a figure of word and a figure of sense

attain a co- existence. For example

Then the lotus in the form of day closed—(the lotus) which
has pollen in the form of clearly shining rays, which has a big

pericarp in the form of the orb of the sun, and which has a
row of bees in the form of the darkness formed at the advent

of evening ( mukha ) and which has a set of petals in the form
of the eight directions touching together, 1 88

Here we have Metaphor and Alliteration situated in one
word.
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Therefore, ( Commixture ) is said to threefold, 55

Commixture has been explained here to be threefold only

viz (i) When It IS based on relation of the principal and

subordinate (amongst constituent figures), (ii) when it is

based on doubt, and ( iii ) when it is conveyed by the same

word. It cannot be explained in any other (convenient)

manner, because there would be no end to its sub-varieties.

Thus are expounded fhe figures of speech which are

threefold according as they belong to word, or sense, or both.

If It were asked Why such a regulation be made at all

that some figure belongs to word, some to sense and some to

both, when all of them are equally capable of lending a great

charm to poetry? To this a reply would be as follows . In the

divisions of blemishes, excellences and figures in poetry as

belonging to word, sense or both, it is the presence and absence

alone which can decide that. For there is no other means to

decide thi=. matter. So whatever figure follows the presence or

absence of any particular aspect (word, sense, or both) is said

to be an alamkara belonging to that.

18
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Similarly, just as Semblance of Repetition and Conse-

quential Mataphor are figures belonging to both (word and

sense ) because they follow (in their presence or absence) the

presence or absence of both of these ( simultaneously ), so also

Corroboration based on word and such other figures also should

be understood ( to be dependent on both ). But because the

strikingness of sense is prominently felt, in these figures, hence

these have been treated in the midst of figures of isense not-

•with-standing the above factual position.

Even if it is imagined that an alamhara belongs to that

whereon it is^ dependent, still ( ultimately ) we shall have to

resort to presence and absence ( for determining the division

of figures ). For there cannot be any such special relation of

supporter and supported apart from having a recourse to that

pnnciple (of presence and absence). Hence it is better to have
the mutual distinction of figures made on grounds as explained

earlier

The defects of these (figwes) though some are possible,

a> e not separately treated, since they are included in those

( defects ) which have already been discussed. 56
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To explain The three defects which may characterise
Alliteration viz absence of usage, fruitlessness and opposition
to style are respectively not different from Opposition to Usage,
Non-nourishment of sense and Unfavourableness of letters;

because they are possessed of the nature of these. (Now)
instances ( are given ) m order

May that chariot of the hot-rayed one protect you—^the

row of Spokes of which the wielder of the discus praises, the
horses of which Indra praises, the yoke and banner-tops of
which S'lva praises, the axle of which the lord of stars ( i e.

moon) praises, (the charioteer) Aru^a of which Varu^ia
praises, the yoke-end of which EZubera praises and the speed
of which chariot, ever yoked for obliging the world, the group
of gods, pleased with joy praises, day after and day. 189

Here the praise by particular correlation of an agent and
object is made only m view of alliteration, for there is no such
information in the legenderjr and historical works; and as such
this IS the fault of Opposition to usage.

Say, O young lady, whose moonlike face is beaming with
delight. It you who speak very gracefully and loudly, if you
go to the house of your lover, then why is it that your walking
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O lady of red feel, wherein the jewelled girdle is loudly jingling

and the beautiful anklets are continuously tinkling, cause an
uneasiness to me, without any cause ^ 190-161

Herein no charm whatever is apprehended even after

reflection in case of the expressed sense; and so what is called

fruitlessness of alliteration is just Non-nounshment of sense

O ( lady ) of sweet neck, make me who am filled to the

neck with unchecked longing ( enjoy an embrace ) round the

neck of that ( girl ) of conch-like neck for a moment, and
remove the pain of my neck. 192

Here in the sentiment of Love, the display of harsh
letters, is contradictory ( to poetic charm ) as stated earlier, so
this alliteration of harsh letters here which is, a blemish of

style, IS the same as Unfavourableness of letters.

There introduction of rhyme which occurs only in three
quarters is a defect ( called ) Unemployedness. For example :

The deceitful persons powerfully attract the heart of a
person, even when he definitely knows their wickdeness, like
the jewel, possessed of brilliance, of a serpent and like a river

of good water, infested with sharks. 193.
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In an Upama, the inferiority about the class or size of the
standard of compansonj or a superionty of that kind is the
(same as) the defect ( called ) Impropnety of Meaning. But
inferiority or superionty residing in the ( common ) attnbute. do
not differ from the faults of Deficiency of word or Superfluity

of word respectively. ( Now) instances in order

.

By you, who are like ca^dalas, a highly rash act was
done- 194

This Sun IS shining like a spark of fire. 195

This Cakravaka, seated on a lotus? shines like the divine

Creator at the commencement of a Yuga, desirous of creating

creatures. 196-

Your navel is like the nether world, your breasts are like

mountains and this your big braid of hair again is like a cascade

of Yamuna. 197

Here? by standards of [comparison like Candala and like,

the thing under description is extremely slighted and hence

Impropnety of Meaning (is the resultant defect).
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Thatsage, marked by the girdle of mufija grass and
wearing the garment of the skin of a black antelope, shone

like sun, covered by a portion of a dark cloud. 198

Here in case of the standard of comparison a characteristic

in the form of lightning, corresponding to the MuSja-girdle

‘ ( of the upameya ) is not stated by any word and this involves

the defect of Deficiency of word

That Krsi3ia> clad in yellow garment, holding the S'arnga

bowj ^attained a lovely and awful form, like a cloud, possessed

of lightning and rain-bow, being associated with the moon
at mght. 199

Here since the conch and the like is not mentioned in case

of the object of compaiison, the mention of the moon is super-

fluous; and thus ( arises the defect of ) Super-fluity of word.

If a difference in gender and number between the standard
of comparison and object of comparison were to make the
common attribute otherwise ( i e. uncommon or exclusive

)

then only one of them would be understood to be possessed of

that attribute; and so that qualified entity only would be
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understood to be the upamana or upameya (as the case may be)
with a common attribute implied; so the intended matter under
reference not being clearly carried through,obviously this would
be the fault of Break of Procedure For example

Alas, you have slipped away, like a desire-yielding gem,
from my hand. 200

Barley-grains, pure like a girl of a noble family, were
eaten ( by me ) O lord. 201

Where> however, in spite of a difference of gender or
number, the word expressive of the common attribute does not
change its form, there this fault would not arise Because that
common attribute can be understood as going with both For
example

He IS famous with priceless qualities as the great ocean
with priceless gems 202

Her dress, not similar to that of other ladies and filled with
charm, possessed a high charm like her sportive gestures. 203

Even when there is a difference in tense, person, or mood
and the like, we do not get the apprehension (of the upama),
m an unhindered form, and hence that fault also is covered by
the Break of Procedure, For example :
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Kumudvatl obtained a son named Atithi from Kakutstha
just as the intellect gets a clarity from the last watch of the

night 204

Here intellect gets clarity not ‘got’ Thus here is a

difference in tense

You whose form is particularly fresh on account of a
recent bath, the skirt of whose silken garment is shining and
lovely owing to Kusumbha-dye, shine, as you worship the

shark-bannered god ( Cupid), like a creeper giving out fresh

foliage and sprouts j which (creeper) looks particularly fresh

due to recent spnnkhng, which is charming with lustrous

( sphurad ) pollen ( ams'u ) and lovely with the colour of flowers

and which is honouring the shark-bannered ( ocean ), 205

Here the creeper ‘ shines ’ and not ‘ shine and the last

part ( =termination ‘ se ’ ,in vibhrajase ) which is related with
the person addressed, has to be changed while applying to the
unaddressed ( creeper ) and hence we have a change of person.

May your fame ever spread like Ganga. 206

Here Ganga flows ’ not ‘ let flow ’ So the injunction

which aims at activating what is inactive, or any similar sense
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is impossible in case of the standard of comparison and hence
there is a difference of mood and the like.

If once were to say . if we complete ( such ) a simile by
taking some other common property either stated or implied,
then the upameya would be related with the ( new ) relevant
property and there would arise no difference whatsoever of tense
and the like Even when an uparaa is understood through the
common property already mentioned as in ‘ He speaks truth
like Yudhisthira even there we would understand it to mean

:

‘ He, who is truthful like Yudhisthira, speaks truth ’ And
one should not argue that there would be redundance in the
words

‘

truthful he speaks truth ’ Because we get meaning
here that ‘he is truthful like Yudhisthira by speaking the truth*

just as we get ( a suitaole meaning) in he nounshes him with
monetary nourishment.

( The reply to such an argument would be ) This is a
^fact But such (argument) can only ( be made ) in support of

•existing usage, but it is by no means blameless, because it

.obstructs the understanding of the matter-in-hand ( viz simile)

so only the men of heart are the authority here.
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—

Absence of similitude and Impossibility in a simile^

amount to Impropiety of meaning Af for example in •

I weave*( compose) a moon-like poem, sending out ray- like

meaning, 20/
Here a co-attributeness between poetry and moon? and

between senses and rays is not cognised anywhere, hence the-

fault of Impropriety of meaning
Blazing arrows as though fell out from his mouth, which

was situated in the midst of the bow drawn to a circle, like

burning strearms of water as though from the sun, at the zenith

of the day and having a halo around. 208
Herein also burning streams of water coming out of the

orb of the sun are ( simply ) impossible, and so the meaning
conveyed leads to Impropriety of meaning.

In Poetic Fancy the imagining can be conveyed only by
words ‘ dhruva ’,

‘ iva and the like and not by the word
‘ yatha ’ too For by itself this word con only convey co-

attributeness And that is not intended in this fiigure ( viz.

Poetic Fancy ). So the inability of the word to convey Poetic

fancy is the fault of Inexpressiveness For example :



5T[^T^r^flr’^Tg^^TfT^fT%cf ?r«rT « ^o% w

srsrf^cr^^^rsft'?:

^^%cT*Ti'm crTTT«r%«T 'TRcTriRIrSrTci;

cTcjgf^T^sTR ^ aiT?ir?cr5c?^€rqr?RH'cT^ arr^qp^rir^ »r»TfR-

%Sc2RrRT^TJfNr5!TTrRj Rfi^5frW#cT5^2f aT^f^cTI^igr I

^5£rT

—

K^m ^ ^R Tfsrr^fRRpnFR^Rj^ j

^SR^ wr siq% ir*rccrg#:f^^m5fR u Rio n

3RT%^5R^ cnT=5fr TfHTT^^ 3rrH ’isr ^ ^fr t^cf

^R^T^RTcRROTr qr?3rar^
( 5 ^IfOT strstf^jir-.

5T WiTf%fgqqf%?:^ar^^lTcT o€r^ 0.^ cTRR«TR^ I

A blue lotus, in the form of a bud, came out from the
interior of the water-tank, closed as if through a fear of the
beauty of women’s eyes. 209

Though a thing may be fancied, such a thing, lacking a
factual nature, is as good as unreal; and so any resort to
Corroboration to substantiate it is as improper as painting the
sky. And so provincelessness of that (viz. Corroboration)
amounts to the fault of Impropnety of meaning. For example

:

Which (Himalaya) protects the darkness which is lurking
in Its caves as though afraid ( of the sun ) during day-time.
Incase of persons who hold their head high, they have
affection even for an insignificant being who'seeks refuge with
them. 210

Now herein, when the non-sentient darkness has no fear
possible from the sun, whence can there be its protection
by the mountain on that score ? And when anything exists
only in an imaginative form, there is no iraplausibility about it

and hence any attempt to corrborate it is futile.
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cT^sr 55retrTfT% sRtsrfrr^T^ sr^qi^^i^r ^
fra[ 3?55T^ s^twctt m Hm i

—
T^inNT ^i^Rcr%r T%ffi^i?Trfn^r i

aimwfiFRRii^^ R«ra i%^Tfq wRWi

fertoi ^ sm^Tr^ ^ 5iTT%:, rrm sTT’^irflsraf^-^

^Sfq SJ%5|Tm^l?^3f T% ^^?Ti?TqT?T^5n

fim:, ^tTHTsi^^t^^nTiT^cRor ^grerr^nt-

«^q RitT?ui^ ^ sicm^: i ^«rT

—

A Speech of Brevity reveals a particular standard of com-
parison, though unmentioned, through some common adjectives.

So there is no purpose in stating again that ( standard of

comparison ). And the consequent unmentionableness of (such

a statement thereof if made ) is the same as the fault of

Kon-nourishment of Sense or Redundance. As for example

.

When the hotrayed ( sun) touched the directions by his

rays ( also hands, ) the beautiful Glory of Day, "whose heat

( also affliction ) "was manifest, though long, assumed a still

greater proportion i e length ( also pride ) like a beloved 21

1

Here just as by common adjectives and by use of particular

genders ( vyakti ) sun and the directions are understood to be
here and heroine, similarly the Glory of Summer Day can be
understood to be the rival-heroine. So "what is the necessity of
specifically using the "word beloved ( dayita ) ?

It IS the province of Paronomastic Simile, wherein without
mention of the standard of comparison, there is no apprehension
that way thereof? even when common adjectives are used. As
for example



^ ’CTT^Rr I

U li

3rsr?5^sr^^T?t^

sTSRS^snB^irraTq :jtT^?j37 srsftsi si^m ^ gsr: sRt-

iN 5if^t \ ?i!ar

—

sTTf^ firing sri^s^ 3^
5n^^i®nfnnnl% ^rofr^TT

:j^?fTSfq 5T SI=5T%3 H^%fq
f^^TJrT??IJT%^5T srgffflmsn^ffrT^RcI?^ II II

3T3r 3T%cT5T’?^

35T: I

And this ( Parvatl ), like Morning Twilight is adorned by
shining hands red like sprouts ( pun shining with the rays of

the sun and red like sprouts ) and who is beneficial towards

those who are greedy of fruit that is not easily - attainable viz.

moksa ( pun . beneficial towards those who are keen on the

fruit of wakefulness ). 212

So also in Indirect Description a standard of comparsion,

which IS understood m this very way, should not be spoilt by

a direct mention again As for example

.

When sky-rovers are called, a mosquito coming forward-

cannot be warded off- A grass-jewel, residing in the midst of

the ocean assumes the lustre of of jewels. A glow-worm also

does not tremble to move amidst the lustrous. Fie upon the

indiscriminate generality which like an indiscriminate master^

does not consider the instrinsic nature of things. 213

Herein, it is not proper to make mention an of indiscriminate

master when it is already conveyed through the non-relevant

qualified generality



vmsrsri^T

^^^Tr?jT 5T i«rf srmqi?;(>T€f^^ i

5% *hrs4i«a^i3^ I

ir^ iTHTr flrf^ flrf¥i%scgrfl5i^: srra^n^^ \

5T cT^ T^5i ^e^RfirgRi'^cTT u u

f% ^s5isr^s«if^g5RR«^ srm ^w{ i

^s^5T6PT5T:i

Thus these defects of figures of speeh and such othe r

defects as are possible according to circumstances, are included

m the class of defects, earlier discussed, and do not deserve a

seqarate treatment.

Thus ends the treatment of the nature of Poetry.

That this path ( of Poetics ), though diverse, appears to the

learned to be uniform,-that is no wonder. For herein the cause
•(of this unity ) is a co-ordination which has been correctly

achieved 21

4

Thus ends the Tenth Flash, named the Determination of

the Figures of Sense in the Light of Poetry.

And here ends the Light of Poetry.



NOTES
[ N. B. The following pages give exhaustively all the

critical and exegetical textual notes on Elavyaprakas'a I-II-III-

Xi that are normally required A special feature of this book
is the numerous cntical notes on the different individual topics

treated by Mammata in these Ullasas. Five critical notes on.

karikas I, 2, 3? 4 abj 4 cd.5 of Ullasa I, one critical note on the

subject-matter of Ullasa II & III together, and cntical notes oni

all the figures of speech in Ullasa X together give an exhau-
stive critical survey of the entire subject-matter covered by
Mammata in these Ullasas. Students are also reminded that

the close, literal and yet literary translation given under the

text is an integral part of a textual study and should be read

side by side with the Notes ]

ULLASA I

Page 1

- ‘ Light of Poetry The word is

generally interpreted as sfiTsiIW . Prof Gajendragadkar

also interprets the word similarly and he clarifies the suppre-

ssed metaphor in that word as follows
’ And he further observes that just as the

moonlight enables us to see and enjoy the moon, similarly this

shall enable us to understand and appreciate Poetry.

Personally we feel that a far more satisfactory and hence pre-
ferable way to explain the title would be as follows •

SRjM ‘ Light on Poetry ’ 1 e. a work that throws

light on the name and nature of Poetry.

-- ‘ The First Flash ’ The whole work being
‘ Light ’ its constituent chapters are appropriately enough

called ‘ Flashes ’. The word ‘ ullasa ’ may remind one of ‘ a

flash of lightning ‘ a flicker of a flame b ‘ twinkling of a

star ’ or ‘ a flash of the revolving light from a lighthouse !
’

Karika I This karika constitutes the traditional mangala

verse in honour of an appropriate and favourite deity
(

)
which the author

( )
composes at the very
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outset of his work { )
to ward off obstacles ( f%s?rf%srT_

?rT5T ) . or the Poet’s Muse is both an appropriate

deity to be praised at the beginning of a work on as

also the favourite deity of our author So the author natu-

rally mentally touches
( )

i e thinks of or praises or

glorifies or invokes that deity The Mangala verse, while

directly describing the creation of the Poet
( ) 5

indirectly shows its superiority over the creation of the creator

( )
The on me clearly explains this

superiority We get here a shade of

The Poet’s Speech or the Poet’s Muse.

^rfirfcrTrKsrcft-- unfolding a creation

free from all regulations of Nature

(or Destiny) Poet’s creation is not bound by laws of

nature or destiny like the creator’s creation which is f?nqrf%^Tr

1%JTar^'TT In the creator’s creation a lotus grows m water but

in a poet’s creation it can bloom in a lady’s face The nectar

in IS found in ocean but in the iSver finds it m
his beloved’s lower lip

The Poet’s creation consists of joy alone, while

in the creator’s creation we get a mixture of pleasure, grief and
infatuation*

not dependent on anything else apart from

itself The word could better have been srqwrcT^TrtT orsrqVxF^T^

seems to have sjwr and cR redundant We can
obviate this difficulty by taking q’T^T^ to mean dependent, spq-

‘dependent on other,’ and 3TiRzrqy^?q[ ‘ not dependent on
other ’ Poet’s creation does not stand in need of any worldly

causal factors for its production, like ( material

causes ) and 3j?TqqTfqqrR''qs ( non-intiraate causes ) and fqfq^-

qTt;iqs (instrumental causes)

Charming with nine sentiments (or with new
sentiments ). Poet’s creation has nine RTs or sentiments viz.

and i^rFcT.

.According to Bharata there were eight Rasas; Mammata
accepts the ninth Rasa S'anta The y;^s in on the
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other hand are only six viz. tT'JT sweet, 3nT?y sour ?5Wor

saline, ^ pungent, astringent and bitter. So in

point of number beats But not only in quantity

but in quality also the wins over ^^^fe^because, while

all the nine ^i^s of are uniformly charming, the same
cannot be said of the six flavours of all of which are

not or agreeable.

[
IS one of the most important topics in the Alamkaras'astra

and it would net be amiss if we try to know a little more about
it at this place The development of a yg' is thus described t

IIIi There are in our hearts certain

permanent moods or latent emotions called ^anfrifTTafs, which,
when excited and made manifest by fq^T^'s, 3p=nTRs and ^rfc-
^TWs, attain to the position of a or sentiment ” (G) ]

—Here a reference to Samkhya tenets is

implicit According to them the world is constituted of

7:!3nT and which respectively lead to ^ and
TCiIT^5rT. etc—Here we get a reference to the Nyaya-Vais’esika
conception of threefold causes~^rRTfjHn“<vr (material cause )>

( non-intimate cause) and frrfiT^^iTTyr ( instrumental

cause) e g. in case of a qz the gp^s are its

the sPETiRifir^RaT and p'ttrrrf^ the Futher according

to Vais'e^ikas qT^ri^s are the ultimate material cause of worldly
objects.

Critical Note on Karika 1 Mammata in the Mangala
verse of his Kavyaprakas'a has brought the Superiority of
‘Kavisrqti ’ over 'Brahmasrqfi’

.

The adjectives (i)Niyatikrtaniya-

marahita (ii) Ihadaikamayl (iii) ananyaparatantra (iv) navara-*

sarucira, while describing the Kavisrsti directly, indirectly

imply that the Brahmasrsti is not like that and hence inferior.

The implication of each of these terms is brought out by
Mammata in his vrtti on the kanka. We shall exanoine the
four adjectives one by one in this light.

(i) The Kavisrsti is free from the rules

of Nature (or Destiny). On the other hand Brahmasrsti ig
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* niyatis'aktya niyatarupa * i e limited by the laws of Nature

( or Destiny ) Thus for example in Brahmasrati a lotus can be
found only in water. Nectar can be found in the milky ocean,

the different seasonal flowers shall bloom in their respective

seasons But in Kavisrsti no such rules of time and place

fetter his creation A poet can speak of ^

and c ’ or ?r «^ g-of or he can speak of the

fsrETT^TTit^qrpr, or he can speak of the flowers of six seasons

found blooming in unison in Yaksa’s garden (in the Maghaduta)
or in Ravana's city ( in Sis'upalavadha )• This unfettered

nature of Kavisrsti certainly makes it superior to Brahmasrsti

which cannot boast of it.

(ii) The poet’s creation gives us ‘joy’ and joy’

only Whatever Rasa the poet depicts the reader gets ‘lhada’

or joy therefrom. Thus poetry always and invariably gives us
Kavyananda only But the creation of Brahma is not like that

It is ‘ Sukha-duhkha-moha-svabhava ’ as Mammata observes

in his vrtti The creation of Brahma is fashioned of the three

gunas—sattva>rajas and tamas.which respectivaly lead to sukha
du^kha and moha, which we find everywhere in the world.

Here also the scores over the

(ill) SRRqwsrnr-The poet’s creation is not dependent on
any extraneous factor in its unfolding. *

'srsn'1% I A poet can take up
' airy nothings and give them a local habitation and a name. ’

His creation does not stand in need of samavayi, asaraavayi
and nimittakaranas which Brahma’s eieation requires The
latter, says Mammata is

( he does not mention the asamavay ikarana ), while the Poet’s
creation is ‘ananyaparatantra ’. Hence also the superiority of
Kavisrsti. For anyone would admit that svatantrata is superior
to paratantrata.

^
(iv) The Poet’s creation is charming with nine

Rasas
I ^wr:^^?RTRnw Ij)
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The creation of Brahma has only six rasas to boast of

]
Further the nine

Rasas in the Poet’s creation are all charming and givers of

delight But the six Rasas in Brahama’s creation are not

uniformly pleasing thus being ^ ^ ^ f

gets beaten both in quantity and quality by the which
has nine Rasas and all of them agreeable

In this way Mammata shows that Kavisrsti wins on all the

four counts; and its superiority over Brahmasrsti is thus establi-

shed. And hence it is befitingly called ' victorious ’
(

I

)

Page 2

Karika 2 The six purposes of Poetry mentioned in this

can be stated as follows (i) (u)

(ill) ^T5ir (iv) F^fcr (v) ^rsir

(vi) ^ »

1 e Kavya leads to (i) Fame (it) Acquisition of wealth (ui)

Knowledge of worldly usage (iv) Warding off of eivls (v) Imme-
diate and supreme delight and (vi) Advice in the way of a

beloved. These six purposes are explained at length in the

on this

— Fame acquired by famous Poets

like Kalidasa and others is too patent to require any explana-

tion. Great poets like Kalidasa, Valmiki, Vyasa, Shakespeare,

Homer, Goethe and the like have their names indelibly carved

in the Temple of Fame

Banibhatta was the courtpoet of

the famous king S'rlharsa of Sthanes'var (6o6 A D.-6 j 7 AD).
Bana himself tells in his Harsacanta how\he received vast

amounts of wealth from his patron Also cp. the following

verse from FT

I FFfFrrrfF FTFTF fFTlT n FT FIFF % F?F

fIfF^FT ^^F^FsTf Flf^ F FFTF! F^F

FfTP?5RFTF U The variant reading FTWTFtFTF for FWI^FT^
is an obvious error, for there is no poet named Dhavaka known
to history, who was patromsed by S^rlharsa, and later fanciful
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attempts by some to make some an author of Ratnavali

who foisted the work on his patron Ba^ia are figments of

imagination.

TT’^rfa^Tcfto Poetry enables one to understand about

manners at royal courts and the like—of course this reference

to royal courts should be viewed against the ancient Indian

social background. The implication of this purpose is to

emphasize the fact that we cannot get all experience in world

first hand and can learn much through literature about it

The reference is to the story of

the poet Mayura who secured freedom from leprosy by the

favour of sun and such other anecdotes current about

We enumerate here a few well-known anecdotes Cl) The poet

Mayura was a contemporary of Banabhatta and according to

tradition was his father-in-law or brother-in-law. One day,

while returning after his morning constitutional, he passed by
Baca’s house and he overheard at that early hour of morning a

lovequarrel between Bana and his wife. Ba^ia was trying to paci-

fy his wife who was angry for some reason and he addressed bL

verse to her But when three quarters of the verse were

complete, Bana’s muse failed him Mayura, from outside,

supplied the remaining quarter [ The whole verse is ^RrsTT^T

Bana’s wife did not like an outsider’s intrusion in her privacy;

and little realising he was Mayura ( her father or brother

)

cursed him to be a leper. Mayur, who consequently became
a leper, god rid of leprosy by composing the work S'uryas'ataka

(ii) The second story begins here* Bana became jealous of

Mayura’s greatness as a devotee, and so he maimed his own
hands and feet and then by composing the Candls'ataka is said

to have regained his retrenched limbs (in) On seeing the

eminence of these two Brahmin poets, the king of that

place requested the Jain Acarya Manatunga to work some
such miracle which he refused as he believed that religion

should be followed for its own sake and not for miracles.

.He was consequentily put in chains in a prison by the
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ting and there he composed his of 44 verses,
and with the composition of each verse, one after other
of the J4 chains that fettered him snapped up; and he
was automatically released (iv) Venkatadhvarin, author of
Vis'vagunadars'acampu had incurred the displeasure of gods
on account of a censorious description of several gods in that
poem, and he became blind He regained his sight by compo-
sing the poem Laksmisahasra (v) Jayadeva by a recitation of
hiis Gitagovinda is said to have revived his dead wife (vi)

Jagannatha, who was made an outcaste for marrying a Muslim
gid, got himself sanctified by getting the river Ganga to rise

iip 52 steps with the 52 verses of his poem and purify
him by touching him (vn) Bilhana, camposing his

on the way to gallows, got his capital punishment annulled
and his beloved united to him (vin) Kts^adayamava, a
Marathi poet, by composing a commentary on

got freed from leprosy

. ,3TR^aETT— The delight one gets by reading a Klavy

a

has rightly been called the greatest of its purposes. This
delight is obtained instantaneously and arises from relishing

the sentiments This clause clearly shows that Mammata was
a protagonist of Rasa theory

ynr^rfq^. . Herein Mammata tells how
Kavya conveys its ad /ice like a beloved ( not merely wife; she
must be beloved wife ) This is achieved by the subor-

dination of and 3T5T to yg" in This distinguishes

from %5s, which like a master, order preremptorily, being

^5<x5rsjTJT,-and from the which like a friend reco-

mmend some action, being spfsrsrFT. Kavya on the other hand
is 3;!B'Sra'Fr with and gr4 subserving Here also by
«mphasizing of Mammata shows himself to be

a follower of the Rasa school.

Page 3

The various purposes of Kavya
accrue to the poet or the appreciative reader or to both as the

case may be Thus fame is obviously a thing which ac«;rues
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to the poet. So also wealth ansing from poetry is normally

earned by the poet The knowledge of arising from

accrues to the reader. can accrue to both

IS mainly for the reader, though the poet must also be
enjoying an exstacy when he composes poetry. And advice

in the way of a beloved is clearly for the reader.

Critical Note on Kanka 2: - In K P I 2 Mammata deals

with the ‘Purposes of Poetry ’
( ). He has enum-

erated the following six prayojanas or purposes of poetry (i)

zr5Rr(fame), (ii) (Acquisiton of wealth), /'ll!)

( Knowledge of the ways of the world), (iv) ( Destru-

ction of evil, (v) (Instantaneous and highest

delight ) and (vi) ( the conveying of advice )

Mammata explains these six prayojanas in his Vrtti on the

above Kanka We give now Mammata’s explanations suitably

amplified —
( i) ( Fame )

•—Mammata enumerates Yashas at the

outset perhaps suggesting that fame is a very inviting attraction

for a poet A poet after all is human and has an ambition for

fame and Kavya can bring it, as it has already done in the-

case of Kalidasa and others
(

W )

(ii) ( Acquisition of wealth ) —Wealth is another

purpose of poetry In ancient India poets had the patronage

of princes and potentates; and many poets earned by their

poetry. Even to this day ‘ artha ’ is a purpose realised by at

least the famous poets and writers. Mammata gives the

illustration of Bana getting wealth from king S'rlharsa through,

literary work ( ).

( ill ) (Knowledge of the ways of the world)-—
This purpose of poetry is peculiar to the reader. One cannot

have all the varied experience of the world first h^and But the

works of great poets inform us about the manners, etiquettes

and ways of the world and make us cultured and bahus'ruta..

‘ Vyavaharavid ’ has been explained by Mammata as

1 e kno'pving the apponate etiquettes of
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ting’s court etc, which of course is an understandable explana-
tion considering Mammata’s age

(iv) (Destruction of evil) — This purpose is

served by poetry in as much as a poet ( or a reader ) may be
-able to get nd of some evil, like disease, bandhana etc by
means ot composing ( or reading ) some devotional poem This
was the belief in ancient times and Mammata has referred to
the story of the poet Mayura getting rid of an evil (viz leprosy)
by the favour of Aditya. Stones about s'lvetaraksati are
broadcast in ancient Indian literature and we enumerate below
a few of them by name only (r) Mayura and his Suryas^ataka

(2) Sana and Candlg'ataka (3) Manatunga and his Bhaktamara-
stotra (4) Vyankatadhvarin and his Laksmlsahasra (5) Jayadeva
and his Gltagovinda (6) Jagannatha and his Gangalaharl (7)
Bilhana and Caurapancas'ika (8) Krs^adayar^iava and his
Hanvarada.

(v) ^ir ( Instantaneous and highest delight )
:

—

Mammata has rightly observed that this purpose is

( the crestmark of all purpose ) i e the highest of all

tavyaprayoianas It consists of the immediate bliss of the

great kavyananda arising through the relishing of the Rasas
in Poetry ( . .3rR^=iiT ) This clearly shows that

Mammata belongs to the Rasa school of poetry, voicing the

view that ‘ Good poetry must please ’ E)sTSif|;pg[ is the pnme
purpose of poetry.

( VI ) ( Conveying an advice like a
beloved)—Poetry conyeys advice (gq%y) m the manner of
a beloved

( qfnvTT ) Mammata explains q>Fy'|'<ffT=Pra'^r at length.

He says that there are three ways of conveying advice through
words . (l) The way of the Vedas which is the way of the
master who issues a prereraptory command, (2) the way of

which IS the way of a fnend who conveys advice
indirectly and (3) the*«way of Poetry which is the way of a
beloved who conveys^ the advice in on ineffably sweet and
indescribable way and makes the husband accept it without his
feeling that he is being made to accept it
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'g—The different purposes of poetry

enumerated above are not all uniformly accruing to the poet or

to the reader Some accrue to the poet, some to the reader,

some to both. ‘ yas'as ’ and ' arthakrt ’ are peculiar to the

poet. ‘ vyavaharavid ’
‘ sadyahparanirvrti ’ and * upades^ayuk

*"

are'peculiar to the reader (though ‘sadyahparanirvrti’ in a way
romes to a poet when he composes poetry ), while

is common to both.

Does Poetry Please or Preach —By the way we shall

notice in passing the problem as to whether poets please or

preach according to Mammata As he has very emphatically

stated to be the he clearly

seems to be subscribing to the view of poetry for pleasure,’ or
* Art for Art’s sake ’. But he 'also mentions as a

O "N

sr^ft^R. So poetry according to him can preach as well..

Perhaps we may do justice to Mammata by summing up his

view as " Poetry may preach, please it must."

Karika 3— —Poetic genius or cp. ‘

u
—

" 1 15,
*

3rf%^T^ 1
—

“

srm

srf^T ?rcrr 1— quoted by in his

—proficiency This arises from a close study

of the ways of the world the various branches of

knowledge (^n^) and poetical compositions (^PTsir)

.

W=?T5rf^?T5TrRrw —A repeated practice under the guidance
of those who know how to compose poetry and those who>
know how to appreciate it. Both these are ^oiRTs in their own-
way.

—The singular in is significantly used.

It suggest that and are collectively and not

severally, the cause and not causes of poetry.
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Page 4

—affairs of the world. ®?gi5r-Metrics. sstri^—
Grammar. ®rfVr«rT^^5r—Dictionaries of names ^55T—Arts. ^^44—
the four purusarthas viz. dharma, artha, kama and moksa.

works dealing with. -erudition .scholarship.

^iT'T-composing of poetry expounding or assessing or

appreciating poetry, ?r 5 -conjointly and not separ-

ately. fgnW =^-for the production and refinement of

5
* cause ’ and ‘ not causes ’. Apropos the ^'fs^^^-compare

the following remarks of Dandin in his Kavyadars'a ^
srfgwT ^ ^ 1

^rrsiTOFq^ ii g-

irgf^r I ^ ^'TTf^crr

I ^ fgr«rFT 1-

^T5!TR^ of 103, 104. 106.

Critical Note on Karika 3

,
< In K. P. I 3 Mammata deals with the Kavyahetu or the

cause of poetry He asserts that (i)S'akti (Poetical Genius)

(2) Nipunata (Learning or erudition) and (3) Abhyasa (repeated

pratice ) are conjointly the cause and not the causes\of poetry.

This means that according to Mammata these three elements

together and not individually lead to the production of good
poetry. We shall analyse these elements.

(1) .(Poetical Genius):—S^akti (poetical genius or

)
is very clearly the first and foremost cause of poetry.

Unless the inborn pratibha is there in a poet he shall not be

able to produce real poetry. This faculty actually distinguishes

a poet from a non-poet. It is inborn ( cp. ?rfef. t'Picqsfl'sl'ks'H.

and if It is not there, Kavya would not be produced

and if attempted to be produced per force would be ndiculous

[cp. rrr ff ^ 1 ]

(2) fg'J'wr ( Learning ) —The second element necessary

for poetry is Nipnijiata ansing from ‘ Loka-s'astra-kavyadi—

avek|a;jia ’. Unless a poet is erudite also he would not be able
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to write polished poetry and good poetry should not only have

the spark but also the polish. Without erudition a poet may
be what Shakespeare was called by Voltaire, somewhat like an

inspired barbarian (exaggeration omitted) Shakespeare is

also ndiculed for his little Latin and less Greek by Ben Jonson-

So the necessity of learning is even admitted by Westerners

like Voltaire or Ben Jonion The erudition ( nipunata ) a poet

has to acquire by knowledge of ( the ways of the world )

S'astras
( ) ,

Kavyas and history

etc.

(3) arP5TT?r (Repeated practice) —And beside the above two

the third necessity is Abhyasa or 'repeated practice in com-
position (^^) andcnticism (ifNFr) of poetry, under the guid-

ance of those who can compose and criticise poetry (^qsif ^
f%=5rn:f^ )- Thus the guidance should be taken from

those who know the art of poetry and those who know the

science of poetry

•—Mammatainhisvrtti expresses very explicitly

what already had been conveyed by the word in singular

in the Kanka, that these three conjointly are the cause and not

the causes individually of pO'^iry
( )

,

Is a poet bom or made ^ —The above discussion would
show that Mammata belongs to the school of critics who would
say that a poet is partly born and partly made Out of the
three elements together forming the ‘ Kavyahetu S'akti the
most essential element IS inborn and to that extent a poet is

born The elements of Nipunata and Abhyasa are
and to that extent a poet is made.

Mammata shall find many opponents here for many hold
that a poet is born only and S'akti is the hallmark of poetry.
But Mammata’s view is that good poets should be refined poets
and so all the three elements enumerated by him are necessary.
This he seems to convey by saying that these three are the
cause in the finiW and of poetry.
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Karika 4ab— This kanka gives the which to all

intents and purposes is the definition of Poetry or

as Mammata gives it; and it has aroused a lot of criticism which
we shall soon review and assess in due course. The
given here gives the genus of to be

'
’ ( words and

sense) and the differentia is supplied by the words

(free from defects 1 e qTT^^s), ‘ (possessed of excell-

ences i e. ^poirn'n's ) and ( occasionally with-

out figuers of speech ).

Page 5

Mammata tells us that the ^t^s,

and sr^^-^s would be discussed in due course and he does it

inUllasas VII (^>rs), VIII (TWs ), and IX-X
(
sr^RS-

in IX and in X

)

^^TTV.. sfnr5iTc«r^lpT;—Mammata is here slyly and unnecessa-

rily shifting the position he took in the In Karika he
said that though poetry is generally it can be occca-

sionally fTRr53»R Now he says in that poetry generally

is and occasionally ( not f?rR5S3nR ) This
is an unnecessary shift of policy i

?T The verse occurs in ( No 3768 >

and is ascnbed to a lady poet named It speaks of

a certain lady, who has the same eagerness for lovesport, as of

old, though the lover,- the caitra nights, the’ fragrant breezes

and the lady are all the same. Familiarity of things has not

yet bred any contempt ! In o the verse is given under
and the reading ’^sf^grsqTTRo for

etc. gives a different colouring to the background. The lady is

having secret dalliance with her lover either being unmarried

or as an ( in <his latter case this love affair is obviously

from her virgin days ). The verse is cited as an example of a

verse remaining good grpsir even in the absence of

l— The verse etc is

t cited by Mammata as an instance of even in the

absence of What he means thereby is that there
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are only 3r¥j'ii|Wd:^^s ( and
)

therein. As
for the existence of Mammata totally rules it

out since the (^§;q'R) in the verse occupies a principal

position. The of f^r^T and can be explai-

ned as follows —
(a) of (Peculiar causation) is

defined as f^q-RT 5r%##sfq' q5^5qfq^f%¥jTW 1 It is thus chara-
cterised by a manifestation of effect even when the cause is

denied Thus in this example

?r i

The sr^q’isjR of results because the l^q^fTRis stated

positively as ^fiT^ etc instead of the technically necessary

negative viz. ff I

(b) atFTcscqr of is defined as

cfTT^qr^ WRR: I
” 1 - e It is " the non-statement of the

effect when the causes are unbroken (i e operative ).” Thus
in the present example

—

3PRqrn3r

aiffcqifecr i

The of results because the is

stated positively as instead of the negative state-

ment %?r. 3r|^fiiS5r which is technically necessary.

It must be observed that Mammata is over-fastidious in
calling and for the superficial gramma-
iical quibbling given above.

After explaining the atWSR of and f%qrcftf%?r, we
may take up the case of 3T?5^R. The
occurs when a sentiment is found to occupy a subordinate
position in a stanza. But in the stanza ir: the Rasa
Tiz. IS pnncipal; and so the figure is ruled out.
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[The figures of speech-f^^HfTT and are treated

Ijy Mammata in K P, X, but he does not deal with the figure

So we give a bnef note on the same. The figure ^

‘Rasavat’ is defined as I

Jr fr%. 1 " II 5 )
An

example can be the following verse • 'rflF’ftrr

5 ^|fr f^r^rrr^ 1 ^ if

( Raghu XI
)

SRT ^rrrd SR^’TiT ]

C^Iritical Note on Karika 4 ab :—K P. I 4ab contains the

famous ‘ Kavyalaksa^a ’ or Definition of Poetry by Mammata.
Poetry is one of the most intriguing subjects for defining.

In various ages, countries and climes, poetry is being defined

"by the critics of the age, and still to this day is has remained a
sphinx refusing to be cast m any final mould of definition. It

IS a subject which as St Augustine remarked :
‘ If not asked,

I know; if asked, I know not.’

In India too in the long history of Sahityas'astra, the defi-

nition of poetry has been repeatedly attempted [(by great

xhetoncians. For defining Poetry one must know the ‘differentia’

"i. e the distinguistiug mark of Poetry And various differentia

Iiaving been thought of j these gave rise to different schools

of Poetry like to Rasa school, the RIti school, the Dhvani
school, the Vakrokti school and the Alamkara school. Let us
first see what definition Mammata has given in his Kayaprakas’a.

Mammata's Kavyalaksana — Mammata defines poetry as ;

^ l
”

1. e “ That ( Poetry )

consists of word and sense free from blemishes

possessed of excellences and at places again without

figures of speech JT Wlfr)”.

Analysis of this Kavyalaksana’.—A. definition should be ‘ per

proximate genus et differentia In this definition is the

genus of poetry and this on the, whcMe should be agreed to on
-all hands Coming to the differeitfia, Mammata enumerates

<l) (2) & (3) i. e.

-as three distinguishing features of Poetry. About the third
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item viz. 5rPT
(
cp. ^ ^ifT) ,

m the kanka.,

Mammata seems to mean that at places may be

and still be a ^irrsJT
,
though by implication it should be srPT

In the vrtti, however, Mammata, very subtly, seems to

change the ground and says

f%T|sPr ?r ^oJTc^^i'fq' » Thus finally he means to say that

should be STR ^TT^^R and may be^f^^^ST^^T (notf?R55^3?Rr

but )

.

Criticism of Mammata’s JKavyalaksana This definition of

iavya given by Mammata is so faulty in giving the differentials

that it has been, literally flogged by later Alamkaiikas and
cntics, notably by Vis’vanatha, the author of the Sahityadar-

pana and Jagannatha, the author of Rasagangadhara, botb

critics, admittedly of high repute. We shall give below an
analytical criticism of Mammata’s Kavyalaksana, mentioning:

both the sins of omission and commission that he has been guitly

of therein. The statement would adumbrate within it the

•charges by all the noted cntics of Mammata,

Sms of omission — In this category we shall mention the
one and great sin of omitting ‘ Rasa ’ the real differentia of
poetry in the Kavyalaksana. Mammata clearly belongs to the
Rasa school as we can see from several references in the
Kavyaprakas'a

(
cp ....

afPT?3[jr; or
,

or hi&
calling as the igvfJT & c

)
But cunously enough

be has omitted Rasa ( or Dhvani) from the Kavyalaksa^ia of
bis, which is certainly a very unpardonable mistake in such
ia scientific subject as Sahityas'astra.

Sms of Commission — The three attributes of poetry which
be has stated are all faulty. Thus (i) and arH

'

^^;g>cft jJfr

are negative statements which should never occur in a
logical definition (li) sRhsTt can hardly -be taken literally; for
Kavya being the production of human mind, absolute

would be a rare phenomenon. And many good poems shall
cease to be Kavya ifwe stnctly employ the yardstick of sRtsr^
(ill) the really belongs to Rasas and not to Kavya. It
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taelongs to the Kavya through Rasas and hence • it is not a
differentia. Gunas to Kavya are like ornaments to a person,

’which are personal decorations but not defining attributes of a
person (iv) The insistence on at least 3ri?|gsi?r€:^'Rs also is

unwarranted. For though is admittedly sirif

there may be isolated instances where being a Kavya
still is an Kavya, like the beauty of a lady, may be-

•decorated by alarhkaras, but beauty does not depend on:

alamkaras.

It will be thus seen as Pnn Gajendragadkar has said that

Mammata’s definition of poetry is unscientific, inaccurate and in.

consistent.

Attempts have been made to explain away Mammata’s
Kavyalaksana as being simple and easy and hence not so

scientific But this is a lame defence. A work on Sahityas^as-

tra cannot and should not sacrifice accuracy and exactness for

simplicity and we see how Vis'vanatha has given*a Kavyalaksana
tioth scientifically accurate and easy to understand- '*

®^ys Vis'vanatha and we can say that he has
on the whole given a definition which should satisfy all.

A new approach to Mammata s Kavyaldksana :— The
«ii|o4fl5!3'vr or Definition of Poetry,as seen above, is very severely-

criticised by ancient as well as modern critics. The gravamen
of the charge specially is for not mentioning as a diflferentia

of Poetry But we have been searching for a plausible

explanation of this, grave omission on the part of Mammata.
Once a brother professor suggested, during a discussion, that
the present Kanka is not at all a or Definition, of ^Errair,

but a mere description of
(
cp

)
And a description need not be exact like a

definition. We were not conviced by this explanation. Even
in a description there was no lustification for omitting Rasa.
And looking to the general scheme of Mammata’s discussion <rf

various topics in the we have to presume that thfe

under question is to all intents and purposes meant to be
a definition of Kavya. For whenever a new topic is taken up^
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Mammata first defines the topic e. g.

sq-iJsr^iT, 3T^^R and the like So it is but reasonable to

suppose that he is defining m this Then why does

he omit the mention of as the differentia of Kavya in the

definition, when he has given ample evidence in his work to

show that he belongs to the and schools which practi-

cally are identical? To us the answer seems to be as follows

r

The definition of Kavya given here is a broad definition of Kavya
which should apply collectively to all the three sub-varieties

thereof which he would be giving- Out of these three subdivis-

ions only theg^ir or is ^?rar«rTfr- The or

has in a subordinate position While the sT’W or

has no at all or practically at least has its absence. So if^
wei;e to be made the sine qua non of ^qas a whole, how could

and specially the variety come under it ? The
definition then would be only of the and it would be-

too narrow for as a whole. So Mammata defines im

a broad way as * and ’ lacking in possessed of

and at places without figures of speech, which admirably suits

all the three qii^tt^gTS in common. So there is a convincing

reason for not mentioning -m and qiiR: does not seem to be-

such a fool as he is generally made out to be !

cp. Some additional definitions o^ Kavya (i)

I ( Bhoja ) (ii) «

( Vis'vanatha) (ill) I ( Anandavardhana )•

(iv) ^ ^ToqtT l ( Jagannatha ).

Karika 4 cd. This half-karika defines the first subvariety

of Kavya viz. 'PT«q', which is called sqfq-. It is characterised

by the suggested sense being more charming than the expressed

sense.

Page 6

This passage refers to the famous Sphotat

Theory of Sanskrit Grammarians. The Sphota Theory is essen-
tially a discussion as to how different words in the language
convey their respective senses. How does the word for
example, convey the sense of ‘ a lotus ?

’
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We cannot say that the letters or 55 in the word
Individually convey the sense, nor can we speak of these three
doing the job collectively. Because by the 'time we utter 55, ^
and TT have already vanished in the air If we say that the
last letter 55, aided by the impressions left by the earlier letters

conveys the sense, still there is a difficulty For how can we
guarantee that the impressions of the previous letters would
necessanly be if and not tt ^ ?

To obviate all such difficulties, the Sansknt grammarians
propounded the Sphota Theory According to it every word
has two forms—one the non-eternal physical word formed by
the perishable letters qr ^ and the like; and the other the
permanent eternal form called Sphota Whenever we utter

a word like 5f»iT«5, the moment we utter the last syllable, there
flashes on our mind the permanent form or Sphota of the word
and It is this Sphota which conveys the sense of the word.
This Sphota is thus and The gramma-
nans have given the name to the impermanent form of
word which suggests sphota or the permanent form. Thus the

of the grammarians is suggestive

When the Alarhkarikas began to search a name for their

which also is suggestive, they picked up the name
for It, taking clue from the grammarians. Thus the

only common feature of the swPT of the and the

of sn^^rif^s is suggestiveness, though altogether of a different

nature I

Tnis sphota theory of the grammarians was developed ia

opposition to the Naiyayikas and Mimamsakas, who believed

in the of gvfs They are while the
grammarians are ^af5qr5:3rapc^^f^JTS According to the former
the syllables in a word convey its sense; while according to the
latter the syllables suggest the sphota which conveys the

sense.

Apropos the Sphota theory cp.

iT^55T^5rf5r7fvT 51 5^
I ara t
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^fcT I ffcT FI5feq^2T^¥rs,-srr STTf
)”

cp -also "^orff^fw
sr45R5TTir^:

)

* The reference to the sphota theory is not very relevent

i

here Ma mmata’s partiality towards the grammarians seems
‘ to have made him introduce the discussion here. Mammata,

like Anandavardhana, wants to suggest that the term ‘Dhvani’

has been borrowed by from the cp 5r«r^ 1%

sjrs^TT «iI3:5Rlc^^rRTT^ I

—

of srr^JT^^Tlt seems thatMammata mentioning in Karika

4 ab IS meaning 3TR?^?f?Ff?-3rF5?^^nf^ l

In sr^s^romw, also means the suggested sense itself

cp. ?r ^ ?fgr i

(
^Tein-^?ITT?T )

Alsocp. ' sFTSJTFnoCTT

\ %f%5RT rr?^-

^ WIT ?rc?w¥qwil
(

by

isnEJTg--This stanza is from SPT^^^ (No. 105 ). The
situation behind the verse is something as follows A young
girl, impatient to meet her lover, who has failed to keep appoint-

ment sends a maidservant to him The maidservant herself

dallies with the lover and returns with a report that the lover

cannot be pursuaded to come Now the young girl sees

through the whole situation, by the very appearance of the

maidservant, who carries the marks of dalliance And she
sarcastically remarks Oh, you he; you never approached that

wretch. But you only had a plunge in a lake and returned.

The epithets which apparently describe WFft^R are actually

suggestive of g^iriir
(

§iir SR^R TTf TWT ).

This verse has given nse to a lot of unnecessary contro-

versy about its meaning Mammata obviously means that the

verse has two meanings ( 1 ) The about ( n ) the

[" "
( ^mwTw’s
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about ?rs‘JTW. The word ' ’ with reference to the
lover conveys the suggested sense

( )
more strikingly and prominently than the ‘According ta

a reference to at this time ( probably early

night ) IS implausible So we must understand to

stand as an intermediate step between ^r3i7 & senses cp.

i grir ^ 52T3;^3f

IfffTTTir l Thus according to all the

three powers of words viz srfirsrT, and 0173:^7 operate in

this stanza Thus arpTsrr ( you had been to the well ), ^r^pjix

{ 5 ou had been to hirn ), and stro^sRT ( for dalliance

)

Mamraata’s commentators sr^tR^R and ^jT^fra^R, as well as

do not agree with this view of According to-

them there is no necessity of understanding a^^fWThere With-
out it the required sense is suggested. Jagannatha perhaps

misunderstands when he proceeds to show that all

these epithets are applicable to ^rRtf^TFT as well He evidently

thinks that according to the epithets could not go with

and hence was necessary But this is really not

the position of It is SRPT author of

who believes that the various epithets are inapplicable- to

^FftFTR and are appropriate to only What
probahly believes is that a reference to 'is inappropri-

ate at that time and under those circumstances.

Three divisions of sqfq has divided sqfir into

three types ( 1 ) ( 11 ) and ( 111 ) TSETsqfir.

Illustiations of these varieties can be as follows . ( i )
—

‘ f^fR:firr qsr ?rrq fR qfNT
?rqRr'’''TRr?? ^151% f^T^'H==5' ll’ Here the lover insinuates

that his kissing of the lower hp of his beloved will require a
He asks what penance the parrot must have per-

formed to peck at the bimbaphala, which was similar only to the

lips 1 ( 11 ) 3r^5:RrRsqiTr-‘ f3d% %3ft i

Jrq ytft RTi^r sr^q* q 11' -srq qqsrqrq. srfqqr

» (ill) qra-qf fqwtqq ^rqqif-
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II ( )

fsr^^

Vis'vanatha has quoted this verse as

an illustration of ^tcq^'l^ir.

Karika Sab : Construe • srit^ ^ ^Isqr’T I

Page 7

o The situation in the verse is as follows A lover

was expecting his beloved in a ( As'oka arbour )

She failed to turn up. So he returned from the bower, carrying

with him an As''oka blossom. On his way back he met the lady

with other elderly persons He showed the As'oka blossom to

her She understood the implied sense viz. she had disappointed

him by not keeping the appointment, but that he had been

to the ^Jcrnr^.

Jagannatha defines ^trfl?T?r3ir3:»T?T5PT3q' as 3?^ oir§:3rq-JT5r«rrq^rT

fkfWt^ wmT‘ II
’ 3TW

mifPfTci’Tfq i

Karika 5 cd — Most of the commentators including

qjn; grope in darkness while interpreting the line. They fail tO’

see that 3|oqg;3-q' is the title given in alternation and try ta

understand the termf^. Construe . 5 (^Tacpr)

3T^ ^cfTT I
(^ ) 1

Verse 4 which is an illustration of ^To^f^^T^sir contains

the of both w^jprarrg: &
varieties. apTSTig is delined as gnTtrig 2?r53[gr¥ir

I 5ir3:^4'?r§;srw 11

ST'sr^^snr i u ”-gT%3T^ar X “gvf-

fesrr 1

qv: t ^ sr Jx 2 In ^^iwsrrg mmy consonants are repeated m
the same qrder though the vowels may differ (

e g sfT^Tir

qr% 1 qi]%^qTft7TR?r: u).
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In one or more consonants are repeated more thaa

once ( e. g arrmrir f^ itt f

1

’T’lTT^f^ g'3r% II ) Another instance in which,

both ®^r^sn?r and occur is

1 11

St. 4 In this verse, one may argue, there is the senti-

ment of devotion. And hpw can it be an instance of Citra-

kavya ? The defence which Mammata shall give is that the

sentiment is ar^s. We may or may not agree with him

!

Page 8 :

St. 5 Once Indra heard that the demon-king Hayagriva

had casually gone out of his palace He got so ternfied by

the news that he immediately bolted the gates of his capital

Amaravati The poet describes this fact with a beautiful

or Poetical fancy that Amaravati ( like a frightened

lady ) as though closed her eyes (in the form of gates), through

fear of Hayagriva I
’ This makes the verse a good instance of

srsff%^4TT°ir. Herein also an objection can be raised that Vlra-

rasa is very prominent here and so this verse cannot he an
instance of the lowest variety of Poetry. The only defence,

hardly convincing, would be to call the sentiment !

Critical Note on Karikas 4cd & 5 :—Kankas 4cd and

5 treat of the Divisions of Poetry ( Kavyabhedah ). Mammata
has divided poetry in three categories (1) y'xf Htt>[siT or

(li) Tjsq-innoiT or (ui) or pq’srqJTs^T.

(1) or is defined as

sirs?# I [ It IS the best poetry

wherein the suggested sense excels the expressed sense. Wise

men have designed it as ‘ Dhvani ’]. In Dhvani-kavya the

suggested sense la more prominent and chiming than the

expressed sense. It "is tffSF^ore always suggestive. The
word ‘ Dhvani ’ is current both for the sugge&tive kavya and

the suggested sense. The Rasa in poetry is always suggested.

The ‘ Dhvani ’ in Dhvamkavya has been classified by Alarii-

kankas into and Mammata .
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illustrates by the verse 1% &c (see p. s).

Therein the word ‘stetit’ clearly suggests that the

speaker is not intending reference to crift^^TR actually but to

g’g’iT'n’. cp STT . I

(n) TTSTiT^TeET or iT’ifVVrrairi^Tq'—It is defined as 3raT^% Tfufr-
^ -O <N C '3

^^oir§-j3T 5i7s;iq- ^ rrsETipT l' When the suggested sense is not

feo prominent (as in Dhvanikavya ) I but is less charming
than or subardiuate to

]
then that is medium

poetry known as This variety occurs when the

suggested sense in a kavya is not prominent by itself but plays

a second fiddle to the vacyartha, which itself is more charming
or sinking on account of some peculiar mode of expression

The illustration given by Mammata of this variety of Poetry

is— ^trriicr^'T &C ’ (see p 7) Herein the suggestion is that the

beloved has failed to keep the appointment in the Vanjulalata-

grha But this sense becomes subordinate to the Vacya sense

which is very striking in its expression The face of a lady

losing colour on seeing a village youth with a cluster of As'oka

flowers in his hand is certainly a very striking and odd situation

( cp. 3T^....=^lTrc^fV?^T:^ )

(ill) sTETiT^FToEr or —The lowest variety of poetry is

the f^^r^Toq-. ( It IS defined as-—

WOT 1 )
Poetry which is bereft of a suggested sense and which

has some stnkingness of sound or sense is the lowest variety

of poetry This variety of poetry is not characterised by any
distinct or striking suggested sense (^525rdTOTPfr*f'7%r^). Its

beauty lies in the citratva or stnkingness of sound and sense.

The former refers to S'abdalamkaras and the latter to

Arthalamkaras. The illustration of S'abdacitra vanety given

IS
—

‘
( see p 7) wherein we find the

( of both and varieties ) occunng pro-

minently The illustration for Arthacitra Kavya as given by
Mammata is

—
‘f^f^OT^TTOTo ( see p. 8 ) wherein we find

•that the srsrf'WSi^fT lends charm and stnkingness to the

verse, Amaravati, out of fear of King Hayagrlva, closing her

^eyes ( in the from of city-gates) like a frightened lady closing

her eyes through fear is certainly a striking figure.
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The designations of the three varieties of Kavya seem to
have been taken over by Mammata from Ananadavardhana cp.

l 37^ ST^TT^nTUT-

I ?3Tg-q; 11

fkfk^ ^ m 5i55f^^ ^1=511-

f^sr^ict 'T’w i”

—«W3=rriWI^.

Ullasas II & III

[ N. B. In the critical note on ullasas II & III the entire

contents of these ullasas are surveyed and considerable amout
of textual and critical exegesis on the various topics is given in

this discussion So to save redundance these things are not

again printed m the page to page notes on these ullasas given

after this cntical note —Author. ]

A critical note on Ullasas II & III

The three Powers of Words — Mammata gives the three-

fold nature of words at the outset of Ullasa II when he says*

•&irs^sr<^^siT 1 And these three

types of word convey the three senses ^r»3T, and

respectively.

Mammata mentions also as a fourth variety of

sense arising from a fourth power. This power,

however, is supposed to reside in a sentence as a whole and

not in different words, and the sense it conveys is the ‘ Tatpa-

ryartha ’ 1 e Sentence-sense or Purport-sense The several

words m a sentence convey their individual senses, but the

connected sense of the sentence as a whole is supposed to be

given by the ‘ Tatparyavrttr. The believers in are

called while the srf^FfTsrTfr^f^s hold an

opposite view that words express connected meaning and hence

a separate power connecting the is not necessary.

We shall now turn to the three types of words

fjl^ and and their respective powers srfiT«rT, and
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The and 3rf^6rT^%*— Mammata taking up the

for discussion defines it as—^¥rTc^%fa5r ^
1 Expressive word in that which expresses the directly

conventional sense After giving this definition he naturally

-discusses the samketa theory The samketita or the conventio-

nal meaning of words is fourfold according to the Vaiyakaranas
and the Alaihkankas, who hold the view, while it is^i%
only according to the Mimamsakas who are srrf^^^'fTfefS

Though in worldly dealings we deal with individuals still

the samketa of words cannot be made with reference to indivi-

duals on account of the of (1) (n) ocrf^=qT7: and (iii)

flPTq'fw'vrprrsrTf^ So samketa is always about some ^qrf^r or

attribute ( of an individual ).

And this is four-fold, the four constituent varieties

being ijor^ f^q-r and srsq-. The view “

sr^%: ” is quoted with approbation for corroboration

The divisions of

follows .

—

can be put in tabular form as

j
(

1

e. samjna or Proper Noun

)

J I

)
(

1

e. kriya or Separable accidens)

I

.

O- e Jati or differentia ) (

1

e. guna or inseparable accidens )

Mammata then discusses briefly the view of Mima-
msakas They believe that there are individual ^sf55??rs m f^,

ect which have a m common So also

have the qT^p^ifernn^ Also the words like

uttered by or objects like when they are
f5T?riTFTT have a common f^c«r?WTf3i:^iTFJT, and hence
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^rs^FTT sriRf>.< sr^f^fJTfirair say the ^ft^rra'^s. In passing Mam-
mata refers to the views of ‘ cTSF^, without discussing

the same in details. And then Mammata defines by
saying— " g- sinqTds^rf^sfNJT^ I

” is

thus that primary power of words whereby the primary sense

VIZ ^iT5Jrr«f IS conveyed.

and ^Rffurr —Mammata defines thus:-^

* ^ferts^r I spifrsqf JT^r m ’arsa-tin-ss

f^qr II
’ When the principal sense (wrr# i e. is

incompatible, when there is a connection ( of the indicated

sense) with that (expressed) sense and when (under these
Circumstances ) either through convention or some purpose
another sense ( other than Vacyartha ) is indicated ( by word )

»

that IS the process of Indication which is a superimposed power
on the word.

Thus there are three requirements for the functioning of

laksana (i) mukhyarthbadha i e the incompatibility of the

"Vacyartha (ii) Tadyoga i. e some connection between Vacyartha

and Laksyartha and (ui) riidhi-prayojananyataratva i, e the

existence of rudhi (convention) or prayojana ( purpose ) for the

lak§anika use of a word or words.

The illustrations taken are (i) for

and (ii) TT^qTRT for STjfpsFTqcft The instances can be

thus analysed —(i) ^4P*r The word in this phrase

means a cutter of darbha grass. But this meaning has no
plausibility in this phrase and so the meaning indicated is

‘ dexterous ’ This meaning is related with because

the latter requires or skill. Here it is ‘ rudhi ' or con-

vention in language which has justified the use of ‘ Kusfala ’ in

the sense of ‘ dexterous ’ though there is no prayojana to

sanction the usage.

(ii) TTi&iTraT Whf The word trs;Triq'i' in the phrase

sffq would literally mean ‘ »rs?rrsrqn% ’. Now ’TS^nsrq’i^ tPt is an
impossibility, for a hamlet cannot be built on q'^irrarWT^. So the

meaning is understood by indication. This meanine has
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the with the namely »Tg?rTSRT| and
the purpose (sr^ff^nr) for the use of the meaning of

the phrase is to convey the ^^'TT^^Tc^Tf^’ToTS more intensely

than the wording could do by vacyartha

Then Mammta proceeds to give the divisions of laksana.

The divisions are presented somewhat unsystematically by him

as he IS a slovenly writer to some extent. The six-fold division

of laksana (cp. ^rfT'JTT as given by him can be put

in tabular form as follows —

I

I

eg f?crr:

I

I

I

1

I

e g
^ftisr-

I

I I

I I

5ErR>TT ?rr«r^PTT

e g 3TT^ e g. 3TT^

1 1

gT^>TT ’srn^^fTT

e g. e.g. ’tV.

The laksana when based on is ’fhjft, when based on
any other relation it is When the is included m
the ^ysRTPf It IS

,
when not it is When

a ^sSTWr IS characterised by arnclT (superimposition) it is ign^t^r,

when it IS charactensed by ( intro-susception ) it is

known as

The criticism of the above six-fold division — The sixfold

division of lakgaga as given above is not scientifically accurate
because the divisions are not mutually exclusive but overlap.

Thus for example srpr^cnr and which are instances of^ 5ErTT>IT and ipj can '“as well be illustrations of

Similarly the instances oi TrVft and
^^TT^TT can be instances of
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[ For other division-schemes of and their criticism

refer to the notes ]

Another classification of Laksr/na — Mammata then gives

another classification of ^stv(T, -He says that the prayojana m a
laksa:ga is conveyed by the power of suggestion (vyagjana) So

can be called as opposed to

which IS 5irs;Tq-^f^r And the m ma}
either be iTS or sfiff Hence the following threefold division

^5;Tq'yfffTT f or
)

siTsiiFfTiffrr (orFTt^r^Tcr^)

e. g ^irfw
]

1 !

e. g. Fg" f^^FFdf^FcTo e g.

This threefold division of on altogether a different

pnnciple is quite a distinct one from the former six fold divi-

sion, and so no mutual contradiction is involved between the

two- Mammata next says that is that which is the

abode of

oqoJvjTffT and 53|3:5r^-iqo!^ —— In case of the treatment of

VyaSjana and its sub-divisions also Mammata is very unsyste-

matic. The divisions as he intends to give can be put in a
tabular form as follows —

Oii[ o->aj rJ [

I

L
I J

i
^

C\ CN.

^^nTTF$5T STS^fq^sr — Mammata begins his treat-

ment of oq5:5RT with a discussion of this variety of oir^spTr. He
says • FfiT \
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'TH' 1 1 Thatsnft^ (
or

)
for conveying which we-

resort to
(

— that which is conveyed
by the is conveyed by no other process than

3iis:3pTr.

For it cannot be srf^sTT which can be said to have conveyed
it, for there IS an absence of convention of that word foi that

sense (eg does not convey by convention

)

( c p ^ifFSTT ) Nor can be said to be convey-
ing the sr^rispr, for the l^s ( causes) of are absent i e.

the three essentials are absent He explains this

thus :

—

qr ( to start with the laksyartha from which the
new laksa^ia may arise is not the mukhyartha), and
( there is no of that even). Next there is no sfR or

relation between the and the which is said to be the
second Thirdly fr e there is no sr^fl^

for the second laksana So lalcsana cannot be operating.

Thus srfF^rr or cannot convey the But
is conveyed all the same ( ?r

)
So it should

ce the thud power of words like which conveys it

If one were to imagine some w for the second ^y^nTT and
attempt to make it valid, still aj^cf^T WSTWlPtWt
i. e. there would result a regressus ad infinitum which would
land even the basic or first laksaija in jeopardy ( The
can be thus explained •

of 1st ^^'OTT conveyed by 2nd
” of 2nd *’ ” ” 3rd ”

” of 3rd ” ” ” 4th ’’ & so on

)

and its Refutation Then another objector

argues for H is taken as the

in the first then would not be necessary to

convey To this Mammata says .

fr I 1 . e the view of having F#5n=rfg%^5r^'iTPf is implau-

sible. For such a supposition vitiates the well-krown axiom

WHW f^ifr fFir » So is implausible
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and it IS ruled out ( fetf^ps^ #^) . Hence are

conveyed by oqoi^irrr.

3TpfrsiT>T^r sq^sprr— This IS defined as ‘

sa'ssi;^ &c. ’ When a word having many meanings has its

connotation restricted to one of them on account of

f^’STTfT etc., and still there is another sense suggested, then also

It IS VyaSjana that does it

snff^tST — This is dealt with in Ullasa III when
from one sense

(
^=set, or

)
an intelligent and appre-

ciative person can get a cognition of another sense on account

-

of the speciality of etc., then also it is due to siissgprr. -

This IS srafffpssT oq^^r^TT.

Mammata has made a specific point to state that what we
call ^rrs^ has the help of spT in its making and conver-
sely in lends a helping hand. And thus

according to Mammata’s view these divisions are, we can say,
just according to the maxim . srTsrFTJr ^ 1

Ull^sas II

Page 9

mwiT and — Besides the three powers of words
( VIZ 55^vit and sEr»=^Tr

)
some writers admit a fourth

power VIZ. the which gives the gTI'T^TW or sentence-

sense or purport-sense. Obviously this belongs to the

words in a sentence collectively, and does not belong to indivi-

dual words. ( cp ^^zrferr \ ^
^ II- m. ^ ii 20

)

and 9srfNmf^en?T^Tf^— Those writers

who admit the fourth are also known as 3rPfrf^<3'pqip=

qrfer ( sFrfqT 3n=qii. 1% ^ srf^fl^rn^q^Tf^ 1)

According to them first the words in a sentence convey their

individual meanings; and then there arises a correlation (sp^q-)

amongst these meanings so conveyed
( srf^'%r ) by the

This operates owing to the force of ifbq'dT

and amongst the ^constituent words in a sentence Those
who hold this view include the ^qrfir^s,
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( followers of the famous
) etc Technically

acc to them, yields the sense of f^iTT*

Opposed to this view is the view of or

those wh 1 maintain that words convey a connected meaning

(sffNw arfwr^r ^f?r ^ 3#^Tf3TqT?r2nf??r
)

These aie the

followers of or sr^TT^T, a famous ifYirra^ and a pupil of

and are known as or 5T^3ToPT^f!''3T

According to their view the meaning of words is undeistood

from or dealings of elderly people A child learns

the meaning of words like 'sir' 'strit' etc< from observing

wherein the presence and absence of such words in

various utterences, makes a child judge their meanings And
thus in rrj-JTRiI the child instinctively understands 'rrT’ to be the

object of STr^R^rf^qT without any necessity of to appre-

hend this relation

Page 10

^rrOTo — This \erse is cited as an instance of the sugge-
stiveness of A daughter-in-law is reminding h®r

mother-in-law that provisions in the household have run short.

And before evening their stock has to replenished So what
shall I do? Clearly the expressed desire is for a shopping
round But the suggestion acc to Mammata is that she wants
to have wanton enjoyment

3T5r — The 3iio:3r^R of the here is due to

For unless one takes for granted that the girl was
of disreputable character^ the expressed sense would not be
suggestive, at least would not suggest the meaning Mammata
would like It to do

— The background of this verse is the same as
that of o ( p 6 ) The difference between this stanza
and {%.#i?ro IS that in the latter there is no sense. The

sense is conveyed directly by the prominent use of 'STerir.’

Here the expressed sense is incompatible when we take wtSR-
into consideration This gives rise to a sense,

' which then becomes suggestive.
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Page II

;3r3To — This stanza is I 4 It gives the ^=sr
-

sense viz existence of fqr^?cCc^ This suggests that the

IS at ease This further suggests (1) that the place being

deserted is a suitable place for love-appointment or (11) “You
had never come here ” says a girl to her lover, “ to keep the

appointment, otherwise the would have been disturbed

Page 12

&c — This refers to the distinction between

¥i’^Tc5r€,%cr ( direct convention ) and ( indirect con'

vention ) The former occurs when for example, we mean by

the word ^ ' a banyan tree The latter has its province

when by ^ we mean, ‘ a village possessing a prominent

banyan tree
’

q’Srf'T &c. :— When we speak of words and their conven-

tional meaning, what do we mean exactly ? On the face of it,

convention seems to refer to individuals, e g. When we ask

another ‘ we mean to have an ‘individual book’

and not When we speak of ‘ seeing a dance ’ what is

actually seen is an individual dancer. Hence, pnma facie,,

one may be led to think that words, refer to individuals on the

whole.

But the passage under discussion enumerates three reasons

for not understanding convention to refer to individuals.

These are:— (1) (11) (m) The

nature of these reasons briefly is as follows —

(1) sriTiTiT— If convention refers to the individual? it would

refer to all individuals forming that class or to a single indivi-

dual The word * *ft for example, would either refer to ‘ all

cows in the world or ‘ a single cow
’

In the former case the

fault of STTrfvgir or endlessness arises For none can know all the

individual cows of the past, present and future Cows that

way are srgFgr and none can know all of them In the latter

case

—

(2) The fault of ( violation ) occurs For in this

case there is a violation of the rule g3;%f%cr€JT or ‘ a
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"word conveys its directly conventional meaning only For
herein when we presume ‘ rff ’ as refernng to a single indivi-

dual cow, suppose red in colour, then a black cow cannot be
connoted by the word 'TfY because the latter then is

But in ‘
5ft

’ connotes any cow of any colour. Thus the

above-mentioned rule is violated And further if ‘a black cow'

which IS i!TS:%<3TfinT^ can be connoted by the word ‘iff’ then

why should that word not connote an ' which is equally

Hence also the
‘

' theory does not

satisfy.

(3) Thirdly if a word referred to an individual only, all the

words in the expression
‘ ’ would connote an

individual Bull and they would be just synonymns of one
another. But actually in they seem to convey specific

meaning
(

tfiir, ?riT respectively in the above
instance). Therefore the grammanan’s pleading is that in#:

'fft fesT there is a distinct province to each of the

four words, and they should consequently be called

f^ifTi^rsq and
(
or ^r^TT^rs^c or

)
respe-

ctively Convention according to grammarians is not with
reference to individuals but to one of the four attnbutes

(
srrfq,

f^qr and
)

which an individual possesses If

were to refer to an individual this factual fourfold division of

words in different provinces would not be possible. This is the
fault of fqqqfwqTqTSfTfr:q

Page 11

qTWqqhr .— ‘ Vakyapadlya is the name of a metrical work
dealing with the philosophy of grammar, by Bhartrhari who
flourished in the first half of the saventh century A D The
Chinese traveller It-sing gives an account of the death of

5T^s|fT, thejjithor of the which took place in 630 A D.

The qiqqq^, is divided into three chapters called the or

anrfqEfrF^, the qiqqqi-i itg' and the <k- or srqrVf is also

reported to h.ive written a commentary on the of

qra'3=3rfk^ though this work is not available at present. It is not

correct to say that is a sort of commentary on the
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as Jhalaklkars'astrl thinks it to be. ’ (adapted fromG ).

We have our own doubts as to whether this is a metn-
cal work as Prot Gajendragadkar and many others say The
quotation '' qr' etc ” which is taken from the

is in prose. How can the work then be metrical ^ Is this an
adaption of cTRiTT^jr quotation ? Were there more than one

^iWT^rirs

fSc<TTf?^3?T?n i:c What is the exact isqrfsT that we impose

on an indi\ idual when we give him a name, out of our sweet

will ? In case ot ^nf^o qq-o or ^xs, we can pointedly

refer to the qqifq which the words refer to, but what is the

la'TTrr tor proper rianies ? As no visible qrrfq’ can be thought

of, it IS said that the qqjfsr is the
‘

' or the ideal permanent

form of that particular name which is imposed on the indivi-

dual. This rnffe IS obviously ( undeistood after

the compreheii'ion of the last syllable ) and being

theoretically and has no parts and hence no

or order of syllables as in impermanent physical words)

Page 14

5 .. — The fqftRis list qfViTT’or

{ measure ) m their list of qqs Under it they enumerate four

VIZ STW { minute ). ( big ), ( short ), (long).

To this list they add two more-the qyinyr ( the atomic spheri-

cal ) and qTqrrf'T ( all-pervasive ) Nov^r m case of ‘ qicqrq ’ and
‘ ’ a problem arises Are these or 5nf%-

qTqqi Ostensibly the answer is qqqsqqraRT ’Tqcq'q 1 e.

being enumerated in a list of qqs by the #qfq^s, the words

are qq^rq^r. But viewed from another angle these two seem
to be 5<r5?s qrfq is the KTvrqq and

qtqrqfq and qtqq^cq are such qrqqq qFgqqs to these two en-

tities For example remove qvqr'^cq from a qrqrt^ and it

•ceases to exist as such So these are qrfqqrqqi' Then
why are they listed as qqs by qqfqqrs ^ The answer is that

their qq^ is qrftqif^ ( technical ) in addition to being simply

qqq^imsrq What is the qTfiRTfqqcq or technicality about

these ? The answer is According to the qqf^s, two qifg’S

24
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residing in any one object must be related as qr and srTT ^T%s

e. g m a cnfiiq- ws, is the srqr ( less extensive ) «nfcr i»

relation to qjprq'cq' which is the qi; (more extensive) 3n%.

Now It were to be a then in a qrf^^ 'TtTTPT»

and must be related as q"?: snf^, and sfqi:sn%.

But this seems to be impossible For if q^qp^cq is supposed to

be qT then qrfqqcq qrfq is wholly included therein and a

'nfqq qsr shall be a qq^yq * If on the other hand qifqqcq were

to be the qq^fiRr, q5‘’^'qcq would be wholly included theiein and

a sr^qqqiVT would become qifqq ’ Both ways we come to-

impossible propo:>itions So on account of this difficulty, qTfTPr

and q^qq^q have to be admitted to be qws and not ^nfqs And
so their is qifrqifqqi or technicaL The plural in q'^qpqT-

^qr seems to be inadvertently used For only two qfqqivrs—

qTqyq and qrTyq^q '^etm to be under reference Or we may
imagine a qfvqrq like which is also srrqqq to itself,to be
understood in addition.

'qifq^q qq^fqfq'^o Reference to qtqrq^s q^qPT- Ref. to

^1%fqiqpS5q^qTfqq srfTf — Exclusion. Reference to

Bauddha view Apropos the theory five theories were
held by ancient Indian thinkers (1) ^qqjoqfqqqyfqq-

{
qsqqqT-

firqrr* Neodogicians ) ( 11) 'qrfqfqftpEsqrqgrqTfqq
(
qrqtqqqTfqqtr. )

(in) srq'tfqrf^ { q^qgr Buddhists ) (iv) snfq-qyfqq
(
qrqiq^s )

(v) qiwfeq rfqq ( qqr^wr whom Mammata follows ) For
more details see Kane’s notes on Sahityadarpana.

qgiq srTrfT qr The reference is to the-

fqfqfqKjsqfqqqTfqq s and the ^Tp'lfqqs (1 e Buddhists ) respe-

ctively While the former believe that the samketa is for an
^
individual characterised by that (

1

e generality ) ’, th&
latter believe it is just ‘ the exclusion of all dissimilar things *.

So while acc to the former ‘qY would mean a ’ffcqfqftrtHT oqfqq":,

according to latter it would mean qq^ STTl^q^q^q q?^ fq'^Tq !>

Page 15

3TRtfqqT fqiqr- The word srRrfqqT serves to distin-

guish q^tiTT from aifqqr sifqqr is ?qiqTfq^ or natural while
qrsrfqT IS an STTTlfqqr or superimposed power of word. This
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supenmposition of may be through usage or with a pur-

pose really belongs to and it indirectly belongs

•to ^r®T And so It is called an ariflfTcrT

Page 16

snrtfqcr srs^iqr^ In the vrtti, explain-

ing the words ' arTTlftcrr ’ of the kinka, Marmaata says
that ^ysT’OTT IS ‘ anTtfcrcr ^siricny ’ In explaining
the word we have to remember that it is clearly

intended as a paraphrase of the word srpofcf^ . So the gene-
rally proposed meaning ‘ yielding a secondary sense ’ is mani-
festly vague explains it as " ?rr^ra;

’TtjqrPT I

’ This means that splits up
into pFnTT 3T?ff5ps^ and construes with

sJTfTTT This explanation seems to be all right as far as it goes
But the splitting of the word into ppg'^T and ST’f-

prcs and construction of ^pptt with ^^sqrqr-r is obviously
farfetched Another interpretation which Pnn Gajendragadkar
proposes s spptot spf PP^# 1 Because
^=5rr# K found to iKCupy the interval between ^3^ and

means ‘ c’br'i tg in ’ Therefore ^PPTTPpPS means abiding

in the «er'e winch occupies the interval 1 e the expressed
sense, which t-epresents explanatory paraphrase of srrrtfTO (

The word in the definition of makes it

suffer fiom the fault of srpPT^TF or ‘ circular definition’ But
the commentators try to explain it away by equating it with

STfrrTT^T^ This IS another instance of Mammata’s inaccurate
writing

Karika 5 • Mammata now starts to divide inta

two subvarieties (1) i?qr?Pr5?5T’irT and (2) The
characteristic feature of is ^rsqTCfsreppsr^

and that or is cFPT*. ‘ ^cTT.
*

is an instance of the former, while ‘ pg;Tr,qT ’ of the latter.

In the former the expressed sense of ( lances) is included
in the '^cR ' (lancers ), while in the latter the expressed
sense of viz FlPITSRTf is absent from the

More popular and familiar instances can be ' tSfTzT
*
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for (where e{iT%^ = ?'=’^'T^TcT%V!} )
and

T!3:-^T ^5Tf% ( where means Ji3:=^iTgT ?[T^T )
This latter,

in English can be put as ‘ The cradles weep ’

The Vedantins have a somewhat different division of

They divide it into srsT^^y^oTT and The
IS the same as It is sTf^T^TT Ther

IS the same as i?<TT?r;T^5T'^r It is sr^r^c^^^q'? The
his no counterpart is Mammata’s classification.

5r^?3ir^'=^^$TqT is partly a^d partly srq’ic^’qTqt It can be,

illustrated by instances like ^sq or the Vedantic qTqq1%
Let us take the instance qtsq tq^vT We can explain it thusr

Suppose you see in a civil dress once, and then again

you see him in a military dress But you know lhai he is the

same You say qtsq This is Beca-

use part of the first qqqfT viz civil clothes are not there, but

qqgrT divested of clothes is the same i So partly he is different

•and partly nondifferent

iff^qrsq &c — In this and the following paragraph

Mammata is critcising the views of Mukulabhatta, the author

of 3TfqqTq%TrT?r^T has given ” and

fqqr q ^3;# ” as instances of

Page 17

srqfqF^— The admit srqfqf^ as a fifth giTTW lOi

addition to the four viz sHTiT'^q, ijqqTfi and It is

defined as “ ” Thus srqfqf^ is the

presumption of a cause which can explain the known effect

which IS to be accounted for The stock e^cample of 3Tqfq% iss

< iffqf fqqr q Here the qq-qig' is the fatness of
inspite of fqqr snRiqq, and we posit his TTfqqfqq to acco-

unt for the same This is the nature ot srqfqrfH 3Tzrfq% is-

divided into (l) ^Tq?^% or Factual or Actual or Virtual

presumption and (2) srqrqfTfrT or Verb il presumption The
divisions are formal When we see the fat actually and'

conclude about his^fqqfqq it is qesTqfq%, and when we hear
from someone *'qfffr q and conclude there-
form '% qi% qiqT’ in so many words it is wrqfqfv «rqT-^ O S3 O
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^fqffT IS admitted by ffUTT^^s while ^sETSTrqfxT is recognised

by STT^T^TiftJTf^^s Mammata here argues tha,'’ tfffft . etc

IS a case of ^'ssT^rfqfd' or ^cTTSTiql^, but not of as

MukulabhattaVould ha\e It ^ [3T«Tf'T%5%r^«rr,fEmf*Tld': ^JcTT^rf-

qfrTi?^ I m f^T ?r ( sr^sr^t ^rri-) ^'ZT«nq%

qr %T^ i on'.fT^€?rf ]

^jqp^jX—(l) metaphor (2) secondary use of word based on

similarity cp ijq-=5n"?ft' f| 3r^:ir?5r ^55iTr%^5T-H

Page 18

arh'ift. *—This paragraph is also directed

against Mukulabhatta who holds that in pare indication, the

indicated sense stands aloof from the evpressed sense,

without being tinged,by it m any way Mammata argues that

in pure indication also we must comprehend the identity of the

expressed and the indicated sense Otherwise we cannot under-

stand the qualities ( like )
properly belonging to

the expresed sense ( of Tl^iTTSrqT^ etc

)

as belonging to the

indicated sense ( etc )

Ka 6 f^ifr = srr^FTd' =

f^jT = gn'dq’r^ir = 'Sq^rq'

Mammata’s instances of under both ifWt

and type are unhappy Instead of “jftyqTT” and

these should be ‘ qV ’ and ‘ afFT
’

o

Page 19

3TW —This para deals with the problem “ How does

operate ” ? Three views are outlined ( i )
—

srFq-qqr ‘qtcqF’, ‘ iftqa'qT'^qriq-
’

This v’ew is incorrect because ‘ ql'
’ cannot at any time convey

the sense of ' ’ by srpfnrr.

(11 ) — arf^w
STT#^ srfqfTT^T^q' qq ‘

qrflfq’ This also is not satisfactory.
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Because indication of ' ’ from and then

inference of from the indicated sense is not happy

( 111 ) tfWsaf— 3Tf^«rirr
‘ ’ftc^ ^TsrTTw^<irTf«r?wr

‘
‘

I This seems to be correct, and Mamaata seems

to agree with this view, which he supports by a quotation

from Kuraarila.

Page 20

o This verse is from ^iTTpr?5'’s

Its first half contains the definition of Lak^ana, and ir the

second half the explanation of the epithat '
iftoft

' is

given Mammata ostensibly quotes the couplet to buttress the

third view about the opeiation of tftqt which the latter

half of the couplet seems to justify This latter half

( jft’Trcfo
)

is explained m two different ways -

( 1 ) ^EfirFfr qf ^rfrsF fft’T

Icq# I cr^qTi ^^-qinw qtTT* % iq
o[T=5q qfq i sTcf ^TiTrqm^rqcqTcr iq q>ft qqr 1

( 11 ) frcrrq qtqiq ErT=5qr#cF^qT#qr?FqTcT i

-rfsiTTqf fft Icqqt 1 We
should note that really the qrqpq between the qr^sqr# &

IS brought about by the qrq-RvriTiTS and there is no
point in saying that establish the relation between

the two, for as well one may claim that fftmirs do the j<->b,

because ffbr'TTT & aie the same or similar ^JTrfT?T

chooses the word ' ‘ perhaps because is the

object that is finally being indicated -invaria-

ble association etc cp " fqrj fqccfi-qcjqTir

I qnrqts^or irrir qqq 11”

Page 21

— Note that Mammata here uses qqqR
in the sense of ‘metaphorical use’ in general. Eirlier he
has used it to mean, ‘ metaphorical use based on similarity ’

t( cp. %q I ^^qqr^t'qrfqrwcqiq
1 )

This shows

-Mammata is slovenly in the choice of words.
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Page 22

— cp The introductory note to Ull.

II & III for the sixfold division of LaksanS as also another
three-fold one which Mammata gives subsequently. We may
here note in addttion a few other divisions of Laksana pro-

posed by scholars—
[ 1 1 Jhalakikar.

i

TfWt

[ Criticism Here also the divisions are not mutually

exclusive; secondly instances of some varieties are artificial e g.

J?grr. 5^^ srf^^rfNr as an instance for ^
?T«rvTT ]

(ii) Jagannatha:

ffT¥sr

I I

1 r 1 I n ^1

(^KfT'ir) (wsTFr)

[ Criticism This is just a combination of Mammata’s
two divisions minus ref to The cri-

ticism is the same as of Mammata’s divisions.
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(ill) Vt^hanatha .
— ' fsi^yiT^r the author of

gives a scientifically accurate division of which acco-
rding to him has 8o varieties These divisions are more
theoretical than practical and many of them refer to expres-

sions which are not current in language ’
( adapted from G )

V 4 The verse contains a description of the advent
of youth in a lovely girl. The suggestions implied are
to be understood by a AH the same vie point out some
important ones The word suggeste the fra-

grance of the face, ‘ Rfeo’JT ’ suggests a mastery
o\.er sidelong glances, ‘

' suggests the
inimitable charm and swing in her movements, ' ’

suggests the unsteadiness of mind,
'

’ suggest
‘ suggests

‘ ' suggests the cumulative piaasingness ot youth srCfR"

cites the following as an instance of rrgcjfir^TrrrT— ‘‘

Page 23

ojRSRT— Before reading Mammata’s discussion about
VyaSiara it would be advisible to have a clear notion of orrsJSRT.

For Mammata’s treatment is not sufficiently systematic The
mattei becomes clear from the following —
JiFTsff q-T ' I ^ i arFfr^rr -

^5rwiwT ^rR?3T sirs:^ fg:srr ii ^inFT#fFrrF-F^

SRrfr|553T3:3iFT II cffT

tFTIwt 1 siRiRT STsrniTisrirr II This relevant

quotation from Sahltyadarpana gives the classification of

ezr^^FTr which Mammata gives in KP We have eschewed
some minoi additional details in Sahltyadarpana.

Page 26

larsn^^r :— Mammata, when starting his discu-

ssion on sr3:3Frr, first proves the necessitj of admitting this

third power of words He argues that og3:5rq'T is necessary for
apprehending the motive of a ^vt. That motive
eannot be comprehended by srf^PTT of by ’55^vrT, nor can We
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«rgue for which pleads for taking
ais the indicated sense in iTSt^rriTT W>r, ,

so that the of

IS included in the itself To this demurs,
saying ‘5rJI>^5T ?rf|cr ^c5riftJr?r and the reason for hts

argument is ' ^Tfrerr 'T555fFir§5Tf3‘iT I ' So this line

contains ^pFirs’s reason for rejecting He says that
-admission of entails a violation of a well-known
rule ' ^'?T^d'3T ’ This argument has a double mterpre-
tation possible —

(1) First Intel pi elation — The general rule

means m simple words ‘ 2rT?Tf%^r^ ?rTfr^55 3T?jr^ ' 1 e the object

of knowledge is different from the fruit thereof Thus in the
present case the is TTst’TicR:, sTfiT'S^ is and
these two are and should be different If we take qr^R'csn'ft’-

as the ^r^Ti^’TiT as the have it, then
ihe ^THqiar ‘ qrr^c^Tf?

*
shall be included in the ‘

'T[^?r-

,
and this would violate the above-mentioned

maxim

But here an objector may argue : You are misstating the
-case here The can never be 'TT^?r?WTf?, it should be
^'TT^’T^^Tf^srnTJT. For the fruit of knowledge is always
and not ^TT^apq-jj'^ff^f^Tsn}' It is a cognition and not an object of
-cognition When we see an object like a the
subjectively is or cognition ( by the perceiver } or
objectively srqtJcTr or known-ness ( belonging to 'ete ) Anyway
at IS a ?rTrji5RT cognition So here the ?n?TW should be crra^-

and this is certainly different from the
As such is valid. To this the

answer would be

—

(li) Second Interpretation — The maxim
also strictly means ' WT^HcT ^nJrfWT' 3RT: ^n^TTcT V

l’ Thus the maxim lays down that in»T» STT'Tf^’W
and are all mutually different Now in the present
case, even admitting your reasoning, the str is

its fqi^iT IS qRRRif^f%f%^Err2r, and the qj^ is qRfR^rf^-

2S
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The is clearly included in the ?rTfr. Really it

should be distinct. So the maxim stands violated and
remains invalid.

Page 29

etc .— The word in Vedas can be either^ S»
^

I

atT'SfRrrff
{ )

or ^ sr ^ )
In the former case it

is «T|o meaning “ one whose killer is Indra In the latter it is-

and means “ the killer of Indra

V 6 The verse describes the plight of a beautiful girl due
to separation just for a few days The srf^^Vrs to accompany
the veise can be explained as follows

lo^cRT g’=^55?PT

Page 30

V. 7 The verse illustrates srf^srrwr sztsssrt ( also

called ) It describes a charitable king. Actually

the verse has therein and it can convey two different

meanings; (1) about a king and (11) about an elephant But

.

context (sr^’^yr) restricts the meaning to a king. Inspite of

this fact the double-meaning adjectives do suggest an intended

comparison between the king and an elephant. Hence the

verse is an example of srfgsrPT^r 5?rT5^ ssr^uPTr

Ullasa III

Page 31

Karikas 1 ab—

2

In these Karikas Mammata expounds the

nature of srpff 5iis=^T- When any parbculars sense
(

^=5q-,

or suggests some other sense through the speciality

of { I ) The speaker or ( 2) the person addressed or ( 3 ) a
modulation of voice or (4) a sentence or (5) the expressed sense

or ( 6 ) the proximity of another person or ( 7 ) context or ( 8 )

place or ( 9 ) time and the like, then obviously the process

operative in con'^/ eying that other sense is suggestion Mammata
then gives examnles of aiichese specialities.
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Page 32

In this stanza some lady says that she has come
-with a very big water-pitcher, m great haste and so she
would like to rest for moment, perspiring and sighing as she is

through exhaustion But Mammata tells us that the speaker
here is a wanton lady who under the pretext of-fatigue by

IS attempting to conceal the exhaustion caused by
stealthy dalliance { cp )

Unless such a

IS taken for granted the intended suggested sense

cannot arise

sflfowfo The background of this verse is the same as that

of oriErr|?cfro The or the person* addressed
here is. a |cfV, who has betrayed her mistress by dallying with
the latter’s lover. So the sarcastic words of the mistress about
the suffering from sleeplessness, weakness, anxiety,

languidness and sighs for her sake, suggests actually that

the is enjoyed by her ( mistress’ ) lover with the resultant

signs like sleeplessness etc

rT^TriTcTTo This stanza is %ofY?r|^R: III Bhimasena is asking
Sahadeva, whether Yudhisthira, not getting angry -at many an
appropriate occasion earlier, would now get angry with Bhima-
sena who IS enraged, and not with Kauravas ? The Kaku or
modulation of voice in the verse suggests that it would be
appropriate for Yudhisthira to be angry with .the Kauravas and
not with Bhima.

Page 33

tT Normally the illustrative verses inUllaSa

III, which Illustrate various modes of srpff 5q3:ofrqT are expected

to be instances of being 3qo:5F(Tsr'TT^ or sqfirsr^^PT.

And on the whole they actually are as well While illustrating

the 3rr«ff through Mammata gives the verse
* etc Herein by or modulation of voice we
can rnake a question out of '^ fww itPt

and this would automatically result in the suggestion of the-

meaning . irfiT ?r f % TtW,
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Here someone may argue In this verse the ‘ Kaku ’ and
the consequent suggestion are necessary to make the expressed

sense of ‘ ’ reasonable Other-

wise, without the Kaku, the expressed sense of the passage

would be incompatible with Bhima’s present mood So ulti-

mitely, as the and its implication are necessary to make
the meaningful we heie have an instance of

iPTsq* ( of the tpTWrf^T'^cT sub-variety )

Mammata’s reply to such an argument is rr

i e one should not suspect

any herein on the giound that the is here

subservient (3I53T) to the establishment of the expressen sense

For sr^qrirT^vTTf'r i i e the qrr^

can stop even by merely raising the querry and not implying,

necessarily the further suggestion itfif ^5 ^ ifFiT. ^
affrif . This means that even the wording of the line under

discussion as it is can give a sensible meaning, suggesting aa
ecpression of surprise-cum-regret on the part of Bhima ‘ My
elder brother is angry towards me who am angry and not yet

towards the kurus? ’

[ It should be remembered that Mammata here is refuting-

a possibility of this verse being an instance of qrrTTTf^^T ’T'jft'-

qqoq. He is not at all making any refutation of c r
^en any refeience to crrsq-fiTg^Siir which is another

•sub-van ei-y of q-iifhifrgroirsiTq' and which is totally unrelated m this

discussion The word m the p issage has altogether

another import and has no reference to

»r'jfyv?T5tr5:nr 1
*0 c\ J

[By the way, it would be worthwhile to know a little bit

about iruflyT^oq-gtiq- and
•O c\ ^s c

Marnmata deals with or in K P. V and
divides this irvftyrfTSJTStiq- into eight varieties Two of these

varieties are and is that

variety when the suggested sense becomes subordinate to the
establishment of the expres-'Cd 'ense of a word
on the other hand is that variety whore the sense suggested by
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the modulation becomes subordinate to the establishment of
the expressed sense of the sentence is illustrated by
the verse * ^ | ?r fqranpFT-

I ^=^qrTfrr ^srq-r ?r 'iw?r ii"--

15. Here the plain expressed sense “ I shall not

destroy the hundred Kauravas ” is not compatible at all v^ilh

Bhimas’ solemn vow of killing the Kauravas Therefore
or modulation is understood and it suggests the sense “

rf

Tfs-^nfir ffw ?r, arfr 5 »” Unless we understand this

suggested sense? the expressed sense of the stanza will not be
established completely Thus the suggested sense
being subordinate to the expressed sense, the verse xp.Tpft'o

becomes an example of The verse ^r'TT^crro does

not fall in this category Because m it is not necessarily

needed to complete the

g-fsrr- This IS an illustration of arml'%5^. Here the two
significant words ‘o?r’ and m the sentence give in a
nutshell the tragedy of the situation. This is a lament of a girl

whose cheeks were intenty looked at by her erstwhile lover,

as long as another lady- friend of hers was near, ( and was
reflected in the cheek of the girl). But when that other lady
friend left (and naturally her reflection too vanished) the gaze
of that unfaithful lover is not the same Obviously he is

interested now in the lady-friend and not m the girl heiself >

Page 34

This IS an example of A young man,
accompanied by his beloved is eloquentlypraising a particularly
charming spot on the bank of Narmada There are long rows
of Kadalis there There are bowers of creepers capable of
exciting the mind of young ladies There are breezes blowing
that can soothe the fatigue of dalliance, and Cupid, bow in

hand, seems to be runing ahead of them Very clearly the
lover suggests that it is a spot where they can enjoy lovesport f

And the lady should accompary him there >

This ill ustrates It is a talk bet-

ween a young girl with a neighbour to whom she tells how she
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may perhaps get a moment’s respite in the evening. But though

ostensibly addiessed to the neighbour, the sentence is really

intended for hei lover, who stood near,as an unconcerned(crs^^)

person, but eager to get the time of appointment, which he

duly gets in this way >

This verse illustrates The context is

of a certain wanton lady getting ready to move out of her

house to meet her paramour She is being told suggestively

by a friend that this would be improper,as her husband would
be returning very soon '

Page 35
amrsf IPTC) This is an illustration of The region

under reference is seclu Jed and hence appropriate for a rendez-

vous with the secret liver, thinks a certain damsel

This ver=e illustiates The time under
reference is spring And so the lady, whose husband being

had to go out on journey, would be facing the possi-

bility of death through pangs of separation. She could not

guess'what the husband’s condition would be !

Page 36
This verse illustrates

sr^r. .. . The meaning conveyed by the lady by
five different gestures is nicely brought out by the following:

\ ^ srrq^q'sqfqwPr i

5^cr sr^q^tiT cqqr 3rr=5i5rsr

I smrfFrt^qr qq' fqrfq q
spT ^i;=5q^ I qiqsRp^fqqRqq qqrqfq srrqTqsqfqlw

srq5?qt i qd%qt qqft=q#q fqqTTf5!^,qq^q tfT q^fqjq'^ \

fiTTTq>I3=^o Mammata makes out three points in the passage

First he tells us that separate examples to illustrate each of the

circumstances such as qqq,qd^5q, etc are given with a view to

satisfy the students' expectancy The student naturally expec-

ts to have a separate example for each circumstance It is

moreover natural that as the turn for illustration of each of
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the circumstance in the senes arose a separate illustration
should be cited for each Mammata makes this statement in
reply to a possible objector, who might urge that many of the
illustrations quoted by Mammata exemplify more than one
cncumstance. Consequently there was no need to quote so
many examples. Secondly it is possible to illustrate the
suggestiveness of the experssed sense by combining two or
more of the circumstances, that specially give nse to it. Thus
these cricumstances could be divided into groups of two,
threes etc. Thirdly suggestiveness of the indicated and suggested
sense, would be illustrated in the same manner, 1 e according
to the speciality of the various circumstances taken individually
and divided into groups of two, three etc

Karika 3 Poetry is defined as If only the art
is suggestive, how can all the preceding stanzas be examples
of which is made of as well? Mammata's answer
to this is that when a sense suggests, it always does so in
cooperation with the word, m so for as it is in the first instance
conveyed by the word Similarly in the cases of ozpgsrqr
when the word suggests, it does so in alliance with the sense
i e the expressed sense Thus overs’ where both word and
sense are suggestive, is, however, called or
according to the greater importance attaching to 5T5gr or 3r«f

therein.

Ulksa X
Page 37

—The author deals with the
(Figures of sense) m the Tenth XJlIasa. For the general
discussion about Almkaras see Introduction

( 1 ) ( Simile )

A Oictical Note*— (1) Definition
j

( 11 ) Analysis of the Definition ^q^rr consists in the ^statement
of a co-attributeness

( )
between two different things

+1 q'ifr There should be two different things

( e g. a face and the moon ); There should be a striking simil-
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anty or co-attnbuteness ( i e. possession of common attribute )

between them (the face and the moon have common attribute

which leads to their similarity ). Then we get an s'TTT

like =^73: A standard ^qr requires four

things VIZ ( I ) (object of comparison e g (2)

^qTTf (standard of compaiison e g ) (3)

-( common attabute e g ) (4) ^TTqfrFTK^ ¥S5 (word
expressive of comparison e g fq )

It all these four con-

stituents are stated we get a ^<!Tf^gqqrT, if one or more of these

are dropped we get OTqis So also some ^inrqrq^s

like rrqr, etc con’'’ey ^(srrq directly giving rise to sfkflr

^gfqqrs (Direct Similes ) and some others like q'fq’

convey indirectly and give rise to art^ff ^qqis ( Indirect

Similes ) ( m ) Divisjom Mammata has given in all 25 sub-

varieties of ^qiTT —6 of the and 19 of the ^.c?fT type In a

tabular from these divisions can be sbo vn as fo'lows — [SEE
Next Page ]

Some general discussion about Upama and inadentnlly

about some other figutes and also about alamkarai in general —
Before proceeding to the textual exegesis about Upama, it

would be worthwhile to have a general discussion which would
enable studen*s to understand some basic terminology and
some fundamental conceptions about Upama in particular and
some other almkaras in genera] and also some oasic principles

governing all alamkaras.

A standard quoted tunes without number is the

famous comparison between a face and the moon 'iriq

IS the standard form. The poet here is describing the

W which is the qwfqqiT or thing or the object of campa—
nson 1 e in this case The object to which it is compa->

red IS called the or standard of comparison, which is an
snr^ brought in to serve poetical need The in this

case IS qTy The comparison is based on a f.TtsTTT'Jrarq viz

( conveyed by And the is conveyed by
an ^qqxqTWR? *51^ ( word expressive of similitude) like in the
present case. So every complete ^qrrr must have these four



(25 varieties)

1

gvif ( 6 varieties ) ( 19 varieties )

1

( 3 kinds ) 3rr«ff' ( 3 kinds

)

{
[

f 1 r
(i) ^TW»TT (2) (3) rrfer^rr

sTcinw o ’rnfH'o

(4) (5) 5ErtrRr^ (6) ^rfei^T

srflrd^ro

srnf'wcdT «nf^rTf%

(Skfnds) (2 kinds) (6 kinds) (2 kinds) TTim »TT{^o gjff-

j
1 1

(2 kinds)(l kind) qptfnr

] 1

1^
1

(l kind)

(12) (13) (20) feTTT (21 ) mn-
arr^ff arrMT *af%dTo ^*11

3n^ (22)^JTmT (23)qiWIT
1

I

STFff

I I
SUSWIT^o <r<JS'iIIiIo

* 1 sd 00
(7) (8)

(24)qgp3irT
_ _ -^^[o

(9)qT^r(io)w^^T (25) w^ET^rr

aiwss-o ?T^dto(ll)df5OTT
’J’TfnrqTo

(I 4)^*TT- (15) (I 6
)
3nm- (l 7)qq^T (l8)qnT0T- (19) ^q'-

^irr qirsqT ^5^'"

ddto tftro qqTRi^o fq^TWo tn^o
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constituents (i) (ll) ^<TfrR (ill) (lv)^qFrT-

An ^Ttn" containing all these four specifically

mentioned IS called g^dffqirr And if one, or two, or three of

these are omitted, then we get a Further some
^FfT^Txf^ ^g:s like fq-, rrsfr, ^ etc are said to have the power
to convey the ( co-attiibuteness ) between two things

duectly, and when these words occur in an ^q'lTT it is called a

srt^ or Direct On the other hand words take iB'q',

are said to be capable of conveying 'ETT^T^JI indirectly.

(They directly convey only gfFiW or similarity, and then at

a second stage convey (co-attnbuteness) which is the

differentia of an ijqrirr This distintion between and
igrr^rrif is tycipal of the hair-splitting of 3TT5fTTft3»S ') So when
words like and the like occur ^q^iTT is said to be

Indirect or

In an ^crpr, the or is pnncipally under

reference But when we change an ^q’lrr into a '^q’^(M.etaphor)

like we get a metaphorical or identity establi"

shed between the ^qrrriT and The is felt to be a

moon so to say ' The 13'TPT^ becomes more prominent, (in

technical words while is is

It would be worth mentioning here the word
grammatically can be either an or a

.( )
can be decided to be an or in a parti-

cular place, if there is any pointer to its use there with

^5qf^srrm5=ir or In because ‘smiling’

IS a quality of the face, the g^entence is and so

would be an ijqqr.In which is a quality of the

— moon, makes the/ sentence gq-pipsTSTTp and so here

becomes a

Another point of interest IS that the similarity between
the face and the moon can be conveyed in different ways,

leading to different figures Thus with some modifications an
^qTTT can be turned into various other figures. Thus

IS ^'#'Tr'TFT;

* IS 3FiFgw, =q?S'’ is ‘=5Fg[
’ ig 3rf?r?griftf^
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( if face IS so called), ‘sTf^TT ^TfT is

^snrcfl^ is sqflr^, =^*

IS ^rrT % crit gsiT5^ IS

And we can multiply this variety considerably ( cp Foot-note

on pp. xxix-xxx of Introduction ) Another point to be

remembered is that all alamkaras are volitional attempts at

striking expression and are an^pf The poet never really

confuses between the face and the moon. If he really confuses

the face with the moon it would land us in the

sfar^^irnT. So also a poet normally and tacitly knows that in an
^ffT, the gqJrir is really inferior to the But it is

compared with the gf'PRR to heighten its individual excellence.

For example if a chantabty-minded is compared to Kar^ia

in charitableness it is tacitly granted that intrinsically Karija is

far too good for him If a hefty is compared to Bhima in

strength, one knows that really he can hold no candle to

Bhima. So also is really lovelier than the face (though

poets and lovers would not like this ) When the upameya is

attempted to be put above the upamana, poetically at least,

there we enter the field of some other

Yet another point of note is that or stnkingness is the
^

very essence of every figure Without it an would not
\

be worth its name ‘ 13^
’

IS technically a cent per cent valid 'j'jffqirT But actually none

would admit it to be an alamkara So all alamkaras must

possess strikingness Mammata has clearly said this by

stating ^ . We can put this view in yet other

words by saying that all alamkaras barring
)
are

instances of or striking expression.
(
Even iFqTfTTCrfw

mus>t have a striking naturalness ^ )

— The mention of the word ' la the defini-

tion IS to rule out the figure (self-comparison) from the

province of Upama. In an ^q?TT, the and must

have or distinction; otherwise if they are one and the same

it would be self-companson or
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An ^irr can occur m a sentence, or

in a compound or m a taddhita ( nominal affix ) If all the cons~

tituents of are separately mentioned, without any two or

more forming a compound, and without use of affix, the

^jrq’TTT IS when two or more of the constituents are compo-

unded we get ^rrmirr
,
and when a affix is used to convey

a simile we get a

Page 38
..^<17?!^— This passage tells us where Direct

Simile IS found. See translation and also the preliminary

discussion above to get a clear idea thereof

qr^q^-Though in a phrase like ‘ 771- ' the

IS an adjunct of the word still it has an inherent

power to convey at once the ^^^srrfiTTir^r between and the

Similarly though etc qualify the in an
still they have a power to directly convey the aftcTHT

or between the ^'fiTFr and y'Miiq'.

^ (Pan VI Il6) This sutra means that the termi-

nation aRT IS applied to words in the locative and genitive case

in the sense of Thus the words to which this termination is

applied are '^iTPTS or standards of comparison, e.g

(
= rpTTwrfim ) ^ sn-^rryT i or =#^q?r (

=
I

*

%iT 5^ . In this passage tells us about the

nature of srr^ff ^iTT. Read the translation and the preliminary

discussion above to understand the passage fully.

- Mammata should not have
used the word ^^jTcIT here For ^2?3T and are all

synonymns The pioper word to be used should have been

^r«n=JT. This IS yet another instance of Mammatas inaccurate

writing. What Mammata wants to say here is that in case of

arrsff isitfts, we first understand a or similarity and then
by a reflection (’T^?5?l'^sTr) thereof we grasp theigi^i^^ between
icRTTR and ( Technically can be said to be the

effect of TTT^nPT. In aTPff WITS first the effect is seen
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and then we cognise its reason the As remarked earlier

this distincnon between and ^TTTRf and also bet tv^een

3iT®ff and ^TTTS is really hypercritcal )

^^ ^rflr This rule means that the termina-
tion SRT IS applied to words in instrumental in the sense of

when the common property is an action eg.
(
* ITfrWJT

The propnety of f^qr %q; is tha't qRf would
not be available in I

Tage 39

1
* is a qqt%qi’ of qn?trTq'q' ,

and it means that forms a nece-
ssary compound with a noun, that that noun does not lose its

€ase~termination and that the same noun which forms the first

membej of the compound, keeps its natural accent.

Now it should be noted that normally when one word is

compounded with another, it undergoes two changes viz. (1)

-it loses Its case-termination and (11) its loses its proper accent,
as the whole compound gets its appropriate accent This

states that in case of ^q- compounds these changes are
mot operative This compound does not require the prior
constituent word to lose its case-termination or chage its accent.
Thus ^q—compounds are a sort of conventional or formal
'Compounds.

And as far as classical Sanskrit is concerned they are
purely formal The only purpose they serve is to supply some
instances of ^rqTRfnr ^qTS Actually the word ^q is not com-
pounded as such with its pnor qqTTprqrqsF It was in Vedas
that ^q—compounds were considered as such In qqqrs the
constituent words of an ^q—compound, as of other compounds,
^re not separately written but joined by a copula of aa
avagraha Thus for example ‘qYqq^qq’ yields the qqqrs
" ?q

'

The expression ‘ fq^qrq. ’ in the text of the qrfqqr as

jquoted by Maramata is peculiar. The word fqcq does not

occur either in the or the where the qrfqqf
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IS quoted. One cannot know how Mammata came to use it.

Probably the use of compounds in Rgveda regularly without

a single exception might have influenced Mammata in using,

the word. In Yajurveda is separately analvsed inq^TS and.

in classical Sanskrit does not necessarily go with the

(eg. sTT^^ i or

Mammata’s reading
‘ ’ must be pronounced aa

unauthorised

or a Necessary compound is that the

meaning of which cannot be expressed by supplying case-

terminations to Its component parts It is m short a compound
which admits of no proper dissolution Note “ fq’srfqg'qTT-

Another definition is
“ e g.

JTf^roTTq^Tsr

The verse is supposed to be addressed to a king.

It illustrates ’sflcft 'g^f The are

( major ) and ( minor ), the ^qqT?rs are ( major )

and qrpcT ( minor ) We may for the present take the principal

VIZ. f%3nT«fl: and principal ^qin^T viz. The
is ?r«IT and the is conveyed by

< q '. All the four constituents are explicitly stated.

So this is a 'jtrffqqr All of them are separately stated, so the

13W IS qrqq^TT. The being WT which conveys

directly so the ^qqT is So the is ^rqJT’TT

‘q'fqrg-o- The stanza describes the face of a lady which

resembles a red lotus. The is air^, the ijqq'FT is

the IS and the is g^vrr^iiIc(T-

Because all these four are stated,=o this is a g^vffqqr;

because all occur separately so it is qTqqqT; because the

grqqrqrqqt * qq ’ conveys indirectly so it is arpff Thus
the ijqqr IS qTqqqr STT^

BTfqFrf o In this verse a king protecting the world with the

four means of statecraft (viz wq, 'aiR, and qtr
)

is

compared to Lord Krsna protecting the world with his four
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arms. Here ^qr^TS are and are
[ also if (TTSTT)

is and gftPc is ijqTjR
] The ^qpqr^rq'qi' sT®? is and the

^T«n"?;W ^is conveyed by the adjectives si^o,
f^Fo, f^sqr etc Thus all the four constituents being stated
it js a ^tqqr, the ^q'iT'RT=qqi being fg" it u and because

IS an the ^qrRT is ^nmr’TT. So the iJTiTT is

^iTT^r^T ^urf.

Page 40

3jf3^2To— In this stanza a king is compared with a
The king (^gpr) is the ^q%q, is the 3'qq’>?r, is the
i5'qiTm=q^ and is the qr^R^fSTif All these constituents
being stated the ^q^rr is g;qf. The is making
"the ijqHT srr’ff And because and are put into a
•compound the 13^177 is ^jtRFTT STFff ^['>1?

qTRft?fo— Herein also a king IS described. There are two
^qqrs in this verse. The first is gw iHWtiPTfWT

^ = q3?TT^^3Tl?Rir ^’P^rbf^rfqiri
) 1 Here the ^q%T IS g'

(
from

)j IS wwrt'iTWqr is and ^jqqr-

IS q'd
{
as per sutra

)
All four constituents

being mentioned the gqqr is ^orf; ^g^ which is here
being the ^qtnTR’qr, the g'qqr is and because is a

^rfer affix the ^qTTT 10 g'fsgqr So this first ^qqT is gfe^T
The second grqqr m the verse is g' gq^

( “ fg^rwRcgg g^gg )
Here the gq^jg is g , gqgrg

is the gqgRTgqt is the gfer~ affix gg and the

^rgRggg is gTrgtq^g. All the four constituent being stated the

gqgr is ^gf, because of the gfeg used for co^^reylng gqgi it is

^rfeggr, and because gg here is gigsg^fg 5 the gqgr is s-gg?.

So the gqgr is gfeggr angf ^gf.

WTf«Rgfg«BT “gigghTg : This passage starts with a dis-
cussion about the verse w^gsfqo and then gives* some general
observations which Mammata feels it necessary to make at
this stage. At the very outset it is pointed out that there is a
particular suggested sense in this verse which gives charm or
stnk’ngness to the verse This sense is that 3rgsft*wait mg upon
the lord is as a gtqftgr thing as an assertive wife solicitous to
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her henpecked husband. Unless such a suggested sense is

understood -we cannot feel any charm in the verse. Every
figure indeed should possess stnkingness. And such a pro-
minently occuiing suggested sense should make this verse an
example of or at least of ^rioir. But the
illustrations of the various almkaras* m the X Ullasa should
normally be a^f^^Tcrrs (a variety of ) Why has
Mammata picked up an instance, then, which is iggw or at

least JTSirir spTorr? Mammata replies that in this particular verse,
the charm is .due to the strikingness of the expressed sense
itself and not due to the so-called suggested sense.

But though Mammata rejected the opponents’ contention

here, he is aware that serveral other illustrative verses would
contain sufficient suggested sense to make it or

and if an objector were to object against such instances
an answer shall have to be given to him on this point. And
Mammata frankly admits that some suggested sense in the
form of some sentiment or sentiments

( )
cannot be uniformly avoided in illustrative verses of Ullasa X.
Practically everywhere (^4^) in a good verse some such
suggested sense is bound to be there. And if it is strictly

boycotted illustrations would become insipid. He also“points
out that when a particular verse is.given as illustration of one
particular ar^friT, other or are quite likely
to occur in that verse. In such cases also the reader should
not object to this fact, because occurrence of other figures is
always a likelihood in any particular verse So Mammata
says that he has given his illustrations in Ullasa X without
bothering about the suggested ‘sense or therein,
which can hardly be avoided entirely. So as this is done know-
ingly and IS done for making the disc ussion ier^^ readers should
not raise any objection that there is a contradiction between'
prior and posterior positions taken by him

[ 1firtTPT )
in this matter.

Page 41

, 5?! —Now Mammata turns to the discussion of
’^'^t'TTTrs and begins with the veriety. When snf
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i. e. IS omitted, has the same divisions as in case
of jirf, except for the fact that «r>fV afefTT is not possible m
this case. [ The reason why cTfecHlT is not possi-
ble IS an follows Normally when we use fqr# or

as an ^qTTf«lN=t>', it expects the ^TTsrncWsnf'
to be stated ^rgf for example in either sense expects it But
there are a few ptri# ?rfenT^S like and
which do not require necessarily the statement of
When tjiese are used in a obviously it is srrsff Because
no exists which can permit a possible non-
mention of sM gfepTi ^rf^ccTTis simply impossible].

The five possible varieties of therefore are ( i

)

^TWIT ( il
) ^IWfT 3TT«ff ( 111 ) sEnTT^frrr

( IV ) STTsff and ( v ) ^TT^ff

These are illustrated in verses 6, 7 & 8

sr^iT^TT ( action) (words) (thoughts),

^STRTT-snj^, ^4+dqc«i‘i5-sr^, ^TTiTT^^ir^PT not mentioned.
The three mentioned constituents are separately stated Hence

Pnn Gajendragadkar takes c as ^ ^
?nFF FF sRTiftFF ’ and takes stff as the F'nTFf for ff..
I am not particularly inclined to prefer it to my translation.

«nf53:o;3F^-5p^
, ;FTFTWnfdropped

No fftf of mentioned constituents. Therefore wmFr 3TT«ff

«rF5y<3ciT

Page 42

This verse contains three (I) in a
STTFR, FTFR’-^FT^, FTTR’nFF dropped
^ IS an fFFFTF. So the ^FFT IS FFraFr (2) in
b ^3FFTF-3TF?r, ^FFTFT=W—FFF , FIFKWFF not

mentioned STFcftFFT is a compound. So the ffft ISFFTFFT STI^
FF^r (3) m C :3q%q—FF , FFFTF-fFF , FFFIFrF^-^ , FTFT'5!?T-

FF— dropped is a compourd. Hence the ?fft is -

cTFT 3n«ff

27
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.. When the ^JTR is dropped we

get only two varieties Ci) and (11) ^fTT'T^ We can easily

judge for ourselves that whether sfl# or would

be impossible if tsqirR is dropped Because these terminations

are applied to an only. So also variety would not

be possible here because invariably require

the presence of the ^iTR So the only possible varieties would

be qiWTT 3n«ff and 5rnT?pn srnff

In this verse is It is said tha t an

^qilPT does not exist for it with reference to of

fqgqvRq The ^qqT=[Fq?» used is The three mentioned

constituents are separately stated. Hence qrqq’TT 3ir«ff

If a vanant reading for and ?Tq for IS

adopted (original wording is in Prakrit, rendered m Sanskrit for

students’ convenience) then we get qqrqqr STT^ff q’qqrq^'^r

Js really possible Personally we feel qrqqrq^c^X

IS a travestry of an qqqr. No q'qqr can really exist

without q’qTrnr. q'qqr without q’qqpT is Hamlet without

the Prince of Denmark. Even in the so-called in-

stance given above, an q'qqr is frankly denied. Further when
g'qqrq does not exist, has the word qTqTTWq'F any meaning ?

Let us remember in a ^qqi, a particular constituent or

constituents are 1 e suppressed, not non-existent. In an
the q'qqrq is non-existent. So we feel q’qqTq^'^^TT ISo *0

an impossible variety

iqqfe'— Now Mammata turns to Vadilupta Upama.
Under this variety are six sub-varieties (1) ?rqRrqr (2)

-Fr (3) qr (4) ft (5) & (6) qj^vr^^yFr'

These are illustrated m vv 10-13

We can see for ourselves that when q’qqrqT’qqr is dropped
there is no distinction of «fl^ or sirff possible So also ^rf^-
?fFT ^qqr would not be possible in this category, because the

crfersTcFF itself is q’qqTFI'qv* So also qTfFFT variety is im-
possible in this category,because we can never have an effective
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Vakya with the dropped ahd the other three consti-

tuents mentioned separately. So only ^FFT^^FTT variety can he
possible in this case. And added to this, five more gramma-
tically possible varieties are included in this category

The five grammatical terms, and Upamas ansing from
them can be briefly illustrated as follows:— (

1
) ^

3nRTi% yftq-ftr (2) srraTu: srT=^nd% srRTKhr^

(3) arrsrdcr . (4)
ffT%r ^^f?T«rTEr \ ( 5) jfit^

gpTT srsr^iwM 1

Page 43
^cT o This stanza is TjfnTT’^-sftWW 184-46 . It descnbes

moonrise. Here the lETq'TTR is is the

IS TPr and the IS dropped. Two of the

three mentioned constituents are compouded.So this is ^iTWTl
^lf<wc;a[i' ( It is feTfEPmm ).

srf^o The ^qTTT is contained in a. Therein the grq%r is

arf^w, is 3r%?r^5r»T, the ?rr«rrwnT is and the

is dropped. The remaining three occur in a ^EPTI^r.

So this is a ^ra'^TT ( It is f^q3[g-qTSErTT)

qh:© (i) Tf?: 5Fr illustrates ^ ^rf^'Rrr
Here q^ksTFr IS ^cT IS ^qnrriT, the ^rwr^oTSTF IS 'arr^-?:’

covneyed by the ^'TFWHi+' is dropped. The is ^
^ <Tkq: t ) (^)

illustrates sttwit qFEr=?-»TT sTTf^'g'r The ^3-7%3T IS the
is 3F?r:5q:, the is 'arrerR' conveyed by

ijqTTRT=qq> is dropped. The is siT^n:
(
3p=^ ^ ^

TFcT^ 3TrR% ) (^) w^?rT ?rf^^ illustrates

The :3q%jr is ^q??r^T, The is ?Trcr,the common attribute

IS ‘srrgR'and the ijqriTT^T^ is dropped The in JTT^hr^ can
be explained as 3rTR% (^TTcf^fTT)

.

Page 44

In ab we get q'«IT

^r«rr ?f is the meaning The ^3q%3T is the
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is the 'ETRTTam’f is ‘seeing* and the ^Trrqrrw

is dropped. In ccTwe get qrf^'Rrr The meaning

is ir«rr qT«f ^ ^et 3rq^q% \ the ^q-^rir is g
^q[Fr IS TFf ,

msrrq:^ is ^=qTT and is dropped.

Nc.w Mammata treats of the «r^fqrrf^'=5n'

variety There are two subvarieties therein (i) ^Tr and

(ii)^qT^rqT.We have already seen above that when ^sqTTRT'q’qi' is

dropped STFff distinction vanishes and so also and

^FPT^T become impossible. Naturally only ^g'HTO'qT is possible.

In this particular case of besides this normally

available ^qr^iTT, another grammatical variet3' is possi-

ble. A IS illustiated in fnsuT arr^^f^ ^•"svffrf I

f^®r^flTo In this verse there are four fwrnt q'^qrf^—

^qrrrs We can analyse one here for a sample In

f^ 3TT=^f?r ), is IS ^qTTpr and
and are not stated Hence it is

^Tf^rl^^Rrr. One may say here that the^TT^TRiT «rif should be

gjTqrrC as in the case of or termination The answer

is that this contention is not admitted by Alarhkankas like

Mammata They say that in or qirs; the word has some
residue (viz. ?t) of that remaining in the word to suggest

a presence of grpqrn:. But m a fw? the srcSTiT leaves no visible

residue in the word So stt^TT here is undexstood and not

expressed.

qf^fsssTo In this verse TTisTf3=^ is an example of lETiTWTr

The only two mentioned constituents viz is’crrlr?!

‘yr^n’ and ^qqT?r s:5r;' are put m a ^imT The other two
constituents are absent.

in case of «riTfqiTrq^c?rr the ^q-irr occurs in

igTTrer and WT^iT. The same reasons, as given above in case of

^'TiTFr5|Ccn', explain the possibility of these two categories only.

So also our objections to wf'TiTrFr^crr are identical as in case
of We cannot admit any larqTTT without

Page 45

^ojaflFisrfto In this verse is the ^qrriaa-, the
and^sonq-pr and ^THTTWriT are dropped. it is, acc-
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to Mammata, an instance of The same
verse with * changed to q-if becomes a

When the and are dropped, we gej

an ijq'iTT with the use of It should be noted that this is

another ridiculous variety How can in upama exist without

an explicitly stated? Mammata’s illustration tries to get

this vanety by a queer grammatical twist.

3T^lf^o lET IS the ^Tirr under disc ussion. The
grammatical expansion would be ?r 3iic4H 3iN <fni

Here we are told that spciTr IS and that it is suppressed.

Is really this arTcriT different from ?

^ ^qifT^Tfo Mammata now gives a variety of

in which three constituents viz. ^ErrsTTTWsnf and -jqHFr

are absent. So what is present is only And we are

told that a WTf?-'srif-^TFTR^?rr IS possible. At the

very outset we feel constrained to be very severe on Mammata
on this point. And that for the following very good reasons

(i)First of all, an ^qTTT^c=fTis a mockery of a simile. The
igTrirg and ijqrrr^ are two pillars on which an Upama stands

And the of anyone of these makes simply impossible I

We have aleady explained and emphasized this point earlier

more than once(u)Mammata is here perptrating a ridiculous self-

contradiction. He IS speaking of a f^^ycgn-. This means only

one constituent of the is stated And can this one

constituent make a with any of the other non-existent

constituents ? iFFlW’TT fWlTT is a contradiction is terms, and

Mammata thereby has condemned himself Let us not forget

that ^rmnrr requires the q’rrrq' between two or more of the

constituents of an ^qrrT, and not a of one constituent

with any other word at large' (ill) Further Mammata’s

instance of f^tqr is JJiTfTgqT He explains the word by a

certain grammatical rule In the light of tha t

explanation '*|=T’ and not is the UTm^T as we shall

presently see below.If so it is mentioned in along with

the ^q-Jrflr How can we say ^qiTFT is absent ? Mamma-
ta cannot convenienty change his ground now and say that the
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^qj:TR is TT=n'^4«T ,
and so because it is not fully stated in

( really equal to JJTrqipT-.q'q'q'T )
it is taken as

For after accepting the particular rule for explaining the "word

which would make ir^T as Mammata cannot in

the same breath have iTir?PT^ as ^q^TR to get a He-

cannot have the cake and also eat it !

Page 46

etc. In this verse the word JT^fH^rTT is the bone
of contention Mammata says it is an example of

and we stoutly refuse and say that it is snf^Tf^^’^r; and
that fWtqr OTrrr is impossible. The discussion about 'ifrr?nFTf

is already taken up in the earlier note and would be gone in

details of m the next note

1— The grammatical rule which
explains fornis like iTiT?riRT is 1

( e. g. qrus^q-
] qiR: ^ 1 iTlf ITFr ?r

iJGHTT’a’ I ) The rule means A word having for its first

member a world in the locative, or a word -expressive of

a standard of comparison, forms a compound
with another word, and then the latter part of the

first member of the is lost

^TRoir I Applying this rule to ‘ jtttrr we find that it is a

compound of two words iRRfi and ( irrr^rq'JT

wr iT^JTirJTr ) The first word is ( i e having
the prior part of itself ’uz ifiT formed by an yqqiiT ) So it

forms a compound with the second word qR, and whi^e

so doing loses the latter member of the first word ( viz rjt in

)
So this explanation makes it crystal clear that ‘ittf

*

is taken as yqqrfr here according to grammatical explanation

given by Mammata How can he conveniently forget this and
take RRrT as an iRiTT^T and argue that it is not stated (because

It IS only paitly stated). We ‘say ijir is the rir. It is stated

beside the yq%ir And so RRfTT is not but fg;^^
Rirr We sympathise with Mammata in his plight because
poetically speaking T[iriTrr?T is the Rirr^T and poetically speaking
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it is as good a stated ! But grammatically Mammata has
committed himself and he cannot escape facts I

—Mammata is here refuting a possible argument
that STFT ( one who rules with an iron rod) is also a case
of wherein three constituents ( the

the and the are absent, and only the

isq'iTTq' 3PT IS present, Mammata rightly demurs saying that

here arrir is completely indentified with the
C\ Ck

which has so to say dissappeard from the scene. So this is a
case of srf^wtfer and not a f^-^T ^qr^TT.

8ome genet al ohsetvaUons on .— ( 1 ) With refer-

ence to all the divisions of and iTwWtWg in his

remarks, that being based upon a sentence or compound or cer-

tain affixes,these varieties really form the province of grammar,
and as such serve no other purpose here than, that of making a
parade of the author’s proficiency in that science. They really

should not have found a place in the science of Rhetoric.

According to him the proper divisions of comparison which are

relevant in are those into ^<tr? and Appaya
Dlk§ita holds the same view Read ’ trzrrrqf

1
—fq^TftiTTgT. p 27) ( n ) It should

be noted here that Jagannatha considers the comparison in

and qrrs; as instances not of mere or

but of For he rightly remarks that though

srrETR or behaviour is the sense of or qtrs;, it is not sufi-

•cient to constitute a comparison Some special kind of 3n=2rR

which IS common to the and the and which we
apprehend from some other function but not from or

is necessary for Hence in qiJTq:q^, arr^Tqq’’^ and
we have In however, he believes that

the common property is present and hence he agrees with

Mammata is taking as Note “ qtgfqrqqqf^

qrRSFr<^'^'r?{(^T«T Fr^PTOs^rafjrqr aatq’^ 1 ^
^ETwrq'icr 1

q- =q- qq-^n^? 3n=qTT trq’
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I p. 169.

on the other hand thinks that these five

divisions arising from and 'ilW, which regards

as instances of are examples of For according-

to him, the affxes 411=^, ^3^3: and are applied in the sense

of ^^."^and what is absent is the common property Read
^ ^ sft'TRTsrfcnrifei^JT cR^*r i

Page 47

The topic of and is introduced by
Mammata in his only. He has not defined or discussed

these in the ^{v^ns and m ^1%- too he has just briefiy covered

them. But his fashionable ' ’ is not very opportune :

for after all in the he mentions and illustrates them and
the teacher and taught have to sit and take note of them I

And they do deserve that much attention. We give here handy
definitions of these two varieties ( 1 )

‘

1’ ( 11 )
—"....^fsRrr 1 jrfir

^T^ =?HdT 11”
( ^T^fh^’T-in succesion ).

A few additional illustrations of Upama for study — ( i

)

w(T II iTvnTT ^ 5!rTvrr ^ I gr^^T^gT#ir’Tf^f%?r-

I) ( 11 ) 5!^ 1 ferfcrqr^

I ( 111 ) a^TTTfciTT ^q- f%nTFf“

?rnf 1 fw w ?r iv

{ IV
)

3TTf%^^ griq^T few-

'JTfjT’j^sriTT 1 ?fl|??rRr4
^

7:^frf!:ir Tt«r 'Tcr?Tqwinsrr

jr’D|;^cft^ II ( v) t

^ TRirf^r gw wr^ i ( vi

)

^]Tn. I wfq7cTwir?ytwwnRT w 11

( ) iwfe’5RpT?w^ffl3rT 5TWTWT ^T^fTw^w^ I fw^^yg^ gw#

ww wfT WWW wwww II ( viii ) wi#1«rT qf\fwwwwT ifwg- fswtw
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1 »Tr3>c=P^T

5TT55T 5iTmr^ qf^T^ft qT:=q‘?fqnT ij ( ix

)

STSTT pRr?52r-

xm ^ 1 ^>Er?ft^T srtor^ir’j ?r?raR; 11

( X ) »rr%m%?r qf^ 1 fr

^Pr ^m mf^ n ( xi ) 3rRjf^s%
^T^qSTETf^ >^WcRl% f5T«^g''?T?Rffr^

f^^gFjqftr n

( 2 ) 3T!T?WiT ( Non-connection )

A critical Note ,— (i) Definition —
^TRinf I 3T?r^5rq': I (11) Analysis of the Definition In an STJTrqrjf

one and the same thing occurs both as an ^q%ir and ^q'rrR

in one sentence. In other words it is a comparison of a thing

to Itself The intention behind such a self-comparison is

(in) ^ comparison and contrast between i^q^TT

and STflR^ Similarities

.

Both figures are based on
And the foim of both is that of an g’w Distinctions But while

^qiTT IS ?rRT ^rRFRTF 1 e co-attnbuteness between two
different things, in srfpwq one and the same thing is used as

ijq[%3T and i^wnr So really it is not comparison but self-com-

parison It shows the uniqueness of that particular object

which can be compared to itself. i^Technically is based
on between two things while on
of a thing

^qqrfffo— The word ‘
’ in the definition excludes

^TRT, which has two objects which serve as ^q 3Tr?r and

1^ excludes the possibility of a synonymn being used to

express the and the ^q%T Thus ar^qr siwr.

qWF would not be stnctly an (Of course holds

that 3rq%R' IS enough and is not an absolute necessity

According to him qr^fl^F ^ legitimate SR^^T*

But he also remarks that or propnety requites

cp. fg STTia^fqKTq; I )

' '

distinguishes form and when one and

the same thing becomes and but not in one
sentence.
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!T In this verse the young girl under description is

jsaid to be just like herself and her sportive gestures like

themselves I

Other tllustraiions — (1) ^HR R’nrdw r

•;? nniwitfR n (u) ^ i

il '^(111) TTTrRJTRr «ftTTTr.

( 3 ) ( Reciprocal comparison

)

A critical note (1) Definition ^ i

(ii) Analysis of Definition : In there is an exchange
of these two viz- and ^qqR That is the of one

sentence becomes the ^qqPT in the other and vice versa,

e. g X IS like y, and y is like x The purport of this figure is

to tell that X and y only can be compared to each other, no

third object can be compared to them 1 e ^qrRtqiTT aims

at cTdl 3[. It contains necessarily of two sentences

formed by the two complementary Upamas Further the

common property between the tjqrnfr and in these two

^itTs must be the same. Hence a verse like ^rf^ciT

etc cannot be ^q^tftqrjr because (l) The common property

in the two ^qqTS is different and (11) There is no intention of

qr?r^o~ In this verse we have three ^qrRrqqrs (1) Between
qnr^and TTfg' (n) Between gpr and fq-qt (111) Between sr^vft and

Other illusiratioiis — {l)

(2) m m wfdciT

?5-r?iqrr 11 T3) ^ fq-

( 4 ) ( Poetical Fancy )

A critical Note - (i) Definition -

ir?r I (11) Analysis of Definition When a sr^cT thing 1 e an
IS fancied to be as though some other similar thing we
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get an It a poet says * the face is as if the

moon, ’
-we get an Actually we would suggest

to the students that they should judge an to be
present if the translation of any passage contains the words
‘ as if ’ or ‘ as though In Sanskrit words like etc

are wellknown as Danidin has put many such
words in one verse “

JTTJft, »

ijciTSTr ^gitsfq- u " II

Some other words are(3rffiT, rT^srrfjT, ^rrt,

etc (in) Divisions - Mammata has not given any divisions

of this very important figure and w’T?n«r on the

other hand give elaborate divisions and sub 'divisions thereof,

f^^iTfST going to the extreme of giving 176 vaneties Though
this IS too elaborate, still we must note at least three mam
divisions of (1) (n) and (lii)

-(For details see below - ) Mammata’s treatment of this figure

is very sketchy ; and we are giving below considerable details

about It

)

Three Divisions of Iftpreksa - Mammata does not give

any divisions of as said above But theie are three

mam divisions of given by Alarhkarikas which deserve

the attention of every student of For Utpreksa is one
of the most important popularly used figure of speech These
three divisions are (r) (2) and (3)

These varieties arise according as the thing which a poet
fancies is either the nature of an object or a motive or a fruit

again has four sub-divisions viz (1) ^3r^fc^f^^T^c!^^T^

(u) (ill) and (iv) s-ojf^^fl^’srT

We now give instances of these different varieties of

«

(1)

(a) srrfd’ff

e

g. g;?. f -jjjfg- »

n
” Herein the thigh with

the fluttenng skirt is fancied to be Love’s golden pillar of
victory with a flag flying.
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(b) e g. " ^
^’“TT ^T’PTT^5rfi^~<^Tgr^ ?rsr^T ?=r ll

” Here the virtues are fancied

to be procreative.

(c) e g, ^ I

^?ft t(
'

[r<gl^ ^TTcPTTrg’^ II
” Here what is fancied is the

Ok

action of bathing.

(d) 3[o3T^^frct^ e. g. ^TfcT i”

Here what is fancied is the Moon.

Vis'vanatha has given these four subvarieties of ^«r^<fl?:^5STT,

but Jagannatha says that they can be broadly viewed as one

class of only and there is no particular charm in the

technical subdivisions thereof

(2) IgWOT e g ^CTT ^q-55Y qsf iTqT

I II Here

the silence of the anklet is poetically attributed to a certain

cause This is because a poetical cause for the silence

IS fancied here

(3) '1555^^ e. g " TRvr^irTfT TTiTTFcrV »

firiPT U " Here the fruit of the arrow-

going down in the nether world is fancied to be the conveyance

of the good news to the denizens thereof- This is w'icilwr.

Because here a poetical purpose for the arrow’s journey is

fancied

Essentials of (l) There is always a certain fact.

When that fact is fancied as otherwise it is There was
the fact of the girl’s fair thigh with its fluttering garment. The
poet fancied it to be Cupid’s pillar of victory Consequently

was developed (ii) Secondly ^3^^ must be based on
resemblance i e it must be based on Hence
the following verse, though a good fancy is not an

usrr i ^sFrf^ ertw 'str

ir^rr^TW^T l

”
(lii) Thirdly the fancy should be anfpf

or volitional. It should not proceed from genuine mistake.

The poet must be conscious that he is poetically fancying.
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Consequenty the following cannot be an an though the

the word STFT: ( one of the possible may tempt us

to feel that way. “ tW I STTift

sTTW^-sq- yjnfifflr %%rr: n
”

or - Though IS usually

revealed by such words as tt?#, etc sometimes it occurs

even in the absence of such words e g.
'

=5^ ^ JTSF^t^^nT 1 ^ ^^ssprr u ” Herein
^5=3rqT = gives rise to

We get a beautiful in th’s verse- The
conquest of moon by the lady’s face and the falling at her
feet by the glory of lotus is explained by the poetic cause viz-

the delight the glory of ( night ) lotus obtained when her enemy
the moon was conquered by the lady’s face.

Page 50

The first half contames two R^qtR^TTS and
the second half contains an uqiTT. This stanza is

I-34.

Other Illustrattons :-(l) TFsqfg[qT^^=?n:cr. *T<3r I^ 11 (2) f^.^jRftiTRfVKTFzf 5ir3?ptt

•j=r5nT?inT t <^i \kw n (3) »TTFr=cr?r^’Tf€T-

tnftTct > tnfttTT5?JRiT^?T% w srtf^

trstT^fdq-pT̂ 'Pr 11 W fgrarRTTTKT^^Tn-R^dY t

7^'q’^rr^f^q-R^c5TR5rq"sfw^q t n (5) fl'T’TCcrf

’TR f^r55i:R 1 f%T?%'J5T

it

( 5 ) ( Dubious

)

A critical note - (l) Definition

I (11) Analysis of the Definition'. The figure

consists of a ( which of course must be poetic). A parti-

cular srfTcr thing IS t doubted to be one or another of similar

things. The doubt may be merely raised by itself or it

may be raised and then the difference between the two similar
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things may be stated by the poet himself. In the former case it is

^ of TTRTZ), in the latter case it

•would be This latter is of two varieties (1)

fff^xTipT^ wherein after doubting ‘ whether x is y ’ the poet gives

a special feature of y ( which is not found in x ) Thereby the

conduction ‘ x is not y ’ js suggested to the though

not stated in so many words (11) wherein after

doubting ‘ whether x is y some special charactaristic of x is

stated and a confimation is consequently made that ‘ x is not y’.

‘(ill) Divisions The divisions of this figure, as given by
Mammata and as odhned already above are—

( 1 e.
)

1

e.g. 3TW.

f^Wrinf pRWxT
e g. 3PTiTI^:o e. g.^ ftio

f?R^5rr4 and Or^g'in^cr —These are two sub-varieties

of and have been often misunderstood. Pnn-
Gajendragadkar who rarely puts a wrong foot forward has

done It here. So we would like to make the meanings of the two
terms crystal-clear Prof. Gajendragadkar understands that

variety is that wherein ‘ a decision ’ about the two
doubted things being different is made in the middle { inff

)

of the verse or passage. Generally in more than one
doubts are raised These may be annulled one by one
immediately after raising each of them See verse 27 for

example. Therein we are told how the enemy warriors have
various doubts on seeing a heroic king m the battlefield, Ts he
the sun ?’ But the sun verily is drawn by seven horses ( This
reply suggests that the king is not the sun) ‘ Is he fire ?’ ‘ But
fire does not spread in all directions ’( so the king is not fire ^

& c. Thus after each doubt, its is made. And thus
IS conveyed in the middle of the verse So this is a fqgg’

tpnf
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variety While in an instance of the doubts are raised

one after other, and only at the end its is made In
verse f%o etc after raising doubts whether the lady’s face

was a moon, or a lotus, we are told that the sweet words decided

it to be a face only. Thus a decision comes at the end And
this variety is fH^ifirer

But one moment’s thought would convince any one that if

and varieties are so interpreted the example-
ftpo etc given by Mammata for f^r^iTT^cr variety would

be positively wrong Because even therein does occur in.

the middle ‘ f?? ftro ' is a doubt raised ‘ annuls it.

^ ^Rf€>srJr^cr ' IS another doubt. ^ 3rF¥ ^ q-griT ' dispels that

doubt. And the assertion in cd only comes as an additional

assertion of ‘ face being face only ’ Prof. Gajendragadkar
himself has realised this difficulty and said that this example
by Mammata is faulty He proposes the following appropriate
instances of a variety ( i ) ^'IsriTcT^TT-

<T5C>^ (I (ii ) ^
I ffTKof ?rT u

In these instances Ivp^^af only comes at the end.

But we think that the whole discussion is much ado about
nothing The terms t%5?wnf and should be taken to
mean (i) wherein the or derteimmation of X not being
Y IS suggested

( ^rf^cT )
and ( ii ) wherein the is specifi-

cally expres'ied This simple solution would make both the
examples given by Mammata appropriate In sfiT etc.

in all cases ot doubts the decision is suggestively conveyed.
But in f^o the poet not being satisfied with suggestive
conveying of that decision, states it directly in so many words.

The direct expression of the decision certainly detracts

from the poetic quality of the verse and of fqi^qirTwr variety m
general And that is why Bhatta Udbhata did not accept this

variety,as Mammata himself acknowledges But Mammata feels

that even the variety has its own charm and has
accepted it Tt is just a matter of opinion. We would also
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find that in the variety the is that is.

different from the In variety the jg

lhat the is just the So also in frr^WT^ variety th«

distinguishing attributes belong to the gipiR while m the

|q^-c|ifl?tf variety they belong *0 E3q%iT

3T?Brt- o This IS Vikramorvas'Iya I 8 Here only doubts,

are raised as to who must have been the creator of Urvas'i.

Some decision seems to be there at the end, but is only negative

VIZ The j-crw is not the creator The positive decision is

not there I

Essentials of The figure has the following

two essentials necessary ( 1 ) The doubt must be charming and
/' 11 ) it must be based on similarity Thus the doubt in

5^ ^ though based on similarity is not charming So the

sentence cannot be an instance of The following is an
example of a doubt which is charming but not and so

not constituting ^ I

^ri^'Rr fw ^ 11” While the following IS a doubt

which IS neither charming nor “ 3Tf«r'^'=q‘

‘qi'T qJyayT 1 qr qqrsq fqt;qFf

filfq?7T%TT«r5^q 1” Obviously then this is no ’

Other illusti ahons (1) qr

I Tqqf^Trq^ftqq- qq sr^ u ( 2 ) gyfvr-

fq? dlq'iTft qr q m
’TqTr^ I ^ ?r

3nf II (

3

) 5q«rT5?qcqTT fqqirr qvqq’frqq ^nr^r qr

1 ffwqqrq fqqqr f^:
sn’qq^’ryt 11(4 )5r^Tlrjq ff f

1 qfygnfvfT ir ^sfrqqt-

•qfqwi q ffq srqqq 11

(6) ^qsp ( Metaphor)

A critical Note: (i) Definition • q qqqRt—
«I%qqt \ (2) Analysis When there is an identification of an
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and both being stated we get is a

stage ahead of In an a between an

and ^gq-^n?;' is stated. ‘ A face i§ like the moon ’ sa> s a poet

He compares the face and moon in point of beauty. But going

a stage ahead a poet may say 'the face is the moon’ And we
get a Without confusing the ^qirzr and yq+ir^T) without

losing cognition of their distinction ) ,
a poet

may attempt to identify the two an account of their extreme

similarity (sriwiTqTcr). Naturally no ^qqr^rq'^ occurs here.

And the ^rrrTOT^riT also does not form a necessary part of its

expression, though it certainly would be existing, stated or

unstated (3) Dimstons Mammata gives the following classi-

fication of ^qq? -

1

I

t

I

I

e.g e g. T'^n’o

1

^ spr (%^)
e.g fwftwo

V JTI55TFT

e.g. o

I

5 (p:) 6 qr^FFT

e.g aTcfiftrqTo e.g fqgrrnfWo

(siftcjsssjrsq-

}
fqq^srfr)

1 !

7 (sp) 8

e.g eg srr^rnTo

Karika 7 cd * This qnf^ gives a definition of

fqiqq which is of the type. At this stage some

discussion on three basic divisions of would be opportune-
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These three divisions are (i) ( single or simple) (11)

( partite or compound ) (111) ( consequential or com-
plex ) These three resemble in their make-up to the simple,

compound and complex sentences of grammar. Thus when
there is a simple pair of an and ^q'nrq' and these are
identified,we get the single like But
a poet may think of more than one ^q%rs and g-Tirr^rs together

giving a ( with one pair of^q^ and tjqrnfr being princi-

pal of course ) This would be the A lady may
be identified with a creeper, her smile with fiowers, and her
breasts with fruit > And this ‘ ’

would be an illustration of But at times we get a
of yet a different type in which the main sits on the

shoulder so to say, of another ^<T^. Unless the basic ^qr^r

is already established, the second

connot come into existence Take for example a ‘A
king is a boat’ We shall say this is ridiculous What
is there between ‘ a king ’ and ‘a boat'? But consider now a

like this ‘The king is a boat in the ocean of misery ’

Then we say it is a good When is first

established, then the king can be an appropriate boat for

crossing it This is called q^qf^xT ^qqr. The f?TT¥:»T ^^cqqr is

discussed in Karika 8 cd (part of this unit), in Kanka
7 cd I and Karika 8 ab

( )
and

10 Elarika 9

Page 52
This is pecutiarly Mammata touch !

In Ka 7 cd ^qq> IS defined as that ^^cqsp

where all 3TT^df^i:(i5qtnq'S) are stated («fkrr ). Now the
words 3Tr^fq?rr and^q^crr arein^|q-^q This would mean ‘three

or more’ such ijqiTTiTs would be needed to make a

ftwq' ^qqt But what when only two aTT^fqrrs are there ?

ftrr^^qtcFfrq^frf^^ 1
’ has two asrrdTqg-s viz.

and both expressed Would it not be
It should be; and Mammata knows this ‘Two or more ’

asrr^'tfq^s would be the corrert wording. Then why does Tjrire:

use Mammata apologetically says arf^f^TrnT
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The plural is not intended to be taken ngidly. It should in-

clude ‘two’ too! But Mammata would not amend his wording,
in the '

31^0 In V 30 the first three lines contain a

with TrfwqTTTrfw# as the main unit and etc being
the supplementary units (The fourth line contains an
in Now in the first three lines, one may
ask, is there a necessarily ? Can we not take
as an ^qin" ^ Mammata says that the adjective 'sn^sr’ftToiffrq—

IS a charactenstic of the sTRtfqcT 1 e ^qrrTiT ‘qj’TTrfasqft’'

So this verse becomes uqJTprqqrq and this therefore is a ground
for understanding a We may also say that ftq

’ which also in an snrtfqcfwq does corroborate this' fact

all the more So because we have positive ground (^T«rq>) for

understanding here, a of ^qqr and is not

possible.

Page 53

Karika 8 ah— When some ^qiTRs are stated and some
are implied in a ^ETi^rr then we get the TTsp^fqqlfr^qsp.

'?:T3r% ' would be such a

Because here the pair ^i=r-=q^is stated but m the corresponding
pair ^ff^FTT IS not stated So the is a partially

expressed ?3TS?r

Page 54

WT^T g This portion of the Kanka which states that

there can be a as there was earlier JTT^Jtq'^r, is a

very important passage in deciding the authorship of the

qnfWTS and Here in a there is a reference to

riWtTRT, which has been treated earlier in only So
obviously the author of the qirfyqir is here referring to what he
has said earlier in qf% This would show that and

are the same. If the qqir^r’s were ^y?r’s and only

TTFq'S'S how could have the referred to a at an
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earlier place, when the was non-existent then ! So this

passage gives a death-blow to the theory of different authorship

of the and the

Page 55

Karika 9 The or consequential metaphor is two-fold

(i) being based on paranomasia (as in
)

and(ii) when
based on words which are distinctly stated (in the s«bsidiary

rupaka ) (as in arr^n'fr
)

In this verse there is a description of a king,

with a number of epithets characterised by Thus
for example is first identified with tttTO lake and then

the king under description is identified with a (in that

in*T^r lake of f^gyiTTfr^ET). Other epithets can be suitably explained

similarly.

Page 56

qrafifo Mamraata here makes one pertinent observation
about M based on He says’ that this

is really a i5io5[PTt^=Pn: (being based on
and

)
He himself has said this earlier

(in 9th ullasa) and would be saying again (see p J 38) One
may ask why this < ( 1 e

)
is discu-

ssed in Ull. X wherein sr^tf^yi^sprys only are being discussed ?

Mammata says that the well-known usage or 3rr?r§?Prf!3i’s is

for dealing with this figure amongst and he has foll-

owed It Further,says Mammata,some scholars calls this ir^^rfk'-

or partial Mataphor o^' variety. What he implies by
this latter argument is that is an and
therefore also this variety has another justification for being
included in Thus Mammata gives two arguments
for discussing this i3TTirr?5i3TTt: in the midst of sralws^Ts*
(l) The well known usage of its being so discussed by other

rhetoricians too in the midst of sisrf^yg^ircs (2) It being acc to

some and hence an afpsrfsjs^qrTT Out of these two
arguments the first has at least some cogency while the second
has none. For even though this may be called by some as
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( because of the auxiliary being not stated
fully), still it does not cease to be an Probably the
real reason^should be that it is prominently an though
technically an

single (VV 34 & 35 were of the variety ). V.38
illustrates ?snTT¥'T^ The is modelled on the lines of
TSfWbPTT, ]ust as is modelled on the lines of Jn^>riTr.
But Mammata says that does not have any particular
strikingness and so he does not discuss it ( at length ).

Other Illustration of . ^c^iqr
» STT^^q-f^ ^ 1 1

{d emended by us
from

) (2) STJcT^It^ | |

'^JT^ iftf: srmTfjftf^ TTfir 11 (3)*^^ w?:r5rfcr qrfi:

\ ^ u ^ ar^nr ^
w^T ?r ^srnTT ^ in ^ ir ir t fffg- 11

<5) ^«icnTfT ^ fefirflr 7^-3?!; ^
fir^THTT I sifsr^irfir ^T^JF'PTTS4i''h''H ri

<6) iFr>3rTr^?jr ffes^W'iirr. 1 s^fTfreR -
d (7) i

spr ^4 iH PT’Tqp^ 11 (8)

1 ilq-FrF^l^aavrr II (9)

^‘TFT^R^^fWtlTR; I STirrrq- ^ ^ ^=53% f^MT ir \

<io) ^'T^r^r ^TTPTr^f 1

(7) ( C^Joncealment ).

Page 58

A critical \ofe (1) Definition
‘

qr^cT irf^rf^sinwr^ ^TT

I
' (ii) Analysis of the definition: When a 1. e.

an ^ifq' is denied validity and an srsT^iT i- e. ^irPT is attem-

pted to be established as true in its place, then we get

Apahnuti. Thus for e'campe a face is said to be no face but a
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moon. is denied of it and =^5^ asserted of it. And
thus we get an

*

siWTO'o In this verse of the of the moon is

denied and it is stated to be Lady Night, fatigued due to love-

sport, sleeping soundly, reclining against the chest of the moon.-

^ ^r%o Herein the dark bees on the mango-blossoms are

alleged to be Kalakuta drops placed on his arrows by Cupid.

Page 59
Herein the line of hair on the belly of a young

damsel is said to be the line of smoke emerging from the

embers of the burning body of cupid as Jthe latter jumped in

the lake of beauty of this lady, when he was ablaze on
account of S'lvas’ wrath.

We can notice that in V 39 the is clearly stated

in its full form, while in V 40 nnd 41 it is indirectly conveyed
by the word and *^5’.

Some important aspects at Apahanti *- Mammata has been
somewhat economic in dealing with this figure, though he has
given three instances to illustrate it But Apahunti has many
points of interest worth dicussing, which he has glossed over.

We note below the more important of these.

First of all Mammata clearly seems to hold that

is based on Acc to his here (1) denial of

and (11) establishment of yqqR are the two necessary

features of this figure We have to add one more (111) all this

denial of one and establishment of the other must be volitional

and STT^q Otherwise we would enter the province of 'OTPrnTTJT.

But Mammata’s remarks on etc m Ullasa
IV clearly show that the relation of and igq q

'R between*

that which is denied and that which is established is not always
necessary. Apahunti, then, can occur when something is

denied and i^oraething is established in its plsce. Da^idin m
his Kavyadars'a holds such a view clearly cp ‘‘
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I
q- ?JTWFr ^f?r 'rft-’irrfirflr n

n 304 ” Here of is denied and is esta-
blished in Its plaae. But there is no ^'q^r^ft'TFI^TVTR between
thit which IS denied and that which is established.

Stanzas like the following form a bone of contention (i)

5T1F ft? grf 00 ^ ffSTfiTciirfl

I ftTTiT^rf%?r f^cT 5 ^?r??r%F 1 1 (ui)

'f^<T w^ oq^ifrr^ J
g-

^'^^rflriTr F'^flr f^rjirr 11 These stanzas according to
JMammata cannot be be called example^ of For the
nature of even in its broad signification lies in the
denial of one thing and the es'^ablishment af another in its

-place. Here the character of the moon is indeed denied; but
nothing is established in place of the moon. On the other
hand the character of the moon is superimposed on the face.

These examples according to sfiT^rPT contain
It may be noted that according to Kuvalayananda, all these
stanzas are example of which consists m denying
to an object its own nature with a view to attribute that nature
to something else. Thus the nature of the moon is denied to the
moon with a view to bestow that nature on the beloved’s face.

It IS always to be understood that the denial and establish-

ment constituting an are always 3rr^l4 or intentional

i. e the speaker is quite aware of the real nature of the object

denied or established Thus in ‘‘q’ ^
There is no for it only represents the real state of

things and there is no of knowledge. Similarly the

following which is an utterence of a separated lover is not

but is T3[f?crtr7r,

Vis'vanatha speaks of another kind of which
-consists in concealing certain thing which one has somehow
divulged (ifhFfl-g ^FRTsf ?ftcrfiT?5rT I Jjfk #'#’irFq'qT ^

ie?n€irq^^W% n )
This is done by the use of or paronomastic
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words or otherwise calls this e g (i>

sr3R’T?*Rq%
,
spFgr qff qjT i (n)

TtJTT3==qJT I Tnqftqr: fqr ?Tf? qff 'T^ It

(ill) qiT^ qrf^srTTWTqqfgg^ qq t

JTf| !5r% fqf%^- q^qr i

other illustrations - (l) q?T ^iqTT ^f: i

srqqriTOTqTiiT^q' qR^sprqt w (2) fqqr^ arf^r Isiflr

%^TT I 3Tfq =qT^%q«nf^^t qqJ’??^^qT^>5 ?5q-: I (3)

fF?r !g^ 55fR ^ i ffl%?qi«r

1^q?RT??iqi^tq ’ftf =q qq q: u (4) qq^ fqftf^fegr

fq^iqT ^qqifqqiq qiqr \ sr^qr qiqqq^qqrsq^t^T q ^
’sftqpg’ giqr q^T^qf^r: I (5) iRqcr q^fqR?nifVq Iqqrfq^

^ fq^qqq^^qfRq^’i; 1 ^cFrgrs fqsqr ^q^qq^ra^^q qrqr

R«iT %q ^jqRfqrqfqr q RqqV 11 (6) sn^Rli fqqr^ qr^fqR^rqf??. 1

q fr35|qr;5q qq^ u (;) trqfe q qq** qqrfqq

fqqq I fqiqqq ^f^qr^q^qqfTqT qqT^Ti[ It

( 8 ) 5^1 ( Paronomasia

)

A Critical Note *

—

Definition

.

q qrqq i?qrf?qq qqrq-

qqqqr q%q^ t ( li ) Analysis of the Definition When one and the
same sense conveys more than one senses we get Paranomasia.

In VrttI Mammata further annotates this by saying that when
words ( normally ) conveying one sense only, convey more than,

one senses (at some place)'‘we get a He gives as illustra-

tion the verse qqqqq^ etc. Here fqqT^ ( sun ) or fqqRtR

^ a king ) are equallj" qwffqqqs, and all the clauses can be-

explained with reference to both. ' qqq ’ is normally an i^qqq

qrsq ( 1 e conveys one particular sense at one particular

place) But here It refers both to the ‘rise’ of the snn and
* prosperity * of the king We shouldememher here that

Mammata is here dealing will as an 3Tqf?55;qqR. Actually
is also a q'cn'qs:qqR at places. When a disappears if

aw ord is changed by substituting a synonymn thereof in a

phrasei t is eg. If a king is described as 'ffesifqTqqfq’
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we cannot get the double meaning by changing the phrase to

The word ‘ irPT^ ’ is a crucial unchangeable word

therein On the other hand in a phrase like
‘ '

desciibing a king, we can as well say *
gfvrftr ’1=5^1% ’ ( metre

excepted ! ) Here the can change, the depending oa
sr4. We shall discuss later on the fundamental divisions of

though Mammata has not discussed these here.

Page 60

®r5nf^srWT‘o This sentence is put in to distinguish

from srrgsrqT or In owing to the

absence of any such circumstances as f^snEfPT etc both the

senses which the words are capable of conveying are or
expressed by those words, while in circumstances like

etc restnet the words to only one meaning, which is WT^
and the other meaning is suggested by them afterwards and
hence becomes

But honestly we feel that the verse cited as illustration of

by ( VIZ.
)
can very well be taken as an

illustration of unless we blindly follow Mamraata’s-

hypothetical argument viz. " srftrmzTT
”

Otherwise-

the verse, and most of its kind must have been originally com-
posed with one pnmary aim and a secondary poetic suggestion..

Unless, in fact, a poet's idle pastime or a Rhetoncian’s attempt

to illustrate arsf^rcr is instrumental in composing a double-

meaning stanza? the two meanings cannot be reasonably under-

stood to be ^=5jr. This is the general weakness of all the

instances

Divisions of 5%^ ——Though Mammata has not discussed

here the divisions of it would be proper us to discuss tho

basic divisions thereof as already said above is of two

types basically (i ) and ( ii ) For the latter we
have an illustration furrnished by the author. For ^rsge^^

here is an instance —

30

5TT
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^ qrrTrTJfTT ?r ^rm iT'

This verse is paronomastic and can be construed with reference

to Lord Kr^iiia and also Lord S'lva. The interpretations based
on mainly are as follows ~ ( i ) ( With ref. to Kr^^a),

^?r srq-
, 3T^%?T ^ 57:1 , ?T ^

WRT
,

3ffT ^ artTTTJrq;, 3it| ^f?r ^
srrr-?;!

,
'tftt^ ?t 1 ( n ) ( With

ref to Lord S'lva ) 5^ if.

^ , ’T7»tt ^ ^ smw, ir^ir f^r -

?rr3T stittt m% qw^ ^ 3r?iq^^5PT: ctt

» The division of can be put in a tabular form as

follows .

—

( a ^a'?p=53;^

)

srs^^^T
(
an 3r«rf^s3Fn:

)

1

e. g ^iTo

I I I

giT3?r 3nT3?T

e. g ?Er#^ e g. 3FSR>5nTq»T e. g. «^0

5I555^«3r & 3T^5%tsr .— ( 1 ) In 3r«h%^ words naturally have
one meaning, while in ^55[^ they have always a double mean-
ing (ii) In words can be changed and synonyms used
in their place In ^rs5[#Kr this is not possible Words in

spf?^ are qrf^%?rf. In they are qfTfxWf ( in ) In
there is only one sentence In 5T3^#i5r it is a convention

to suppose that there are two sentences corresponding to the
two natural meanings of the words used.

f^rmPT’s definition of and his thereon very
pointedly distinguish from and Scrf^r, cp. ;

’W^ l"
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is found to enter m combination with many figures of

speech and produce*? ever fresh charm Note

JfRt f^rq’TT I

Other illustrations —( i

)

^Tf^cr^TFi; I

•nsrr ^ »i
*( u) siwipT fw:' ?rrs^*rff5!^=!T

i|T^T I JTf^TT ^JT’TT f^Trsrflr n ( in ) si^ f| WFft

qf<j{\ufirM ?rJTTf^Tg‘ 'liT5^5TiTS?TJpT 1 STcJpg'm^T^Fsfrdl^’n'^^

»T^ilTS3|f^ TTTW^^q’: II

( 9 ) W?rtffcT ( speech of Brevity

)

A critical Note Definition (l) qdf^cTvf^^ f3f?55f w
I (2) Analysis of the Definition When by means of

paronomastic adjectives
(

ftjiiTO* ),
there is a statement

( ?3fer ) of another ( i e STST^ff ) sense by a sentence, then we
get a ^riTFETtfer. The on the definition adds one more point

and says* when by a sentence conveying a lelevant sense

(STf;^ )
IS expressed (arFusiTiT) a non-relevant sense by the

force of paronomastic adjectives and not by a paronomastic ^b-
stantive then we get a Samasokti ( Speech of Brevity ) because

two sense are conveyed in a brief 'condensed form (3)

Defects of this Definition' This definition is doubly faulty

(1) Firstly the word ' m mf<spT and its paraphrase in

the VIZ ‘ ’ is criminal inaccuracy in writing

by Mammata The other meaning in is suggested, not

expressed ( 11 ) By‘introducing fcf^q'nrs as a necessary

factor in the definition, the field of ^jqRftffcr is un-necessarily

narrowed down. can occur even without

Actually the treatment of the figure, as that in case of many

others, is too meagre and unsatisfactory. We shall study there-

fore some imp'^rtant varieties of gJiWtfW though Mammata has

not noted them.

Divisions of Samasokti . Though does not give any

divisions of 'O’qrotfw, it would be worthwhile to notice the

following division-scheme by ‘

—
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<i) (2) (3) g-JTMTiftcsrr

i_
I I I

(a) (b) sftq^Tr^'f^^’TJfrcsrr (c)

Illustrations in order (l) ?riT^'fc«IT—

“

5?N^TTqT ^fr^Tvrfqsyr^nTT^ft I 3Tifl5 s:Trfg-

iT553TT=^5np=sr^Tf 11
” ^ ^s^T’T^sjr^fr^^nrrdqr:

(2) qT% I fsT^T

^ 5T?q3=Ef% I (
The first half contains g^^iT-

?ET*mflf^; the second half contains STsr^^cRTxn^.) Another
illustration of can be ‘ irtsr i^?gtTTi§'

q^S'iTT 1' [ Actually this can illustrate veneties (l), (2) & (3a) 3

(3a) »Tf^ 1

mg-^^rfcr ^r^qn: 11” (3b) '*
^crsnTTj^'rf^ciT qrfw^-

1 ;5%qT li’' ST^ sftcrririrff fq-^qT’JT-

WcT ffT’T^’irnTT^Scrraq'^^TlT^ I (3c) mmT'qf^^ErijftcqT—" ^tfrr ^r^rr jsqrsft 5W^Tt%<=ft i f^rqrra’^flr ^n-
TITW 11" ar^ 55lw%qT ?7crr5JIWfR5|# I

^qTTrifrr f^’rr^srsrifg’jnfr’T fqqq-

^qrscrq^TRq- srsRfr^, 1

defines qmqtffq as qqrqtPRT qqqq
I ajrqfTTqrnfrq' anq^^S^q w” This is a much better

'definition ( which by they way introduces the three mam
divisions thereof), Samasokti may conveniently be defined as
* Describing sr^ in such a way as to suggest an attribution
of some behaviour (sqqfR) of an snr^?r to it ”. qimftfqq does
not merely consist in implying non-relevant sense ( as irtr'S
definition would connote ) but consists in attributing the be-
haviour of the srsT^E^g' to the This is yet other fault m
qpqd’s definition of qinqtf^
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Other Illustrations:- (i) ^ ^ qfrgr: wrt
f% cTRcTT I

qf^FcrV^TTiOT ^iTTF^q% ITT

fPt u (n) qrflr% qrq'q-f q’f#

'T^q'5ftTRriT3=^^rTq[ i ^^7 ^afrf^Fq’T^ fqsp^

fST^^q^JTT II (m) q-qr^PTF ^itT: ^?55qs:Ef>#

qT?3T*=fRl% (iv) srg’qrcg-fsriftq'^jr ^f^gr qr
Fqf^srq- I sr^r^pi^q ^Wr Tf^rii U) 5JiTq?iTcf=q?rT^-

^ II

^H’T^itPl'cr
(
bgged on

)
and - Similarities (l)''

Both posses doubles-meaning words (2) Both have two senses, /

Dissimilarities • (l) In both the adjectives and nouns \

(fwq‘WT^,fW'sirTf?r =q) are paronomastic. While in ^qTErl%r|’

only the fqijrTWs are paronomastic. (2) In both senses

|

are qr^tr and both may be equally or srsT'f^cf No distrin-

'

^

ction of one and another srsr?^ can be made there In
j

^rqwlffcr the expressed sense is 5r?^cf and the suggested sense

IS 3T5r?5^

5WT^tf^ and Similarities- (i) Both are based on
similanty (2) In both the srsr^a' ^sqTTFT strongly inflnuences the

sr^?r ^iTq in the poetic sense Dissimilarities (l) In ^qqr

the srsr^gr o’'’'erpowers the nature of STf^T by
superimposing its own nature on it In ^iTT^fer the srsr?^^

only attributes its behaviour to the ST^^cT and thus adds to its

charm without overpowenng its nature Thus while in ^qqj
there is in iMRYfR there is sirq^TTrd'T (eg in

'q^S'
’ 'qRR is supereimposed on the which is thus overpow-

ered. But in *i^5=^€ =3F5qT:‘ the is attri-

ted to the moon who consequently looks more charming without
losing anyway.

Page 61
(lO) (Illustration)

A critical note (l) Definition
‘‘

I
” ( 2 ) Analysts o/ the Definition When
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there is a correlation of two things which are actually

unrelated, and this correlation results in an expre-

nion of similitude to all intents and purposes we get a

The normal form of a is roughly one of the following

two (l) Doing X one does Y (2) A possesses the attributes

of B. e g (I )‘Attempting to describe by my limited

intellect, I am attempting to cross the ocean in a

frail raft’ ( says Kalidasa at the beginning of <^4^)
(See text) (2) 'The ‘perspiring and trembling hand of Sita held

by Rama (at the time of marnage)displayed the beauty of dew-
bedecked breeze- shaken morning lotus ’ (see illustration given

later )-

Wo— This is I 2. Here Kalidasa intending to

compose Raghuvams'a is not actually thinking of crossing an
ocean in a frail raft. But by saying that he is doing so,he just

bnngs about a comparison between ‘ ’ and
'sfFifcqr

’

Page 62

ustiarfeo This verse is IV 20 It is descriptive

of the Raivataka mountain. The mountain Raiva-
taka flanked by the rising sun and setting moon, with the rays
of each going upwards assumes the charm of (looks like) a
lordly elephant having two bells hanging on two sides ’ It is

this beautiful verse which gave irrw the epithet ’

Herein we get a

srtrtT Under Mammata discusses a figure

*3TqTT Though it seems to be a
sub-variety of really it is an altogether

different figure; and ‘siq-TT is a misnomer The figure

conists in some action announcing a relation belween itself and
its cause The illustration given in 13^ Wo in that of a stone
particle falling down from a mountain top by force of a light

wind aunouncmg that any one who remains light even on
attaining high position shall fall down The falling 'explains

its relation with its cause. (Acc to SFTyr can
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occur even though a f^:rT conveys any relation other than

)

Page 63

3T^ This sentence aKo illustrates Mammata’s careless

writing After we must supply the word
^r^tiTfxr In that case T^-T'?-T should be replaced by qg'^^q'^RT

spiif^iT. All this trouble vtoul I have been save 1 if Mammata
had used instead of

Illustrations of f?T?5PTT- ( 1 ) TciTT ^
I trf^ifrpT f^^'wdrR; 11 (2)

TRfTFcT^ J ^<JS?r3nTS3T<Tft-

f^F^q-pT f^rT?:5r.5 M (3 )
qrroft qrPqPc^rgqw:

Tqq?q<Tq 1 fiFFqjFqrrq^rqi^q^s'w snrTcrr^^q qvrrr

qfrqxF II (d^ql-sqq;^ frqfwsq^ t ^tTT^qrfq ^
F#t5pr^ u (

5
)

Pnrr^ri^

sr^rqq; 1 sqr^rf^ =q qfTTsqqegrr qt

aRTfq^ qqtqrq 11

Illustrations of srqqr fqq^qr- (
1 1 =^qPTq^ jf! ^

qfqqrqqq i qqr qtrqffqqiftrq qtqqq qf^rfqq 1
1

(q. qfqqrqy?

)

(2 ) srq iFq^qf^Fr^' qfq fqqTq% I ^qq qqqPTpr !£fl-q^ qtq-
qqrtrq n (

3 )
^srqqqq qfqqr q^sqqqfcT f«rqq \ fqqrqqfqjjsftqr

^ 1
1
(si to qrf^^qqq)

.

( 11 )
STsrqgftSRt^ ( Indirect Description

)

A critical Note*" (1) Definition srqq^^q^qr qr qr qq
q^^qrqqr I {\x) Analysis of the definition When there is a

descripnon of some non-relevant, which aims at conveying
some relevant indirectly we get STST^qqqqr. This is popularly

called as Bpjftffq also
(
SFqrfqq spcnfically would appy to 5th

variety of qsRE^qqqqr given below ) (111) Divisions Mammata
gives five varieties of qsrqgqqqqr- (0 qiiq qnrqqq qq.'

(2) qrqq fqqqr qq. (3) qrqpt fqqq?q qq (4) fqq^
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(5 ) The fifth variety

( WW. )
is divided into three sub-varieties

(1) (2) (3) ^5?5Tin^fg^. The fifth variety

is then looked from yet another angle and divided into three

sub-vaneties (l) ?r?fhim?TT#Fq‘ SFTSJTR'ft'^ (2) osf'oqrd^^
(3 ) c-wrwrTft^

Page 64
trrgrT, f^o This stanza is 10 Herein a recently-

marned person, about to go an journey, did not start on it.

He was asked by another whether the plan was concelled.

Instead of stating the fact of cancelment, its cause ( viz insi-

nuation of impending death made my his beloved who feigns

to meet it with a smile too ) is made

SR«lT5ITc[- In this sentence, all editions read '

' We propose to read ' o 1%rr ’ as

proposed by Prof. Gajendragadkar and emend a careless slip of

Mammata.

TT^gcTTo A very poetic stanza Here while the

running away by the enetmies of a king is 5R^?r, its effect (^g)
VIZ. the quernes of the parrot to be wall-paintings are described.

Page 65
This is V. 94 of Here the poet’s inten-

tion IS to tell about * aRpTT ' But actually

instead of this a ( a particular instance of a

fool ) IS narrated.

—
'' ^ (s^TTe^) gfe

1

”
)

Here the minister wants to tell

S'alva that the latter would be praiseworthy if he were to kill

Krsna and allay the gnef of the wives of Narkasura But
instead of this, a general statement is made about persons

who wipe out the tears of the wives of their2( dead friends) by

Page 66
5?^ sr?§%o If must be remembered here that the words
and g’gWtfef used in this sentence do not refer to these
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3T575:^RS but what otherwise would have constituted these

figures. Thus ^%Er means paronamastic including the

and means paronomastic adjectives only.

This IS 79 Herein sr^i^cr is a king who
has lost his kingdom. And his minister is inciting him to

regain it even by adopting means which may at times offend

one’s selfrespect For this a description of srsT^gcf is given

to show how he has acted at places in such a way for the good

of the world

In this verse, moon who is described is The
intention is to sneer at some person who instead of retaliating

against an enemy, is basking in his bits of favour 1

Page 67

3TRRO This verse is ascribed to >T|5|tr3r by in his

sfrt^crr^^l ,
to in No 1083 ) and to

in and unascnbed it is quoted in ^rfTcIT^^

(No. 891) Some slight variations in readings are found in

some of these places. Herein, by describing a tilt

IS had at the raiser

Mammata is here evidently introducing a new

principle of division with reference to bis fifth variety. That

principle is whether the e^ipressed sense, which is irrelevent is

in itself understandable or not. This new principle does not

altogether exclude the stanzas previously mentioned Thus

the six divisions of the fifth vanety are not mutually exclusive.

It should be noted that Mammata’s word iQ the ^1% is

loosely used The correct word is .

In this stanza it is not necessary to identify the

5r^ with the srsr^d srfN" For the stanza is intelligible

in itselfIn so far as it refei to the ocean and is quite striking

too !

This verse is a dialogue between a tree and a

traveller. A haunted tree. In this verse we under-

stand on the face of it that this conversation by itself is too good

to be true. And the is feg STSTiRTTfcT

30
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Page 68 — This IS i8 Herein the sTsr^^^nT^'ETr

about an elephant and a bee is directed at the unappre-

ciative mas'^er and devoted servant In this stanza 3i%rrTTt^ is

necessary in order to make it intelligible in case of

®r«-^ and the general idea of the stanza itself

VIZ the address to a bee. Only in the case of the

superimposition is not necessary.

3rsRg?rsr5fHT and Similarities' (l) In both the

expressed sense suggests another (2) In fifth variety of srST^cT®

ana ^TJTFftf^^ the behaviour of one is superimposed on the

other Dissimilarities (l) In what is described is

and what is suggested is STsr^^ In what is expre-
ssed in STEf^^d' and what is suggested is

(2) In
a behaviour of is attributed to the and in sfJo
the behaviour of the is attniuted to the Thus
these two figures are the opposite of each other, and whether a
stanza illustrates one or the other depends on what we consider
to be cjfp- and

(based on 5%5r
)

and 5TS^5^isr- While in both
double-meaning adjectives occur, the one important distinction
between them is that in both meanings are equally
while in sfqR^othe expressed sense is and the sugge-
rted is

aiST^rrsTq'n and ar^fs^tsr. In both there are two senses.
But while in siq^^qq^r, one is arqwgr and suggests the
other which is q^cT, m both are q^g and

Othst illustrations of (1) qF3:%%^5r-
^ o

(2) irrq-

+'S'+fld ^ «TnT ^TEfc^iTT I rnf^iT ?Tf^

f^qiqr ffcRT-

11 (0) fTT WJ
I

B’f^rqr 1
1 (4^ 'n^n rrfdsn'q’ i
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^q'

m

qr^nfr ff^T 1 3rcJi?^€T^f?2Tt jtct q’^qr ^'q'JrfTcrrftrn (6)^qjr^.

^snf fcf^ s^ur. ^''^, fcrqrqir^jfr 1 w^e'f^q'q’ ^jpc^

fq^ II

(J2) 3Tfat5l3Ttf^ci (Hyperbole)

A critical Note : ClJ Definition ppftq’bar^r^R ^
q^ 5T^ I zr??zrc=r q’€r«fffcft ^ qreqrirq; n qrnfqji'Wirt^iR

qTf^q^r^jq^JT 1 f^tq'Tfcwzfrff^ ?rr u

Analysis of the Definition - This figure is really a bunch
of four different figures, and one does not know why all these

four were given the same name (l) The first variety consists

in ^ttpt swollowing up the ^qilir The face being called

‘moon’ with the notion of ‘face* temporarily screened out*

This is an advanced stage, ahead of I (2) The second

variety consists In something being said to be unique or

extraordinary. (3) The third vanety consists of an imagina
tive statement with ‘if’ eg If the full moon were to be without

her ^553;qr, she might have equalled this lady’s face ’ (4) The
fourth variety is the inversion of the priority and posteriority

of cause and effect.

Page 69

Herein we get an 3rstrq:^R of the ^qipT (
and cPT )

by the (qrWH;, )

f

sr’B^To The purpose of this variety is to suggest ffcftir^^r-

or absolute uniqueness, exactly as the same that we
have in aRf^. But the difference in the mode of conveying
this central idea gives rise to these two figures

Page 70

Thisis (st 96) Herein cupid

who really took possession of Malati’s heart after she saw her

lover, is said to have taken possession before it Thus a

qq-jf is said to f)e prior to spRiT for poetic effect
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Some important points (l) gives the following

five vaneties of l|

5gT q^q-qr II Compared to Mammata’s
four divisions, their correspondence would be as follows -

cj^g-rr^JTpq-^q^qT - 3nT%o

qinffq^^qq^qr = (1) ^q'qr:

(2) 3T?r^^?5T

qn’fqJTT'q^Tt. is common (2) The words
and in Tprfs’s definition of ^rfero have been

paraphrased by him m as ^qliq and ^qnprrq' This, accor-

ding to unnecessarily limits the scope of

arfq^nrVf^ should be based on SfsqWTq' based upon any relation

and not only the relation of resemblance. In other words

STf^RnffftcT should be present not onW in case of ql'ift ^TT^q^rRI

^aa-orr but also in case of For example
in the verse * qrof 5? j| finT^

?ftf^JirfTqcprlqtJrTiT|i \
’ we should have an 3r%i?pcftfqq'

based on qq^rPHTtP^f Or in the verse 5ErqT-

^qffT i^n^^T’^Tqrsftqw qfrTqsCTqTT I

qiTppflqr ^ H ' we jshould have*an
arfqwrfer based on q> iqEFrT>J( I

(

3 ) In dealing with
the third variety Mammata does not specifically refer to the
two subvarieties of spfTqvq ^Fq?q- and But
his illustration suggests that he agrees to their existence.

(4) In the fourth variety can be taken in

two ways (i) making prior to qrr^ (2) making qq-q

simultaneous with qrRW. (5 ) It should be noted that

in one form or another is at the basis of many figures of speech
Thus in“#qT q^" fqFqNcTi ^ TpTr I

n” which is given as an
example of we have sT^Rpftfw of the ^qsPr SHT?
type since here the silence of an inanimate object like an
anklet though distinct from the silence which an intelligent

being assumes through grief is considered to be identical with
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It Similarly feir ” which illustra-

tes has at its foundation an BrT^sjnflife of the same
^^sPr 3T3T? kind, in as much asthc two tt^s though distinct

are considered to be identical So also in the following example

we have
an 3T%^Jrtf^ of the arg-F^spr type, in as' much as the
lady’s breasts are depicted as being connected with the action
of rivalling, though really these have no such connection.

Other Illustrations (l) ^?q'T ^i^iTq’arr

^qT^Tr^q-rsTfrcT^^ft ! sflT ¥5?! =^?^?r^!5?r-

cT^cJTffTT ^^yyTFTJT?! ^pTSTT^Trcf'TTsft «l (’J) ST^^TF 5rJTp>?cr^=rift-

^ffq- ^^Pr^r^rcTWf^ir
^rwr^sra; n (3) ^iff q-p? ^irr^PT^r ^

I ^ ?iTrcr ctI^'

TR II (4) artf^^ysirpg- g-ff ii (5 )

tFsJrr ^55rgts^^lTm (ring) I

srfll^rsftPfcr & ^<75^—Similarities (i) Both figures are based

on { Though strictly speaking arPTi^gti^ can have a

wider field ). (2) In both i? operative

Distinctions (l) In ^7^ there is 'sr^ 3717^., while in 3r%-

there IS
,
le in ^77? is superimposed on

the ^JTJnr, but both are separately stated ( e g =7?sr ) ,
but

in the ^7171^ swallows up the ^q%31 which is unstated

{eg =7?^:
) (2) Consequently we'can say that iFR> is based

on Trrdqr tV't! ?y87'0TT,3rPr?r7tf77 is based on 711^77^777 Tyt^PTr.

( 13 ) srfaT^qrrT ( Parallel Simile

)

A critical Note • (l) Definition •
7fET77g;77r 5 777 1 7FIin?75F7

fl^77 77 7T7757 f^pT II Analysis of the Definition In a

7fd7^77T we have a comparison between two 7^s or 777777s

while in 13777 it is between two entities or|ideas And the common
attribute is expressed in two sentences in different words, a
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repeated word being a poetic fault. The word can
be thus explained

(
srfewmpf

)

^^TT, %T^ sjTc'mr ) ^ l Vis^vauatha

has given a very good definition of cp " 5rf?r^g;^rrr

^ I ST^f. 'JSTEIxH”

Jhalklkars^stn explains the word srfef^q'qT as srflr-

?rT«n-^sr^5F!TFT i" wfcT 5^5'T^ 1 P 634

Page 71
In this stanza the common property of

is expressed in two different ways by the words ‘ ^ ^isrg; ’ and
* 5T^

nfko In this stanza the common property is ar^T^rnTt^

which IS the same in all sentences, but is expressed in four
different ways

Here may mean ‘ in case of other figures’,

or * *’ (There can be sifcrw^'T’^T based on
too ®- fe'j'SrfT'rfciSTTr^ 1 ?r f^^rprrf^
’Tff sr-aci^twi?? n or^'TTT 1^^ '^^^Tqpr^r^TTftJT i

^3^ TcRTTfiiT II At this we may as well ask can there
be tsrrifur arfe^fl^rr

^TcRT may be such an example ^

)

Other Illustrations. (iTststt^TT^ liTcq’sf ^e' ^r«ff I^ yft-. If (2) cpr

I«ti«nt>[o-T40 f%^l tr^ 5Tf^RT^f55^qpjftir4:iT tl (3)w Trr?JfTiifq- f^irrsd^^Tr
j

5prTr<JTT yn^eft^rpr 1

1

STf%gr^q?3T & xfqj^T :— Similarities (1) Both aae based on
similarity (2) In both resemblance between two things is
brought out Diffeiences (irin there is generally one
sentence; STfcTW^^iTT has two (2) If there are two sentences in
an u'rnTthey are interdependent The sentences in air%4^crTp-
are independent (3^ The ^TTN^-Af in an is conveyed b}' an

In 00 13’T^jciH^ IS there The is

«mr on!y in nrf^R^iTT. (4) In W^TT the ^rmW'Pf m mentioned
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once. In 5r%<r^^q'JTr it is mentioned twice in different wording
^(

5 ) refresents while 5rf5rq^g;qiTr represents

^rrRPT.

& fq^iTT .—Similarities (i) Both are based oa
similarity (2 ) Both have two sentences generally Dis-sim'lantiesi

(l) While Jrfgqrgqqr must have two sentence can occur
in one sentence, (2) The two sentences in 5rf%o are independent;

those in fqoTo are interdependent (3) In there is one
common attribute, though expressed differently, in the two
sentences In there is a reflective resemblance between
the two sentences In othei words qfqo is based on

while fir^o is based on

—At this stage we can
discuss to advantage these two technical terms. gitqT:^^

in his defines these terms as follows irq snfpT

1

sTtirqfg-crrft: f^f^sTRrf^i^vrTq: 1 Another
definition is 1 §:ift:

( ) smqt. firi^srfcirf^rq?rTq. 1

underlies gf^sf^qqr while underlies

and also

( 14 )
( Exemplification )

A cnctical Mote : (1) De/tmiiora '3^'TT sr%-

fqrqqg I (2) Analysis of 'Definition is a reflective

resemblance between an and It is called

because ' spg- '( sf^r i’ In tnis figure

the original proposition is fully comprehended or ascertained

by means ^ an illustration. The word in means
‘ determination’ or ‘ascertainment’. (3) Divisions ^Gsqfgr

IS twofold ( 1 ) irr«rFifiT e. g. cqfq ( 11 )

€ g

—It should be noted that in this stanza the

properties of ‘ becoming cool ’ and and ‘blooming’ are not

identical. They are different though similar and aie expressed

in two different ways. That is why the figure is here.
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Further we have in this stanza a correspondence between the
various objects in the and in the as though
the latter IS the reflection of the former Thus =Tr, iTiT

,

and find a reflective correspondence in

)
and respectively

Page 72

gr8Ti=^or g— Here there is a correspondence in a negative
way between warriors'flying before the king,and dust remaining
firm in the absence of wind

took to their heels

^<s5T?cT &srf^fgqtt — Similarities (i) Both are based on.

similarity (2) Both generally have two sentences Differences *

(1) The in the two sentences of 5r%o is identical

though expressed differently, the snfsinthe two sentences of

are similar but not identical. Technically speaking

is based on^sFgsrfg^fpTT^, while ^<seFcT is based on

(2) In it is the identical common property which
attracts the reader’s attention specifically, in the impor-
tant thing 13 the reflective resemblance between not only the

common property but also between the and other
attendant circumstances

-'-Siniilarity (l) Both are based on simil-

anty. (2) Both have generally two sentences (3) Both are based
on f^fsF^VTR’ Dis-similartities (l) While can
occur in one sentence also, necessarily requires two
sentences (2) In the two sentences are independent,
while in they are interdependent (3) In first we
understand the two sentences and then realise their

In we first understand the
and thereby understand the meaning of constituent sentence
or sentences

Other Illustrations -(i) sjfqf^^uiTsfq ^qrf^fTiT%:

1 3T?rfsrn‘OTfTH^rsfqr ^ n
V^2) qrriT ijqr.

I

^rfr- 11 (}) g ^
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§ ^rr^cT Tj^rfr 1

qw ^FT^ FT^i^riTT’FerT^RH TT?«rFF7 u

(4) f «rFfwf^fr ^ 1 crq^'Tfg' ^^r^rif^-

siFc^oFT ?ft ?i^3Tr F5i% II (6) ^q%q^[’5;crFiT. 'm-

I ^ 1

1

( 15 )
( Illummator

)

A critical Note : (l) Definition ST^gT-

STF^TciFTIT > ll (2) Analysis of
Definition is of two types (i)When one attribute is

related to many entities some relevant and some non-relevant(e g.

W'T'H'TqT )
and (2) When a single q>R^ is related to many

actions (eg
) The figure is called because

like a illuminating different halls around it, the one sfif

or qrRq? illumines many entities or actions respectively

q>Rf>-'q7r?:qi is a technical grammatical term and means the

relation which words in a sentence have with the verb. Such
relation is of six kinds cp, qiq- =q- qjicnr ^q?FT “q I 3nT-

qTfnfqqi'?;vTfq?q'Tf qiT^;q>TfT qsil 8pRq> thus comes to mean a word
which occurs in some case (qrRqfq^f^)

Page 73

fqwiiHio Here the common property is the action of being

touched and it is mentioned once. It is to be connected with

the relevant ‘ breasts ’ of high-born women and also with the

irrelevant ‘ wealth of miser ',
‘ manes of lions ’ etc.

Other examples (l) q^JTq^qiqsrqrsfq qF-
f^^pfrqaTT I ^ =q qffqqq fiTqWcSqTqrr^fcT ^^RT^fq U

(2) qir«iq qcql' qqqfq Fiq qralqqqr 1 ^3Tq%q qR^^q^^fq qTqrf'q

1 q ^rqql^qiq ftqcnr^qqfqtq^qqqr ffqr qqq-

qfqfT^ qqqq 11 (3 ) ^rtt g^q^r^qq! ^?rr 1 arqqTTqcft

qFfr qqqfq f«rqq 11

32
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( 16 ) (
Serial Illuminator )

A critical Note :~Definitton

'
I (2) Analysis'. If each preceding ’entity quaIifies‘-( disting-

uishes, beaufies) each succeeding entity we get iTT^T^
'My .

?Is;^IT5prToIn this stanza besides the general characteristic of
a proper viz ore property being connected with many
objects, we have a further striking feautu'^e in that each
preceding thing distinguishes each succeeding. We must note
here also that the word is a misnomer. It is not char-
acterised by 3PrT55T device but by a device like (chain) or
Wgr (girdle) So the proper title of the figure should be

or Jagannatha considers gr^r#T^ to be just a

variety of

Othei Illustration (l) STT'^'t gf|crT

gfa’: I gcJJT II

( 17 ) ( Equal Paring

)

Page 74

A critical Note *

—

Definition (l) f^JTcrrrrr ?rr

(2) Analysis of the Definition When all flrg^r

(
or relevant) or all 3ri%3Tcr

(
non-relevant

)

things are connected with one common attriDute we gel

Actually is very near the figure Both rssemble
m so far as in both we have connection of one common property
mentioned once with several things But while in the
things thus connected are some and some 3rsr^?r, in

the things connected are either all 51^^ or all

Other Illustrations (l)
I

n (2) ^f^rr^oir

ferrf^T I ^fJTsir jt ^^rrysqrfirfq-
1

1

^ 55*W)f5rcTT-See analysis of Definition of
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& ^«l3B-g^ir>f5lHT-The following examples of

seem to satisfy the conditions of and (a) qrjrST-

firq 1 Here a sr^^cT viz and an viz

are connected with a common attribute which is mentioned but

once as in the (b) qRt f^qiqqWT.
Here both mq and qrfTqTTT are and are con-

nected with the one common characteristic of which is

but once mentioned ao in How are, then, these two
figures to be distinguished from ^qqr Thus ( i ) In qqqr the

strikingness lies merely in the similarity In qtw and
on the other hand? though similarity may be present, it alone

does not constitute strikingness It consits in the connection of

many things with one common property ( ii ) In ^qt the

similitude is ejcpressed
{
qroq

)
by some qqqrqrqqis like

‘ *

etc In it is only qtq with no qqqrqTW^s
being there. (3) ijqqT is based on invariably; in case of

second vanety similarity is not there.

( 18 ) ( Special Excellence )

A Critical Note (l) Definition qqqprr^ sqfq^.

q q I (2) Analysis of the Definition When there is an
excellence of Upameya in comparison to Upamana we get the

figure Normally an qqqiq is accepted as more char-

ming or striking than an qq%q Moon is tacitly admitted to

be more beautiful than the face in normal circumstances. But
at times a poet feels that the excelf? the q’qqiq and a

poetic statement of this excellence of ^qriq over qqqrq consti

tutes the figure Now this exceptional happening can
be due to (l) a positive excellence of the qqrrq or (2) a draw-
back in the qqqpT or both. When both these factors are stated

we get one ^'ariety of
,
when either of them is unment-

loned we get two more varieties; when both are unmentione d
we get yet another variety These four main divisions with
further sub-divisions can be put in tabulai form a follows*

—

( Divisions of Vaytireka

)
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I I I !

3T?qrr^wT' ^qr^wl'
I

similar 6 divisions similar 6 divisions Similar 6
I (7-12) (13-18) divisions
'

( 19-24 )

I [

STT^ sftqr^ sn%c^ sftqr#

I I I

-1 2 3 sr#^ 4 0 3T#^ 6

Right at the outset of the discussion of
5irf?r^^T55s;HirT, raises a controversial point,

aci ording him is the excellence of over Accor-
ding to and is also possible if

excellence of ^qqfFT over ( tacitly accepted normally)
IS asserted in so many terms Acc. to and an
instance of such 54!%^ is the verse ^wftsfro f^i^[Sir

gives the following illustration “
iTvITti’ ^RS’RSTT’T^'V

1 wr %<snr

It
” According to these scholars excellence of

over ^I)rT normally needs no assertion So if specifically asse-
rted It would de leading to the figure Mammata wants
to controvert this view of Rudrata (the other two are successors
of Mammata and cannot be known to him). He says that

^tsfq- 55r#o’ IS an illustration of alright, but not
of the variety which Rudrata pleads viz. ^iTT^RTfsrw^ and
which Mammata does not accept, but it is an illustration of the
usual variety of viz.

According to it would seem that the is
said to be more charming because it has the capacity to wax
after waning. The ^4+1if having no such capacity is

inferior. So we have here ^jcrrp-^ ^^TqTsnf^sfq-’fj' asserted.
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Mammata rightly points out that Rudrata is wrong in

locating the correct and The really is

and the tjqrrrR And as

is greater, so youth is more precious. Youth once gone never
returns thongn moon can wax after waning So a lover says to

his beloved ‘O beloved, desist from pride and let us enjoy

youth which is slipping away not to return unlike the waning

moon that waxes again-’ This would impress the beloved and
make her abondon her pride

Can such an effect be scored by telling-the lady . ‘The

moon wanes but waxes, youth on the other hand goes away
for good while this inferior youth passes, why not relent

She may well reply “ It youth is inferior it deserves to go

unnoticed why are you making fuss about it. Be looking

at the moon ’ ” Mammata’s aigument that in this verse there is

no of over and that herein really 3rrf«rf5T

of the ijq'Jrrr Itsely viz is intended to be conveyed

IS a completely valid and reasonable argument. And we

entirely agree with him Jagannatha also is on the side of

TTPifS on this point

Page 75

If o See critical note above

Page 76

This IS a case of where both the |?Ts of

VIZ ( viz. rrfT^l%c^^r) and i3^JTm?r-

( VIZ )
are stated The is conveyed

by a ^Err^TT-^rsTi^rf-WlY^ ^5? and so it is And there

is no herein Mammata says that this very instance, by

dropping one or other or both of the can be made to give

three more subvarieties of

arftmT^fr^TiftSplo Herein also the |fs of are men-

tioned. The is in the sense of so the aftTRT is arnf

There is no Three more varieties can be fashion ed out

of this by dropping the one, the other or both of the It

should be noted here that ^ in the sense of fezf as Mammata
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takes it, cannot be legitimatey had here For Pacini’s o

requires an action to resemble. Here the common property

is not an action We must therefore understand

and take as the common property

ftr Herein both are mentioned i^qrrr-

being absent, the is STT^f No 5^ is there Three

more sub-varieties can be manipulated from this by droppeing

of the one, the other or both of the

Page

Herein both (viz 3T%qTSq'J|i:q an
asset of the viz a king and a drav?-back of the

WTT5T
)

are mentioned is m the sense ^ ( acc to ^
So the afrqrq is 41^ There is a on the word

‘irof’ Three more subvarieties can be obtained from this stanza

by dropping the one, the other, or both of the

ST^So Here both are stated, the is 3TT«f

(qq being ), and is a ftqyisz word (even is

) . Three more sub-vaneties can be obtained from this

stanza by dropping one, other or both of ^^s.

Tn?5To This discussian of has jutted in the

discussion of the 24 varieties of After 20 varieties are

discussed, Mammata should have first taken up the remaining

4 (discussed in v 78 and also in v 79) And then
could have been discussed This is one more proof of the

slovenliness of Mammata as a writer.

Page 78

Herein we get both the sqfg^lqs viz*

(viz ^?qffqg5r?rT^q )
and ^q'q'RqgTTqr^qtrcoTq (viz.

) stated The word is fqqyisz.

(Also the word qgrqr isi%^
)

The sftqTq is snf^gr. Three
more varieties can be obtained from this stanza by dropping one
other or both of the

V.
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Page 79
?=^^S!Tc»TcfTo This IS an 'additional instnce of 3TTf^Tcg-_3f|-qT?r

casually added Both are sr^jsfcr

herein

0 An illustration of this variety is the following

m ^tf i g-q-qr gr 11

Other illustrations (1) snETjrprTr «

^ u (u) ^s^rsrfq- sF5>Trftrr

\ wWt^'^T'qr %crTf€ f^nr^FTlfcr u (11 1) irf^-

m-JTT sr^fcr q-q:cr5q:qrqTsq-> c^qr Jr 1

5ri>-<rq ^ctrq'<cri-
ao

-
gf r;iTtFsr q;f^t;^Tf^’sqrc5^fr% 11 (iv)

cTfqr qr ^r^nr 1

^ 11

(19) STT^q (Paralipsis)

A critical Note (i) Definition fq’ftcT ql’

1 ^^-qjTToft^rqqq 3TT^t> ffdr ^rg- u (i) a criti-

cal Atialysis of the Definition A certain thing is intended to be
said (qq^firisj) by someone But he suddenly decides to cut

short that statement, only to be more effective in his intention

to convey that thing This constitutes Akgepa. And it has
two varieties (1) Where that intended thing yet unsaid, when
It IS decided not to say it (ii) When the intended thing is said

and then that statement is as if brushed aside as futile » The
aim behind is either to convey the sr^qf^fsq^
or 3d%sri%&q:^ of the thing in hand which is the

IS a technical term in grammar and means a

word which either by composition or derivation has lost its

original independent character, but determines the sense of

another word is opposed to srsrrT In the word qiPT-

^flrq", becomes or in ' is ^qg'^T*

This use of a technical word from grammar shows Mammata’s
partiality towards #JrR)^s.

This IS said to some ^rw^i on behalf of a qrfSrqrr .

It is an appeal to the qTtR) (like ^^tT' )
to be kind to the isnfqqir
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But suddenly the speaker changes the mood, and says that

rather nothing should be said The indiscreet (like

I) should suffer the consequences of her actionsi This

vrould be a typical 3?rT5?f'^Tike attitude of the speaker

Page 80
The background and import is practically the

same as the previous verse.

We should note that in an 311^5 the f?TW«r of

should be apparent only and not real Hence the following-

cannot be an ^ 1

5iTf€T U”

Other Illustrations (1) ^ fS'efhiT cT

I
s^rFiT^cT-

TT«i^T II (2) ^ ^ =^fTg- sr^iftr v

3T55Tnq-^T TT'TFJlT f?fJTT ^^TZTTsfq- ^ 11 (3)

•sTiPTfir ^mr i ^r’JrPrf f^«rFrT

11 (4) ^ sjthr: i m

( 20 ) ( Peculiar Causation

)

A critical Note - {\) Definition 'f^irUTT srfN'^sPT

oiir^R'+TT^;^ l' ( IT ) Analysis of the Definition Even when
1 e. cause is denied, and yet effect is stated to be arising? we
then get the figure The normal rule of life is if

causes are not there, effects cannot be there. This rule is

poetically presented in violation in this figure,

is so called because ( i ) ^RTiTT5^*T^?TT*r
( )

(ii) 'spiq^TT ^RTTT ( ) . The figuie

ftnTTWffr also should be divisible in three varieties like the next
figure ( 1 ) sr^^^fTrTr ( m ) (m

)

ffrfirm.

f55*n*n ( This use of f^ijr in a technical gram-
maical sense shows Mammata’s partiality towards

)
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Additional Examples (i) SRTq'nriP^ I

sr^^wTr^ft w (2) 3T3;ir^!iTq'^Rtft^JTT^y«T;TPr3=5r-

^Tw I 3r^^^Tcr5nTjr^T?r>5^ST ^ 1

1

( 21 ) f^5T<sftfeT ( Peculiar Assertion

)

A critial Note • (l) Definition WT-
^ I (i) Analysts of the Definition There are the various

causes, leading to a particular effect, in full operation But the

effect does not arise This is which is the converse of

feppri^ It IS of three types (t) STj^F^fTPrar (2) (3)

Page 81

f^Sfo Herein we are told how a lady did not move out

from the embrace of her paramour, even when the causes for

so doing like end of sleep, rise of sun, arrival of friends at door

and the slackening of paramour’s embrace, were operative But
no cause is expressly stated for this though we can guess one >

Heiein the powerfulness of cupid irrspite of his form
being burnt out is ascribed to his ‘

H .This is III 23 Here whv did not rob cupid

of fsr when he robbed him of his body is acc. to Mammeta an
nddle f

Othei Illustration (i) ErffTJTtspT 'j^ffTsfq" ?r =^=^5rr 1

JT^^scirsriraiT# 11 (2) qPtfrm ’flrriPr

f?cr ttPt'Pt 1 ?rsrfT ^ TTFr^r^RriT^ n (3)

g-sqr i sr^t ^^rrPr jt ^frFTPr H

-Both resemble in being based on
contradiction and on But while in f^^TT^T the

arises in the absence of the I5, in fw’TtPfcT the does not

arise when |gs are present. They are just the opposite of

each other.

( 22 ) ( Respective Order

)

A critical Note (l) Definition ^pftrwurt

I (2) Analysis of the Definition When certain things
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I

Tnentioned in a particular order are related to another set of

things stated in a respective order, we get e g Rama
and Laksmana married SIta and Urniila respectively ’ Rheto-

ricians like Jayaratha and Jagannatha have argued that

hardly deserves to be treated as a separate figure as there is

no charm therein which would do credit to the poet’s genius

At best, they say is the absence of the called

STTsprr ( break of order ) such as found in "

or qr^rpr ^ i

Nagojibhatta^ admits the force of these arguments, but says

that there is some charm even in the respectivity found in the

figure

Other 11lustrations ( I ) rr^TffrJT^T^^jpTT'TT
1

r?Tf

1

q'qfir

?gr %3[ 5r??rfl:^q5rt^ u (3)

^ i fqfsrqr tr?fhiT^f5r ^fq^rr 11

( 23 )
arqf?qq?irT?T ( (Corroboration

)

Page 82

A cnctical Mote: (i) Definition ^nTFq qfT qi cfq^qq

^rqsq^ 1 qq qtsqf?cR?qiq. qTqJcqqq^ qr 11 (2) Analysis of the

Definition . A general statement can be made and it can be
corrorated by a similar particular statement. Or a particular
statement can be corroborated by similar general statement.
Or at places a general statement may be corrborated by a
dis-similar particular statement or particular statement by a
dissimilar general one. The former two cases are of ^arq^qw

the latter two of qqrqtir The illustrative
verses 87, 88, 89 and 90 respectively illustrate these four
sub-varieties (In the translation of V. 89 amend the translation
of qjf ‘ as leader ' instead of the printed ‘ trained bull ’ to make
the first half the appropriate general statement )

The figure arqf^r^yqnr is so called because we have therein
-another thing

( 3fqf?aq: )
employed to corroborate the matter
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in hand
(
spzT 3W?5crfir^«f I cT^

?irT^. sT^r 3rqi^crt?=5n^ 1) Also cp. sr?^

1%=^ I -3?T?ft 3fr^3T^5T 11

Other EUst-ations (l) STcfN^ JTTfir

fST^ ^r ^=[iT5==^g- II (2) f^T

I 1 1 (3)^
tTfii^Tif 3n^> ^ 1 crf=w

^Tif ?rJirrF«r^3Fr • i

aT«tffcTT5m'Pr & ^tssT?^ Similarities (l) Both contain two

statements, in which one corroborates the other (2) Both have

the and #?TJ:jffJrc5 varieties possible Dissimilarities'

(l) In ^'SHTF^ the two piopositions are either both general or

both particular while in one is genera] and one

particular.

aiI«rf»cl^snH & Sff^W’Egqr^TT .—Both resemble in having two

propositions, with one helping us to understand the other

better. But in 5rf^5r?g;^iTr the propositions are either both

general or both particular; while in 3rsif?a:‘?:'=JrT?T one is general

and one particular Further in the relation between

the two propositions IS that of while in arqff^nc-

?irT5Er It IS that of

( 24 )
(Contradiction

)

Page 83

A critical Note ; (l) Definition
‘

c|[!T l’ {2) Analysis of the Definition' When there is an
apparent contradiction between two things, while actually there

is none, we get the figure Virodha If we were to describe

as ' qf^grfq- q’Tjf'srTgr ’ we get this figure. There is an
apparent contradiction, for how can a q'fgw?!! be ?

But as soon as we -understand that here means the
‘ Supreme Lord ’ 1 e. S'lva, the contradiction vanishes (3)

Divisions Mammata has divided in ten varieties (l)

?5rT%-^rTf^- fsrrtsr (2) (3) (4) =311%-
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(5) (6) (7) ?Tq--553T-f^Ttsr

(8) f^Rtrr-ftpiTT-Msr^ fg) f^qr-s-s^r-f^tsr and (10)

And he gives ten different instances for these ten vaneties It

would be noticed that the divisions of f%Tt«r by Mammata are bas

de on the fourfold of words which the #qw?;tTs hold One-
more proof of Mammata’s partiality for and also of

his acceptance of the view Jagannatha says that these

divisions do not have any particular charm It would sufiBce

to have two divisions only (l) based on (2) not based on
5^-

3Tf5TJ?^oThis IS a description of a In her case
lotus-leaves and lotus -stalks are said to become forest-fire I

Physically contradictory but metaphorically understandable in

her case '

Page 84
we find nere firsts, sffs^rs, & possessed

of contradictory qualities viz and
31%^^ But the explanation is that this is a relative pro-
position in companson with the great king.

fitITo There is a double ^rrfgflfiirr-ft'dT m tne verse Firs-

tly a sword loving an enemy is strange enough; and "secondly

the king decorating the face of the enemies is equally strange t

How can be a fish ? So 3rif%5-5iff^t5q-

lacWo The becoming illustiates Tpir—

Page 85
burning the mind and 'qreq'

delighting it, is obviously a pair of f^r—fc^s.

There is between &
of and »jn7-s-3ir-fl|Tr«J between 'arg;^-

and

'TfT5#5To This IS 1 30 It describes the first

impact of love on Madhava’s mind. The verse illustrates

f^5Tr-f^T-fTfr«T between ‘3r53r%’ & ‘OTT=sr
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3T?jo This IS 108. There is an apparent contr-
adiction between drinking off the ocean and (sriT^). An
instance of

Page 86

?nT^o In this verse is said to become (^TTTfrT) .

This IS obviously impossible So a case of

It should be noted that m all instances of the

is apparent only and not real. It can be explained away.

- Three sub-vaneties of appear very
close to a These are (l) jairifrf^^^r (e g

), (2) (eg f^g’-.^q'JTq'h’TTfe )

& (3) 5n'fcrJ53TJfti%^>sr (e g. I5r^rl?r WT
)

These look very
much like ' as both have an be ween +wo things

aimed at But there are the following clear distinctions bet-

ween them (i) In 1%'^sr, the identity is a means to an end
VIZ the assertion of an incongruity underlying such identity

In ^qsfr on the other hand the identity is an end in itself We
never feel any incongruity in the assertion of identity. In

the strikingness lies m the incongruity of the two things

identified, in it lies in the similarity between the two things

identified In the sense of 'arfq-' is always present,either

stated or unstated (f^^r^iro ). In ^qrqi ‘sffq' has
no scope

All these three figures are
based an apparent contradiction which can be explained away.
But IS a genus and f^^T^?rT and fq^isfri^gr are specific

species covers all kinds of contradiction while

the speciat type '^f contradiction based on violation of

law of causation is thus while

are srq^I^S And we know that srqr^rsrf^q'q’riCfT^fir

So should be understood to exist at such cases

of contradiction where violation of realation is not the

base thereof. Further in f^TTT^rrr-f^^'Ctfer the contradiction

is specially felt in one of the pair of contradictories In f^T—
what strikes is the qj5i> which arises in spite of the well-
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known causes. In the causes are striking because

they just cannot lead to the usual But in f^TTsr the two

things are equally powerful and are mutually tontradictory.

Other Illustrations I

^lylfiyTPTT II (2
)''
3rf^=q?r. ^ 'EF'Kt

1wN»Tr«T i ^ i ?r

f^r^rrfe'd’: 1 1 (3 ) Jrrfcf

^ qT^j^nf^ftrr II

(25) (Natural Description)

A Critical Note (l) Definition — fer^TT^r

<^fwr^q’3rcf?T^ I (
2) Analy'its of the Definition - Svabhavokti

consists in descnbiug any thing in a very graphic way, descri-

bing all the specially striking features which would as if

recreate the image of the thing described, before our mind.

This figure is called 3ri% by writers like and ^>5r.

And Baija has also referred to it in his Harsacanta

tt| ’ll 1 ^3:^2:^ ?r ^ 5Tr»TT n

Intro, st 5« We must remember that in a to make it

an gr^SitqtR:, we must have two qualificabons The peculiar

actions,appearance or charatenstics decnbed should be not those
easily obvious to an ordinary person but only to a person of
poetic mind (cp m. ?.). And
secondly the descript’on must be striking Without stnkingness

shall degenerate into the puerile. The following for

example is no ^RrH fa’ ^ I ijT

srqTqq- g ’ftrrsrff 1 ^5=5^? ^^'sqr?: %^TnFT 551^^-

•If^rRo This is from III and graphically describes
a horse rising after a nap

Other Illustrations (l) g-=5xr W^flciTsr^

^ >T^fcr =215^11!: t;r^ 1 qrEqT^% 5rf%y%

^TbiT’TrTr^ ?r 5?r. jtr 11 (2) ^wnr^-

^Rd<I^’r<.5Tg-, II (3) ?flm¥ri;iTTf^yTiT
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g;#q?FFr I

«rJTrqr^?r5T^?:q:f%fsT qfV'qq^fT? q;?q>?5r>:=7g:?frrg:qr5r

sTJrrf^ 11 (4) \

^f^qrRr; ^^'f-d' 11

( 26) «5rT«lT§%‘ (Artful Praise)

A critical INote — (i) Definition

^^fd’df (2) Analysis of the Definition or

Artful Praise is of two types ( 1 ) srir^iT Praise by means-

of an artifice by the use of an apprent dispraise (i|# 'W-
wr# ) (2 ) oirr^^TT ^^5% Praise which is of the form of an
artifice 1 e. not real praise but is really censure

(

qzfcTiErr# Mammata's ^1% as generally pnnted reads

aqr^^TT ^ etc.

But It IS not in due order, considering the wording in the

Kanka as also the illustrations. So we have amended the
reading following Pnn Gajendragadkar We should also note

that 111 oq-T^r^^d', the and f^T?^ in either variety is of

the same entity If apparant or 1%?^ of one entity were
to lead respectively to or ultimately of some other

entity, it cannot be a legitimate instance of The
following two verses, therefore, cannot be examples ofsqT'Sr^fw

(i) ^isrT4?rgT|qit f5t ^ttsOTcT
^ ¥

f^%|Tgr5yiRspT5T j qifqPr ^rf^cT ?r

W^JT. f^fcT ^ 11 (2) ^

^ q- =qTS?F'srT jf’^TT ^“TTr^ ff ^ d’FSTcqT^ ^[7^% I ^5?-

qr ^^ fwr fqr % qrq- ^?r

crq II

WTTSHFgf^ & 3TsnF§cTa5IHT - Both resemble in so far as in

both, from an expressed sense, another sense is understood.

But they differ on the following points (l) While aTsr^E^grrijra’r

has five definite varieties of conveying ar^rdby 3rsr^d',«irra'“

cannot be put under any one of them. (2) While in 3757^^
sr3?nE7r the charm is m understanding a 57?^ from 3757?^, in

0177371=^% there is a specialised charm of understanding sr^^TET

from 3757^^ or vice versa.
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Other Illustrations (l) 'f’T jrT’OTKTf^^g* »<

f^fq-ar crw u i'l) qrqr qr^T’qr srfe-

^“iT qrf^cT 'TfqiS2TriT \ 3T#^?q7f%^qTq^=Wir trq-u

(3) 3nf fqfi:!jWT>3Tsf !%?«? sriRfV^

I qi;qr qrq^T qiqifqq ^iTTcr^

qqqcqr qr q fqqrsqq n (4) ^ (see under qqrqtfw-)

( 27 ) q?t^ ( Spech with ‘ with ’

)

Page 87

A critical Note • (l) Definition . qr q^tftq q^jq^Eq

feqrqqrq (2) Analysis. When a word expressive of one sense^

becomes expressive of two senses, through the power of the

meaning of ‘ with then we get Sahokti.

Page 88

q^ f?qqo This stanza is qqTq'jqTT 2-9 and contains the

description of the heroine suffering from love in separation.

Her sighs become long wi.^h days and night, streams of tears

fall down along with jewelled bracelets and her hope of life

becomes slender or weak with her body ’ The two senses are

well-brought m the qf^ sentence.

Other Illustrations (l) qhjfhrfflq q |qqq^q qqtf qrq
q^qr^zT^:

1 (2) qfTq^^^qrqTr qTqq ^aqqi^ fqq 11

( 28 ) fqqtftq ( Speech with ‘ without ’

)

A critical Note (l) Definition qi fq^l^qq qqj^q:

qq 1 (2) Analysis When one thing is said to be either

good or bad in the absence of another, we get fqftftq. The
two illustraaons given by Mammata suitably illustrate these

two varieties and hardly require any discussion But about

fqqtf^q itself we would like to make a couple of observations

(1) Firstly fqq'tfw is obviously a converse of q^tf^ ,
We would

have expected that q^fer would also be two-fold and would
be exactly a counterpart of the two-fold fqqtftq. But this is

not the case Actually q^fe as defined by qTijq is hardly
the converse of fqqff^q (2) As m q^tfe the important thing
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was ‘ ’ and not so in the important thing

IS f%?rr4 and not cp Jhalakikar ‘smrft f^^MScfrsf

^ 5r?Tr w ^ 1

fwfeT ^TfeffV ^ JTfTl’'

gr^rTRrsRffr f^RT ?rl^<ft5Firffrs5fm^55r5r<=ft%Fwr| \

"

Other Illustrations (l) f^^TT ^[iT Pr^TT

I TflcTT II (2) ^T
5r3FT fwJTT wffraTTT 1 Tj^ =5r ft'JTT srfjTar ?r f?r^cr ipr^gr ^FnfhrT i'

(3) f%!=rT ffpRFS^T ^cT. 1 to ?fto'SiTqT ?Ts:^?r^-

to^riTT^ II

( 29 ) »Tto% ( Barter )

A critical Note : {i) Definition JftssrfjTT

^i^qT^JTT^riT I Analysis of the Definition Tne figure >Tp!:^%

consists in the exchange of things for equals and unequals.

To be more specific it consists in the exchange of a thing for

(l) an equal thing or for ( 2-3 ) an unequal thing which may be

either (2) superior or (3) inferior Acc to Sanskrit usage in

any exchange, the thing which we give over is put m .genitive

and that which we receive in the instrumental Thus a

can be (r) iEr^?r ^rrFT (2) (3) ^Sxmm
In V. 107 ab gives to creepers and receives STPftsT from

them which is an exchange of equals. In V 107 cd the

give srf^sqrfw etc to travellers but receive from them which

is 'TfT^r%: In V 108 the enemy warnbrs give the

earth to the king concernen, but receive blows from him in

return which IS ?q5?r qf^% We should note that

acc to Mammata’s definition and illustrations of qf^% two

parties mutually exchange two things A gives ‘ X ’ to ‘ B ’ and

B gives ‘ y ’ to A. ( fqfwft fl %fTi%5r

1 )
Jagannatha also holds this view. According

to their views the following cannot be illustrations of qf^flT

( though WTJTl, ^rqqr, fqiRirrsr etc would admit them to

be SO, because acc to them it is enough is A gives up ‘ X ’ and

34
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takes up ‘ Y ’—to -whom ‘ X ’ is given and from whom ‘ Y ’ is

reelved not being material) —(l)

sfurfRiTinT sTwif??!? I (2) f^3Tcir'^FJrnfrwi% ^cr
>0 o *

i?rTf?r I f^ifTT=Tfr n

(3) q qqqqr ^qfqcrr ftrfqq ^ff^^sqqri qq

q^sqqTq ^ptqfq5=ffq7’qT<i7^ qq ii Another point of interest is

that the barter m the qfT^fr-q^niiqqT should not be real but

imaginary Thus the following is not qPcqfw ‘‘ qfqq?-

qq>qqr qfpcrrq qqqrfq qqyqj^rfq m qr^r 11”

Othe7 lilust^aHom (i) qr^T qqif fqq qqi qqt

^ cT^r TT|)qT qqqr^qv u (2) qiqqfq qtfqqTirsrT fqi^q’q^

qrMi 7u I gyqrfq ^ it fqfrr j'jqq^JTfq q^qqq u

( 30 ) qTfq^H ( Vision

)

Tage 90

A critical Note {l) Definition’
'
5r?qqrT ^q qq qiqi fqrqf%

q^Tfqq 1 qq qTfqqq r Analysts of the Definition When a

poet describes things in such a way that things of the past or

future are as though visualised before the mental eye at present

that is the figure qifqq According to qfaqq^ and
the proper prjvince of the figure is not stanza but an entire

composition They call it :srq?q1qqq The word is ex-

planable in three ways (l)qrq srFqqrq spr In

this figure it is the intention of the poet to depict past and

future things as present (2) 'qrq qrqqr { meditation ) sriRqT

It IS a figure where a meditative mood makes us to visualise

the past and future things as present (3) qiq* 3T?PTq

A figure in which past and future things are realised as

present.

Other Illustrations (l) q qPT qffiTT =q gpq)--

qqfqrqfq q^qr^qqqq qfq fqTi% qf i l^^rqfqq jqqq

TTqiq fqqqrfw qweq fqic^sfq iftqqqq q^fq n (2)

qqfsif^ ’qqq ^ qfsfV ftqqr q>%fq%q qqrfq qcqr 1 srrqt^

^^xrqqqr q fqqtqq^ q^^yqqq^fq- qqrqiq 11
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sTTrsTfr & sr*Tr?*T'5TS-TT'irs of poetic composition are generally

enumerated to be three—irrsTif
, afr^^r and Of this or

luc idity or perspicuity IS that quality which has the power of

making the incident described stand before our eyes* It is thus

defined ^ \ ^
#1 ^ n ^r5^^^^3tTo:3r^ ^jfcTfrT^^r n An mst^

ance of ggrsr is found in

^sf?r fsrqwT. 1 ^rof* ^
fr fq'^'t^irrPT l’* and thus resemble in so far

as both have the power of vividly describing the incidents, so

as to make them stand actually before our eyes But while the

special charm in lies in representing past and future

things as present, 5r?rr^ is of general application

( 31 )
*PT5gfesiT ( Poetic Cause )

A critical Note (l) Definition ^q'q'^T^f^rr I

(2) -Analysis of the Definition When a poetical cause for any
particular happening is conveyed in a verse or passage we get

^Togf^gjrr. That poetical cause may be conveyed by (r)a sentence

(2) a group of words ( not making a sentence ) (3) a single word
or phrase- This leads to the threefold division of ^oirfo^iT

into (i) 5nwgT«T^Tgr (2) (3)

We should note that m poetry is two-fold viz

^ ( indicative cauoe ) and ^5 (productive cause) To
take everyday instances for these terms, the fTT'T^

of fire, but fuel is the ^5 thereof. Poetically we can

illustrate these as follows (l) TTcfts^^iTspf ^rTcftf^^gt^cT ^rgriT

'Tfeq- I icftspTft' !Frrs%^ ^rrsyrsTF'^rrfq-t^^ u (^rsirr?# Il 244).

Here the setting of the sun etc indicate that it is time to per-

form ifrsqr^gpT They serve as (2) fTTfir

I qpT^TqriTfnwi^ q'^Trsg¥'Tf?«r^ n (

II 235 ). Here the advent of the breeze charged with fragrance

of sandalwood and with sprays of water is what actually would
cause the death of unhappy separated travellers This is an
instance of It should be remembered that while

are the proper province of fFTT^I^s are of

arffTTST.
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Page 91

^ o Herein the last line contains the statement that the

poet has comitted two crimes And the reason for this'statement

viz description of these two crimes is given in the second and

third lines which contain two sentences. The is thus

or Commentators point out that in the last line

must be interpreted in the sense of ffer For other-

wise between and there would not be the relation

and l^rra;. For itself in the srRT^r

This IS V 31 . Here the cause of

Jr^rqr^ is stated in many words viz which

do not constitute a complete sentence. Hence this is an intst-

ance of snr^^Tsf^f 1

In^this verse the cause of calling ifT^ as ifff^ftf
'

is conveyed in one ^

Hence this is iT3Fq'?T«f’Tcr-^3qf?55?TJf

Other Illustrations (l) -al '?i«i i i 'T I

^ Tftqrrc^’T^fJr n (2) f^r^-

( 32 ) ( Periphrasis

)

Page 92

A critical Note (l) Definition q’q’fiftfer

^ I (2 ) Analysis of the Definition There is a certain

thought desired to be expressed Tf a speaker does not

use words whn h directly convey that thought by srpTsiT, but

uses instead some other words which convey the thought
indirectly by oifo^srTT, then we get an instance of But
we have to remember that if this sqi^ssf is practically indenti-

cal with ^T=5irpf of this indirect wording
( ^^np=cn: \ then only

qrTfiftWcr-ST^ys;^^ would materialise. Tf the ai^nrPT is possessed

of a speciality and charm, we shall land in the province of
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It would be worthwhile to analyse the background of this

figure still more clearly, with suitable instances Suppose
we have a worthy gentleman coming to us We want to offer

him 3 seat 1 e. we wish to request him to sit m a seat.

But we may use the polite and flowery wording '

’

( May your honour decorate tins seat

)

Is he really going ‘ to decorate ’ the seat? No, we do not mean
it ( at least m the case of average guest 0 So though the literal

meaning
( STTWifr srsf

)
of our words is ' decorate the

seat ’ the actually intended meaning
(
qyiTT^fcff ST^f

) Lis

‘ be seated on the seat’. Here our words practically mean
' ’ though literally mean ' 3rr?RT5?3;^t?tir’ Only
instead of using a direct statement ' and
thus conveying our ‘

<TTrri«r^'1'
*

(
sfrg^ )

by 'srf^srr,

we use the wording ' which by srf^srr:

means but by oq^^sFTT it just means ' STRPT

firfr^q- ’ our qyirnf^t So here the technical sq-linTT# is

practically identical with the intended gTsirr#. Hence this is a
case of q"

In the verse q- the qrsq meaning is ' i^yrsTw-

' This very thing is conveyed by the

indirect statement qq-qPTTtRrr ( ?^rf«ritTWV(q’«rr )

Wsflf^T I Technically speaking, however, 'the word^

of the verse directly,by grf^srr,mean rrqqTuT^
and indirectly, by 5ir3:3r^^ mean

‘ TfcnTFr^^ is therefore technically

oq-s;Tir But is practically the same as the qrsrr meaning of the

verse, except for the different mode of conveying
(

)- So It is practically as good as Thus in this

verse what is expressed and what is suggested hardly make
any difference They are same

(
sqsiiiriT

)
But

though the and anqi^Tcfi are practically iden-

tical, ( which is technically) is not expressed

inthe same way exactly as it is suggested.

Page 93
ai’ar qTrqwro “ In this stanza ( the qRqpfcft viz.) ‘

STr^ft \ though (forming) the sq’s^rq or suggested
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sense, is expressed by means of the words ( used in the stanza)

since the words

practically amount to "jiTcft representing as

they do only a
)

Therefore what exacly is expressed

( VIZ the an'Tlw't is just the same as the suggested (viz.

q'?:Tn-q^ ) ,
because =rT=5g is practically equal to

'TTTTT^cft But (the only difference is that ) the form in

wl ich it is suggested in not the same as that in which it is ex-

pressed (thefoimof suggestion is iT-?;TqTrr5i^T‘

while that of the expression is

iErEff%^f^?TT 1 And these two, though different, convey exactly

the same sense).

As when a moving white bull is seen, one gets the deter-

minate cognition
(

)— “ a white bull moves ” vihat

exactly is seen in just the same as one determinately cognises,

but not in the form in which it was seen Since it was seen as

undistinguished
(

srfiTvr
)

and unconnected (

one determinately cognises it as charactined by distinction and

connection ”

Mammata bungs in the illustration of the

and STcq'sa' theory of the schools and the

Buddhists. He says that the distinction between srrqig^

and qw’q^f in a qirfjftq^ is slender and practically non-

existent as that between the Determinate Cognition
(

)
and Non- determinate Cognition )

To explain When we see any individual while moving bull,

our cognition is of sq'fw Now
Nyayavais’esika schools hold that every cognition

must be preceded by the cognitions of the f^^qtrf of the

separately Just as cannot be there without

similarly a knowledge of a while moving bull cannot be had
without first knowing separately the

VRqr’ and the fqqrcir iftsJTlW Only when these fqrqqvTS of ^<317 are

individually cognised at the first moment on seeing an individual

bull of that type? we get next moment a determinate cognition

of ‘a while, moving bull’ The former cognition ts ithe f%f%—
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congnition, the latter is

ff?rT5T of ?rTiT^T3nT3Trf^^!^w<’Tfw^’^ ^rr^f

i These two are practically the same congmtions

though technically distinct In both and are

cognised but while m they are cognised as unrelated]

in they are cognised as related Mammata caUs these,

andf^3fT?q' respectively He explaing how ^rR)

and (^ErfsT^Fv'T^ srr^r) are practically identical though tech-

nically different The determinate cognition cognises a thing

like a while mo''nrg bull which is the same as that perceived

non determinately, but not in exactly the same way For while

in or cognition a thing like rftoqfqq- is cognised

as undistingnished from anything-like sfi^q'sirf^ and as unrel

ated with attributes like which are separately cognised,

in or cognition there is a cognition of ’fTsirr^

charcterised by a oistinction of a bull from a horse and the

like and the possession by the bull of the attributes of
o

etc

In the sentence sr^ts Mammata
is referring to two different views regarding the relation of

siring: and attributes According to the of Buddhists

this relationes is ¥T^ 1 e the word distinguishes a Dull from
non-bulls, or rft from all non-white- bulls, while accord-

ing to Nalyayikas and Vaies' ikas the relation between sxrf^

and attributes is that ot 1 e- connection or association, jfl:

is a quatified by atiributes like etc The^^
of the Buddhas or the ?gr*Tif of and #3^fq^s are not per-

ceived in the stage but are perceived in the

stage only.

'rar¥4t^cr & s-wfn - Both resemble in so far as in both there

is a and a oirg;^^' sanse But (l) in TTfgt^cT the^r®T though
technically different, is actually just a different way of convey-
ing the oq’i:;Tir sense 1 e m the and senses

are practically identical In they are distinct (2 ) In

the WT=5zr which is a of conveying the oq^nr

is more striking In tsffjr on the other hand the is more
striking than the
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comes-very close to one
variety of am^grsr^^TT viz. illustrated

by ?:'r5t?T One may easily argue that the verse tT^pt

TT^STg^TTo etc is a qzrfift^ and that the verse q- is an STST^^g'-

sri^r^. The distinction between the ^tww therefore, must be
well grasped. And that is this : In under refe-

rnnce the is and the In both the

qrTTUT ‘ fear of ^TrqriWqi ’ and the effeit loss of pride by Indra

& of ichor by Airavana’ are But the reason why only

wf IS stated and not the is that stnkingness attaches to

the effect If in etc one were to argue, that effect

is also striking and hence it is stated in preference to

both qipf and wtrw being the stanza would become an
instance of qqfqlqgr And f^fTT^T actually quotes it as sucb.cp.

5T =q fq ^fcT ^ITOTqcflf^W 3T5r?5?rsr^?Tr I arq^^cTcTra I

5 ^qfq I

Other Illustration (l) ^TBqr
I

’3Tq?r qrfwq^ q3='3Tq'f iqfq^ II (2) anrq

ijqqTq;?5¥^qqTq ^qqq i q^qfqqr ^rwfq^iTfqqlqTqT^q^q

I) (4) qq I siqqft

qsfT^qqsrq- ii (4) qqn fqqRrqqqmqq qqq^ qt ^qqqq^qi snf^-

^qqtfrqfq^qq^ •?:q^q qrqqqrq^qq w (5) qq^q^ qq ^qr

qifqq^ II

{ 33 ) qqRT ( Exalted

)

A critial Note
: (i) Definition yvtitt' q^-^q qqq, q^gq

qtqw^vrq 1 (2) Analysis of the Definition The figure

is of two mam types (l) When the prosperity of a thing is des-
cribed, that is one variety (2) When a great thing is described
to be auxiliary to something else, that i<= the second variety.

wfeqlq— This word can be interpreted m two ways
(l)q?^ qq^qf% qlq I qq%q qqsqWq fcqq. (2 )

q^^q qqqlqft q^jwrfqqr qlq- In the former interpreta-
tion any description of prosperous circumstances would be mak-
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In the latter such a prosperity must be connected with a
particular object Thus m according to the first

view IS in the description of ibundance of pearls, while
according to the second view, the 13^^ consists in showing
that this prosperity is connected with the houses of the learned.

The first represents the view of the second of and
ST'JTT The latter unnecessarily limits the province of ^4[Trr and
hence the first in preferable to F

Page 94

=5rTW — Someone mav here object this stanza

contains the heroic sentiment, and as such would be an illustra-

tion of How can it then be quoted m the Xth Ullasa

which treats of alamkaras that constitute srqrr^Toirs Mammata’s
answer to this is As is subordinate to the decnption of

forest, it cannot detemnne the nature of the stanza

We should note, in conclusion, that the two varieties of

are really two different figures of speech Malllnatha m
his on rightly points out this f<^ct cp

I 3Tzr ^ I

qq' 3rqTr^5;^l'?;'t5W5TqTcr ( fw^q-nrjPT 11

”

The former variety is called g’afTgr because it contains a descri-

ption of abundant prosperity, the latter is called because

it tells of a connection with doings of exalted personages as an
auxilary factor The two have nothing in common
e.icept '

Other Illustrations (l)

f^qfvr^f^rrrf^^frmr =5r

qr^qrr fTciT'T^rr \

PTc3T5jftc^ sr3[>rr 11

(3) ^?firiTT?«rriTr?r%erfrrf^t*T i

W'f»qT4'd4^cr5TT qq u

36
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(34)
(Conjunction)

A criticla Note : {i)lDefimhon .

1 ^ ^’Tqrar ’Tirf^qr l (2) Analysis of
the definition • When one particular means of attaining certain

thing being already extant and operative, one or more other

means also become operative, we get the figure Now
these causes which combine together may be either good or
bad or a mixture or good and bad and we get a three fold
division of is an example of ST^iftiT, of

and of

Another variety of is also defined and discussed by
Mammata. It speaks of simultaneous occurence of (i) quail"

ties (2) actions or ( l) qualities and actions T his leads to a
threefold division of this too. The respective illustra-

tion are verses n9
, 120, I2i.

It should be noted that practically the two types of iEr^=5=qrT

amout to two different figures.

o This verse is No. 3753 This is a case
of 3iwr
Page 95

The word can be taken in two ways (l)

{5f<?) ^q-T q>T I (2) ^ 31^^=^ (^ifsTTOT)

%srr iftn" 1 According to first, this variety occurs when some
good and some bad things are put together e. g iyrFiT;f\

-

etc which are good are ‘•mixed with a bad thing like

According to second this variety occurs when there is a com-
bination of things which are each a combination of good and bad
eg etc are good while etc are bad The
first IS the view of The second that of and sr^TT

states both but does not definitely prefer one to other-

His inclination, however, seems to tend towards the second.
And the second dors seem to be more probable.

We must note here that in the enumerated in ^RflT

there is a of In the first six the fqigts?r is

good and bad But in case of the seventh the is
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had and good The only fair possibility to avoid it

would be IS emend the wording to '

!^o The verse is from vr^^^’s It illustrates

-^g^g^fFras discussed above.

firff^JcTo This is Vll 28.

^^W!o This is IV 3

Page 96

^JTtflro This passage is directed againt the view of

and’others who hold that of this kind occurs when the
abodes of actions and qualities represented as simultaneous are
either different or the same Mammatajpoints out that exam-
ples of of this kind are found in both cases. So it is

not correct to insist on as does or on ^FTT^nf^-
of some others do.

Othei Illustrations (l) JTT^gK 1

wi. cgrcf^'^grq fqfsr ii (2) pt?T

53Tr^F5T^ q-fST^t ^rtftr^yr: \

STcJnrq^qSq* q1% ^TlTar qJ^qqY 'Ts:qiH'4>

% qi|T. 1 1 (3) \ F^qtlw^qqr

Tqqifq =qTqi q!T \ I

<N

Page 97

( 35 ) qqfqr ( Succession )

A Critical Note (i) Definition q;^ q!?r<qTq=Fftq^ 'Priq ,

I (2) Analysis of Definition qqfir or succession is

essentially twofold One thing successively occupying many
places and many things successively occupying one place.

Each division is further divided into two varieties^according to

the said fact either happening (qqfq) or being made to happen

qrqr^o This stanza is 4, Here we find that

goes on successively occupyig arurq^q, ^»iRr?qq»a3 and"
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This IS also an instance of one thing occupying

many places succesively has gone from to

We have to remark here that m q'irfq’ we should normally

expect that the thing which goes from one place to another,

leaves the earlier abode completely But m both the above

verses or do not fully satisfy this expection When
goes from fkR’s ^<15 to or u’T goes from

to we cannot say that either leaves the prior abode A
better example is ‘ ftsTcTT ^ ^TfeTTHTTI

qT??^i%crT I Trf+r u

Page 98

This stanza is quoted from srFFqq'^Tq'’s 'sqvrr^'VT

This is meant to illustrate ‘ Cupid has
made that heart to be placed m different places successively

VIZ first in and then m fjpTTf^i^T^rT- It may be said that

this instance too is defective. Cupid is responsible for leading

the heart to but not for its residence in fqtstq-. A better

instance where one thing is made to occupy many plac s

successively by same agent would be f%^3yT*TTq«rTTl%Rf%^‘

gsrr w

?r^fT*To This is an example of Nectar
and poison successively reside in

•V

gr? ijf o This stanza is quoted from of

The subject-matter is probably some one’s remark about the
prosperity obtained by by the favour of fsor The verse
illustrates is made to occupy different

positions in house, animal property and the household music >

Page 99

3T5T This sentence distinguishes qrriq frorr*

Taking ^fft'TTqR as fiqtqRH we get the distinct-

ion between first variety of q^jif and qf^q%, and taking risRir

flffrqrqTfi as trqiqRqi’ ^l^ffqT^Tqr ’we can distinguish the second
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variety or q'lrk and While in sriT^JT we have no
^TJfrq'T^fr ( though |H>q-T?T?T IS there ) and so it

cannot be taken to be an instance of ( which is char-
acterised both by and lR>nr?R ),

in the
’Tiffir we do not have ^FftTRT^r ( though ^fflRarnT
IS there) and so this also cannot make an instance'" of
for the same reason

*

To explain In first variety of qq'Rone and the same thing
VIZ IS abandoned by grtirq and obtained by
and we have still sfiifq does not receive any-
thing in return for and does not give anything
while receiving it That is, fFftqRr?! is not there

In the second variety of one and the same thing viz.
accepts one thing f^Grarq-q- and rejects another srq-g-.

5i|3:af q' So we have ^pfVqT^Tfr But the accepted fqq-
qR-q- is not accepted fiom any one or the rejected STiTfTcKrs:^^^

IS not given over to anyone That is there is noirqjqrifqr ^FfTqRTfT.

Thus both the varieties of qqiq- differ from qpR% which is

characterised bv and Taking
for example the verse which illustrates qfT^fxT we
find that it contains both xrqjqr^ ^RtqT^R ( e g. 5Rr abandons
sjWtsr and accepts ) and trqrqnf^ ^Rt3[R ( e. g srrqt^
abandoned by creepei and accepted by wind).

q^rfiT & The two varieties of qrrfq resemble with
qfiR% because there IS ^FftqTqixf’ in both the figures
But while in qfT^% ' xrqx^ ^IrqT^fi’ ' means \qtTqqr fTTTqRR'
and ' TTqrqrifqr ^pfTqrqTfr in qq-fq- m first variety only trqiqjiqqr

^TxftqTSfFT IS there and in the second variety only trqxqi'd qr

qiqR xs there. For details see above note

Other Illustrations (l) JTrs^qffqTqi sr^'qq'fqiR vTT

\ ?TT«r?:R ^q-xrPT

^rqr arriqFTT qj'^FrRir it (2j ^giFcft wr q^FcT

JTTTsrfir q- FSHR grcft FswxrMif’jq- i cutset

TRFirrqr^Trfq GrfTqr qjiTTS'f f^rq?rq-iw
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• <3) 5r«fTr sr^r i arw «ri%cf
CV O N 'O Si

f=wV % ti (4)

> ^tisrfg- ffr^'f^ ^ ^ gRr% ir

(5) JrTtTr^ft^rd ^^sPc^^rsnf i g^t ^Rnpfrr-^ Cv C\

11

( 36 )
3TiT?rR«r ( Inference

)

A critial Note ; (l) Definition * srgJTR ?r?r gr^JrarsTfr-

I (2) Analysis of the Definition When in a verse or
passage we get a statement of a ( 1. g, conclusion ) and
gnr^ ( 1. e reason ), which possesses stnkmgness, we get the
figure ar^^FT. The words and ^tt^FT are not used by
rhetoricians in a very strict sense as far as this figure is con-
cerned and Maniinata’s technical definitions of these serve only
to show his erudition in Nyayas'atra and nothing else It is

sufficient if grw and merely look like a logical and
^TFFr. In ii^gTo the poet finds that wherever the eyebrows of
ladies are directed there cupid’s arrows fall. And he infers from
this fact that cupid with a drawn bow always runs ahead of
them Here the first half contains the and the latter

half the

—This passage gives definitions of grrsHT and
;aTstr in technical Naiyayika way, which are really out of place
in But Mammata obviously wants to parade his
erudition. Before the definitions can be grasped, some

- technical terms in shall have to be understood. Let
us take for example the standard Sanskrit 3iii|rfR— g%iTR,
g+isiT^Tg, ?r?r gir gw gw gfi. wwr w^li, arw qwgt wwwt^j,

cRWig WW TWgt gfftrFj[ I Here the subject-matter of discussion
VIZ. qwg is the the is wff, the grwg is ww WW WW WW
gw gw wl% is ogjfc^^ wfigg is a similar instance

( gq^ )
wh^re

WW being there gfig is there can be taken as a negative
instance proving wgTf^-gw?W. Because it never has arfhr and
never has ww also. Now according to logical science any
valid means

( grwg or ^ ’15 can prove its gr^T e g. arfrg
only if It has three charactenstics (i) it must be residing in the

• qjg or subject of inference (e g WW must^exist on the mountain
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on which ^ IS proved to be existing
) (2) must be pre-

sent at another place where ^ too is pres*eot L e. it should
be present m a similar instance like rii|r?r^ (3) must be
absent if is absent as in 1 e it must be absent m a
dissimilar instance. These three qualities are are called by

as and respectively. And he says a
logical or is that which has these three aspects And
a sarsif, says TfTirs, IS an invariable presence

( ) of

the more extensive ( e. g fire ) with the (

1

e mountain
having the «rF

)

Other lllustration<i (l) g-q-
51%^

'T)%5T I U

(2) fgr<ssfcr qrf^ iftf^grr fRr srt

fqq- 1

1

arqqfTTT & ^c$?fTI—The presence of arqqFr is many times

revealed by words such as 5^^, sflfq, sfR, etc.

( e g qqcqq^ypTr qfefqte qq cTsWdfqcRltt

qTqcqrqT 5^: q?q 11 ). We also know that many ^f these

words are used as qcg^qrqqis as well How to distinguish bet-

ween srqqrq and The answer is that is just a
imaginative probability based on qrtf, while in

SRqrq the conclusion arrived at is certain and based on ao
poetically sound reason

srq^TR & q»Tsqfl5^q—Both resemble in having a reason

justifying the conclusion But (l) the is arq^FT is

in ^T5qr?55;q It IS qrRqr (l) In srqqFT the poet gives both the

and conclusion resulting therefrom In qtrsqfei;^ only th®

IS stated leaving the inference to the leader

( 37 )
(Significant)

Page 100

A critical Note (i) Defimtton qfc-

q"
1 (2) Analysis When there is a description with

significant adjectives, we get q1\q>T When a poet uses adjec-

tives which are pregnant with suggestiveness, the qrsqxq is
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beautified by these suggestions (cp

fq-czr^ i oirg^qtrTsfqr q-i^qr^f' fRr sr?^

frrq’ I
)

Mamtnata and Wivanatha insist that there should

be more than one such significant adjectives used to create such

charm. Jagannatha argues that even one significant adjective

may be enough V. 128 This is 1 19 For the

implications of the significant adjectives cp. qr—

^ fT TS[Tfq’ f I irRErffr ?r ^

sTT^err:, it i TTTf%grT. ^?ftqr:

«ijp+)oi)vTif% I ^ ^45tT'T

wosrw?% ff=bf5ir^ i ?r ?rf?rr

I q ’qsr^trq

TTJf %Tr ?rlq‘qTq'T^T n”

Other Illustrations (l) iT5=Tiffi%erJTlq‘T»ffiW ^TT^IT ’Tot

giT fq^r<|qT U ( Acc to

sr^Wthis qf^qtT: is based on one significant adjective). (2) fj^r-

TTsr f%s?^iqfnqTT;^ I tTPT^^ II

qfr^ & ^TSJrfeS^To qf^^T and q^sfq^ q>ioirr5Ts:q are

similar in having significant words. But m qq^irf^q such

words supply the poetic reason for a fact while in qfT^T the

suggestions made bv them beautify the qr^sqw Further m
qtToirf^Jltq the important thing is explaining a particular fact

poetically by assigning its poetical reason, while in qfTqrT: the

charm is in a rich suggestiveness which the qr^SETW gets by the

^r^cf

(38) sETTsfi’f^tr (Speech of Pretext)

Page 101

A critical Note Da/tmtion (l)

I (2) Analysis A paraticular thing which is kept
concealed or secret, somehow gets divulged. Then an
attempt is made by the person concerned to conceal it again

- under some pretext That is Vyajokti. In st 129 ( )

which descnbeds a scene at the marriage of Sfiva and Parvati,
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we are told how S'lva was thrilled by the touch of Parvati’s
hand, became absent-minded to the ritual, got horripilation, and
tremor and after his internal emotions ’’TT^s) were di-
vulged, tried to cover up bv pleading that the cool touch of

Himalaya made him horripilated

.. Here Mammata distinguishes

from arq^^jrrflr by saying that the former is not based on
between and srsT^^^T while the latter is so based

& asr*T^^5Tfg— Both resemble in as much as some-
thing IS concealed and something established in its place But
they differ as follows (l) is based on similarity,

IS not (2) In srq^ iT% the two objects are, one
and one 3rsr?^(iepresenting & gqipw after all) In oqrsftf^
both are (3) In the thing concealed is directy

mentioned. In oqT5ft1%^ it is rot so stated It is for the reader
to guess it so. (4) In an denied and gqiqR
established in its place In nothing is denied, but some
thing IS represented to be due to a cause, other than the real

one

Other illustrations . (l) 5rrfr?qT STT^qT

I flTiTT STWrr^rrrq^fiT II

( descriptive of a cowherdess concealing her affection under
the guise of devotion ogrsftfWcT need not have the artful concea-
lment mentioned in so many words, it may be conveyed without
them ) (2) ^ 5 ?r

g1% 55T. ggr i

ig-f ^ ^ u (3) qtgr

wr ?r fr>sr fsrq-Rr i girr-

Page 102

(39) (Exclusion)

A critical Note (i) Definition-.

t 5 m iT A certain thing

IS stated It is obvious already So its specific statement only

37
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results in exclusion of something similar to that. That is

This statement may be preceded by a question or

may not And the excluded thing my be suggested only or

expressed specifically So the figure has four divisions.

Page 103

This IS VII 8l.

Other Illustrattons (l) ff I

^ n (2)

fW*lTf^WTTi; I STWT^ ’T^^sr^TFT U (

(3) ’T qifyrd* 5 1 ^11

sp^unw^ q^spr^ ?r i\ (4) ^
^Tif grTfrl tiuth; h

( 40 )
( Garland of Causes

)

A critical Note* (1)

1 ^T’lr’TRJT 1 (2) Analyst'^ When each prior thing

IS the cause of each succeeding thing, in a series of things

enumerated in causal chain, we get the figure

Other Illustrations (l) ^qr^RTt I

^3?n?r q^TTf. 11 ^irt^

iqiftira; ^q/erf^ir i «i (3)

..r^ - - - ^ . r.
. „

^qtq^prr^q^ 11

Page 104

.|§ —Mammata casually takes up here a discuss-

ion of the || regarding which conflicting opinions are

held among sr^ra^^rf^s

says that || is not an sr^yi^qtR, while ccfer says
it IS an excellent figure. does not treat of it at all. 'it was

who first defined it and added that it deserved to be
treated as a separate figure of speech l^iTcfT ?rf

fP^ JTW t 'T«rTi|^: U ^?s’s EpToqT<a
'

g;qa
"

'C
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VII 82 ). Vis'vanatha defines it much like Rudrata.
(

i-m.
)

Mamnata is here obviously contoverting the view of

Rudrata. He says that of is nothing but

like 3TTiT^?rF where a cai/se and*effect are identified and

It has no charm As for the example which Rudrata
cites as an example |g, and which has "been admitted to be

^ToiT by revered authors like miTf ,
Mammata says that it is

through srirtrr^ and not 3isr?'«'g:^nc And
Mammata finally adds that if at all such an 3i‘65g;^iT is there, it

IS just the same as and need not be separately treated.

Mammata is very unconvincing here- srrT^’Tmay have no
charm. But has Further which repre-

sents Poetic Cause is dilferent from from this poetical identifica-

tion of cause and effect Whether a verse has a charm or not

is a matter of opinion after all Mammata may feel that this

verse has no charm, but others may not agree with him.

Anyway he should not have equated it to and on that
NO a %

score ruled at One can as well equate with

^R>rT =iT>fV like or and argue that

does not exist t

spTTnmT?5T &SfrT??T^qrfJ—Both resemble in so far as in both
u. •

e ach preceding object is connected with each succeeding one
But while in the preceding object is the cause of the

succeeding, is irr^rr^^ it merely qualifies it

( 41 )
( Reciprocal

)

A cnctical Mote • (
1 ) Definition

I Analysis When there are two things, which act upon
each other and when *the action which is the cause of this

mutual influence is common, we get the figure 3T?iff?ir The
word in the definition means ‘ creation ’ i e ‘ giving charm
to’ 1 . e ‘ rendering more beautiful ’ In this figure there are

two essential factors (l) Two things must be mutually acting

upon each other. So the following is not 3T?iff?ir —H tT^q'TT-

t gfFTW I (2) The
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action which causes this mutual influence must be common.

Hence the following too is not 'TT^.flr®r%i%^-

W9r 1 srsiTTW^ 5 1 1 So also strictly

speaking the following instance of given by aPF'T^ir

^tfecT IS technically faulty I

^«rr sT'TT'nf^^sftr h”

V 136 gives quite a good instance of srfij^

Another good illustration of for example, is the

following which Jagannatha gives Tdd '^-ITcT

fsrq^ ^tdT 1
^^<=1 ^sflr gr^. 11

( 42 )
^3^*1 (Reply)

Page 105 ^A critical Note (i) DefintUon I

FTt?r?T5T dT d’fe II

(2) Analysis The figure as defined by Mammata is of

two types ( which really deserve to be called different alam-

karas ). (l) When by a reply heard by one, one can guess the

question to which it formed a reply, we have the first variety

of (2) When there are more than one. questions posed

with answers impossible in an ordinary way, that is the second

variety of i=rgrT

St IJ7 This occur, at p 128 It is a very charm-

ing verse It IS the reply of a hunter mother-in-law who says

that elephant- tusks and tiger-skins are in short supply in her

house that time ao the beautiful young daughler-in law is

moving about the house ( and so the recently mariied son does

not feel like moving out 0 Obviously a merchant on the

purchasing round coming to some adivasi hut for purchasing
forest-produce, asked an old lady in that trade about availa-

bility of supplies of and sq'T^^f^'s which he would likg

to purchase from her Tn reply comes this verse, from which
the original question is easily inferrable

Page 106
H — Here Mammata is distinguishing

the first variety of from EfTTscrfe^ and ardiTR (l) He says
that this is not Because in a poetic
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cause which is a of the effect in stated. Here

is not a i e of It is only a
(2)

5TT1TS furthei ‘says that this if not the figure ^sweli
as the sTiTSfi ^5 rnay tempt one to understand because'

I This clause is capable of a two-
fold interpretation (l) snriTT# ^T^rr ?TTF^ cT^TT ^

^rr^53T«r?Tf?rf^ 1 ^rP^-f?r5s: i ^rsr^ ^ w?:
sqrsftfir^F I \ (2) sr^trR tr^srfjrf^nssgrqr

( )
’TTt5i^rsri=rifi^¥rifrTfT F?rf^, 1 lErr-r^r^q-

fjrfiTEscsriT I ?Ti^3TFr 5 3n%c?rcw?r^ i
( )

Uttara (2nd Variety) & Both resemble having a
series of questions and answers But (l) while in qf^??srr the

answers are well-known, those in 13^^ II are not easily under-

standable to an average person (2) In qf^i^iTT the stated

answers, intend at excluding other things- In II there is

no such idea of exclusion. (3) In the suggested sense

IS more important than the expressed sense of the answer In

the expressed sense itself is striking and important. In

the plurality of of questions and answers is not a

necessity In II it is

Other Illustration of igvn; (0
=nRfr I ^ JTfsrlr «r^F-

JTFsr^fsRT iT^F«r u (2) ^ ^ Fsniflcnir

I
sp

1

1

( 43 ) ( Subtle )

Page 107

A critical Note Definition . (1) ^cftsFr ^^ifts<sq‘«ffs-

7ir^.iT 1 ^ifw JTT cT^ I (2) Analysis

of the Definition When a subtle observation is communicated
to another person by some indication or gesture, we get the

figure i^Tf.

In this verse Jwe are told how a fnend, observing

lines of perspiration flowing down the face, disfiguring the
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saffron-paste, indicated the ( taking the masculine-

posture in love-sport ) enjoyed by the by drawing the

figure of a sword on the palm ( a sword indicating man ’)•

Page 108

This stanza is quoted from P 103 In it

the closing of lotus indicates that f?RrTWr would be the ^5:%gr-

Ofhet Illustrations (l) it;TTnri ^?T-

I trig'. ^^rntr \ \ (2)

( 44 ) ^TTT ( Climax )

A critical Note (i) Definition

II {2) Analysis of the Definition When things are stated-

in an ascending order of excellence, touching the peak in the

last, the figure is Climax. If may be noted that ?rR may be
achieved in two ways . (i) When the excellence rising through
successive stages may belong to different objects which rise

in their excellence one above the other ( cp. lETT'^ etc.

quoted by Mammata and »oci uring as ^S’s’s TTonr^^n: VH
97 ) (2) When one and the same object may become more
and more excellent successively, as it passes through various
stages Jagannatha quotes the following illustration for this

variety

11 Further,
excellence may be observed in good qualities and bad qualities

The latter is illustrated in
t

Other Illustrations (l) srgiT f^ggrs^srgihgn'^^q-

gv^igggpTi sr^gr «rfgg ^ grferrgf 1

»

(2) gg'^m^sggrjgjftgrgTggf^g sp^ng 1 arggr gW
g 11 (3) ggsgg giEg* gg

I g^lfg g ggglsg;gr?gg^?yrtf,
-=q^e£q-q 1

1
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(45) (Incongruity)

Page 109

A critical Note (i) Definition ^l4'+T'<<JT'5ij?Rft:

^rf^. prr?^s;nfer, U (2) Analysis of the Defini-

tion When two things related as cause and effect are stated

to reside at two different places altogether, at one and the same
time, then we get For normally cause and effect

must be fFTcT.

f^^5Trr*T- This passage distinguishes 3T«rs;n'Rr from
It is pointed out that in sig'STfb' two things normally

found at one place are found to be at different places and
consequently a contradiction arises, while in a the' con

tradiction arises because of many incongruous things residing

in one abode. Even though of contradiction being

an essential factor of has not been stated earlier it has
to be admitted as an inevitable fact For 31^*7% has a special

type of contradiction for its field and thus is an to the

figure which is based on contradiction in general and so
is like a general rule

)
which operates only after leaving

the field covered by 3PT=rTcrs Mammata is using the words
and amK is a typical way—and he is a

too, as we know Mammata thus makes it clear that

IS f^srsTTf^ffl 1 e an exception to and not itself.

3T?ls;»Tfk & The two figures resemble being based
on cotradiction. One may argue that ^piTo is a case of

(tea between two words
and as connected with two different persons ) But the

difference between the two figures is (i) In 37iErs:=n‘%, a cause
and effect, which normally reside at one place aie stated to be
residing at different places at one and the same time. In

on the other hand, things normally are shown to

be (2) The field of is broadly contadiction

itself while that of 3RT^»I% is a particular type of contradiction

IS the rule, an exception
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Other Illustrations (l) gr g-T ^
Wd<i. m 1 ^ttss^^t

R- ^rt# ^r^rr weR^RiTR 1

1

<2) ar^ ^^'^3?R?r fqf^tsir i rtr-
fk^% It

(46) RRlfsT (Falicitation)

Page no

A critical Note* (i) Definition RRrfR RTtr RrRRFR*-

RRtRd': I (2) Analysis of the Definition When an agent, under-

taking some task through a particular means, finds some other
means automatically helping him and making his task easy,
we get RqrfR.

V 143 This la II 299 Therein the fsrqTRsrgr^TR of
the hero, begun with StPtrtR is aided by RRRfRcr which exciting
passion further prompts the heroine to relent

Other Illustrations (l)

RFfRT I §rfsfd srriRWRR R3=RWr
( ) Rf^R**!!

RR’RRT^RTR RRt fRRTRRRRT IrRTR 11

RRtfR & In both more than one causes are opec-
ative But (l) While in RR^R all become operative simulta-
neously, in RRrfR one cause begins to operate first and then
another comes in (2) In R^=5rr, no speciality about the result
is stated In RRtfR the work m hand is more easily achieved
by the subsequent cause

( 47 )
RRR (Equal)

^
A Critical Note {l)Definition rr RtnrRRr RlRf RfR R^^RrfRR*

1 (2) Analysis of the Definition When more than one
^ings combine to advantage the appropriate combination
being either of good things or bad things we gel the figure rr.
Vv. 144 145 are respective illustrations

Other Illustrations (l) ^r|rt RTRRR. ^RRtsfR r
RIRRRI- =R RfeW I RRTRR^g^RRR RRRT RT=sf R RR RRiVr It
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I «r5T

grc^iiT’T^rrr II
(0)31^x^077

i Ti:m‘

?r5r^P=cT, 3T^ ^'TFft 1 i

& !5R'*3'^— In both we have and It is

quite possible that an instance of ;3')j:5^q- like gin
SRTJTl rriay be

confounded with because there is a union of appropriate

things. But we should note that in iTiT=5fir the combination of

good or bad things is a cause of some result, while in ^q" such

a combination does not have any such causal function and
is by itself striking

Page III

(48) Or-srir ( Unequal

)

A critical Note : {i) Definition

trs^nFiTiricr 1 qlcpi ’rqf^qrBTr

I ^5roT=5r ^ q^r f^'rrfr 11 Anlysis of the

Defmtton The 3T5yg;wT is divided into four broad cate-

gories (l) When two things are said to be too incongruous to

be associateji (2)when an agent attempting a task,not only does

not succeed therein but on the contrary meets disaster (3) the

qualities or ^nf and are contradictory (4) the actions of

Efrrq and qrTTUT are contradictory

We have to raise here a number of pertinent <'onsiderationsr

(i)First of all we must note that Mammata does not give a gene-

ral definition of fwqir He only enumerates four varieties thereof,

Ruyyaka and Vis'vanatha too do the same It is Jagannatha

who gives a general definition* ‘ ftiTinT I

He says this g'q'if can be possible in several

ways We need not say that it can have only the four

ways which Mammata enumerates And Mammata himself

realises this, for after giving illustrations for the fou’* varieties,

he gives another miscellaneous instance, wherein also, he says

f^TiT should be understood according to special circumstances

of that case. Actually that example can come under first

variety of ftrqir as given by qvirs. The first variety, as defined.

•38
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r equires utter incongruousness only,it need not be based on a par-

ticular relation of simple ftrtfsnfV or It would thus be
clear that when this additional example based on

is separately given as a different variety, Mammata either

forgets what he haS said earlier, or has not said earlier all that

he wanted to siy Any way this would make no credit to him
as writer. (2) Secondly he says that the firErqr is

‘

’ But he never gives the four varieties of ifrJT He only
gives one variety which corresponds with the first variety of

ST says that the other three varieties of ^rr if

admitted, would not be charming Acc to Jagannatha and
Appaya they can have charm and we agree with Jagannatha and
Appaya Here are a few examples of other varietis of (a)

(Jorresponding to Snd vanity of Visama (r)

f^'Wr II (^) F?Tff5!T ^TgTTFJiTfq’rff %f^q‘ c^T

I ffTSR snr^fs^^srcrr 1
1

(b) corres-
poadinq to Sid variety of Visama

I

'TT^TTeJrr II (c) correspoiidinq to 4th
variety of Visama ^3'^r^sy5irr5r^5:5r^;ffVTr-?: 7oJTr5rq'of ^IPtTcr 1

jflTgtrft ^^?r’3Tr 5T 11 (3) Thirdly the second
variety of fggir, as defined by Mammata requires (i)non-attain-
ment of desired object and (iij befalling of a calamity in addi*
"tion But the illustration given by him does not satisfy these
conditions Therein the hare trying to escape reso
rts to the moon but fails to get that escape being devoured by
another But what additional calamity is there ?

The moon being swallowed is no calamity to the hare! Happier
-examples would be the following (l) arg

srgrw I ggff
11 (1^) rfrgr?? rg

5r^T^T'5!:^T3:^qT I f^cft IJ (^) gt

»
ig srrfr? cpeit f^i^rgrcr

f%gfg || Acc. to Jagannatha and Appaya the
second variety can be three-fold (1) Both the grounds (of
being present (11-111) Either one or the other being present
Page 112

vv*I46-I49 illustrate respectively the four varieties off^iT*
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V. 148 Ti IS IS 1 62

Page ti 3

149 This IS ^sTs’s IX 47

V 150 This IS TtTEr’s 13-40

^?irr?To Here the incongruity lies m one sleeping m an
ocean and drinking all the worlds along with that ocean^
Further he whose belly drinks all the worlds, is drunk by a
woman with only a half-opened e5'e Herein lies the second
incongruity.

Ot7ie7 Il/usiraUo7is (l) ^’TT I ^
wrJTfr u ( -T) frrc^r gfq-?r

?rfT I 5rg fart qTfarfd^rr ii (3)

I (4) srrat ^
5TFfgr^=5^^ « ^^n-fcr jtt4 ^rfrrf^^snr

sp^5fr!Tf?g- 1) (5) <T?n?n^yfe%

srrfwRTT
> ^fyczrfcr

II (6) ^ =^cqf^qrzrr ^^h 1

*ft^r5f^r?iT ii (7) ?r^ ^ ^r'lr:

?|n-5r^ 3®qTT5a’Tf^^’^ 1 w ^ tft’WTSTT sfHwg- =^T%vfr5? ’w

sr^^RT s?ryT?=^ 1
1 (8) ft-irrfRrq-jnf f| #fiTFf ^ ^ i

cT'Tt^ffiTfV ^ II

f^iTTT (HI & IV Variety) f^sr and 3Rrs!f(% - All these
three figures resemble in so far as all of them are based on.

apparent contradiction But while is general and genera-
lly Its charm lies in representingiF^m^ fiiT5rr«nTthings a sresiding

IS 3rir3;*T% and have a limited extent and a speci-

atised charm for example, lies in and
which are normally being stown as

,
while

f^rr represents a contradiction between iT'^f^piTrs of and
^W^iTTS of ^PROT.

(
49 )

(Exceeding)

A critical Note (l) Definition, i|^d^^-q^iF?rT^Tf«rciTSFrjftr

i^FTrT 1 3TT«rirr«rf^> gr^scirfsr^ 3 ^RTII (2) Analysis-
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When there is a iTfcT 3tTf?To or and when their

respective cPT and srrfsrfr <xxe represented as TTftJRT

• (greater) than that 3TTf«rcT or STT^nr respectively, we

get the figure 'To illustrate (i) In, v 151 the
^

IS really vaster than the aTT^T^T
‘ But

the poet represents this to be even greater ^than

which latter it contains (2) In v I 52 the snisrir

’ IS really vaster than the srrf^^
‘

But the poet represents the to be vaster than the gsr

.

wherein they could not be contained.

Page 114
V 151 This is II 219

V 152 This IS tttt's I 23 and describes the delight

.

•of Lord Krspa at the arnval of Narada

aher 'Illustrations (l) I

tl (2) rrffTTTfT

srwrg' tr^ f h

( 50 )
( Rivalry

)

A'cntical Note :
(l) Definition . srflrT^iRr^rfr

I ITT 11 (2) Analysis * When
any one, unable to retaliate against an adversary directly,

retaliates against someone belonging to adversary’s party, we
get the figure sr^^nft^ Actually such a retaliation leads to the

greater glory of the adversary ! The name of this figure is

^thus explained

5irT^i5rTr55vr^ \

,

Vis'vanatha defines this

figure as ' ft'TFffe \

n’

Page 115
V. 153 iFTbr^ was defeated in beauty by the JTl*ri>. He

directly could not retaliate So he harasses the who is

loving the qfTW.

V. 154 This IS Tier’s 1478 It IS descriptive of

Kr§na. Herein Tlf, who could not directly retaliate against
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Kr^tja (i e Vi^iju), his enenay, retaliates by harassing ther

moon which is Here the relationship between moon
and Krsna is based on her with face.

Other Illustration, (l) fsRRcflxJFTfl'

I

f=!^f ffr n (2) ^ qrft fit

?nF!T 'Tr^T^^g:irJTTrT'^frRrFg'iT i r ffT'TRq'i%‘ ^crr-

?rarT cR ^Jrs5r% 11

( 51 ) ( Merger

)

A crictical Note :
(i) Definition JTfw-

^frcT It ^rftr''=FFlrf^fiT% ^eiT^rrr U (2) Analysis When
one thing is concealed by another thing on account of some
natural or adventitious characteristic which is similar,we get the

figure InV 155 we find that characteristics,

being natural in youii^ ladies, conceal the adventitious

arising through intoxication In V 156 we are told how
the coolness of Himalayas causes, adventitious ia

case of the enemies which conceal the the enemies

were having actually through fear of the valorous king under

description

Other Illustrations (1) ft . t

tTR 11 (2) f ( ruby )—
q-RF / qfT'ftTR^pqfq' q?rfq-qlRT

JT^mr H (3) I JR-

fF qrFfFftr sr^TWcF ii

(52 ) ( Necklace )

Page 117

A critical Note (i) Definition . ?arFR%' s TtirBr qrrft Jr«rr^#

"TC 'TtR: I ^^^q‘'iFgrirF WK ^qJFW^ %«rF d (2) Analysis of the

Definition • When each succeeding thing is stated to be an

attiribute of each prior th’ng or is denied to be an attribute of

each prior thing, we get the twofold V. I 57 (

I 22 ) and v 158 ( Bhattikavya II 19 ) illustrate

these two varieties respectively.
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Other Illustrations (l) ?r ?rr ^ ^ ^ ?r

srifiT 1 ^ sr^ff jt ff ^^ ^ i \ (2>

\ ^3;=nrr

)i

q;^T^fe & Both resemble m so far as in both

there is a connection between preceding and succeeding objects-

But (l) while in each preceding object qualifies and
lends charm to each succeeding one, m qqrrgf?? it is the other

way f2} Futher in TrT^5T^qq7 there it. the additional charm of

all being connected with one and the same attribute This la

"not so in

& qjT'C’opTT^T— Both resemble m being characterised

by a relation between preceding and succeeding objects But
(1) while the relation between a preceding and succeeding
object in is qrrrqTR’JTvrr^r, m it is firqrq'wfq'^r'Hr-

TTrW (2; In qiT'?:^iTT?5T, each preceding thing is the cause of each,

succeeding thing In iTqrRl% each succeeding thing is a f^stspir

of each preceding one

(53) ( Reminiscence )

Page 118
A critial Note : (l) Definition

1 I (2) Analysis A certain thing is seen earlier.

Subsequenty one sees something similar to it And one gets a
vivid reminiscence of the earlier object seen This is, in

essence, the nature of If should be remembered that

for the reminiscence must be based on a similaiity

between the thing seen and thing remembered If there is

a mere remembrance without such ^ETl^^iTirrJT, we would not get
eg trq I

11 Jagannatba says
that this need not be ^pr^qr^T^rq’ always that is, we
need not actually see onething and remember similar another.
We may think of one thing and then remember another similar
thing and still have ^^TPJ e g q%'iflr

rrF 5 1 t^s3T4fK«r ffrsfRT^

fqiqfq ^curTf^TqrqTr 1 1 Another point
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of note IS that may arise from dissimilarity too e. g.

It

Othei Illustrations (l) qrPc^ qqqTqfeTTqtqil'
tcruft^^: qarq ii (2) arfq^irqo ;3-\t f.4

'

( 54 ) ( Delusion )

Page 119

A critical Note (i) Defimfion ^qT#qiTrqFqiErf%cr I

^2) Analysis ^A^hen a thing when observed gives rise

to an erroneous cognition of it being some other srsTT^^dw
thing, then we get this figure This figure ^f^frirFT

has to be distinguished frpm or srfq^rqtfqq Let us take
an instance of a ‘ gujaja berry ’ and ‘ spark of fire’ If one
poetically identifies them as ' srf^qqivr we get

Here the identification is made with a fuU consciousness of a
difference between the two and the identification is siT^q-

Even when we resoit to 3r%q'qti%q and call the guSja berry as

‘srfhrqi'JT ’ even here within our mind the 3rr^Tq?qof this pheno-
menon and the mutual distinction between tne & ^qqTiT

is there But if one perceives a gunja-berry, and mistalanq it

for srfrqqi’Jr, begins to blow at it to make fire, that is Q#g'TrFT.

Because here the mistaken congition is taken to be real and
'One’s activity further arises on the basis of that false reality.

Mammata has made this point clear in his vrtti

V 161. This verse is No 3640 ascribed to

But It IS not found in the thirteen known plays of Bhasa The
verse beautifully describes the delusion caused by moonlight

in case of acat, an elephant and a lady

Other Illustrations ([) qcTcqf^ \

qqfs? qrfffTssfq 1
1 (2)

Tcqrrarrqrq f^c^r-

griqfT

qri;qn- 4J^>r?r u (3) qrq ftqTqqqqqTF 1 qiTrq’Tfqqr

q?qf?rr U
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( For ^T^TTFT the erroneous congnition must be

poetic or striking The perceived by a

person is no Nor is the following a iRirff^-

5nfr^55iT li )

both there is some confusion

through resemblance But while in lETTf^g'irR; out of the two

confounded things only one exists and it is mistaken for the

other, in both things are there But one overshadows the

other and the latter is therefore not perceived

( 55 ) si?Tt'T*r ( C^onverse

)

Page 120
A critical Note Definition (i)

arar I 11
” (2) Analysis STcftT

is of two types (i) When a normal is condemned a&

inadequate we get one variety (2) Or when a famous

is made an that itself is an insult to it This leads to the

second variety In both varieties the aim of condemning the

gftTTn^T IS to praise or exalt the In the second variety

again there are two possibilities • I'aJ When is said to be
not even a good to be compared with the original ijtrJRr

and so the ^q'lTT betw een them is not plausible When
an ^TTT IS actually stated, making the ^rTT^T occupy the posi-

tion of ^qTRT, which IS a humiliating position for the ijqrrFT

V. 161 illustrates first variety of stcfhr, VV. 162 and 163

{ VII 178 ) the two subvarieties of the second
vanety

Mammata then introduces yet another varietey of STrflF (not

mentioned in wherein an entity so unique & exalted aS
not to be even taken as is taken to be an gq^rpr, thus
lowering its eminence to some extent In V 165 is re-

duced to such condition by making it an ^rrirrJT for

sicflq & —In both the prominent idea is the sugges-
tion of the superiority of But while in srrfl'T this is
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achieved by degrading the by showing its inadequacy or
by making it or declaring it to be even unworthy of

in the objective is achieved.by pointing to some
srrf^w or Thus while sr^fhr rests after

all on 3??%^ rests on grsFif and both.

Other Jllustratiom (r) f% qrqrfg’ ^cT
I 11 (2)

^ |iT m fTftgr ^¥554^=5%^

^ I qfl[ ^ 1% qr ^
%6Rr: ii

<0

( 56 ) eWFiFT ( Common )

A critical Note : (i) Deftmtton JFiyjTJT ’T3Hni=JTf^-^ 1 ^^TFIT ^SIT^ ift^rrcr g-^ ^TTiTFqfq% FTcHT II (2) Analysts of
the Definition When a particular SF^g' thing is shown to be
as if identical with another, to show the great similarity bet-
ween the two, then we get the figure griTFg We fail to see
why Mammata puts the words ' srgT^^nrfq The STfrg is de-
finitely like the arsrfg- Otherwise grigfir would be impossible.
Though the two things-g^g- & srsT^-may not be xr^tir they
must be And leads to Thus^ e g. in
V 166 (spTssrr^'^T ^-under 4-3 10 ) the whiteness of the srf^-

grf^^s -and of -the moonlight, being of like intensity, are
undistinguishable.

Page 123
3r3i fgfir^o In the verse etc. we are to’d that the

used as earpendants by ladies having a cane-skm-
complexion were hardly distinguishable on the cheeks of ladies.

Only because the bees hovered round them, could they be
distinguished. Now Mammata, in vrtti, observes that though
distinction between the two is realised through the bees, the
earlier cognition of confused identity remains a fact It

cannot be denied, though it may be later sublated So gpiFir

remains an m the verse under discussion. ( By the

way according to poetic convention bees are not attracted by
champaka flowers !

)

39
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& ’fftfecT— Both resemble in so f ar as in both there

axe two things of similar properties brought together and there

is a concealment arising through these similar qualities. But

while in the common property is more intense in one

- thing than in the other and so the former conceals the

latter completely, in the common property is of like

intensity in both objects and thus the two objects become
indistinguishable (

-?rnTT?3T f i)

Oihet Illusti ations (I) ,

5=5^«rjrT^ =5rTf%

11 (3 ) I

^ ITRft 11

( 57 )
( special

)

JPage 124

A critical Note (i) Definition srfegrinsrTTTTm??!

I qqrr?3Tr II qq-jf-

I %f?T ^ ll (2) Analysis

of the Definition The figure fMr*T has three vaneties, all of

which practically are dilferent figures (l) Firstly fqjt’T occurs
when a supported is described to exist without its wellknown

- substratum e g V. 168 ( qTToqr^qri'?: IX 6 ) where we are
told how the poet’s speech remains even when poets are no
more (2) Secondly occurs when one and the same thing
is simultaneously present at different places e g V 169 where
a cowife is said to be living in the heart, eyes and words of the

' husband of the speaker. (3) Thirdly occurs when one
' embarks on a particular undertaking and achieves some totally

uncalculated impossible results in that very effort e g V 170
where we are told how creator in creating the srfcT king
created a new Cupid, Sun and Brhaspati, or V. 171 (

VII 66 ) where we told how Death, in robbing Aja of his wife
Indumati robbed him of a minister, friend and disciple too I
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Page 125

l— This passage is very important Because

it discusses a certain common ba'-is of figures of speech in ^

general ( barnng a few exceptions). The bare wording of

Mammata is In all such cases ( of different figures

)

forms the very soul Without would gene-
rally be impossible That is what also says ( sFtoqrsysi^PR

II 85 ) in ^^^ro.He states there that this ( srf^ifffiFcr)

is the or stnkmg expression m all figures Which
3r5ys;^R can be there without srfg'^jfrf'sFg’^ So poets should

aspire to cultivate it

Now what does the word ‘
’ mean here? Acc,

ording to and others it does not mean the figure

3r%i?r2frf%, but it means itself The figure

cannot be understood here because in the verse itself wher e

this discussion is raised, no 3r%;5Pfrff?r is possible So we have

to take it to mean #f%5iEr or ‘ stnkmg mode of expression'

and Mammata has elsewhere also said We
have to make quotation obvmusly as a support to this

view and it emphasises that is the basis of STM^^tr’s

Mammata’s use of the word SfT^yr is just to exclude figures like -

etc

But Pro Gajendragadkar strongly argues for the view that

here meins the figure treated by Mammata
will a fiive-fold classification (l) Firstly, he says, in all cases

or of the type is there.

(2) The quotation from is from his treatment of arigwriw
and the context leaves no doubt whatsoever that means

So holds very clearly that consti—

tuten the in 3R5i;qrR. We must also note chat iTTiTf’s

conception of is very wide as compared to Mammata’s.

(3) If just meant then STTF of tftr would have

no meaning For all SR5i;qiR’s including etc too acc to

must have

Prof Gajendragadkar has also argued that there is no

reason why the word should be taken in an unusual
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sense of So also what is the propriety of raising this

topic here, after appropriately enough, under the discussion

of the first figure itself, that assertion of

is made. Further other like mFf, and |ii=qfs[

have also asserted that is the basis of figures

of speech. While and owing to the elastic

nature of their definition of speak of it as being the

basis of all figures of speech generally, Mammata and Hema-
candra owing to the limited scope of their state that

it constitutes the life of most figures. But all of them obviously

are referring to the figure It seems obvious that

Prin. Gaiendragadkar is on sound grounds.

Othet Illustrations (l)^
%mr I f?Rr«nTT 11 (2) ?ttf

^ 5^ WT I ^>TT fT %
|^irT5fq- 11 (3 ) m

«Tfsr qfir ?rT 'TC3?r ^Err 5^. m ^rr ^ m gfsjfmg-

^1 ^ ft srffcTTq-TT ^ ^^Tfq- ^ ft ^rr

«i?rs?TFtgrarT^. 11

( 58 ) FfFOT ( Borrower )

Page 126

A critical Note * (l) Definition FUT jftFKFTwsTF-

^FT Ff; I F 5 FfFF U (2) Analysis When
anything, loses its own quality and gets tinged by the quality
of some neighbounng thing which has that quality very promi-
nently, we get the figure Ff^TW

f^F^To This IS fF^qTFc[F IV 14 It contains a descriplion of
mountain We are told therein how the (green) horses
of the sun get tinged red by the the lustre of Aru^a, and once
more become green th rough the green jewels (emeralds) on
the mountain Raivataka, when the sun’s chariot approaches
Raivataka.

Other Blustrations (l) ^Ft FIFTf^FFT F5=5FT FTFFTT

qPTFTF’tFfFFT II (2) FFT^ F^F^FFFqF^OT lfFF*!
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U (3) srer^

f'rf|jfrsfq- I q-^TT5!T?qT. gfr^c^r^rJT^'r 11

cT^^Tor & ^f?5?T .— Both resemble in concealment of one
Ihmg by another But while in one thing is concealed by
another, in cT^^iiT f'- quality of one thing iscancealed by a quality
of another thing Further while is based on giRj-, the

IS based on dissimilarity.

& HTFTfF —Both are charcterised by non-perception

of a certain thing But while in ^rrrFJT the two things under
reference become undistinguishable on account of exactly

similar qualities of equal intensity, in a more powerful
quality of one thing conceals a weaker quality of another

Further is while is based on dissimilarity,

& ¥7T^?rFT?T —Both resemble in as much as both
are characterised by error But while in '

35rT#?r*n?r one thing is

mistaken for another through similarity, in a quality of

one thing is perceived in place of another’s quality due to the
former’s dominating influence. So also in only one
thing IS perceived and misunderstood for another similar thing,

but in both things are seen, with the qualities of one-

oolouring the other.

(59 )
3TcT^’>t (Non-Borrower)

A Critical Note (i)Definition

^iiT* n (2) Analysis When a thing refuses to be tinged by a

stronger quality of a neighbouring thing, we get This

IS a counterpart of In v. 173 (fr^’s 765)
we are told in cd how the lover placed in yr’Tirftcr has not

become ' Mammata has brought an unnecessary discussi-

on of and srsr^d entities in this figure in his
‘‘

.

.

STfd'q-cTsifiT What it amounts to is that is twofold

<i) When STSflRcr does not assume the quality of STr^^^ar-

e g V. 173 (11) When the 51^ does not assume

the quality of arsT^d' e g* v. 174.
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^ Both resemble in a non-arising of

effect even when causes are present But while is

general xn nature extending to all such cases, STcT^’T’^T is restric-

ted to a special type of non-assumption of powerful quality of

a neighbouring entity.

3i3R»|i»r & (in)- . In both there is break of usual

behaviour But while m III a thing produces

dissimilar effect, in a thing fails to impress its powerful

quality on its neighbour

Other Illustrations (l) f ?T

spTfs^q- f3[3TiTcin‘arfT|vyTr 1 i|’TT3:*Tf?rr!T?3'^fTf«T

JT n (R) TFf’JT

•sT^sfcr m I f^T'^TOfTsfcr ^ fi

Page 128
(60) SEtmiH (Frustration)

JTsrr ^fTr'^rr^

1 ¥ 5trf^T?r Wcr ti ( u ) Analysis

“When one achieves a certain thing m a particular way and
•Ihen another undoes it in the same way we get oqT^TT^. In v.

175 1-2) we are told how S'lva burnt Cupid
by his eye and ladies resurrect him by their eyes. Of course
here stnWTcT is based upon because is

identified with though they are really different

So also the Tr'I%5r that was burnt by S'^iva, is different from
3Rvrf%5r that women create by tneir eyes.Therc is another
variety of otnq-ftr spoken of by

( which can be
brought undej Mammata’s definition ) wheie one and the same
argument is used to derive opposite conclusions e g ^
f?rcs s;crin*r|tf^ ^q-^r g’^n’TRrr rr =^T2Tra?if;Tr)

% I5 wwm TTf^trfq^ q- Jjtt ¥>51 ^crJTTqT¥il¥¥¥ n'

other Illustrations. (l) ^¥¥1 3nT¥f¥TT fqr?;vr¥TfvRT «

\ 'TvSTcPTVc^c^flrcrr ffT?¥ |l
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(61 ) wgftar (Collection)

A critical Note . (i) jtT^
f^srftr II in) Analysis When two or more alamkaras are found
to be independently existing in one and the same verse or pass”
age we get We can have a of (1)

only ( 11 ) only or (lu) and 3T«rfeg;^‘?:s

[ examples respectively m vv 176 6-14) 177 (already

discussea earlier) and 178 ]

(62) (Commixture)

Page 130

A critical Note (l) Definition

% 1 ^ tr| 11 qrs^-

^ ll (2) Analysis^

When two or more figures occui togther with mutual interde-

pendence, m a verse or passage, we get is three-

fold (1) 3r§:qrf®q5prTq (2) (3) «^q?7?srfcrTrsr?rs;f»T.

V, 179 Herein we find a first when pearl-necklaces

become red by and then arises when
mistake these for ipsn-qi^rrqT and do not take these

away.

Page 131

V 180 Herein there is a commixture of ^3^eifr

and 5f^

q> 55Sf> ...5TT’JF The points made herein are that

in the phrase which goes principally

with
(
the ^qqrq )

makes the phrase ^qmqqqrq and so
the compound is a The qr^^cTcq of the q>5Si:qj is only

secondary and figurative and cannot develop otpit

Page 132

V, 18 1 This IS qcqrqr^S ^fw^nr 5-173. It illustrates a

of ifiTqf and 3rq?^iT-qfq?fbq, both ^rsqr^qnrs This seems to

be an attempt to controvert the view of who hoMs that

of IS not possible. We feel that Mammata
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is not very convincing in saying that here there is a ot
the and Are these two figures-

really interdependent? We rather feel this to be an instance of

KSrika 54 cd • This refers to where more than
one figures are likely, but we have no deciding criterion to fix

any one of them as the figure; at the same time the}' cannot

also be said to be all existing together This gives rise to

Page 133

V 182 This raises a doubt about its being a or

v 183 This verse gives rise to a doubt about
several figures likely to be there cp the wfe which gives the

details thereof.

Page 134

a^r 5—srf^^^T ^— Mammata points out here that

would not arise if there is a definite 7?rr5r ( 1. e ia‘isi4>arrrr’4^)‘

for a figure, or (1. e gT«R>inTTW )
against a figuie

V 184^113^% going will makes
sr«rT?T and hence becomes for ijqiTT

Page 135

The spTTc^ of ^^55, makes this verse and so it is

for taking as v 186 Here the 3nf^*T?T to-

the tt^rtTTW by clearly shows that ^q^TT is ruled out.

For if ^qrTT V ere to be there ^T^rr would be principal and he
connot be embraced by a qT^^, simply through resem-
blance with frTXrqiq. V 187 This is q3:!q-^gr^ III I

Herein rT^7F5g[f^!3r?r^i^becomes a STtW^FniJr for^qqr m qr^rPRST;

because it cannor go with the ^^qPiT^T It may as weU be
a ^sR^qp3T'ir of ^rTT, as it goes with ^qJrq- But rriirs says
that a ^TiR’4i'qTiTT''r is more prominently grasped than a^rr^TfrqpqTOT

in such cases.
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Page i36

This deals with According

to Mammata’s definition and illustration it appears that he
believed that one and one are nesessary

to constitute the 5Er3;^t:. But others do not share

this view with him They Believe that two or two
sprf'rtig^+'Rs also can give us i^^q’?srf^<TT?T€S^T.

V t88 This IS 19-1 Herein and ar^—

SttET are

Page 138

....^irnTT’T I These two sentences seem to be di-

rected against the author of the who believ-

es that the basis of the division of figures into 5l«3R53:qiR&

3r«rf5ys;q)T^s and is 3rr«FTr«rf5rsrR Mammata points

out that aTT^T^^fjT^IW is impossible, without an appeal to

It IS, therefore,better to say that apq'ir and sqf^^c}?

determine the division of figures,rather than 3rT«nTT«rfq'vn’q‘.

Kanka 56 Mammata now takes up the topic of sr^qiTT—
and says that the different are as good as in-

cluded in earlier qJToxr^q's discussed earlier in Ull VII and so they

have not been discussed again. All the same he does give illu-

strations of several sr^yssFT^T^fTs and shows how these are in-

cluded in the ^rrs^TsflTs dicussed earlier. The following is a
list of these,

—

(1) Faults of - (1) z ^%fef%^^(ii)#qj5ir
= BTjsHT^fcq- (ill)

(2) Faults of - (1) qr^iPTJRnT r

(3) Faults of ^qwr - (i-iv) or srnTim-
f3T?T?rr and or 5riTTvrjmTf!m*T = 3T^f%T«f-

(v) (vi)

(vii) (viii) =
(ix) sPEn^^ & (x) STTR^q- zr

(4) Faults of - (l) 3Rrf^ = 3I4T^-
c4F

40
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(5) Faults of 3T>^tTT5irT?T‘- (i) iTc^JT^ = snrF^T^gT

(6) Faults of ?mT?TtPRT.- (ij = 3^2c^r#^^ or

(7) Faults of 3iST^crsr5r?TT - (1) 3f^<TT^^^ = srysjpfc^^

or ^fiwnr

Page 139

vv 189 This is fPR’s 7 I>

vv 190-191 This IS ^S^’s 2-22-23

Page I4I

vv 194*195 are taken from Vamana
V 196 This IS niTTir^ II 55

V, 197 IS taken from Vamana

Page I42

V. 198 Thisis^m’s spT34T?y3;4?TK 4-29

V. 199 This IS flT’T? II 58

Page I43

V 201 quoted by ?TfW«T on ^7T3qT?!r^sFrTg;5rs[r^ 1 1 -24,

Page I44

V. 204 This IS 17- 1

V 205 This is I 20

Page 145

srtTinT^ I This longish discussion arises

over the fault of 5r4>*rW3;4' arising from ’^rr^rfk'JTg in an
According to Mammata sentences like ‘^n^r ^ gpcT

wiRr’ or %n:r srzr ttstt ^1%’ or arcr ^Ereq- warRr’

are all examples of because the ijqrTPT in each
case is of the past and the of present Here an opponent
my plead that we can avoid the by taking a different

but suitable ^Errrm^, stated or implied, and get over this diffi-

culty. For example in the first sentence above we shall take
expressed by as and in the second we
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shall understand the word for the sugested gTTR^Tif

But even such an opponent would find that the third

sentence cannot be tackled this way But he may show his

resourcefulness by paraphrasing the sentence as

3T5r ^s[f^ and then take as the

and avoid the But one may tell him that ^
IS a redundant construction He maysay that itis just

like the Paijmian phrase 2^17% and thus sanctioned by
similar usage Mammata calmy says that this is a good argu-
ment as far as it goes But this is only to be used in cases of

and not a good model to follow in everyday
usage.

Page 146
V. 207 This IS crrqir’s 4-2

V- 208 This IS II 47

Page I47

V 210 This IS Kuraaraihbhava I 12

Page 148
V 21 1 This IS 3-37

Page I49

V 212 This IS from 5r^^T^|tj3r’s on 15^1' s ^JTsiTT-

P 55

V. 213 This IS 69

[The "annotations on the portion from Kavyadosas are

very brief; because the text here is such as is

practically].

Page 150

V. 214 This'verse is sufficienty discussed in the introduction.

I may conclude these notes just in the words of Mammata
( no joint authorship controversy please 1 ) which would sumi

up my aim also behind this work

f TTPff f^T srf?nfn5Er% 1
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srfr#^^

Y^s
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^o

^^SII ^ITE ^Y

'Y\9
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?Tt 5TE 5T Y<?,
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t? trf^ n\
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qff^RIRFTSTT
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qr^tli: q-ir
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^ f^irr ?o^
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^ w:
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*0
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^ ’T?
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??H
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, ^rCi-TT—
'ST^7FcrTfn?5rt 1

V?

^ fk

-^: ftFqT%2M U?
ST TTifgr fsrar?^ V<i

-ST inr

sTs^«rsrfeq%nGT 9^\3

5TWfI5^?TJfNt

sTFTTf^^rsr^w %°
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Or^'tf^crr^sr \36

fsj^TTWTf?^ gwo
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^ fTOsnf ^ <^\3

'fsT

<i'\

^wfs^nrsftTTW YV

srgTJf

•^rpjf s^TTST wsr \3V

'TT^fsTg' gifiT^ ?Y?

«TT^TW3r

Jiwr g'^^T

q’Tc^fT^fq’ 5rf<T=^i%?

^5r5T4Trq'

qrtT fcftq-fg ^r^f

STcCTTq'^'sr-ff^^^ ^Y(f

igfe fqrq'^gq; H<^

fgw>ss irg- 13

^rur ^fT
srPFg^% g- fT»T%

^ST^TSTt

•STSiTT^ 1?

w^nmw^ Frfq: ?oY

srftnf V\a
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\3?
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5t:

JTTgr f% sr ffr^rf^

wr?gq>Twl%TrpT nv
>? qj-3[Ti^ fsrgg^

0 11

21^ SF'iwfWf <iY

Trwqrrrqi^^ \3 0

Ti3i%

TTSigiXTJraT ^^»ff

TT'W TTW^gr sr ^Y

TTR loC

^gisTFr^gr 6%

1?

WfoiiW^r g’STcTTT n®
g-JTts5?Tf?T H®, W
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CN

ftp ^3r?qfg
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ERRATA
( TO INTRODUCTION AND TEXT

)

On Page Line For Read

xii 5 accepts accepts

6 lenght length

1 7
8 figure figure

9 f 29 maxmis maxims
XIV 31 wroto wrote

XV 29 after ( IV 29“34 ) cidd are found in

77 33 ts to

XVll I treatmeni treatment

14 separate separate

30 the indistiact word after belong*, is

XIX 9 Firsty Firstly

8 four five

XXI 14 drop the word ‘to’ after ‘and’

19 real sed reahsed

21 after ‘prose’ put a semicolon

34 oveflow overflow

XXll 7 Ihe the

XXlll 35 in IS

xxiv 30 opics topics

XXVI 19 Vrtnvartika Vrttivartika

23 alamkarikas alamkarika

xxvm 5 elaoration elaboration

15 differnces differences
9 f

3 3 27 hallmak hallmark

xxix 5 unscon- uncon-

II inetivable inevitable

22 eltxte elite

XXX 13 bird birds

XXXI 9 from form

7 7
26

7 7 36 drop ‘is*

xxxin^ 6



320 K&vy apirakSs'a

»* 12 Tha The
»» 19 see s seers

xxxiv 2 89 39
f

»

12 68 66
13 73 7t

13 I 0

»» 5
16 10 ' *rt<^«(vsq:

5

45 5 osi^%?r

85 I of^atnr
94 10

123 9
126 12 trs'iTo ?r^<TTo

141 Put the section-title
on this page

above

145 4
146 8
147 II qpcrrfrJT*?

150 5 I3 I3:

[ In notes on p.302 at the beginning of the notes on puthe words: A critical Note: (l) Definition i\




